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[T]hough there is an immense amount of warfare and extermination 

going on amidst various species […] there is, at the same time, as 

much, or perhaps even more, of mutual support, mutual aid, and 

mutual defence amidst animals belonging to the same species or, at 

least, to the same society. Sociability is as much a law of nature 

as mutual struggle. 

Peter Kropotkin, Mutual aid: a factor of evolution (London, 1904), 

5. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last two hundred and fifty years, the meanings of the words chemistry 

and chemist have shifted. Today they are embedded in sets of associations, 

meanings and symbols that bear almost no relation to their eighteenth-century 

counterparts. Imagined familiarity tricks the mind into collapsing the 

eighteenth-century meanings of the words into existing concepts, rather than 

trying to grasp their alien meanings by learning about the associations they 

were likely to have brought to the mind of an eighteenth-century person.1 

Rather than starting out from any modern definitions of what eighteenth-

century chemistry was, this thesis is an attempt to investigate from where 

chemistry came. Or more specifically, to describe on a micro-level how a local 

tradition of chemistry was created through a process of exclusion, redefinition, 

negotiation and appropriation.  

While this is a study in the history of chemistry it is also a sociological 

study. My focus is on the internal relationships in a group of practitioners of 

science, rather than on the production of scientific facts that they engaged in. 

There are several reasons for this. First, it permits me to make more general 

statements about chemistry's role in and importance for eighteenth-century 

culture in general. Second, I hope that the findings of this study about the social 

behaviour of the chemists aren't limited to chemists doing chemistry, but can be 

utilized by historians who study other fields of eighteenth-century science as 

well. Third, I hopefully avoid the pitfall of reading history backwards and 

imagining chemistry as a single discipline that has evolved towards greater and 

greater clarity and coherence from obscure origins in crafts and alchemy.  

Each chapter in this book sets out to explore some specific themes in the 

creation of eighteenth-century Swedish chemistry. In chapter two, the general 

and institutional background to the success of Swedish chemistry is sketched 

out. It is discussed which groups supported chemistry and for what reasons 

                                                 
1 Even during the eighteenth century the meaning of the word chemistry shifted. At the 

beginning of the period the word was often associated with alchemy, quackery and folly. In the 
late eighteenth century chemistry had reached the position of favourite science of the elite and 
carried with it mainly positive connotations. Karl Hufbauer, The Formation of the German 
Chemical Community (1720-1795) (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London, 1982), 13-29. Maurice 
Crosland, “Chemistry and the Chemical revolution” in, G. S. Rousseau and R. Porter (eds.) The 
ferment of knowledge: Studies in the historiography of eighteenth-century science (Cambridge, 1980), 
389.  
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and a survey is made of how chemistry was institutionalized at the universities. 

Chapter three focuses on the theoretical and methodological changes that were 

initiated by Torbern Bergman when he took over the chair of chemistry in 

Uppsala. Bergman's subsequent attempts to marginalize his two major 

opponents, Johan Gottschalk Wallerius, the previous holder of the Uppsala 

chair and Gustav von Engeström, the head of the Board of Mines laboratory in 

Stockholm, is also analyzed. In the two subsequent chapters the focus shifts to 

the interaction of university chemistry with industry. It is shown how industrial 

processes gradually came to be redefined as a kind of “coarse chemistry”, a 

process which benefited both engineers employed at industrial installations and 

university chemists. In chapter four, the co-operation between the engineer 

Sven Rinman and Torbern Bergman is analyzed. In chapter five it is discussed 

how the Board of Mines’ official Samuel Gustav Hermelin and the young 

university chemist Johan Gottlib Gahn chose different strategies in their 

attempts to reform the copper-process at the great copper mine in Falun. In 

chapter six many of the themes explored in the previous chapters are brought 

together in an analysis of Carl Wilhelm Scheele’s adoption into the network of 

Swedish chemists. The final chapter contains a survey of the more general 

conclusions drawn from the study. 

 

 

Theoretical considerations 

The perspective chosen for this study is inspired by that of Martin Rudwick in 

his excellent book The great Devonian controversy (1988). I have attempted to 

study scientific knowledge in the making and have made a close reading of 

correspondence, in an attempt to convey what it was like to do science of a 

certain kind. The study does not focus on an individual, but rather on that 

which binds individuals together: “the complex web of social and cognitive 

interactions that bind even the most distinguished or reclusive scientist into his 

or her immediate network of colleagues, in collaboration or rivalry or both.”2 

                                                 
2 Martin Rudwick, The great Devonian controversy: The shaping of knowledge among gentlemanly 

specialists (Chicago and London, 1988), xxii-xxiii, 6, 435, (quotation on 6). Rudwick is of course 
not the only proponent of perspectives such as these. See in particular Steven Shapin and Simon 
Schaffer, Leviathan and the air-pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and the experimental life (Princeton, 1985). 
Bruno Latour, Science in action: How to follow scientists and engineers through society (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1987). 
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My great dependency on Jan Golinski’s work on eighteenth-century British 

chemistry must also be mentioned.3 

Both Rudwick and Golinski have made thorough case studies of British 

scientific environments. This raises the question whether their analyses can be 

extended to a different cultural context, i.e. the Swedish. Arthur Donovan has 

argued, that insofar as the chemical revolution of Antoine Laurent de Lavoisier 

can be seen as the founding of modern chemistry, it happened through “the 

transformation of a dispersed and varied set of local didactic, experimental, and 

explanatory practices into a systematized and coherent scientific discipline.”4 In 

this sense, as outlined by Donovan this book is a study of a local chemical 

tradition. The development of Swedish chemistry is followed, up until the time 

when it started to join itself to the “chemistries” of France and Britain.5 

It should be made clear however, that long before this happened, Swedish 

science (as well as the science conducted in Britain and France) was integrated 

in a wider European context. Exchange took place on several different levels. 

First, Swedes bought, read and related to foreign books and journals and non-

Swedes bought, read and related to texts written by Swedish authors. Texts 

written in Swedish in the original were often translated or, more seldom, read 

by foreigners in the original language.6 There was, therefore, an exchange going 

on at the level of scientific text production. Second, there was a regular 

exchange of letters between residents of Sweden-Finland (Finland was under 

                                                 
3 Jan Golinski, Science as Public Culture: Chemistry and Enlightenment in Britain, 1760-1820 

(Cambridge, 1992). Ibid., “Utility and Audience in Eighteenth-Century Chemistry: Case Studies 
of William Cullen and Joseph Priestley” British Journal for the History of Science, 21 (1988), 1-31. 

4 Arthur Donovan, “Introduction” in, A. Donovan (ed.) The chemical revolution: essays in 
reinterpretation (Osiris, 2nd ed. series, vol. 4, 1988), 11. See also, Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent, 
“Introductory essay: A geographical history of eighteenth-century chemistry” in, B. Bensaude-
Vincent and F. Abbri (eds.) Lavoisier in European context: Negotiating a new language for chemistry 
(Canton, Mass., 1995), 5f.  

5 An argument for the importance of the contribution of Swedish chemists to the chemical 
revolution of Lavoisier, et al., is presented by Theodore Porter, who proposes that “The direct 
line of ancestry of the French reforms must certainly be traced to [Swedish chemists] Bergman 
and Cronstedt.” Theodore M. Porter, “The promotion of mining and the advancement of 
science: the chemical revolution of mineralogy” Annals of Science 38 (1981), 567-569, (quotation 
on 567). 

6 For examples of foreign chemists learning Swedish see, Göte Carlid and Johan Nordström, 
“Introduction” in, Torbern Bergman, Torbern Bergman’s foreign correspondence Edited by Göte 
Carlid and Johan Nordström (Uppsala, 1965), 38f, 42, 45, 51. Hedvig af Petersens, “Om Torbern 
Bergmans och C. W. Scheeles franska förbindelser” Personhistorisk Tidskrift (1928), 190-192. 
Translations of Swedish scientific texts were numerous, for some examples, see Sten Lindroth, 
Kungliga Svenska Vetenskapsakademiens Historia 1739-1818 1:1 (Stockholm and Uppsala, 1967), 
208-216, 526f. For English translations of works by Bergman and Scheele, see Bertel Linder and 
W. A. Smeaton, “Schwediauer, Bentham and Beddoes: Translators of Bergman and Scheele” 
Annals of Science 24 (1968), 259-273. 
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Swedish rule until 1809, when it was ceded to Russia) and residents of foreign 

countries. In these letters gossip was exchanged and there were also discussions 

about scientific findings, both published and work-in-progress. There was, 

therefore, an exchange going on at a personal level through correspondence. 

Third, research material like plants, minerals and manuscripts was exchanged. 

A clear distinction between this exchange and that of written letters cannot be 

made. Often colour pigments, mineral specimens or dried plants were enclosed 

with the letters in which the specimens were discussed.7 Fourth, there was an 

exchange through travel. Mostly young people traveled all over Europe in 

order to visit distinguished individuals, universities, collections, libraries, mines 

and other large technical and industrial installations.8 Also with regards to 

travel, Sweden stood in a reciprocal relationship to the surrounding world. Not 

only did Swedes travel abroad, numerous foreigners visited the country in 

order to acquire knowledge in the sciences. However, it should be noted that 

nowhere in Sweden-Finland was there a place as important a destination of 

scientific pilgrimage as, for example, the university of Leyden (though Uppsala 

stood out for a short period during the time of Linnaeus and Bergman).9 Fifth, 

there was organized scientific co-operation across national boundaries. 

Particularly in astronomy through Pehr Wilhelm Wargentin, though the 

participation of the disciples of Linnaeus in the exploratory expeditions of 

foreign countries should also be mentioned in this category.10 Sixth, there was 

the custom of inviting foreigners as corresponding members of scientific 

academies. Several Swedes were elected into academies in other countries and 

several non-Swedes were made fellows of the Swedish Royal Academy of 

Sciences.11  

The activities just described were the social and physical aspect of that 

body, which is generally referred to as the republic of letters, or the “respublica 

literaria”. I have described them thoroughly in order to make it clear, that the 

Swedish men of science of the eighteenth century were integrated in the wider 

                                                 
7 See Bergman, Foreign correspondence for one prominent example and Carlid and Nordström, 

“Introduction”, 28-33, in the same volume for examples of exchange of mineral specimens and 
manuscripts. 

8 Examples in, Svante Lindqvist, Technology on trial: The introduction of steam power technology 
into Sweden, 1715-1736 (Uppsala, 1984), 121, 174. 

9 Jan Sundin, Främmande studenter vid Uppsala universitet före andra världskriget: En studie i 
studentmigration (Uppsala, 1973), 65-83. 

10 Sverker Sörlin, “National and international aspects of cross-boundary science: scientific 
travel in the 18th century” in, E. Crawford, T. Shinn and S. Sörlin (eds.) Denationalizing science: 
The contexts of international scientific practice (Dordrecht, Boston and London, 1993), 43-72. 

11 Lindroth, Vetenskapsakademiens Historia 1:1, 168-208, 539-542. See ibid., for many other 
examples of international exchange in which the Swedish Academy of Sciences was involved.  
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framework of the European republic of letters. It is necessary to establish this, 

since this study will extend analyses of the social codes and ideologies of the 

republic of letters that have been made on non-Swedish material to the Swedish 

context. It should be noted that the reciprocal nature of the relationships in 

question implies that the conclusions that can be drawn from the Swedish 

example can be generalized to other scientific environments of the eighteenth 

century. That the learned in Sweden were part of a wider international 

community will from now on be treated as an established fact.12 

Apart from the benefits of scientific exchange, extensive activities such as 

those described above are quite naturally accompanied by ideologies. Those 

who saw themselves as citizens of the republic of letters shared a common set of 

values. One of the more important was the idea that exchange should be 

politically neutral and independent of national borders.13 Other fundamental 

principles were the obligation of reciprocity and gratitude, the ideals of 

cosmopolitanism and fidelity to truth and the belief that status should be based 

on merit. The republic strived for autonomous status in relation to national 

states and corporate bodies. Its goal was the pursuit of knowledge and the 

defining relationship was one of equality between participants. According to 

Dena Goodman the citizens of the eighteenth-century republic of letters were 

somewhat different from their seventeenth-century counterparts. “They had a 

greater sense of national identity, a greater sense of their own autonomy and 

high status within their society and a new sense of their own authority over and 

independence from the state.”14 

In order to distinguish it from other forms of social interaction, the republic 

of letters can be defined as a social network. Ylva Hasselberg, Leos Müller and 

Niklas Stenlås have developed a model, in which they make use of a definition 

by sociologist Walter W. Powell. According to the definition, ideal type 

networks have, as opposed to hierarchies, a relatively flat structure. The most 

common kind of network relationships can be described as more or less equal. 

The relationships between the actors in a network can be characterized as 

                                                 
12 For a discussion of the relative importance of different scientific communities (and the 

Swedish in particular) in the eighteenth century, see Lindqvist, “The spectacle of science: An 
experiment in 1744 concerning the aurora borealis” Configurations: A journal of literature, science 
and technology 1:1 (1993), 57-94.  

13 Lorraine Daston, “Nationalism and scientific neutrality under Napoleon” in, T. Frängsmyr 
(ed.) Solomon's house revisited: The organization and institutionalization of science (Canton, Mass., 
1990), 95-119. 

14 Dena Goodman, The republic of letters: a cultural history of the French enlightenment (Ithaca and 
London, 1996), 21-24, 132, (quotation on 23). Anne Goldgar, Impolite learning: Conduct and 
community in the republic of letters 1680-1750 (New Haven and London, 1995), 12-19, 23-24. 
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mutually dependent. As opposed to the ideal type market relationship, the 

network relationship is durable and the ties between participants of a network 

may become stronger over time. Participants have different positions in a 

network and these positions may be connected to power and resources, in a 

similar way as in a hierarchical organization. Networks often serve to mediate 

power and are characterized by mutuality. As opposed to hierarchical forms of 

organization, the participants do not have strictly formalized positions. There 

are no formal rules in social networks, but there are common codes of 

behaviour that dictate how the members of a network should behave towards 

each other. The authors emphasize that “networks best serve their purposes [for 

economic exchange] when the value of the commodities exchanged is not easily 

determinable.” As has been noted, one of the primary functions of the republic 

of letters was to serve as a system for exchange of objects, facts and favours, 

most of which had a value that was difficult to establish.15 

The importance of rules for gift giving have been widely treated in 

anthropological literature and many authors agree with Marcel Mauss’ 

influential study The Gift that the purpose of exchange of gifts is to create 

feelings of friendship and obligation rather than to make economic gains. 

Exchange serves to strengthen social relationships. Exchange builds trust which 

is a prerequisite for deeper co-operation and friendship.16 However, Mauss also 

stresses that the obligation to give a gift in return (reciprocity) can be exploited. 

The gifts can be so valuable, that they overwhelm the receiver and force him or 

her into a position of servitude or slavery.17  

As a network for gift exchange based on obligation, the republic of letters 

could be used by individuals to subdue others with their gifts. Someone who 

received gifts without giving back in at least equal measure would become the 

client of the other. The giver would become his patron. In relationships that 

were defined by the informal rules of the republic, this was something that had 

to be avoided at all cost.  

However, in many relationships there was a big difference in power 

between the involved individuals. In those cases it was often seen as a welcome 

development if the relationship evolved into a patron-client relationship. It 

must be noted that when chemists or other men of science acted as patrons 

                                                 
15 Ylva Hasselberg, Leos Müller and Niklas Stenlås, “Åter till historiens nätverk” in, Håkan 

Gunneriusson (ed.) Sociala nätverk och fält (Uppsala, 2002), 15. Idem, History from a network 
perspective CTS working paper 1997:01, 1-11, (quotation on 5). 

16 Goodman, Republic of letters, 113, and Goldgar, Impolite learning, 19-20, points out this 
anthropological connection. 

17 Marcel Mauss, Gåvan (1925: Uppsala, 1972), 59-61, 92-100. Goldgar, Impolite learning, 26-30. 
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and/or clients, they engaged in conventional eighteenth-century behaviour. 

This type of relationship was the norm at all levels of society. As a rule it was 

seen as a good thing to have the protection of powerful patrons.18 To organize 

one's relationships according to another pattern, other than the familiar 

patriarchic one of submission to superiors (whether they were scientific, 

religious or political authorities, patrons, masters, fathers or husbands), was to 

some extent a political statement.19 To embrace the values that were embodied 

in the republic of letters would, as the century progressed, become increasingly 

associated with the movement of enlightenment and later on, with the French 

revolution.20  

According to Hasselberg, Müller and Stenlås the patron-client relationship 

is often mediated by networks and is characterized by the unequal power, 

status and influence of patron and client. The patron has much power, while the 

client only controls one or a few resources that the patron can use. The patron 

can demand favours from the client, while the client has to petition and court 

the patron in the hope of receiving some boon or other.21 Thus it is important to 

distinguish between (more or less) equal network relationships and patron-

client relationships that are mediated in networks. In this thesis a distinction 

along these lines is made between men of science and engineers on the one 

hand and the politicians who often acted as their patrons on the other. 

Nevertheless it must be stressed that the patron-client relationship is also an 

ideal type. Depending on the distribution of resources in a network, differences 

in age of the participants and other factors the roles of patrons and clients can 

shift over time. But there are also very stable patron-client relationships, some 

of which span over generations.  

In this study, the republic of letters is treated primarily as a set of common 

values that allowed exchange between chemists to take place, whether it was on 

a national or international level. Scientific information, texts and objects could 

be exchanged for similar things, but could also be exchanged for favours 

and/or patronage that gave access to publishing opportunities or material 

                                                 
18 Magnus Ekblad, Relationen etableras och bekräftas, Chapter for PhD thesis, dept. of History, 

Uppsala University, 2002, 24-26. Golinski, Science as Public Culture, 14-16, 70. Dorinda Outram, 
“Introduction” in, D. Outram (ed.) The letters of Georges Cuvier: A summary calendar of manuscript 
and printed materials preserved in Europe, the United States of America, and Australasia (Lancaster, 
1979), 3-5. 

19 Martin Melkersson, Staten, ordningen och friheten: En studie av den styrande elitens syn på statens 
roll mellan stormaktstiden och 1800-talet (Uppsala, 1997), 78-80, 83-89, 96-98, 102-104. 

20 Goodman, Republic of letters, 2, 5. 

21 Ylva Hasselberg, Leos Müller and Niklas Stenlås, “Åter till historiens nätverk”, 16.  
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benefits, such as grants or better employment.22 Each chemist in this study, is 

treated as someone who has an agenda of his own (and who strives to further 

his own interests), while simultaneously striving to act in accordance with the 

values of the republic and the surrounding society. 

 

 

Methods, delimitations and definitions 

There were several groups with an interest in chemistry in eighteenth-century 

Sweden. In particular two groups of interest to the broader understanding of 

the history of chemistry in Sweden should be mentioned. (These groups will 

not be discussed in depth in this study but the reader should be made aware of 

their existence.) First, the employees and auscultators (auskultanter) of the 

Board of Mines who were proficient in chemistry but didn't publish, or 

published only a few texts that weren't considered particularly original by their 

contemporaries.23 Second, the pharmacists, a group that had proficiency in 

chemistry and were a driving force behind chemistry's increased status in 

Germany. They are suspiciously absent in the Swedish source material I have 

studied. With Scheele as the notable exception, Swedish pharmacists seem to 

have published little and I have found no indication that they acted collectively 

to take part in the creation of chemical science in Sweden, or that they acted to 

reap the benefits of chemistry's increased status.24 These two groups need to be 

studied carefully if we are to deepen our understanding of the “undergrowth” 

of Swedish chemistry in the eighteenth century. Other groups with an interest 

in chemistry were alchemists, medical doctors, ironmasters and proprietors of 

other industrial installations. Many of these groups pursued work that could be 

described in chemical terms. There were also other interested members of the 

                                                 
22 The system of exchange that I have studied shares many similarities with the networks 

among Swedish ironmasters at the beginning of the nineteenth century. One of the most 
interesting similarities is the interchangeability of favours, information and material assets. Ylva 
Hasselberg, Den sociala ekonomin: Familjen Clason och Furudals bruk 1804-1856 (Uppsala, 1998), 
esp. 138-142, 147-149.  

23 Johan Axel Almqvist, Bergskollegium och Bergslagsstaterna 1637-1857: Administrativa och 
biografiska anteckningar (Stockholm, 1909) contains exhaustive lists of the employees of the Board 
of Mines in the eighteenth century.  

24 Hufbauer, Formation, 20f., 34-36, 53-61. Apart from Scheele, there was also the Stockholm 
pharmacist Johan Julius Salberg, a student of Urban Hiärne and one of the founding Fellows of 
the Swedish Royal Academy of Sciences. Sten Lindroth, Svensk lärdomshistoria: Frihetstiden (1975; 
Stockholm, 1989), 377, 491-493. Ibid., Vetenskapsakademiens historia 1:1, 262f., 330, 527. Thure 
Månsson, “Salberg, Johan Julius”, Svenska män och kvinnor 6 (Stockholm, 1949), 474.  
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elite and independent thinkers, that is “amateurs”, who philosophized about 

the nature of matter. These groups too, would deserve further studies.25  

It must be noted however, that chemistry, from the perspective of its 

practitioners, seems to have been quite well defined in the eighteenth century. 

Practitioners could recognize each other quite easily on tell-tale signs, as for 

example knowledge of the chemical symbol language, display of ability to read 

and discuss chemical texts and ability to perform operations in the laboratory. 

While there were differences as to what competence and excellence in chemistry 

entailed, there seems to have existed an agreement among practitioners 

concerning who was a chemist and who was not. 

 This does not however, mean that chemist was a stable identity in a 

modern, disciplinary sense. There was much coming and going over what 

today is seen as stable disciplinary boundaries. Chemistry is quite a narrow 

category in which to place the mixed bag of knowledge in experimental 

physics, natural philosophy, natural history, mineralogy and chemistry that 

chemical practitioners had to have to keep ahead in their field.26  

In the present study I have used two definitions on who was a chemist in 

eighteenth-century Sweden, one inclusive and one exclusive. The inclusive 

definition takes into account everyone who gained some kind of minimal 

recognition as a competent chemist. That is, the sources indicate that they were 

able to communicate intelligibly about chemical issues and that they to (at least) 

some limited extent took part in endeavours or enterprises that were 

considered to be “within bounds” of chemistry as perceived in the eighteenth 

century. It is in this very general sense that the word chemist is used in this 

book.27  

The second definition is exclusive and is used as a marker of those who 

gained recognition as able and accepted chemists, that is, the limited group that 

was well integrated into the republic of letters and were considered to be 

                                                 
25 See Anders Lundgren, “The new chemistry in Sweden: The debate that wasn't” in, A. 

Donovan (ed.) The chemical revolution: essays in reinterpretation, Osiris, 2nd ed. series, 4 (1988), 
160f., on Peter Niclas Gedda and Carl August Ehrensvärd, two amateur chemists. For a list of 
Swedish alchemists, see Carl-Michael Edenborg, Gull och mull (Lund, 1997), 202-204. The criteria 
of selection are, however, not disclosed, and several of the persons on the list were not 
alchemists. Therefore this list should be used with caution. 

26 Maurice Crosland, “Chemistry and the Chemical revolution”, 391-396. Significantly, Joseph 
Priestley, one of the major chemical investigators of the eighteenth century never identified 
himself as a chemist. Golinski, Science as Public Culture, 50f. 

27 For a similar definition of minimally competent geologists, see Rudwick, The great Devonian 
controversy, 419. At present I have gathered biographical data on 82 individuals born either in 
Sweden, Finland or in the parts of Germany that were under Swedish rule, who can be 
considered as chemists according to this definition. 
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chemists by other citizens of the republic. The definition is taken from Lissa 

Roberts, who argues that acceptance into the society of eighteenth-century 

chemists depended on the interplay of three factors: “perceived manipulative 

abilities and technical acumen in laboratory settings; acceptance and use of 

polite, theoretically neutral discourse (that is, in the sense of not asserting an 

overall system) for communication in general and experimental reporting in 

particular and success in situating oneself in a recognized network of active 

participants.”28 I will return to this definition and use it as a touchstone to 

determine social mobility and fluctuating levels of recognition in the group I 

study. 

The empirical backbone of the study is the extant correspondence between 

a group of aspiring and accepted chemists and their scientific friends and 

patrons. In particular Johan Gottchalk Wallerius, Sven Rinman, Torbern 

Bergman, Samuel Gustav Hermelin, Johan Gottlieb Gahn and Carl Wilhelm 

Scheele. All these men did their main chemical work in a political and cultural 

era generally referred to as the enlightenment, spanning a period from about 

1750 to the mid 1780s.29  

The greater part of the correspondences that have been examined can be 

found in libraries and archives in the Uppsala/Stockholm area.30 Although 

quite a large number of correspondences have been preserved it is clear that 

many letters have been lost. That the material is incomplete is made painfully 

clear by two documents that I have found. Two lists of letters sent by Anders 

Philip Tidström (Bergman's main rival for the chair of chemistry in Uppsala) 

and J. G. Gahn respectively. The lists were “letter books” which were used to 

                                                 
28 Lissa Roberts, “Setting the table: The disciplinary development of eighteenth-century 

chemistry as read through the changing structure of its tables” in, P. Dear (ed.) The literary 
structure of scientific argument: Historical studies (Philadelphia, 1991), 119. 

29 The late 1780s was a period of transition for Swedish chemistry, as well as for the chemistry 
in the rest of Europe. After the death of Bergman in 1784 and Scheele in 1786 almost all chemists 
of importance (P. J. Hjelm and A. J. Retzius were the exceptions) eventually came to accept the 
chemical reforms of Lavoisier with almost no debate. Lundgren, “The new chemistry in 
Sweden”, 160-168. 

30 Uppsala University Library (UUB) in Uppsala, Royal Library (KB), Archives of the Royal 
Academy of Sciences (KVA), National Record Office (RA) and the archives of the National 
Museum of Science and Technology (TMA) in Stockholm. I have also drawn on some volumes 
of published correspondence. Carl Wilhelm Scheele, Carl Wilhelm Scheele: Efterlemnade bref och 
anteckningar Edited by A. E. Nordenskiöld (Stockholm, 1892) has been used together with the 
manuscripts to Uno Boklund's unfinished edition and translation into English of Scheele's 
correspondence, that is deposited at KVA. (MS Boklund, KVA.) Johan Gottlieb Gahn, Brev: 
Utgivna med kommentarer av Jan Trofast 1-2 (Lund, 1992, 1994) is complemented with letters from 
J. G. Gahn to S. G. Hermelin in Hermelinsamlingen, vol. 7, RA. For letters that have been found 
in other places than the cited archives and edited correspondences, the reader is referred to the 
footnotes to the passages where they are quoted. 
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keep account of postage expenses. Tidström's letter-book spans the period of 

October 1756 to December 1757 and contains approximately 200 entries of 

letters sent. Among the receivers were the chemists Lars Hiortsberg, Anders 

Hedenberg, P. J. Bergius and Torbern Bergman. I have looked for these letters 

in the archives listed above and elsewhere but have been unable to locate them. 

My conclusion is that Tidström corresponded with at least four other chemists, 

but that probably none of his letters were preserved.31 Gahn's letter-book spans 

the period of 1781 to 1787 and has approximately 1670 entries of letters sent. I 

have not made a thorough study of this book, but from a comparison of the 

record of letters sent to Samuel Gustav Hermelin, Sven Rinman and Torbern 

Bergman during the years 1781-82 with the extant material it appears that much 

is missing. There are 29 letters from Gahn to Hermelin in Riksarkivet (National 

Record Office), although one of them is undated none of them appears to be 

sent in 1781 or 1782. Nevertheless Gahn’s letter-book has twelve entries of 

letters sent to Hermelin in these two years. The year 1781, Gahn sent four letters 

to Sven Rinman, none of which have been preserved. In October 1782 Gahn 

sent one letter to Torbern Bergman that also is missing. This indicates that 

although Gahn's correspondence is rather well preserved, a large number of 

letters have disappeared or been destroyed.32 

My point is that the textual material that remains has been shaped by 

conscious and unconscious choices of chemists, historians and others (as well as 

by fires and other accidents). The remaining letters are a body of texts that have 

been selected and edited several times. They must be critically analyzed if they 

are to yield something more than the preferred self-images of the actors and 

their presentation of how they conducted their work.33  

The Bergian collection of copied letters may be cited as an example. This 

collection is a major source of information about the personal lives of many 

practitioners of the sciences in eighteenth-century Sweden. It consists of 20 

volumes of about 5500 letters between Fellows of the Royal Swedish Academy 

of Sciences or in other ways noteworthy persons.34 All of these have been 

painstakingly hand-copied from the originals by Bengt Bergius, who himself 

was a member of the Academy. When reading these letters one should take 

several things into consideration. First, the writers of the letters selected the 

                                                 
31 Tidström, A. P., [D 1453] UUB. There were nine entries in his letter-book for letters sent to 

Linnaeus in this short period, but only one letter (in all) from him is extant in the archives of the 
Linnaean Society, London [XV, 364-365]. 

32 Gahn, Letter-book, [Gahns papper, bunt 3], NMA. 

33 For a model for this view, see Golinski, Science as Public Culture, esp. 78, 84-87. 

34 Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 624. The collection, Bergianska avskriftssamlingen, in KVA. 
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information in them for the benefit (and sometimes confusion) of their 

correspondents. Second, only letters that were regarded as interesting (or 

harmless) enough were likely to be passed on to Bergius. Third, it is likely that 

Bergius excluded letters from the collection and he may have censored those he 

copied or excluded passages that he thought were of no interest for posterity. 

Fourth, mainly letters from Bergius friends and relatives were likely to end up 

in his hands.35 

That which is considered a good archival source today was most likely 

censored and perhaps altered twice already in the eighteenth century. There are 

similar problems with the remaining collections of original correspondence. 

That the letters are still around today is evidence that a lot of people over the 

centuries have chosen not to throw them away. For these reasons, just reading 

letters and re-telling the stories in them simply won't do. Instead, letters have to 

be interpreted as arguments that carry intentions that relate to the context in 

which the letters were sent and received. Stories that are told in letters should 

be interpreted as embodying the morals and interests of those who tell them. 

When chemists tell others about their own behaviour and pursuits the stories 

should be interpreted as acts of self-presentation.36  

Furthermore, each time a letter has been selected for preservation, it has 

been preserved for a reason. The copied letters in the Bergian collection were 

chosen to present the corresponding individuals as important men of science 

and to emphasise the importance of the activities that they engaged in by 

documenting them.37 Other intentions, concerning for example the proper and 

improper modes of discourse and the moral character of the correspondents, 

are also likely to have been embedded in the collection. Regardless if these 

intentions were obscure or transparent to eighteenth-century readers and 

compilers of the letters, they must be interpreted by the reader of the present 

day. Every act of preservation is an attempt to construct a history of events that 

                                                 
35 Bengt Bergius lived with his brother P. J. Bergius, a botanist with an interest in chemistry 

who corresponded with several other chemists in this study. Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 265-268. 
There are several examples that show that P. J. Bergius had an interest in chemical issues. For 
example P. J. Bergius to Bergman,12.02.1770, [G21], UUB. Bergman to P. J. Bergius 16.02.1770, 
Bergianska Avskriftssamlingen14, KVA. Interestingly enough, Bergius didn't use the chemical 
symbol language in his letter, while Bergman's answer contained seven different chemical 
symbols, albeit none of them particularly esoteric. 

36 The inspiration for this approach is taken from Jan Golinski. However, Golinski analyses 
mainly printed documents. My primary source material is correspondence. See also Christopher 
Lawrence and Steven Shapin (eds.) Science incarnate: Historical embodiments of natural knowledge 
(Chicago, 1998). 

37 Another aspect of this zeal for preservation of “the deeds of great men” was the practice of 
writing and publishing biographies of important men of science. What is said here about letters 
applies of course to eighteenth-century scientific biographies also.  
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is comprehensible or carries meaning from the point of view of the preserver. If 

only in this limited sense, most history has to be the history of the winners, or 

perhaps I should say, survivors. 

Another point I want to make is that for someone who wants to make a 

guess about what really went on, the excluded material is perhaps even more 

important than that which remains. The letter-books of Gahn and Tidström 

indicate clearly that the material that has been selected for exclusion is much 

larger, than that which remains. Given that I attempt to understand eighteenth 

century Swedish chemistry on its own terms, I must attempt to make as much 

as possible of the holes in the map by charting boundaries and by making 

suggestions about what might have been lost, forgotten or suppressed. 

 

 

History of Swedish chemistry 

The contribution of Swedish chemists was important to the development of 

chemistry in the eighteenth century. In textbooks on the history of science, for 

example Goodman and Russel's Rise of scientific Europe, it is possible to find 

quotes like this one:  

It is hard to exaggerate the importance of Swedish chemistry in 

the eighteenth century. For anyone familiar with the general 

history of chemistry a list of chemical members of the Swedish 

Academy of Sciences reads like a roll call of honour. Equally, to 

enumerate the chief accomplishments of a relatively small number 

of men on the edge of Europe is to be reminded that science owes 

much more to Sweden than even the great work of Linnaeus. As late 

as 1886 no less than 40 per cent of the chemical elements found 

since the Middle Ages had been discovered in Sweden.38 

Nevertheless there have been no in depth studies that have attempted to chart 

the background factors to the success of Swedish chemistry. No attempts have 

been made to describe the societal and scientific milieu that enabled Swedish 

chemists to act with such authority on the scene of eighteenth-century 

chemistry and also to take on such prominent roles as they did. It is my hope 

                                                 
38 Colin Russel, “Science on the fringe of Europe: Eighteenth-century Sweden” in, D. Goodman 

and C. Russel (eds.) Rise of scientific Europe 1500-1800 (Sevenoaks, Kent, 1994), 323. On the 
importance of translated Swedish chemical works for French chemistry, Henry Guerlac, “Some 
French antecedents of the chemical revolution” Chymia: Annual studies in the history of chemistry 5 
(1959), 91f, 100-102, 108f. 
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that this study will fill part of this gap in our knowledge of eighteenth-century 

chemistry.  

At the outset of my work on this thesis I was fairly convinced that very little 

research had been done on Swedish eighteenth-century chemistry and indeed 

on eighteenth-century chemistry in general. While the latter belief was plainly 

wrong the first one was only partly so, but the research that has been done on 

eighteenth-century Swedish chemistry is rather difficult to access. Furthermore, 

several big projects have been started but few have been carried through to 

completion. The first major work, Adolf Erik Nordenskiöld's 1892 edition of 

Carl Wilhelm Scheele's letters, was discontinued by the editor when he thought 

he had proven Scheele's priority to the discovery of oxygen. The standard work 

on Swedish eighteenth-century chemistry, Hugo Olsson's Kemiens historia i 

Sverige intill år 1800 (“The history of chemistry in Sweden up until the year 

1800”) was almost completed when the author died. It was subsequently 

prepared for publishing by the publishing firm. Göte Carlid's edition of Torbern 

Bergman's letters had to be completed by Johan Nordström.39  

A work that only partially made it into print is Uno Boklund's grand 

attempt to publish all of Carl Wilhelm Scheele's literary remains together with a 

biography. Boklund's manuscript material, his entry on Scheele in the 

Dictionary of Scientific Biography and his doctoral thesis, an edition of one of 

Scheele's manuscripts, gives a good indication of the theoretical assumptions 

that informed his enterprise.40 One of his great concerns was to argue against 

the traditional view of Scheele as an experimentalist with little knowledge of 

the theoretical parts of chemistry. Scheele was cast as an “indefatigable seeker 

of truth” who was “remorselessly driven to re-examine [...] the great chemical 

problems of the day [...] from theoretical standpoints.”41 Boklund intended to 

prove Scheele's theoretical strength by grouping his experiments according to 

how they related to “central theoretical problems” of eighteenth-century 

chemistry. In a string of reviews in Lychnos, Boklund showed his deep 

knowledge of the history of chemistry from a Swedish perspective. He 

                                                 
39 Scheele, Efterlemnade bref, Hugo Olsson, Kemiens historia i Sverige intill år 1800 (Uppsala, 

1971), Torbern Bergman, Torbern Bergman’s foreign correspondence Edited by Göte Carlid and 
Johan Nordström (Uppsala, 1965). 

40 Boklund's manuscripts are deposited in, MS Boklund, KVA. Uno Boklund, “Scheele, Carl 
Wilhelm” DSB 12, 143-150. Carl Wilhelm Scheele, Bruna boken: utg. i faksimil med dechiffrering och 
innehållsanalys jämte inledning och kommentar av Uno Boklund (Stockholm, 1961). The book was 
published again in 1968 with an English foreword and commentary. Uno Boklund, Carl Wilhelm 
Scheele: His work and life I/II The Brown Book (Stockholm, 1968). 

41 Uno Boklund, At last after 200 years a complete English edition of Carl Wilhelm Scheele's literary 
remains (Stockholm, 1968). Prospectus in MS Boklund KVA, 4.  
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appeared as a champion of the importance of Swedish chemistry in general and 

of Scheele in particular. Although Boklund distanced himself from what he saw 

as Nordenskiöld's nineteenth-century image of Scheele as a national hero, he 

was still very preoccupied with “the role of Scheele in the progress of culture”. 

He was critical to foreign authors who failed to see Scheele's importance and to 

give him the recognition he was due. Scheele was to take his place as a hero, not 

of Swedish science, but of European cultural progress.42  

More national in its perspective, and also broader in its scope, is Hugo 

Olsson's 384-page Kemiens historia i Sverige intill år 1800. Since its publication in 

1971 it has been the standard work on chemistry in Sweden up to the year 1800, 

but it has aged rapidly. Olsson's reasons for studying eighteenth-century 

chemistry were very dissimilar from the present author's. Olsson didn't concern 

himself with the influence of external factors on chemical practice and theory. 

Interactions between chemists and their financial backers were summarily 

described but not analyzed. The status of chemical knowledge as scientific and 

useful was implicitly assumed. He also mixed eighteenth-century and modern 

terminology rather freely and made no distinctions between the chemical 

substances used in the eighteenth-century and their modern counterparts. 

Sometimes he completely overwrote eighteenth-century terminology with its 

modern counterpart, leaving the impression that eighteenth-century chemists 

had access to twentieth-century terminology.43 The main questions that Olsson 

sought to answer were whether the investigations of eighteenth-century 

chemists could be judged as precursory to modern chemistry and whether 

eighteenth-century theories and conclusions from experiments were right or 

wrong. Olsson was also quite unconcerned with chronology. The first part of 

his book contains biographical sketches of Swedish chemists; the second is 

organized thematically as a “systematic account of the chemical discoveries of 

the age.”44 Although this arrangement makes the book useful as a work of 

reference, it gives the reader little indication of how chemical thought and 

                                                 
42 “Scheeles roll i det kulturella framåtskridandet”. Uno Boklund, “Otto Zekert, Carl Wilhelm 

Scheele: Apotheker, Chemiker, Entdecker” Lychnos 1965-66, 524. See also idem, “J. R. Partington, A 
history of chemistry Vol. 3-4” and “Leon Velluz, Vie de Lavoisier” Lychnos 1967-68. For a critique of 
this perspective that is contemporary with Boklund, see Sten Lindroth's review, “Carl Wilhelm 
Scheele, Bruna boken: utg. i faksimil med dechiffrering och innehållsanalys jämte inledning och 
kommentarer av Uno Boklund” Lychnos 1962, 474, 476.  

43 For examples, see Hugo Olsson, Kemiens historia i Sverige intill år 1800 (Uppsala, 1971), 211, 
305. 

44 “[D]en systematiska redogörelsen för de kemiska upptäckterna under tidevarvet.” Olsson, 
Kemiens historia, 78. 
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practice evolved over time. Despite these problems, Olsson's book contains a 

wealth of valuable information and has a good empirical base.45  

The goal of this earlier research can be described as follows. 1) Preserving 

the memory of great men and their deeds. 2) Establishing issues of priority and 

chronologies of events construed as important. 3) Exhaustive cataloguing, 

deciphering and publishing of remaining manuscript material. These aims 

conformed to most of the international research in the history of chemistry of 

the time.46 Although very helpful, history of chemistry of this type was to a 

significant degree written as a part of a disciplinary tradition that aimed to 

outline the progress of chemistry. It was more often than not written by 

chemists with an interest in the history of their discipline and catered mainly to 

the needs and interests of professional and/or retired chemists. 

Two recent historians of science that have concerned themselves with 

eighteenth-century Swedish chemistry should especially be mentioned: Marco 

Beretta and Anders Lundgren.47 In his doctoral thesis The enlightenment of 

matter: The definition of chemistry from Agricola to Lavoisier (1993) Beretta 

discusses Bergman's views thoroughly. His main interest, however, lies in the 

history of texts and books and the interaction between major actors on an 

international arena through their published work.48  

In contrast, this study views articles and books as objects of exchange, 

confirmations of status and end products of a long scientific production 

process. The perspective is complementary to that outlined above. Publication 

is the final stage of a long social process. The social process that commences 

after publication is a different one, no less worthy of study by sociologists and 

historians of science. It is, however, different and surprisingly separate from the 

production process. I argue that the negotiations in which eighteenth-century 

Swedish chemical science was created, took place before publication in informal 

networks. The production of science was rather weakly related to published 

                                                 
45 C. f. Boklund's very positive review of Olsson's work, “Hugo Olsson, Kemiens historia i 

Sverige intill år 1800.” Lychnos 1971-72. 

46 See for example W. A. Smeaton, “New light on Lavoisier: The research of the last ten years” 
History of Science 2 (1963), 51-69, esp. 51. For a short but excellent discussion of the changes in 
History of Science from approximately 1950 to 1980, see G. S. Rousseau and R. Porter, 
“Introduction” in, G. S. Rousseau and R. Porter (eds.) The ferment of knowledge: Studies in the 
historiography of eighteenth-century science (Cambridge, 1980), 1-7. 

47 I have also used Evan Melhado, Jacob Berzelius: The Emergence of His Chemical System, 
(Stockholm and Uppsala, 1981), 23-99, which contains an excellent background on the chemical 
theories of the eighteenth century. See also idem, “Mineralogy and the Autonomy of Chemistry 
around 1800” Lychnos 1990.  

48 Marco Beretta, The Enlightenment of Matter: The Definition of Chemistry from Agricola to 
Lavoisier (Canton, Mass., 1993). See also idem, “T. O. Bergman and the definition of chemistry” 
Lychnos 1988. 
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texts. It was in the network that the agenda for research was set and it was in 

personal communication with others that new theories and concepts were 

formed. There is thus little overlap between Beretta's perspective and mine.  

Anders Lundgren has published several articles on eighteenth-century 

Swedish chemistry.49 I would say that in this thesis, I have carried out several of 

the investigations that Lundgren calls for in his article “Bergshantering och 

kemi i Sverige under 1700-talet.” The article is a preliminary survey of 

chemistry's role in eighteenth-century Sweden and its relationship to the 

mining industry. Lundgren argues that the strong connections between 

chemistry and the mining industry enabled chemistry to thrive in Sweden 

throughout the eighteenth century, unmoved by intellectual fashions and the 

changing status of other sciences. That is also a starting point of this thesis. But 

according to Lundgren's essay, chemistry was “useful” and economically 

beneficial to the mining industry and an early example of a field where science 

and technology actually interacted with industry to yield economic profit.50 The 

question of how chemists interacted with industrialists and engineers and how 

chemistry was defined and used by different groups in Swedish society is a 

central theme of this thesis and some more specific arguments against 

Lundgren's thesis will be presented in chapter four. 51 

 

 

                                                 
49 Anders Lundgren, “The changing role of numbers in 18th century chemistry” in, T. 

Frängsmyr, J. L. Heilbron and R. E. Ricks (eds.) The Quantifying Spirit of the Eighteenth Century 
(Berkeley, 1990), 245-266, draws heavily on Swedish examples. Lundgren, “The new chemistry 
in Sweden”, 146-68, contains a comprehensive survey of the interactions between practitioners 
of chemistry and the Swedish mining authorities. 

50 Lundgren, “Bergshantering och kemi i Sverige under 1700-talet” Med hammare och fackla 29 
(1985), 91ff., 96, 100, 114, 116. Important for the understanding of Lundgren's position is Karin 
Johannisson, “Naturvetenskap på reträtt: En diskussion om naturvetenskapens status under 
svenskt 1700-tal” Lychnos 1979-80, 109-154. Lundgren has in his later work put his older position 
to question. In an essay from 1998 he has gone so far as to question the importance of chemistry 
for Swedish industry in the late nineteenth century saying that “[t]he knowledge required in 
industry was that related to economic profit, for which the chemical understanding of nature at 
the end of the 19th century could help little.” Unsurprisingly, he has extended this analysis to 
the eighteenth century as well. Lundgren, “The development of chemical industry in Sweden 
and the contribution of academic chemistry after 1900” in, A. S. Travis et al. (eds.) Determinants 
in the evolution of the European chemical industry, 1900-1939, (The Netherlands, 1998), 140, 
personal communication. 

51 The chemistry in Sweden of the 1790s and onwards to the death of Berzelius (1848) is 
generally better studied than the preceding period. See, Lundgren, Anders Gustaf Ekeberg, the 
antiphlogistic chemistry and the Swedish scene Berzelius Society Series 5 (Stockholm 1997), 3-26, a 
study of a minor chemist active in the period between Bergman and Berzelius, and Melhado, 
Berzelius, 13-20 for a review of the older literature on Berzelius. For the more recent, see Igor S. 
Dmitriev, “Berzelius, Jöns Jacob 1779-1848” in, A. Hessenbruch (ed.) Reader’s guide to the history 
of science (London and Chicago, 2000), 75-77. 
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Some notes on translations / technicalities 

Translations from Swedish are my own unless otherwise stated and in most 

cases I have included the original quotes in the footnotes. I have also tried to 

use English eighteenth-century translations of Swedish, German and Latin texts 

as much as possible. Chemists often used chemical sign language as shorthand 

when mentioning substances in letters. Instead of reproducing the chemical 

symbols in question, I have chosen to write out the names of the substances in 

italics.  

Regarding the use of old and new chemical terminology I have tried as 

much as possible to stay within the framework of eighteenth-century chemistry. 

Only when I have regarded it as absolutely necessary have I tried to translate 

eighteenth-century chemical terms into modern terminology. There are several 

reasons for this. The easiest path to take would probably be to argue that the 

similarities between eighteenth-century and modern chemistry are few and that 

translations from one framework into another are impossible. There are several 

good works in, for example, anthropology and linguistics on which such an 

argument could be built. Although I adhere to this view in principle, there is no 

use in denying that there also is a strong cultural continuity between 

eighteenth-century European culture and science and its contemporary 

counterparts. This is a complicated issue and I don't want to go too far into it 

here. It is enough to note, that modern chemical terminology and theory is a 

part of the interpretative apparatus available to the historian in trying to 

understand the sources. In the context of writing history, it doesn't have any 

particularly privileged status as compared to, for example, historical and 

sociological specialist terminology and theory. In this thesis I concentrate on the 

interpreting of social events in historical and sociological terms.  

Swedish organizations and titles are translated throughout. The original 

terms are given in a parentheses the first time the translation appears in each 

chapter. The reader is referred to the Appendix for an alphabetical list of 

Swedish titles, mining terms and societies that have been translated into 

English. There are, nevertheless, some words occurring in the text that might 

confuse non-Swedish-speaking readers. 

Utilism: The Swedish term “utilism” designates the ideology behind the 

economized science that was in vogue in Sweden in the middle of the 

eighteenth century. This term, which I will use for lack of an English substitute, 

must not be confused with “utilitarianism” a later “-ism” with much different 

meaning. Utilists held that science was rational and useful knowledge that 

could be implemented to improve (rationalize) industrial processes and select 
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aspects of everyday life and should be pursued only for the immediate practical 

benefit of the state.52 

Bergsman, (plur. bergsmän) literally translates “man of the mountain”. There 

is no English equivalent for the word, although the translation “miner” often is 

given in dictionaries. This translation is problematic since it brings with it 

connotations of manual labour and (in the eighteenth century) low social status. 

The word bergsman was used in many different ways in eighteenth-century 

Swedish, but generally designated someone of high social status who possessed 

practical knowledge of the mining business or, someone who was the owner or 

part-owner of a mining installation. In the context of the great copper mine in 

Falun, the bergsmän were the owners of the 1200 shares (“fjärdeparterna”) in the 

mine.53  

 

                                                 
52 “Utility and value in economic thought” in, Dictionary of the history of ideas, IV, 450-8. For the 

Swedish context, Johannisson, “Naturvetenskap på reträtt”. 

53 Birgitta Ericsson, Bergsstaden Falun: 1720-1769 (Uppsala, 1970), xi.  
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2. CHEMISTRY AND ITS PATRONS 

 

To make bread from hard stone, 

To drink from the mountain-rock, 

To slip into the hiding-places of the earth, 

To reap harvest from rock-firm ground 

It seems to be wondrous; 

But we do not name it miracle, 

It’s a thing for us ordinary,  

When we have learnt the whole of the art. 

 

  Poem by the student Jacob R. Lundh on the  

  title page of his dissertation in chemistry of 1755.1 

 

 

The remarkable vitality of chemistry in eighteenth-century Sweden is 

something that in itself requires an explanation. Chemical activity in Sweden 

was broad in its scope. There were, for example, the discoveries of elements by 

Georg Brandt, A. F. Cronstedt and C. W. Scheele. There was Torbern Bergman's 

co-operation with, and theoretical contributions to, the group of French 

chemists around Antoine Laurent de Lavoisier and the mineralogical systems of 

Linnaeus, Wallerius, Cronstedt and Bergman. How did it come about that 

Sweden held such a strong position in the science throughout the century? 

There are of course various possible explanations.  

Those who have studied the subject agree that the most important 

explanation is the great importance of the mining industry, particularly bar iron 

export, to the Swedish economy. It has been estimated, that during the 

eighteenth century, bar iron accounted for about 70% of Sweden's exports. Until 

the mid eighteenth-century the country was by far Europe's biggest exporter of 

                                                 
1 “At skaffa bröd ur hårda sten, / At dricka få ur Bergets klippa, / At in i jordens gömor 

slippa, / At hösta skörd på bergfast ren, / Det syntes nog förundrans värdt; / Dock under vi 
det intet nämne, / det är för oss et vanligt ämne, / Sen vi ha hela konsten lärt.” Johan 
Gottschalk Wallerius, De Monte argenteo occidentali, vulgo dicto Westra Silfberget (1755), 
Dissertation, respondent and probable author, Jacob R. Lundh. My translation lacks the rhymes 
of the original.  
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iron, only to be overtaken by Russia during the second half of the century. 

Dependence on mining made the Swedish authorities inclined to spend money 

on what we today would label as scientific enterprises aimed at improving the 

mining industry.2  

There was also a wider economic and political background. At the 

beginning of the eighteenth century Russia superseded Sweden as the 

dominant political force in the Baltic region. Sweden was significantly reduced 

in size as she lost almost all her overseas provinces in today's Estonia, Lithuania 

and Germany. The sources of hard currency that remained for Sweden were 

mainly two: iron exports and loans and gifts from the allied French monarchy. 

Swedish politicians also turned to science in order to regain what the country 

had lost on the political scene and there was a widespread belief that Sweden 

could become a great power again within its reduced borders, through the 

application of scientific theories to mining, farming and manufacturing 

industry.3 This state ideology was supported by the intertwining of mercantilist 

economic doctrine with utilist science, a union that often was further reinforced 

by physicotheological arguments. Linnaeus was a major proponent of this 

influential ideology that defined much of the Swedish political and scientific 

thinking around the middle of the eighteenth century.4  

 Of importance was also the remarkably competent Swedish bureaucracy. 

Although high officials in the state continued the traditional practice of hiring 

relatives, close associates and clients whenever possible throughout the period, 

the idea that those who were hired should have both competence and good 

credentials was in ascendancy. It wasn't enough to have powerful patrons if one 

wanted a high position at the Board of Mines (Bergskollegium), the ministry 

that controlled and regulated the mining industry. Formal education and 

proven practical experience were also needed. There was a significant rise in 

chemical and mineralogical competence as large numbers of young men wooed 

for the available salaried positions. The Board of Mines provided good career 

                                                 
2 Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 35. Karl-Gustaf Hildebrand, Swedish iron: In the Seventeenth and 

Eighteenth Centuries Export Industry before the Industrialization (Södertälje, 1992), 18-22. Marie 
Nisser, “Swedish iron and steel: The historical perspective” in, B. Berg and M. Toll (eds.) Iron 
and steel -today yesterday and tomorrow: A conference to celebrate the 240th anniversary of Jernkontoret 
(Stockholm, 1997), 11-16, 30-35. 

3 Michael Roberts argues that the support of sciences and manufacturing industry can be seen 
as a cultural compensation for the political power that disappeared with the fall of Sweden as a 
major Baltic power. Sweden's political problems were severe. The country was bankrupt, 
politically divided, hostage to Russian superiority in arms and in need of French subsidiaries. 
Michael Roberts, The Age of Liberty: Sweden 1719-1772 (Cambridge, 1986), 17-20. 

4 Lisbet Koerner, Linnaeus: Nature and Nation (Cambridge, Mass., 1999), 1-6. 
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opportunities. There is evidence that quite a few young men planned their 

education with an eye to the possibility of a career there.5  

The first chair of chemistry in Sweden, that of Johan Gottschalk Wallerius in 

1750, was established to cater to the needs of the mining industry and to 

provide scientific chemical education to future officials of the Board of Mines. 

The chemical department in Uppsala can be seen as the basic educational 

facility of the Board, placed at the university for organizational reasons. 

Uppsala students were the major base of recruitment for the Board of Mines. 

There were also close ties between people in the mining industry, the Board of 

Mines, the university of Uppsala and the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences. 

Young men of the middle and upper classes of the mining districts of Sweden 

were often sent to Uppsala to study. If they showed promise and/or had 

sufficiently good contacts at the Board of Mines, they were allowed to join it as 

auscultators (auskultanter). Those who were successful in their careers typically 

took seat in the Royal Academy of Sciences at the age of 50 or so. Most of the 

officials of the Board of Mines had administrative positions and few of them 

continued to practice assaying or chemistry. But the existence of a ministry that 

provided career possibilities for people with chemical education infused 

chemistry with both money and status and encouraged young men to pursue 

chemistry as a career.6  

It must be noted that during most of the eighteenth century there were no 

clear boundaries between chemistry, assaying (metallurgy) and mineralogy. As 

Rachel Laudan points out: “the term mineral referred to all the naturally 

occurring, nonliving, solid objects on the globe (and in some systems, fluids as 

well).” The discipline of mineralogy also contained the “nonhistorical parts of 

what is now geology […] as well as interpenetrating much of the domain of 

chemistry.”7 It was in mineral analysis and mineral systematization that many 

of the renowned Swedish chemists excelled. In fact, the scientific pursuits of 

most Swedish eighteenth-century chemists might as well be studied as a 

chemical tradition within mineralogy. It only requires a shift of perspective on 

                                                 
5 T. Porter, “The promotion of mining and the advancement of science “, 549f. Lindqvist, 

Technology on trial, 95-103, 158-162, 175. Hildebrand, Swedish Iron, 14f. 

6 Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 100-102. Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 116, 377-383, Lundgren, “The 
New Chemistry in Sweden”, 150f. Sven Widmalm, Mellan kartan och verkligheten: Geodesi och 
kartläggning 1695-1860 (Uppsala, 1990), 59-61. 

7 Rachel Laudan, From mineralogy to geology: The foundations of a science, 1650-1830 (Chicago and 
London, 1987), 21. 
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the part of the historian. The prominent position of Wallerius, Cronstedt and 

Bergman in histories of geology further confirms this.8 

Eighteenth-century mineralogy proceeded to a large extent from natural 

history. Linnaeus and the Linnaean system of course influenced Swedish 

attempts at mineralogical systematization. However, after the publication of 

Systema Naturae Linnaeus had no control over the development of chemistry 

and mineralogy in Sweden. Chemistry took its own course that rarely 

intersected with the botanical and zoological school of Linnaeus.9 Several 

mineralogists felt resentment towards Linnaeus and wanted to cast him as a 

megalomaniac with little knowledge of mineralogy. Sentiments like these were 

common: 

Linnaeus is the same as ever, and is presently working on his 

mineralogical creation, he wants to persuade the whole world that 

he alone is a Mineralogist as well as a Botanist10 

In the 1740s and 50s two major mineralogical systems were published in 

Sweden. Both were critical of the mineralogical part of the Linnaean system. 

They were J. G. Wallerius' Mineralogia (1747) and A. F. Cronstedt's Essay towards 

a system of Mineralogy (1st Swedish ed. 1758).11 Wallerius and Cronstedt 

emphasized the importance of the use of chemical analysis of internal 

composition of minerals. Both were critical of Linnaeus, who had based his 

system on the external features of the minerals. Despite their critical attitude, 

Wallerius and Cronstedt relied on Linnaeus’ Systema Naturae as a model and 

conceptual framework.12 Wallerius in particular had much in common with 

Linnaeus. They were about the same age, both were sons of countryside vicars, 

                                                 
8 Melhado, “Mineralogy and the Autonomy of Chemistry”, 229-231, 236-245, esp. 244f. See also 

Laudan, From mineralogy to geology, chapters 3 and 4. Golinski, Science as Public Culture, 269-283. 
Tore Frängsmyr, Geologi och skapelsetro: Föreställningar om jordens historia från Hiärne till Bergman 
(Stockholm, 1969), chapters 5 and 6. C. f., Beretta “T. O. Bergman”, 41.  

9 Golinski, Science as Public Culture, 270f. 

10 “Linnaeus är sig lik, och håller nu på at arbeta med sitt mineralogiska foster; han wil 
persuadera hela wärlden at han ensam är Mineralogus så wäl som Bothanicus” Wallerius to 
Cronstedt, 17.03.1760, [MS Cronstedt vol. 8] KVA. On Linnaeus intellectual isolation in Sweden, 
see Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 235-9, Koerner, Linnaeus, 164-68. 

11 Johan Gottschalk Wallerius, Mineralogia eller mineralriket indelt och beskrifwit (Stockholm, 
1747). [Axel Fredrik Cronstedt], Försök til Mineralogie, eller mineral-rikets upställning (Stockholm, 
1758). 

12 The above is also true of Bergman’s system, Lundgren “Bergshantering och kemi”, 105-14. 
Hjalmar Fors, “Vetenskap i alkemins gränsland: Om J. G. Wallerius Wattu-riket”, Svenska 
Linnésällskapets Årsskrift 1996-97, 42-45. For an overview of eighteenth-century mineralogical 
systems, see Laudan, From mineralogy to geology, 23-25.  
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they were rivals as professors at Uppsala at about the same time and both won 

international fame in systematizing natural history.13  

Cronstedt, who was younger, had been Wallerius’ student before leaving 

the university for a career in the Board of Mines. Natural history combined with 

a thorough knowledge of assaying and mineral analysis, provided one of the 

paths by which Swedish assayers became chemical analysts. A combined 

interest in analysis and systematization allowed for an openness to accept 

substances that couldn't be further decomposed by analysis as a kind of 

temporary elements that also were “species”, the base units of most 

mineralogical systems. Thus Cronstedt became an early advocate of the 

analytical definition of simple substances. In 1751 he claimed that nickel was to 

be regarded as a new semimetal, until somebody could show that it was a 

composite of something else. His mineralogy embodied this approach. He was 

the first writer who attempted to create a mineralogical system based on 

composition, analytically defined. Bergman was to take this chemical approach 

to mineralogy one step further. In his mineralogical system he proceeded from 

the chemical elements that had been defined so far and systematized the 

minerals according to the quantitative content and mixtures of chemical 

elements that they contained.14 This might seem as a natural step in hindsight, 

but it depended on several major conceptual shifts, that will be investigated 

more thoroughly in the next chapter.  

 

 

The influence of the Board of Mines 

A central support for the institutionalization of chemistry in Sweden was the 

Board of Mines. The Board, founded in 1637, was both politically influential 

and important for Sweden's economy. Its function was to issue mining statutes 

(bergsordningar): laws and regulations for the mining industry. It had its own 

civil servants in the mining districts, who were to make sure that the laws were 

followed. The Board of Mines also had a juridical function and was to act as a 

law court, taking on cases that had been passed on from the local mining courts. 

The central office was in Stockholm, but there was also a local administration of 

varying size (from one to nine officials) in the eleven mining districts 

                                                 
13 Fors, “Vetenskap i alkemins gränsland”, 34-38. 

14 Heinz Cassebaum and George B. Kauffman, “The analytical concept of a chemical element in 
the work of Bergman and Scheele” Annals of Science 33 (1976), 450. T. Porter, “The promotion of 
mining and the advancement of science “, 544f., 547f., 558-564. 
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(Bergmästaredömena). The total number of officials in the years 1715-25 was 

about 90.15  

From the outset there had existed a strong interest in mineral analysis at the 

Board. Several of the Board's officials were competent in mineral analysis and 

in the identification of minerals. Already in the seventeenth century, this 

competence was connected to and placed within the framework of alchemical 

and chemical theories. With the founding of the Laboratorium Chymicum in 

Stockholm in 1683 the connection between alchemy/chemistry and mining 

practice was made explicit.16 The laboratory was subordinate to the Board of 

Mines and was to assay minerals, explore the secrets of nature and contrive 

useful inventions and new powerful medicines. The laboratory's first Director, 

Urban Hiärne, had his background in medicine and his laboratory was charged 

with the preparation of chemically manufactured medicines for the army, for 

the poor and for the mining districts. This soon became the major 

preoccupation of the laboratory. Hiärne's outlook was Paracelsian and he had a 

strong interest in alchemy. He invited several adepts to his laboratory to work 

as his assistants. However, traveling adepts were an unruly lot. They tended to 

drink too much, steal the medicines and run away before their promises could 

be put to the test. Nevertheless, in Hiärne's laboratory practical mining and 

mineral assaying were brought together with the text based tradition of 

university medicine and with the literature and laboratory practice of 

paracelsian alchemy and iatrochemistry.17  

Several of the leaders of the Board of Mines had a strong interest in 

alchemy. This could be an explanation to why alchemy was enlisted to provide 

the knowledge necessary to change and improve the mining industry. The 

Board’s President during the years 1721-27, the prominent politician Gustav 

Bonde, was a practicing alchemist. Every day for three years he ate the same 

lump of secret composition. He hoped that it in due time would transmute into 

the philosopher’s stone as it passed through the alchemical oven of his 

                                                 
15 On the establishment of bureaucratic control of the mining industry in seventeenth and 

eighteenth century Europe, see Donata Brianta, “Education and Training in the Mining 
industry, 1750-1860: European Models and the Italian Case” Annals of Science 57 (2000), 268-275. 
Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 95-101.  

16 Lawrence Principe has argued that, when dealing with the seventeenth century, the terms 
alchemy and chemistry should be avoided because of their value-laden connotations. Instead 
the single term “chymistry” should be used. The seventeenth-century term serves as a marker 
that indicates that chemistry and alchemy were a single enterprise at the time. Lawrence M. 
Principe, The aspiring adept: Robert Boyle and his alchemical quest (Princeton, 1998), 8f. 

17 Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 95-107. Lindroth, “Urban Hiärne och Laboratorium 
Chymicum” Lychnos 1946-47, 60-66, 70ff, 77f, 85-91. Olsson, Kemiens historia, 44-48. 
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digestive system.18 In 1738 Bonde, in his role as University Chancellor, 

proposed that Uppsala University should have a chemical laboratory. Perhaps 

he nurtured the hope that the alchemical manufacturing of metal would make 

the administration of the complicated and far-flung mining enterprises 

unnecessary.19 

The existence of a chemical laboratory in Stockholm also glorified the 

monarch. The laboratory was founded as a royal institution, although it was 

transferred to the Board of Mines within the year. Through the laboratory 

traditional royal patronage of alchemists (and of paracelsian medicine) was 

combined with the Board of Mines' interest in control of the mining industry.20  

After the death of Hiärne in 1724 the alchemical influence in the Board of 

Mines weakened. Hiärne had left the post of Director of the laboratory in 1719. 

His successor Magnus von Bromell, also a physician, left the running of the 

institution to the goldsmith Mikael Pohl, the master of the laboratory, who in 

Lundgren's words was “the person employed to do the actual work”. Pohl also 

held the position of Guardian of the Mint (Myntvärdie, before 1725; Riksvärdie) 

with responsibility for the minting of Sweden's coins and for the mineral 

collection of the Board.21 

The laboratory itself was in decline and much of its funding had been 

withdrawn during the war years of the early eighteenth century. 

Reconstruction started when Georg Brandt became its master in 1727. The old 

laboratory building was sold and Brandt was given rooms at the Royal Mint. 

He was also appointed Guardian of the Mint in 1730 and formally appointed 

Director of the laboratory in 1748. Brandt was highly competent. His father was 

a pharmacist turned ironmaster. The young Brandt studied three years with 

Hermann Boerhaave in Leyden, took a degree in medicine in Reims and made 

extensive studies of foreign mining installations. With Brandt the pursuit of 

alchemy within the Board's laboratory came to a definite end. While it seems 

that he wasn't hostile towards alchemical theorizing, he oriented the laboratory 

                                                 
18 Edenborg, Gull och Mull. 

19 Bonde also supported attempts to transmute iron to steel without loss of weight. Lindqvist, 
Technology on trial, 136f. 

20 Lindroth “Urban Hiärne”, 52-55, 64. For added context, see Bruce T. Moran, “Patronage and 
institutions: Courts, universities, and academies in Germany; an overview: 1550-1750” in, B. T. 
Moran (ed.) Patronage and institutions; science, technology and medicine at the European court, 1500-
1750 (Woodbridge, 1991) esp., 175f. For a Danish parallel, see Jole Shackelford, “Paracelsianism 
and patronage in early modern Denmark” in, ibid., 85-88, 90, 94-97, 102, 105-109. 

21 Lundgren, “The new chemistry in Sweden”, 147f. Pohl held the post from 1702 to 1730. Some 
of the formal responsibility for the laboratory was transferred from Bromell to Pohl in 1724. 
“The transfer gave official sanction to existing practice.” Ibid., 149. Almqvist, Bergskollegium 111, 
256. 
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towards practical mining business: metallurgical analysis, assaying, collection 

of minerals and also to an increasing degree towards teaching. Today he is best 

known for his discovery of cobalt.22 

In addition to the Laboratorium Chymicum, there was also another 

institution at the Board that employed chemists, the Chamber for Assaying, 

(Proberkammaren). It was established only a year after the founding of the 

Board and was in continuous operation throughout the eighteenth century. Its 

primary task was to assay minerals and metals and assess the value of mineral 

deposits. During the seventeenth and early eighteenth century there was a 

marked division between chemistry and assaying, the laboratory and the 

chamber. This division was also social; a high-status physician headed the 

laboratory, the chamber employed an assayer, a skilled craftsman. As chemistry 

and assaying began to blend into each other during the eighteenth century the 

distinction blurred.23 As an example it can be mentioned that Torbern Bergman 

based his university course in chemistry on an edited version of the lectures of 

Henrik Teophil Scheffer, assayer of the Board between 1740 and 1759. Another 

example is the career of Gustav von Engeström. Engeström had been a student 

of Scheffer at the Chamber for Assaying and had also studied with Axel Fredrik 

Cronstedt and Anton von Swab. He was appointed assayer in 1764, but was 

permitted a leave of absence to go on a foreign journey to study chemistry and 

mining. He didn't begin his work as assayer until 1767, only to become the 

Director of the Board's laboratory when Brandt died the following year. For 

Engeström it seems that the position of assayer was primarily a stepping board, 

preparing him for the more prestigious employment as Director of the 

Laboratorium Chymicum.24 

However, the Board wasn't the only place where chemical knowledge was 

taught in eighteenth-century Sweden. Prior to the 1760s there was what can be 

                                                 
22 T. Porter, “The promotion of mining and the advancement of science “, 550f. Sven Odén, 

“Brandt, Georg” SBL 5, 784-789. Mary Elvira Weeks and Henry M. Leicester, Discovery of the 
elements (7:th revised ed.; Easton, Pa., 1968), 150-157. C. W. Oseen, “En episod i den svenska 
kemiens historia” Lychnos 1940, 73-85, 83f. 

23 Lundgren, “The new chemistry in Sweden”, 148f. 

24 Teophil Scheffer and Torbern Bergman, Framledne Direct. och Kongl. Vet. Acad. Ledamots Herr 
H. T. Scheffers chemiske föreläsningar rörande salter, jordarter, vatten, fetmor, metaller och färgning: 
samlade i ordning stälde och med anmärkningar utgifne Edited by Torbern Bergman (Uppsala, 1775). 
The text bears witness to an interest primarily in assaying, analysis and in exact definitions of 
chemical substances. Nils Zenzén, “Engeström, Gustav von” SBL 13, 626-630, Almqvist, 
Bergskollegium, 109, 111f. In a letter from Rinman to Bergman, Engeström is described as one of 
Swab's “most intimate disciples” (“intimaste disciplar”) Rinman to Bergman, 29.02.1768, [G21] 
UUB. It is probably safe to assume that Swab's patronage was one of the factors that enabled 
Engeström's swift career. 
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called two traditions, groups or possibly networks of chemists.25 The first group 

worked in and around the mining industry and the Board of Mines. It included 

prominent chemists like Henrik Teophil Scheffer, Axel Fredrik Cronstedt, 

Anton von Swab and Daniel Tilas. They had all studied for Georg Brandt at one 

time or another.26 Second, there was the group of linnean-utilistic university 

chemists. Its foremost exponent was Johan Gottschalk Wallerius, but following 

his lead were also younger men like Wallerius' disciples Christian Wollin and 

C. P. Wibom and Linnaeus' protégé Anders Tidström. (Cronstedt had also been 

Wallerius' student before he was accepted into the Board of Mines and the two 

men continued to be in contact.) This group acted primarily in and around the 

University of Uppsala and wooed, with varying success, for the patronage of 

the political elite. 

There was a greater representation of nobility in the Board of Mines than 

among the university men. The chemists at the Board were also closer to the 

political power: geographically, since they were based in Stockholm and 

through family ties and their social standing as nobility.27 Consequently, the 

Board provided education, employment and grants for individual chemists. Its 

officials could exert political influence and channel money and resources into 

diverse enterprises that could provide work for chemists and metallurgists. Due 

to the influence and strong position of the Board, chemistry was probably the 

only science in Sweden that promised good prospects, when pursued as a 

career.28 

By the mid 1700s the Board of Mines had developed a strong internal 

tradition that had integrated chemistry into the teaching of assaying and 

mineralogy. This tradition had developed with a close eye towards the needs of 

the Board, as the Board needed employees with knowledge of how to identify 

and assay minerals and metals.29 Chemical methods of analysis were therefore 

employed and taught for mineralogical purposes. The exponents of this 

tradition prided themselves of being down to earth, close to the forges, furnaces 

and mine shafts. The chemists around the Board of Mines had their base in 

Stockholm and their responsibilities in the mining districts and the provincial 

                                                 
25 Lundgren, “The new chemistry in Sweden”, 146-151. 

26 Odén, “Brandt” 788. 

27 Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 101-103. 

28 Lundgren, “The new chemistry in Sweden”, 149. 

29 Nils Zenzén, “Studier i och rörande Bergskollegii Mineralsamling” Arkiv för kemi, mineralogi 
och geologi 8:1, 1-134. For the period and individuals covered here, 10-33. In the late 1780s the 
mineral collection of the Board took up three rooms, including a chamber for duplicates. The 
largest room sported two large portrait-medallions of Torbern Bergman and Sven Rinman, and 
a pedestal with a petrified coconut-tree. Ibid., 59f. 
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mining towns. Their assignments were often technical and problem solving in 

nature. They were to master assaying and mineral analysis, as well as the 

systems and theories of mineralogy and geology. But they also had to have 

knowledge of smelting and furnaces, as well as of engineering.30 

Throughout the eighteenth century, there were always a small number of 

students of chemistry at the Board's laboratory and at the chamber for assaying. 

It was rather common that students started their studies in Uppsala only to 

continue them at the Board. The founding of a chair of chemistry in Uppsala in 

1750 should be seen as a continuation of the attempts of the Board of Mines to 

provide its future officials with a formal education. University chemistry was to 

provide the knowledge that was to be used in the supervision and 

improvement of mining practices.31 

 

 

Political support 

During the so called Age of Liberty (frihetstiden, 1719-1772) the Swedish 

monarchy was weak and both executive and legislative power was 

concentrated to the Diet (Riksdagen). For much of the period the Diet was 

controlled by a party called “the hats” (their main opponents were called “the 

caps”). The hat party supported the economic ideology and doctrines of 

mercantilism.32 A central tenet of mercantilism was that export was good and 

import bad. The country would be made richer by the emergence of a large 

manufacturing industry that would produce goods for sale on foreign markets 

and also make it possible to replace foreign imports with domestic products. 

Efforts should be made to improve agriculture and to cultivate new tracts of 

land. A large population was a sure sign of the wealth of a country and 

therefore the domestic population should be encouraged to grow and also be 

                                                 
30 Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 95-102, Lundgren, “The new chemistry”, 149f. For examples, 

Anna Götlind, “Breven från Skisshyttan: Metallurgisk försöksverksamhet i Norrbäke vid 1700-
talets mitt” in, A. Götlind and H. Kåks (eds.) Glimtar ur Bärkebygdens historia Dalarnas 
forskningsråd, Arbetsrapport (1997), 27-36. Ibid., Vardagens teknik: Exemplet Dalarna 1700-1900 
(Hedemora, 1999), 71-78. See also Brianta, “Education and Training in the Mining Industry”, 
274f. 

31 Ibid., 275, 277f, 280.  

32 A political background of the period is given in Michael Roberts, Age of Liberty. For an 
introduction to Swedish eighteenth-century party politics, Michael Metcalf, “Structuring 
Parliamentary Politics: Party Organization in Eighteenth-century Sweden” Parliaments, Estates 
and Representation 1 (1981), 35-44. For the role of the sciences, see Lindroth, Vetenskapsakademiens 
historia 1:1, 217-224.  
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kept just above the hunger line. Radical political reforms were needed to carry 

this vision through, as well as minute central planning of all parts of society.33  

Science had an important part to play in this scheme. The status of the 

different sciences was completely dependent on the uses that they could be put 

to for the benefit of society, or in a more limited sense, the state. It was in the 

interest of individual men of science to relate their activities to the needs of the 

state, since this guaranteed them attention and moral support, if not always 

economic resources.34  

Quite a lot of research has been done on how this Swedish bonding of 

useful “utilist” science with mercantilist politics was carried through. Sven 

Widmalm makes a distinction between the patriotic ideal of science current in 

Sweden at the beginning of the eighteenth century and the utilistic ideal, that 

was dominant during the latter part of the Age of Liberty. According to 

Widmalm one of the central differences between the ideals was the intended 

audience. Those engaged in patriotic science sought to appeal to an 

international community of scholars. They acted as representatives of their 

country and as spokesmen of its virtues. One such virtue was for example the 

extreme cold in the north that made it possible to conduct certain experiments 

in Sweden that couldn’t be carried out elsewhere. The representatives of the 

utilist science were also preoccupied with patriotic projects, but weren’t 

particularly interested in appealing to a foreign audience. Instead they turned 

to politicians and economically powerful groups within the country, both as an 

audience and for support of their activities.35  

Sweden’s first scientific academy, the Society of Science in Uppsala, was a 

club for patriotic discussions. Natural history, astronomy, history, language 

and other subjects were discussed in a patriotic context.36 However, the 

Uppsala society failed, for various reasons, to gain support outside of the 

university and from 1732 it became dormant. When the Royal Swedish 

Academy of Sciences was founded in Stockholm in 1739, the dominant fellows 

of the Society of Science transferred their interest to the new Academy. It soon 

                                                 
33 Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 95-98, Widmalm, Mellan kartan och verkligheten, 57-60, Sven-Eric 

Liedman, Den synliga handen: Anders Berch och ekonomiämnena vid 1700-talets svenska universitet 
(Stockholm, 1986), 17f. 

34 Johannisson, “Naturvetenskap på reträtt”, 110ff. On the distinction state-society, see 
Melkersson, Staten, ordningen och friheten, 81f. 

35 Widmalm, Mellan kartan och verkligheten, 18, 40-54, esp. 53f.  

36 The society changed its name several times. When meetings started in 1710 it was called the 
Collegium curiosorum, it was formally given the name Bokwetts gillet (“society for book-
knowledge”) in 1719, and was later renamed the Societas Regia Litteraria et Scientarum. 
Widmalm, Mellan kartan och verkligheten, 40f., 44-52. 
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became a space where meetings could take place between men of science, 

individuals who pursued both science and politics and influential politicians 

who (in this context) acted primarily as patrons of science. What Jan Golinski 

says of support for science in Scotland, is true of Sweden also: “Another factor 

that encouraged the development of chemistry in Scotland was the commitment 

of the aristocracy and gentry to a paternalistic role in economic and social 

progress. Scotland’s ruling classes formed close connections with the 

professional intelligentsia in numerous clubs and societies devoted to 

improvement.”37 Although the activities of the Academy of Sciences were 

scientific in nature, it was established with clearly political and economical 

goals in mind. It was held by several of the leading Fellows, that the Academy 

was founded as a consequence of the ascendancy to power of the hat party at 

the Diet of 1738-39. 38  

Specific to Sweden, according to Sven-Eric Liedman, was the strong 

connection that was made between economy and the natural sciences. When the 

first chairs in economy were founded in Germany in the late 1720s, the 

descriptions of the content of the subject were still rather unspecified. The 

students were to learn something of natural history, agriculture, trade, 

manufacture and mechanical devices and be given sensible advice on how to 

take care of their private economy. In Sweden a more specific usage of the word 

evolved. The meaning of the word economy changed to become almost 

synonymous with “applied science”.39  

Through economy, seen as the application of science to society, the sciences 

became connected to the policy of supporting the domestic manufacturing 

industry (manufakturpolitiken). Ideologically the sciences were connected to 

the general mercantilist ambition to explore, manipulate, use and master 

nature. Science legitimized the mercantilist politics. The idea of scientific 

progress was also linked to the Swedish state's interest in material progress. 

These views formed the backbone of an ideology that dominated Swedish 

public life until the 1760s. The Swedish political, economic and intellectual elites 

during the Age of Liberty were convinced that the sciences had a role to play in 

the reform and betterment of the Swedish society and economy. Around the 

chairs of economics that were founded in the 1740s, the new and old “useful” 

subjects were grouped: experimental physics, chemistry, botany and medicine. 
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38 Bengt Hildebrand, Kungl. Svenska vetenskapsakademien: Förhistoria, grundläggning och första 
organisation (Stockholm, 1939), 99f., 238-245, 249-263. Widmalm, Mellan kartan och verkligheten, 
59f. 

39 “tillämpad naturvetenskap”. Liedman, Den synliga handen, 29-34, 42-44, (quotation on 43).  
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Experimental physics had bearings on the manufacturing of machines and 

instruments, chemistry on mining and pharmaceutics, botany on agriculture 

and plant improvement and medicine on the health of the Crown's subjects. The 

sciences received a political mandate to rationalize and improve the branches of 

industry that fell under their jurisdiction. Economy was regarded as the sum of 

the useful sciences and the prospect of wealth became the connecting link 

between the mercantilist programme and the sciences, as well as between the 

politicians and the individual men of science. The practitioners of science got 

responsibility and status, the regime legitimacy and every new scientific 

innovation became a patriotic achievement, “an action in the service of the 

state.”40  

There was, however, an additional aspect to the spread of these new 

ideologies to the universities. As Bruce T. Moran has argued, from the 

seventeenth century and onwards, universities and academies increasingly 

became patronage spaces into which courts (or, in the Swedish eighteenth-

century case, leading politicians in their capacities of state officials) could 

extend their influence. Protégés and supporters could be rewarded with 

university chairs. When German courts tried to reform universities in the 

direction of kameralwissenschaft and mercantilism in the eighteenth century 

“such changes encouraged a new style of learning, one oriented towards 

contemporary issues, practical disciplines and public service.”41  

The politization of Sweden’s universities is a premier example of this trend; 

entrepreneuring individuals within the university system and elsewhere 

offered themselves as clients to influential politicians. Established client-patron 

relationships were normally negotiated through correspondence or meetings in 

person, but the wooing for patronage could for example take the form of 

pamphlets preaching the utility of certain sciences and pleading for resources 

for them. The physician Abraham Bäck pleaded for a new hospital and the 

engineer Carl Knutberg for a mechanical laboratory. Anders Celsius wrote a 

programmatic text on the usefulness of his newly built astronomical 

observatory and J. G. Wallerius another, pleading for general support of 

chemistry after he had been promised his laboratory. The success of this 

strategy is testified for by the founding and continual support of chairs of 

chemistry, economics and other practically oriented university subjects and the 
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erection of hospitals, observatories and chemical and mechanical laboratories in 

Stockholm, Åbo, Lund and Uppsala in the 1730s, 40s and 50s. The founding and 

continual support of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences can also to some 

extent be explained by this expansion of politics into new patronage spaces.42  

Between the university of Uppsala, a self-governing body and Sweden’s 

most prominent university and the political elite there were also occasional 

conflicts. The hat politicians tried to extend their control to the universities, 

while the professors had an interest in self-government.43 In 1750 a committee 

of the Diet called the Commission for Education (Uppfostringskommissionen) 

made a proposition for university reform. The goal was to transform the 

universities into schools for civil servants. The universities curriculae were to be 

tailored for the needs of the ministries of the state administration. There were to 

be one fundamental faculty and three advanced. Of the three, the first was for 

the education of future churchmen and the second for officials of the civil 

service. The third was called the mathematical/physical faculty. It was to 

educate military officers, land surveyors, mining officials and other state 

servants who would need knowledge of mathematics, physics and chemistry. 

In order to shorten the educational programme the commission suggested that 

the lectures would be pre-tailored to the needs of the relevant ministries. 

Furthermore the professors were only to lecture on the basics of each science, 

leaving the students to obtain more advanced knowledge from self-study. The 

pursuit of research at the universities was labeled “useful side issues” and was 

to cease. The scientific academies were to take care of that. The politicians had a 

point, although the professors failed to see it. Traditionally, research was not 

the business of the universities. When professors conducted research, wrote 

books or published classical texts, they did so in a private capacity. It was not a 

part of their duties.44 

The proposition wasn't well received when it was referred to Uppsala for 

consideration. The professors waited for a while with their answer and then 

                                                 
42 Johan Gottschalk Wallerius, Bref om Chemiens Rätta Beskaffenhet Nytta och Wärde, (“Letter on 

the right nature, utility and value of chemistry”), (Stockholm and Uppsala, 1751). On the 
founding of the mechanical laboratory, or “Royal Chamber of Models”, see Lindqvist, 
Technology on trial, 23-27. On the astronomical observatory, see Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 305f. On 
the hospital, ibid., 432-435. On Wallerius' text, see Hjalmar Fors, Att undervisa i Nytta: 
Etablerandet av kemi som svenskt universitetsämne 1750-1766, Masters Thesis at dept. of history of 
science and ideas, Uppsala University (1997), 23-26. 

43 On the Diet's striving for control, see Roberts, Age of Liberty, 76ff. See also Liedman, Den 
synliga handen, 11-13, 17f. 

44 Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 22-26. Both Christian Wolff and Albrecht von Haller endorsed this 
view. Moran, “Patronage and institutions: Courts, universities, and academies in Germany”, 
179. See ibid., for similar views at the Prussian court. 
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turned down the entire reform. The counterarguments had been composed in 

order to appeal to the utilistic sentiment of the politicians. The university's 

ruling body, the “Consistorium” remarked that the reform might deter private 

manufacturers from university studies in economy, law and physics that were 

useful to them. Businessmen should not be turned away from university 

studies, especially not now, when a new chair in economics had been 

established. The Swedish form of government itself made a broad higher 

education necessary. No man could swear himself free from scientific 

education, in the future he might end up in the Diet and have to take part in the 

governing of the country. The professors did not agree that the pursuit of the 

sciences was a side issue. Quite the contrary, it was one of the more important 

tasks of the universities.45  

The members of the Commission for Education belonged to Sweden's 

political and economic elite. They were the cream of the leadership of the hat 

party.46 Utility was the keyword for the men of science who tried to seek 

patronage from this political elite. Johan Gottschalk Wallerius, Sweden’s first 

professor of chemistry, held the chair between 1750 and 1766 and managed to 

establish chemistry as one of the foremost useful subjects. He delivered what 

the authorities asked for and his rhetoric was well aligned to the political 

expectations on chemistry.  

Wallerius was very careful to create sharp dividing lines between his 

subject and those of others, like for example Linnaeus' natural history and 

Anders Berch's economy. Wallerius is in many ways an interesting figure. 

Apart from being one of Sweden's most renowned men of science in the 

eighteenth century, he successfully institutionalized chemistry in the university 

setting. His ten major works were published in eight languages and reached a 

total of 36 editions.47 When he received his chair, he was already teaching 

chemistry in his private laboratory and the two dissertations that he had 

                                                 
45 “Konsistoriet till Kanslern med svar på Uppfostringskommissionens skrifvelse (af 14 febr. 

1750) om undervisningsväsendets förbättrande, Upsala d. 15 juni 1751.” in, Annerstedt, C., 
Upsala Universitets Historia Bihang 4: Handlingar 1749-1776 (Uppsala, 1912), 37-42. Lindroth, 
Frihetstiden, 26-28. 

46 Three former university chancellors were members of the Commission: Carl Gyllenborg, 
Johan Gyllenborg and C. G. Tessin. Uppsala's pro-chancellor Jacob Benzelius was also a 
member of the commission. Annerstedt, Upsala Universitets Historia 3:1, 238. Torgny Segerstedt, 
Den akademiska friheten under frihetstiden, (Uppsala, 1971), 66f. 
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presided over before he got the chair were both on chemical subjects. The chair 

of chemistry was established together with a chair in physics that was given to 

the mathematician Samuel Klingenstierna.48 

The Consistorium of Uppsala University was well aware of chemistry’s 

image as a useful science. It could use it in negotiations with the authorities. 

When the Commission's reform eventually was withdrawn, it was replaced 

with a smaller reform in the same spirit, the introduction of the so-called civil 

exams (civilexamina). They were short educations that gave specific 

competence for employment in specific ministries.49 When Uppsala university's 

Consistorium was given the task of finding out which subjects should be 

included in the new exams, the word chemistry was spread around liberally. 

Chemistry was of course needed in the Board of Mines, but also in the Board of 

War (Krigskollegiet) with its rifle factories, gunpowder and saltpeter works. 

The Board for Public Lands and Funds (Kammarkollegiet) needed chemistry for 

the minting and assaying of metals, while the Board of Trade 

(Kommerskollegiet) needed natural history in order to make correct estimations 

regarding craft products and merchandise and chemistry in the supervision of 

crafts.50 

 In his Letter on the Proper Nature, Use and Utility of Chemistry (1751) 

Wallerius made a rhetorical presentation of his new university subject and of 

the benefits of chemistry to the public.51 He proclaimed that he was certain that 

“nobody can show another science of so manifold and immediate use.” 

Rhetorically he asked if it would be of any use to discover new medicines, if 

benefit could be garnered from the preparation of a water that could blow up 

mountains and rocks, to make gunpowder stronger, to discover new metals and 

create new colours. “Think hard, Sir, if such an endless [number of] further 

discoveries could be of any use.”52 All of these amazing discoveries were to be 

made available when chemistry was applied to society. There was no limit to 

                                                 
48 Johan Gottschalk Wallerius, “Johan Gottschalk Wallerius’ Självbiografi. Med inledning 

utgiven av Nils Zenzén” Lychnos 1953, 241, 245. On the teaching, 245. The dissertations were An 
et Quosque Chemia resolvat Corpora Naturalia in illas, a quibus fuerunt composita, Partes? (Uppsala, 
1748), and Origine & Natura Nitri (Uppsala, 1749). 

49 Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 27f.  

50 “Konsistoriet till Kanslern om ämnen i de olika civilexamina, Upsala d. 16 mars 1751” in, 
Annerstedt, Upsala Universitets Historia Bihang 4: Handlingar 1749-1776 (Uppsala, 1912), 34f.  

51 Wallerius, Bref om Chemiens, 3ff. 
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-]Tänck efter, Min Herre, om sådana och oändeligen flere decouverter kunna skaffa någon 
nytta[.]” Wallerius, Bref, 28f. 
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the potential progress of chemical science if only it would be allowed to 

penetrate into the unenlightened processes of the arts, crafts and industries.  

I will return to the content of Wallerius’ chemical theories in the following 

chapter. Here, I will confine myself to a short discussion of Wallerius’ teaching. 

Did he really try to deliver these remarkable inventions?  

Wallerius was mainly a university man. He entered the educational system 

at the age of five and left it on retirement. His whole career was pursued within 

the Swedish university system. The utilist ideology was not the only influence 

on his science. Of at least equal importance was that which has been called “the 

ecclesiastical complex church-school-university.”53 This “complex” was the 

basis for teaching and knowledge production in pre-industrial Sweden. It was 

the steady background of the university sciences in the Age of Liberty. The 

major preoccupation of the Swedish universities throughout the period was to 

educate future vicars in the Lutheran faith and to provide for the regrowth of 

the church hierarchy. During the early phase of institutionalization of the 

sciences at the universities, there weren't any big differences between teachers 

of theology and teachers of the sciences. The job consisted mainly of the laying 

out of texts and making interpretations of various authorities that conformed to 

orthodoxy. The professors' work was to transmit and interpret texts that were 

conceived as true. If it was Lutheran, Cartesian or chemical orthodoxy, like the 

textbook of Hermann Boerhaave, was of less importance, if we disregard the 

content of the teaching and look only at its context.  

Wallerius’ chemistry course conformed to this. The basic education in 

chemistry at Uppsala seems to have been mainly text-based. The utilist interests 

of Wallerius did not penetrate into the basic education, while the teaching of the 

operations of chemistry was limited to demonstrations that Wallerius made 

during the first hour of his two-hour long lectures. However, the utility of 

chemistry was a common theme in his private seminars.54  

Wallerius was a busy president over disputations: 92 dissertations were 

published by him and defended by his students during his sixteen years as 
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professor.55 Over the years the utilistic tendency disappeared slowly from his 

public lectures, but this change doesn't extend to his dissertations. He probably 

wrote most of the dissertations himself except in the fields of mineralogy and 

metallurgy where there is strong evidence of the involvement of other 

authors.56 

There is strong indication that Wallerius saw himself as a teacher of utilistic 

science, not as a practitioner. He possessed the necessary knowledge, but it was 

up to his students to utilize it. There is no evidence that he tried to make real 

the promises of wondrous new inventions that he made in his Letter ... on 

chemistry (1751) But then, his patrons do not seem to have expected this of him. 

The demand of the politicians on the professors was that they should make the 

knowledge that they already had useful to society, not that they should conduct 

research. In this sense Wallerius did exactly what was expected of him. In quite 

a short time he managed to formalize and institutionalize a university 

education in chemistry for civil servants. He faithfully and successfully 

executed the tasks that his mercantilist masters had set before him. He was also 

an obedient university-man: his production of knowledge was closely bound 

up with the production of students, which was his main task. Teaching and the 

writing of dissertations took up most of his time.57 

However, that is not to say that he didn't do chemistry. The systematic 

gathering of facts from the works of other chemists was important chemical 

work. When Wallerius produced books by synthesizing and summarizing 

chemical knowledge, he created chemistry, but it was chemistry of a different 

kind than that of for example Torbern Bergman. Bergman was to take his 

inspiration from the experimental program of physics and put the controlled 

laboratory experiment at the center of chemical science. Wallerius was an 

exponent of another chemical tradition. There are for example striking parallels 

between Wallerius’ chemistry and that of his contemporary William Cullen. 

Cullen, (b. 1710) was professor of chemistry at the University of Edinburgh. 

Both men held that chemistry “comprised a huge number of particular and 

discrete facts, which needed to be welded into a science by a rigorous and 

thoroughgoing reduction to order.” And furthermore, that “[w]hat was 

required was a comprehensive survey of chemical literature to extract the facts 
                                                 

55 In total, Wallerius defended or presided over the defence of 102 dissertations. The complete 
list in Johan Gottschalk Wallerius, Curriculum Vita Johan. Gotschalk Wallerii [S. A. k. 27 d: 2] KVA. 
The text is reproduced in its entirety with the exception of the list of dissertations in Wallerius 
“Självbiografi”.  

56 Fors, Att undervisa i Nytta, 29-42. 

57 Wallerius’ teaching can be compared to that of the contemporary economist Anders Berch, 
see Liedman, Den synliga handen, 94-102.  
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contained therein and arrange them in systematical order.” Wallerius and 

Cullen also employed a similar Baconian rhetoric about the utility of their 

science. Furthermore, there is a clear parallel between the chemistry of 

Wallerius and the systematic and classifying natural history of Linnaeus. 

Perhaps Wallerius should be seen primarily as a mineralogist and natural 

historian who extended his systematic science into the realm of chemistry.58 

There were some important differences between the chemistry conducted at 

the Board and the university based chemistry of Wallerius. The latter had his 

own views on the goals and utility of chemistry and soon developed his own 

agenda. For one thing, Wallerius didn’t start out from the furnaces and forges 

of the mining districts, but from an inherited body of chemical and alchemical 

texts, which he commented upon, criticized and developed theoretically. He 

also acted on a larger, international arena; publishing acclaimed and widely 

read books on a variety of subjects. He had to read up on and participate in an 

international and increasingly theoretical and specialized field of chemical 

research. This pursuit used up both time and resources that the mining officials 

probably thought could have been put to more useful purposes. Although a 

tour of foreign mining districts and laboratories was an important part of the 

education of many officials of the Board of Mines, they didn’t have to relate to 

the foreign academic discourse. Their interests lay chiefly in practical 

innovations and processes, technical matters of which the knowledge was not, 

as yet, articulated and formalized. Herein lay a seed of conflict that would later 

be exploited by Bergman, who would plead directly to the utilistic sentiment of 

the officials of the Board. 

Wallerius had much grander goals than the teaching of assaying to future 

mining officials. He wanted to create a system that would contain all chemical 

knowledge and that would provide his students and disciples with a theoretical 

basis with which every chemical phenomenon in the world could be 

comprehended.59 This meant that although he conducted many experiments, he 

had to work primarily with written texts. He believed that chemical knowledge 

accumulated and that the previous generations of chemists had written down 

knowledge that was not only reliable, but also true in a cosmological sense. 

That true chemical knowledge about the world could be put to immediate 

economic use was a matter of course. The view corresponded to the physico 

theological beliefs that were common in the eighteenth century: God had seen 
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to it that every object in the natural world was of some specific use to man. 

Chemists had the knowledge that allowed them to unlock the secrets of nature 

and to transform natural objects into useful artificial ones.60 However, from the 

mid-eighteenth century, chemistry began to undergo major changes, fewer and 

fewer chemists continued to uphold the positions that had been current in the 

literature on which Wallerius based his work. Others started to notice 

Wallerius’ unwillingness to change his mind when faced with new chemical 

facts, a process that will be more thoroughly looked into in the next chapter. 

 Those who, like Bergman, started to embrace the experimentalist ideals of 

Newtonian physics and sought a career at the Swedish universities, had to 

break with several older ideals. They also had to renegotiate their positions 

towards a political elite that thought of the universities as nothing more than a 

department of the state that supplied the rest of the state apparatus with 

employees. To an increasing degree, experimental prowess came to be the mark 

of someone who had mastered a science, but it wasn't a matter of course that 

there was to be time, space and money allocated for experimental activity by 

the state through the universities. 

 

 

The founding of chairs of chemistry 

 

Uppsala 

At the beginning of the eighteenth century chemistry was taught at Uppsala 

university as an adjunct to medicine. One of the professors of the medical 

faculty, Lars Roberg, gave courses in chemistry and conducted occasional 

demonstrations in the town pharmacy. It is difficult to say whether Roberg's 

primary interest was in chemistry in an utilistic sense, that is, that he wanted to 

make potentially useful knowledge public, or if he was an adept of alchemy. 

The professors of the theological faculty made no distinction and forced him to 

withdraw a collection of alchemical theses, that he published in 1732. Alchemy 

was said to demoralize the youths and had been proven to have made many 

people unhappy. Roberg had also used terminology that belonged to theology. 

Roberg withdrew his book without much argument. The dispute shows that 

neither of the involved parties made a clear distinction between alchemy and 

chemistry. Magnus von Bromell taught mineralogy in Uppsala as a separate 
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subject during the years 1712 to 1716, Johan Gottschalk Wallerius and Carl 

Linnaeus from 1741 and 1742 respectively.61 

It was Wallerius who was to join academic chemistry, with its strong 

medical emphasis, with mineralogy. Wallerius had graduated as a physician, 

but was also an excellent natural historian. His mineralogy (1747) was his major 

qualification for the chair in chemistry (founded in 1750).62 The professor of 

chemistry was charged with providing the medicine students with their 

education in pharmacology. This task had been transferred from one of the 

chairs of medicine. At the outset Wallerius had requested that his chair would 

be placed in the medical faculty. He may have thought that this would give him 

more influence, because it was smaller than the philosophical faculty, but it 

may also reflect an intention to give the chair a more pharmaceutical 

orientation than it eventually would have. However, one of the professors in 

the medical faculty, Linnaeus, refused and Wallerius’ chair was placed in the 

philosophical faculty. It was decided that the students would have to pass 

Wallerius’ exam in the philosophical faculty before they would be allowed to 

continue to the medical.63 

During the years 1745 to 1747 Wallerius had tried to persuade the 

university to build a laboratory for him. He had already equipped one on his 

own, but had conducted his lectures in the town pharmacy. With the 

establishment of a chair in chemistry there was little possibility for the 

university to withhold the funds for a laboratory. It was built after Wallerius’ 

plans and finished in 1754. In 1755 Wallerius received 200 Swedish 

copperdalers and several cartloads of free charcoal from the University’s forests 

annually, that was intended for use in his public lectures. The same year he 

received a privilege to sell the products of his laboratory to pharmacies. From 

the outset, the laboratory had an amanuensis salaried by a grant from the 

university. 
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Uppsala, view from the south. The Laboratorium Chemicum, as rebuilt by Bergman after the 

Uppsala fire of 1766, is the stone building in the bottom right corner. Engraving by Fredric 

Acrel. Photo: UUB.  

 

 

In 1757 the post of amanuensis was turned into a laboratory assistant 

(laborator). Wallerius applied for a new amanuensis and received one in 1760. 

The new position was salaried through a grant just as the old one had been. 

Wallerius was to get his own salary only after the professor of poetry had 

passed away and his chair withdrawn. But the decision to withdraw the chair of 

poetry was changed and Wallerius had to make do without payment until 1765, 

when the university chancellor ordered the university to pay him in full and 

also to reimburse him for seven of the years that he had been without salary. 

Wallerius retired January 14, 1767 and was, as was customary, allowed to keep 

his salary until his death, when it would pass to his successor.64  

From the outset, Wallerius' contacts with the Board of Mines were quite 

regular and fruitful. When writing the dissertation De Monte argenteo occidentali, 

vulgo dicto Westra Silfberget the respondent Jacob R. Lundh had decided on the 

topic himself. The initial idea had come from Axel Fredrik Cronstedt, who also 

offered to help Lundh with the printing. Wallerius wasn't involved in the 

writing, but was given the manuscript when it was finished. He corrected the 

language and sent it to Daniel Tilas at the Board of Mines, who did a final 
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proofreading.65 The dissertation was said to be based on an inventory of the 

mineral wealth of the “Westra Silfberget” (western silver mountain) that had 

been done by Tilas and Cronstedt and it contained an initiated historical and 

economic survey of the emergence and growth of the Westra Silfberget mining 

district.66 De monte argenteo was one in a series of “dissertation monographs” on 

Swedish mines and mountains. Earlier dissertations had dealt with Falun, 

Salberget and the Dannemora mine.67  

Wallerius wrote about dissertations and their authors in several of his 

letters to Tilas. He also asked Cronstedt to try to encourage students to write 

dissertations on the mines of Sweden and complained to him that the students 

were too fond of subjects like “the customs of old Romans.”68 Although 

sometimes strongly polemic, Wallerius allowed his students to express their 

own views. He presided over a number of dissertations on mineralogical and 

metallurgical subjects that were written by others than himself and in which the 

authors/respondents had markedly different views from his. For example, the 

author of a dissertation on lodes of ore said that:  

[L]odes of ore's first origin and mixture [...] can also not 

completely be ascertained and no judgment can be made [in this 

matter], before one has received complete information about the 

nature and character of these tracts of ore; for this reason, we 

put aside this question.69  

This cautious attitude clearly does not bear Wallerius' signature and shows that 

he did not write the dissertation. As far as I have seen, Wallerius was always 

ready to provide theoretical explanations for geological phenomena like this. 

                                                 
65 Wallerius to Tilas 11.12.1754, [Ep. T. 13:2] KB. 

66 Johan Gottschalk Wallerius, De Monte argenteo occidentali, vulgo dicto Westra Silfberget 
(Uppsala, 1755), Dissertation, respondent and probable author Jacob R. Lundh. 

67 Wallerius to Tilas 11.12.1754, [Ep. T. 13:2] KB. Only one of these can be identified among 
Wallerius’ dissertations, De cuprimontis falunae oeconomia prisca metalllica (1757). It was defended 
several years after the letter to Tilas was written. It is likely that the others remained 
unpublished for different reasons. 

68 Wallerius to Tilas, 04.04.1752, 01.05.1752, 05.06.1752, 03.07.1752, Mars 1753, 11.12.1754, 
01.01.1764, 01.05.1764, 20.05.1764, [Ep. T. 13:2] KB. The quotation “de gamla Romares 
sedwänjor” in Wallerius to Cronstedt, 07.03.1760, [Ms Cronstedt, 8] KVA. 

69 “[M]almgångars första ursprung och sammanblandning [---] kan ock icke fulleligen utrönas 
eller therom dömas, innan man om dessa malmtracters natur och beskaffenhet fått en fullkomlig 
underrättelse; vi åsidosätte fördenskul den frågan.”Johan Gottschalk Wallerius, Kort afhandling om 
malmgångars natur och beskaffenhet (Uppsala, 1757), Respondent and probable author Joan. 
Martinsson Hamberg, 1f. (My emphasis.) 
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The cautious attitude is more similar to for example Sven Rinman's view on the 

same topic.70  

A letter from Wallerius to Tilas, written in 1752 when Tilas was Secretary of 

the Board of Mines, gives an interesting insight into the relationship between 

the university and the Board. Wallerius wanted to recommend one “Lilljeqvist 

Smolandius” (Lilljeqvist from Småland) whom he had sent to the Board with a 

letter of introduction. Lilljeqvist was described as a hard-working, well-studied 

man with a blameless life. He was an excellent person in every way and would 

soon arrive to the Board to apply to become an auscultator.71 But at the same 

time as Lilljeqvist would arrive, three others who also had been given letters of 

introduction would come. The first is described as hard-working, but not well-

studied, the second and third, who went by the names of Luthman and 

Hallman, were given the harsh judgment that “[I] don't want [...] to recommend 

them, by this making my letters of introduction suspicious.”72 To sum up: 

Wallerius allowed independent scholarship among his students and presided 

over dissertations that had been conceived, supervised and proofread by 

officials of the Board. There was also a sharing of information and an exchange 

of evaluations and recommendations of students, the would-be auscultators.  

The Uppsala chair was important for the Board. Several of Wallerius’ and 

later Bergman's students continued from the university to become officials at 

the Board just as it had been intended when the chair was founded.73 When 

Torbern Bergman took over the Uppsala chair of chemistry in 1767 it was firmly 

entrenched at the university. Although the laboratory building had been 

severely damaged in a city fire the year before, he received resources to rebuild 

and enlarge the building. He never got the salary that came with the position, 

since Wallerius outlived him and he distrusted and apparently received little 

help from Wallerius' amanuensis C. P. Wibom and laboratory assistant Anders 

Tidström. The latter was also a competitor for students, since he continued to 

give private seminars in mineralogy until his death in 1779.74 But Bergman did 

                                                 
70 Sven Rinman, Bergverks-lexicon 2, (Stockholm, 1788), 695. 

71 The position as auscultator was the lowest in the hierarchy of the Board of Mines. It came 
with no salary and was intended for young men who wanted to gain knowledge in the ways of 
the mining industry and its administration. 

72 “will iag intet [...] recommendera, at derigenom giöra mina recommendationer [deras 
rekommendationsbrev] misstänksamma.” Wallerius to Tilas, 05.06.1752. See also Wallerius to 
Tilas 09.04.1760, [Ep. T. 13:2] KB. 

73 Bergman was later to have a similar relationship to Tilas, as Wallerius had. See for example 
Tilas to Bergman 20.02.1769, reproduced in, Rutger Sernander, “Johan Abraham Gyllenhaal: En 
förbisedd Linné-lärjunge” Svenska Linnésällskapets Årsskrift 1943, 25-27. 

74 Hans Sallander, “Inledning” in, Anders Tidström, Anders Tidströms resor i Västergötland 1756 
och 1760: Med inledning och anmärkningar Edited by Hans Sallander (Uppsala, 1978), 9. That 
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have a budget for coal, chemicals and equipment. Even more important was 

that he had a steady flow of students. Both students of medicine and would-be 

mining officials, most of whom took a part of their education at Uppsala, had to 

take his lectures in order to pass their exams.75 

 

Åbo 

The institutionalization of chemistry didn't stop at the fence that functioned as a 

city wall for the town of Uppsala. The university of Åbo was also subject of 

change according to the utilist and mercantilist ideologies. The man who 

introduced the new scientific ideals in Åbo, Johan Browallius, had studied in 

Uppsala in the 1720s. In the 1730s he worked as a private tutor and clergyman, 

published periodicals and traveled as a naturalist through Sweden and Norway 

with among others Daniel Tilas. He was appointed professor of physics in Åbo 

in 1737, but he also lectured on botany, chemistry and mineralogy. Browallius 

published three dissertations on chemistry, mainly based on Boerhaave, 

although not following him to the letter. According to Robert Tigerstedt, 

Browallius’ chemical views were those commonly held among chemists at the 

time. In 1746, Browallius transferred to the theological faculty and later became 

bishop of the diocese of Åbo. Although Browallius had received his chair due to 

the intervention of Ernst Johan Creutz, a prominent cap politician who at the 

time was the Chancellor of Åbo University, Browallius was to become an 

enthusiastic supporter of the hat party. In the 1740s and 50s he took part of the 

Diet as a representative of the clergy.76  

In 1746, Åbo’s new chancellor Carl Gustaf Tessin requested that a chair of 

economics should be established and proposed that the new chair should be 

financed through the withdrawal of the chair of poetry. The new chair of 

economics (established 1747) should also teach on economically useful sciences 

and chemistry was mentioned as one of them. Pehr Kalm, the first holder of the 

chair, was not particularly preoccupied with chemistry. However, he wrote 

some dissertations with chemical/mineralogical content.77 In 1748 Samuel 

Chydenius began to lecture on chemistry, mathematics and physics as reader 

(docent). He also set up his own chemical laboratory. Chydenius too, had 

                                                                                                                                               
Bergman didn’t trust his amanuensis is evident from Wargentin to Bergman, [letter 15, G21b] 
UUB. 

75 Olsson, Kemiens historia i Sverige, 110-15, 126. 

76 G. Jacobson, “Browallius, Johan” SBL 6, 468-478. Robert Tigerstedt, Kemiens studium vid Åbo 
universitet Åbo universitets lärdomshistoria 8; Kemien (Helsingfors, 1899), 6f., 9-16. Matti 
Klinge, Rainer Knapas, Anto Leikola and John Strömberg, Helsingfors universitet 1640-1990: 
Kungliga akademien i Åbo 1640-1808 (Helsingfors, 1988), 116f., 134-136. 

77 Tigerstedt, Kemiens studium, 17f. Klinge, et al., Helsingfors universitet, 135-137. 
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studied in Uppsala: mathematics for Klingenstierna and chemistry and 

mineralogy for Wallerius. Unfortunately, he died in 1757 and never published 

any works on chemistry. However, of Chydenius’ four printed works, three 

dealt with economically “useful” subjects and the fourth was a contribution to 

the discussion on the “decrease of water” one of the major scientific 

controversies of the time.78  

Chydenius, Browallius and Kalm were representatives of the new utilist 

science: they taught on chemistry as part of it. But it wasn’t until 1758 that a 

chair was established in which the teaching of the subject of chemistry was 

clearly mentioned as a part of the duties of the professor. The chair was given to 

Pehr Adrian Gadd, who that year became extraordinary (and unpaid) 

“chemieae, physicae et oeconomiae professor”. Gadd was already reader 

(“Docent”) in natural history, but he also wanted to lecture in public on the 

economically beneficial parts of chemistry and on its systematical subdivision. 

In 1761 his chair was transformed to an ordinary chair of chemistry. Gadd’s 

chair was thus established the same year as Wollin’s in Lund (see below), 

something that shows how much faith the ruling elite had in the utility of 

chemistry at this time. Gadd had, just as Browallius before him, a strong 

support from Tessin, one of the leading men of the hat party, who also was the 

chancellor of Åbo university. 79  

Just like Wallerius in Uppsala, Gadd was given the financial means to build 

a chemical laboratory. A sum of 4500 copperdalers was allocated to erect a new 

building that would have the double function of anatomical theatre and 

chemical laboratory. The laboratory was inaugurated in 1764. It had three 

rooms that took up the major part of the ground floor of the two-floor building. 

The room intended for laboratory was equipped with furnaces and there was 

also an auditorium that was to be shared with the professor of anatomy. 

Finally, there was a room for instruments. Initially Gadd had to apply each time 

he wanted money for equipment, but in 1769 he was given an annual grant of 

180 silverdalers. Of these, 100 were intended for instruments and materials, 80 

were to be used as salary for a laboratory assistant and a workman. 

Consequently, Gadd had rooms and money almost on a par with Wallerius’ 

resources in Uppsala.80 

Gadd’s chemical project also had many similarities to that of Wallerius. A 

central aim of Gadd was to make it possible for science to improve the crafts. 

                                                 
78 Tigerstedt, Kemiens studium, 18f. 

79 Ibid., 23f. Klinge, et al., Helsingfors universitet, 172, 639-668. 

80 Tigerstedt, Kemiens studium, 28f. Klinge, et al., Helsingfors universitet, 265-268. 
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The sciences should be useful to society and speculation and hypotheses should 

be avoided.81 Chemistry progressed to one part through experiments and to 

one part through visits to the workshops of artisans and craftsmen, where 

information could be garnered about their experiences. It was also important 

that the artisans tried to learn about chemical theory, since this would enable 

them to improve their practice. Chemistry, if applied, would enlighten the 

crafts as well as the craftsmen, who if they learned about it would be enabled to 

understand their business better.82 

According to Tigerstedt, only a few of Gadd’s many works dealt with 

theoretical questions and since he worked on so many different fields he spread 

himself too thin. His research was rather superficial, despite his grand ambition 

and hard work. Furthermore, Gadd’s views of chemistry were more or less run 

of the mill of the central part of the eighteenth century; in his lectures on 

chemical theory he followed Wallerius with little independent contribution. 

Tigerstedt’s final judgment on Gadd is that he was “no researcher of 

importance” and that he was unconcerned with the great changes that 

chemistry underwent during the latter part of the eighteenth century. 83  

Gadd comes out as a hard-working and competent, although rather 

ordinary chemist, who held a strong belief in the usefulness of chemistry for 

society and meticulously fulfilled his utilist duties. He was also in regular 

contact with the Academy of Sciences in Stockholm. His activities show many 

similarities and parallels with those of Wallerius in Uppsala and it is 

unsurprising that he used Wallerius’ books in his lectures. It is, however, 

unclear what his relationship to other Swedish chemists in his own generation 

was.84 

 

Lund 

Throughout the first half of the century the chemical teaching at the university 

of Lund in southern Sweden had focused on pharmaceutical chemistry for the 

benefit of the university's medical students. The professors at the university 

                                                 
81 Olof Mustelin, “Gadd, Pehr Adrian” SBL 16, 698f. 

82 Tigerstedt, Kemiens studium, 28-34. 

83 Ibid., 34f., 75-77, (quotation “icke någon betydande naturforskare” on 75). For Gadd’s 
activities as an experimental chemist, see ibid., 35-44. Olsson is of a similar opinion, but also 
quotes a 1763 dissertation, Inventa quaedam chemica recentiora in which Gadd made a survey of 
some of the discoveries of the previous decades. Olsson, Kemiens historia, 118. 

84 The letters I have read, from him or concerning him, give little indication. Bergman to 
Wargentin 20.11.1767, in Bergianska avskriftssamlingen, 14, KVA, Gadd to P. J. Bergius 
22.08.1774, in ibid., 17, Gadd to Wargentin 20.11.1778, in ibid., 18. Gadd to Retzius 23.02.1774 
[autografsamlingen] KB. 
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were charged with conducting chemical demonstrations, but the university’s 

official pharmacist Daniel Kehler did the job. It had been arranged that the 

students would be allowed to work a few days each year in the “materials-

chamber” (materialkammare) and laboratory of the pharmacy. From 1742 the 

pharmacist's son, Daniel Fredrik Kehler, was appointed assistant teacher in 

chemistry (medicine adjunkt). He took over the pharmacy's privileges from his 

father in 1747. Three years later the younger Kehler was appointed laboratory 

assistant of the university. He agreed to let the professors of medicine have free 

access to his pharmacy until a new, separate laboratory could be built.85  

At about the same time chemistry was descending on Lund from the angle 

of natural history. In 1752 Erik Gustaf Lidbeck was charged with the teaching of 

botany, zoology and mineralogy. He needed a chamber for assaying 

(proberkammare) with furnaces and apparatus, in order to teach mineralogy 

and assaying. When Lidbeck made this request the medicinal faculty worried 

that the chamber for assaying would be built at the expense of the chemical 

laboratory. They proposed that the laboratory would be built spacious enough 

to accommodate for Lidbeck's “small part” of the subject. Apparently, 

proponents of academic chemistry in Lund still linked the subject to 

pharmacology and saw it as an adjunct to medicine. It was not yet clearly 

linked to mining, assaying and mineralogy. However, chemistry soon was to 

become independent. Christian Wollin, a disciple of Wallerius, received a newly 

founded chair of chemistry in 1761. Wollin was also charged with the teaching 

of assaying. No separate building was erected; instead Wollin proposed that the 

ground floor of an existing building should be equipped as a laboratory. 

Wollin's proposal was referred to Wallerius for consideration. He approved of 

the plan and the laboratory was ready for use in 1766.86  

Wollin seems to have been a faithful disciple of Wallerius but despite the 

rather big investments and Wollin's first-hand experience of how Wallerius had 

built up his chemical department, the teaching of chemistry in Lund never came 

near either the standards or the number of students of its Uppsala counterpart. 

For one thing, there was a general decline of the university during this time, 

despite some efforts to found new chairs and erect new buildings.87 But the 

problems connected to establishing chemistry as an academic subject in Lund 

could also have been more specific. The great distance to the northern mining 

districts probably led to a small demand for lectures on mining, mineralogy or 

                                                 
85 Gösta Johannesson, Lunds universitets historia: II. 1710-1789 (Lund, 1982), 120, 264. 

86 Johannesson, Lunds universitets historia, 120ff, 263. 

87 Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 36-38. 
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assaying. For this reason, Wollin and his students could not expect any support 

or patronage from the Board of Mines. Without these fields and the support 

that came with them, the chemical programme of Wallerius was reduced to an 

adjunct to economy. Wollin's lectures were elementary and dealt with subjects 

like the brewing of beer and vinegar and the preservation of jam.88  

Wollin seems to have been a rather feeble chemist who didn't conduct any 

research. He seems to have had little contact with other chemists of his 

generation. I haven't found any letters on chemical matters to or from him. This 

scientific isolation was furthermore not a consequence of Wollin’s geographical 

isolation from other chemists. It was in this area of southern Sweden that 

Anders Jahan Retzius and Carl Wilhelm Scheele lived when they first became 

friends. Retzius was Wollin's amanuensis for a while but apparently they didn't 

get along.89 There is little reference to Wollin in the correspondences that I have 

examined. Significantly, one of the few references that I have found is a 

complaint made by the hard-working Gadd in Åbo, about Wollin’s low 

productivity.  

Wollin became Professor of chemistry in Lund at the same time as I 

[became Professor] in Åbo. 4 academic Chemical disputations have 

been published by him since that time; the number of my printed 

chemical little works has risen to 56.90 

Four years after it was founded it was decreed that the new chair should be 

united with the second chair in medicine when a vacancy occurred on either 

chair. In 1774, following the death of Gustav Harmens, Wollin was appointed 

professor of medicine and chemistry. He held this position until his death in 

1798.91  

                                                 
88 Olsson, Kemiens historia, 116. 

89 Gunnar Eriksson, “Retzius, Anders Jahan” SBL 30, 1.  

90 “Wollin blef i Lund samma tid Chemiae Professor, som jag i Åbo. 4ra academiska Chemiska 
disputationer, äro sedan den tiden af honom utgifna; antalet af mina trykta Chem. små arbeten 
stiga til 56.” P. A. Gadd to Wargentin, 21.03.1777. Bergianska Avskriftssamlingen 15. KVA. For a 
thorough account of Gadd’s chemical works and their content, see Tigerstedt, Kemiens studium, 
29-74. 

91 Johannesson, Lunds universitets historia, 263.  
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Torbern Bergman's takeover of the Uppsala chair 

God take pity on Him, who aspires to the world but doesn't have a 

Maeceneas.92 

In the early eighteenth century it was customary at Swedish universities to 

regard the resources that had been accumulated by individual professors as 

their private property. Thus the family of a retiring or deceased professor 

inherited them. During the Age of Liberty there was a break in this tradition. 

Instead resources like buildings, collections, books and instruments were to an 

increasing degree bought with money granted from the university, held in trust 

by the professors that made use of them and expected to be handed over by 

them to their successors on retirement. The professors became managers of an 

institutional heritage that was connected to their chairs, rather than to their 

persons. In the previous section it was described how chemical institutions 

were created at the Swedish universities. In this section, I will describe how it 

came about that Wallerius’ institutional heritage in Uppsala was transmitted to 

Torbern Bergman. 

When Wallerius retired in 1767 there were several competent candidates for 

his chair. They were Matthias Kewenter, restaurant keeper and former reader 

(docent) in chemistry, Lars Hjortsberg, Physician of the Admiralty in 

Karlskrona and former amanuensis of Wallerius, Torbern Bergman, assistant 

teacher (adjunkt) in experimental physics and mathematics and lastly 

Wallerius’ laboratory assistant Anders Tidström.93 For reasons unknown, 

Wallerius doesn't seem to have given his wholehearted support to Tidström. 

Academic gossip of the time had it, that he wanted to prevent Tidström from 

receiving the chair by switching chairs with another Professor before retiring.  

There isn't much news from Uppsala, unless I should read you some 

verses of its intrigues. Gottskalk Wallerius is going to retire, 

but to make sure that Tidström doesn't receive the Chair, the 

following intrigue is played out. To His Majesty it is petitioned 

by him and Samuel Aurivillius about a change between their 

Professions, and as soon as it has been permitted, Wallerius 

negotiates with Sidrén (some say Prosector Ziervogel) and 

                                                 
92 “Gud nåde den, som aspirerar till verlden utan att hafva någon Maeceneas.” Carl von Linné 

to Carl Gustaf Tessin 12.10.1753 in, Carl von Linné, Carl von Linnés svenska arbeten i urval och med 
noter utgifna af Ewald Ährling. Första bandet. Bref till svenskar 1 (Stockholm, 1879), 25. 

93 For a biography on Tidström, see Sallander, “Inledning”, 5-14. 
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consequently, Tidström remains laboratory assistant just as 

before, and Wibom, who has been slaving with Wallerius for years, 

with a promise of the work as laboratory assistant after Tidström, 

remains the same as before.94  

It is significant that Tidström had received the lowest mark of four (admittitur) 

in his exam in chemistry for Wallerius, while Bergman received the second to 

lowest (admittitur cum approbatione). Tidström's marks were generally very 

low in the natural sciences, while most of Bergman's were higher than those 

given him by Wallerius.95 However, given the choice of candidates, Wallerius 

supported Tidström and testified for his competence and suitability as his 

successor.96 

There were many who could influence the decision on whom would 

succeed Wallerius. The “Consistorium”, Uppsala University’s governing body, 

was important since it prepared a ranking list of the applicants. There was also 

the university chancellor, at this time the Crown-prince Gustav, who suggested 

one name from the list to the Council of the Realm, (Riksrådet, K: Maj: t) which 

made the final decision.97 Furthermore, the chair of chemistry held a unique 

position among the Uppsala chairs, since the Board of Mines had a special 

interest in it. It had been established primarily in order to produce students 

knowledgeable in chemistry and mineralogy that could enter into the service of 

the Board. The judgment of the Board also carried weight since it administered 

the economically important mining industry. Several politically influential 

persons also worked for the Board, as for example its President, Johan Georg 

Lillienberg. Like the Council of the Realm, the Board of Mines was based in 

Stockholm and its officials had, generally speaking, more influence and higher 

status than Uppsala professors. 

                                                 
94 “Upsala nyheter äro ej många, om jag ej skulle [läsa el. dyl.] någon strophe af dess intriguer. 

Gottskalk Wallerius skall taga afskjed; men på det att ej Tidström skall få Profession så spelas 
följande intrigue. Hos Hans Maij:ts Suppliceras af honom och Samuel Aurivillius om byte med 
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Prosector Ziervogel) och således blir Tidström laborator som förr och Wibom, som flera åren 
trälat hos Vallerius med lof om Laborators sysslan efter Tidström, blir densamma som förr.” 
Anders Falck to Johan Peter Falck 27.02.1765 in, Anders Falck, “Anders Falcks brev till 
Petersburg: Utgivna av Olle Bergquist” Lychnos 1965-66, 133.  

95 On Bergman, Annerstedt, Upsala Universitets historia, 3:1, 413, Note 3. On Tidström see 
Sallander, “Inledning “, 7. 

96 Letter of recommendation for Tidström by Wallerius dated 10.03.1767 in Bergianska 
avskriftssamlingen, 11. Sallander, “Inledning “, 10.  
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appointments to chairs at Uppsala University can be found. (Ibid., 19f.) On Gustav's interests in 
and relationship to the university at large, Lindroth, Svensk Lärdomshistoria: Gustavianska tiden 
utgiven av Gunnar Eriksson (Stockholm, 1989), 11-15. 
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As has already been mentioned, there were two main reasons for the 

considerable interest of the political authorities in the appointments of chairs in 

scientific subjects. First, it was a part of the central planning of the state 

apparatus that was expressed in the utilistic and mercantilist ideologies. It was 

important for the authorities that the professors held views similar to their own 

and that the professors had an interest in the incorporation of their political 

agenda in their teaching and other activities. Bergman acted in several ways in 

order to persuade the authorities that he was the right man for the job. It was 

important for him to show that he was a competent chemist, but also that he 

had views on chemistry's role in society that were in accordance with the views 

that were current among higher politicians and state officials. Second, 

politicians used positions in the state apparatus as a resource to reward their 

clients. Bergman needed to mobilize his network of contacts and patrons and 

make them act on his behalf. He started to enlist the support of different 

authorities and individuals within the Board of Mines, the University of 

Uppsala, the Court and the Royal Academy of Sciences and probably in other 

places as well.98 

Even though many at Uppsala saw Bergman as a man of great talents and 

as one of the coming men of the university, he didn't have particularly good 

qualifications when it came to chemistry. His studies and publications had been 

directed towards botany, zoology and experimental physics. However, there 

was also his only monograph, A physical description of the Earth (Physisk 

beskrifning öfver jordklotet, 1766). It was a physical geography, a description of 

the general features of the earth, interspersed with theories about the 

mechanical and chemical processes through which the planet’s present state 

had come about. In modern terminology it can be described as work in 

geology.99 For mineralogists at the Board of Mines it was easy to see both the 

connections to the mining industry and to chemistry. There was obvious utilistic 

use for this kind of knowledge in for example the prospecting for mines. But 

especially Daniel Tilas had a more general interest in geography and 

topography and had participated in geological surveys as early as in the 

1730s.100 Furthermore, as has already been mentioned there was no clear 

distinction between chemistry and mineralogy, which also contained the non-
                                                 

98 This cannot be an exhaustive account of Bergman's activities in this matter. It is likely that 
there were several more contacts than those that have been found, and than those that there is 
evidence of in the archives.  

99 For a thorough study of Bergman’s monograph, see Frängsmyr, Geologi och skapelsetro, 292-
341. 

100 Widmalm, Mellan kartan och verkligheten, 61f. Tilas’ interests were to be taken up by Samuel 
Gustav Hermelin towards the end of the century. Ibid., 90-104. 
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historical parts of present day geology.101 Bergman’s text can thus be 

characterized as bordering on the sphere of chemical knowledge. Whether or 

not it was something that qualified him for the work as professor of chemistry 

was a matter of dispute.  

Bergman had written only a single text on a purely chemical subject, his 

article “Suggestion for the improvement of Alum-making” (“Förslag at 

förbättra Alun-luttringen”) that would be published in the Transactions of the 

Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences the same year. The main thesis of the 

article was a method on how to cleanse lye of alum from fatness, ooze and other 

impurities by the addition of pure clay that would attract the impurities and 

sink to the bottom. This text and its importance, will be more thoroughly 

analyzed in chapter four. Here it will suffice to mention that with his interest in 

the manufacture of alum, Bergman widened his academic knowledge base 

towards the practical-economic direction that was held in such high esteem by 

the authorities. Bergman expanded the text to an academic dissertation in Latin, 

De confectione alumnis. The two versions of this text was the only thing that 

demonstrated Bergman’s skill as a chemist. In a very important sense, they 

were his only qualification for the employment that showed whether he had the 

skill to continue Wallerius’ work. If De confectione alumnis was particularly 

important to the Consistorium in Uppsala, it was the Physical description that 

won Bergman his allies at the Board of Mines and at the Royal Academy of 

Sciences.102  

Within the Board of Mines there were competent readers, chemists and 

mineralogists that could be persuaded of Bergman's competence by reading 

what he had written. Bergman sent influential officials at the Board copies of his 

texts. These texts can be seen as material gifts with many functions: To establish 

or strengthen a relationship, to attest to the competence of the giver, to make 

the receiver friendly towards the giver and to persuade the receiver to support 
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xi-xviii. See also the excellent “Introduction” by Johan Nordström and Göte Carlid in, ibid, xix-
lvi. 

102 Sven Widmalm “Gravören och docenterna: Cosmographiska sällskapet i Uppsala 1758-
1778” in, G. Broberg, G. Eriksson and K. Johannisson (eds.) Kunskapens trädgårdar: om 
institutioner och institutionaliseringar i vetenskapen och livet (Stockholm, 1988), 91-97. Idem, Mellan 
kartan och verkligheten, 60f. 
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Bergman's candidacy.103 Daniel Tilas was one of Sweden's most knowledgeable 

men in geography and mineralogy, what we today would label geology and 

had written an “outline to the mineral-history of Sweden” Utkast till Sveriges 

mineralhistoria (1765). In it, he described the country's topographical features, 

species of rock and mineral deposits.104 Just before the chair would be 

appointed Tilas wrote to Bergman. He had received a copy of the Physical 

description. He wrote to thank Bergman and to praise the book, saying that a 

thorough reading of it was a prerequisite for anyone who wished to become “a 

solid and steady bergsman”. Bergman had also supported several of Tilas own 

standpoints, which made the older Tilas happy. He also invited Bergman to 

further scientific discussion, commented on the text, something that Bergman 

had asked of him and promised to write again with more comments.105 Tilas 

choice of style and his egalitarian tone was a signal that he opened up for the 

possibility of a scientific correspondence. He signaled that his exchange with 

Bergman would be conducted as an exchange within the republic of letters. The 

relationship thus established would eventually deepen.106 

 

 

                                                 
103 Magnus Ekblad and Hjalmar Fors, Tjänst och gentjänst: Nya perspektiv på kontakter mellan 

politiker och vetenskapernas utövare under frihetstiden, conference paper, presented at Svenska 
Historikermötet in Örebro, 19.04.2002.  

104 Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 290-292. 

105 “solid och grundfast Bergsman” Tilas to Bergman 16.03.1767, [G21] UUB. 

106 On reciprocity as “a fundamental virtue of the republic [of letters]” Goodman, Republic of 
letters, 17f. 
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Daniel Tilas. Photo: KB. 

 

Anton von Swab, Mine Councilor at the Board, had also received copies of the 

book and the thesis. He too, wrote to Bergman to thank him. He had received 

one of each, but had only skimmed through the latter. On the other hand he 

was very much impressed with Bergman's book. He had also read his earlier 

version of the treatise on alum that soon was to be published in the Transactions 

of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences and had written a positive 

addendum, that would be published together with it. Swab informed Bergman 

that his work bore testimony of his great talents, his “thorough reading, care 

and gifts of learning”. He notified Bergman that it was the wish of the Board 

that he would receive the chair and that he had contacted the President 

Lillienberg who had sounded out his possibilities.107 If Tilas had expressed 

himself in the egalitarian, good-humored tone that was customary between 

citizens of the republic of letters, Swab expressed himself as a patron writing to 

his client. This was fitting. Not only was Swab (b. 1702) by 33 years Bergman’s 

senior, he was also by far his social superior. The letter was a signal that Swab 

was prepared to take on Bergman's case and to reward his suite with a gift in 

                                                 
107 “beläsenhet, omtanke samt tillängnings gåfwor”. Anton von Swab to Bergman 09.04.1767, 

[G21] UUB. 
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return: his support.108 Tilas', Swab's and the Board of Mines' support were now 

mobilized for the benefit of Bergman. But although the word of the Board 

carried considerable weight, the Council of the Realm would take the final 

decision.  

Bergman was an active member and co-founder of a society called the 

Cosmographical Society in Uppsala (Cosmographiska sällskapet) that had 

published his monograph. Sven Widmalm has analyzed the importance of this 

society as a platform for up and coming young academics in Uppsala.109 The 

society can be seen as a younger alternative to the more exclusive Society of 

Science, which as time had passed, had become more of a club for the 

university's professors. By this time a conflict had begun to be visible between 

the older professors in the natural sciences and a part of the younger 

generation. Mårten Strömer, astronomer and until recently one of the Uppsala 

professors, wrote to Pehr Wilhelm Wargentin at the Royal Academy of 

Sciences, saying: “there isn't any particular [sense of] trust between the young 

Mathematicians and the Professors at Uppsala”110 

It is important to note, that there were several seeds of conflict between the 

professors in the Society of Science in Uppsala and the Royal Academy of 

Sciences in Stockholm. In the Academy a highly utilistic view of science was 

fostered. It was a stronghold for the hat party and aristocratic politicians who 

often regarded the universities as by nature sluggish, unworldly institutions, 

that had to be tightly controlled so that they didn't turn the sciences into a 

concern for academics only. In the light of this, Strömer's letter to Wargentin 

can be seen as an attempt to make the Society of Science and the professors who 

were its Fellows, suspect.111 

Several in the group of “Mathematici” mentioned in Strömer's letter were 

also members of the Cosmographical Society. The nature of the antagonism has 

not been investigated, but it seems that the conflict included theoretical, 

methodological and generational aspects.112 Linnaeus also knew of the conflict. 

                                                 
108 This network-exchange has clear parallels to the relationships of Tessin-Wargentin-Linné. 

See Ekblad and Fors, Tjänst och gentjänst. 

109 Widmalm, “Gravören och docenterna” 91-97, 99-101. 

110 “emellan de unga Mathematici och professorerna i Upsala är icke särdeles förtroende” 
Mårten Strömer to Wargentin 09.05.1759, quotation from Widmalm, “Gravören och docenterna” 
85, original in KVA. 

111 Lindroth has made a survey of the divergent social composition of the Academy, but 
emphasizes the “fruitful co-operation” ([d]et lyckliga samarbetet) between the different groups, 
rather than the conflicts. Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 48-63, esp. 50-52. 

112 A survey of the more prominent “Mathematicians” in Widmalm, Mellan kartan och 
verkligheten 171-178. 
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When he started to realize that Bergman probably would get the chair, he wrote 

to Carl Johan Gyllenborg that: “The Mathematicians have conspired to pursue 

the matter on behalf of [...] Bergman”.113 But the “mathematicians” also had 

strong ties to the Royal Academy of Sciences. According to Widmalm, the 

Cosmographical Society eventually turned more or less into an enclave of the 

Stockholm Academy, since the Academy, together with the university, was the 

institution that had the most to offer young men of science in the way of 

economic and political support. Bergman and his friend Fredrik Mallet, who 

were in the leading quarters of the Cosmographical Society, both enjoyed the 

patronage of Pehr Wilhelm Wargentin, the Secretary of the Royal Academy of 

Sciences.114 It was probably Wargentin who orchestrated Bergman's campaign 

and who had arranged the contacts between Bergman and the Board of Mines. 

Daniel Tilas was an active participant of the meetings of the Royal Academy, 

where the Mining Officials exerted a considerable influence. According to 

Lindroth 11% of the Fellows were bergsmän, which in this context should be 

taken to mean officials of the Board of Mines.115 Wargentin, as the secretary of 

the Academy, had plenty of opportunity to mix with them. There is ample 

evidence of his support for Bergman's case. In a letter to Wargentin, Bergman 

outlined the positions in the oncoming struggle:  

I find from Your last honored letter, that You, Sir, think alike 

in this matter as others of my Benefactors and Friends, that is, 

that I should try to apply for the Chair of Chemistry. [---] It is 

rumoured here that the Councilor Scheffer already has started to 

work on behalf of Tidström. [---] I know of no one, who could have 

set something like that in motion, except the Councilor Tessin, 

and I know of no one, except You, Sir, with whom I can safely 

entrust this case. I promise in return, to indefatigably pursue 

science to my limit. I know that this, with You, Sir, counts for 

more than any other reasons.116 

                                                 
113 “Mathematici hafwa sammansatt sig att drifwa saken för [...] Bergman.” Carl von Linné to 

Carl Johan Gyllenborg 16.06.1767. Number 1405 in, Carl von Linné Bref och skrifvelser af och till 
Carl von Linné, första afdelningen del VI (Stockholm, 1912). 

114 Widmalm, “Gravören och docenterna”, 85f., 92. 

115 Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 51, 54.  

116 “Jag finner af sista högtärade skrifvelse, at Min Herre tänker just på samma sätt, som andra 
mina Gynnare och vänner, nemligen at jag bör söka och få Chemiae Profession. [---] Det 
grunkas här at RiksRådet Scheffer redan börjat arbeta för Tidström. [---] Jag ser ingen annan, 
som kunnat sätta sådant i rörelse än Riksrådet Tessin, och vet ingen at tilförliteligare anlita i 
detta mål, än min Herre. Jag utfäster tilbaka, at så mycke hos mig står odla vetenskapen 
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Bergman also had helpers among the professors at the University. The 

professor of medicine Nils Rosén von Rosenstein supported Bergman and did 

what he could for his client. Rosén's letter to Wargentin of April 29, 1767 gives a 

good indication of the support that the other applicants could draw on. Not 

only Bergman, but the others too, (with the possible exception of the restaurant 

keeper Kewenter117) mobilized what political contacts they had.  

Today I have written to my Brother-in-law, and informed him of 

[...] Bergman's great talents [---]. I wish that the Queen, who 

holds chemistry in such high regard, could be brought to take an 

interest in him. In addition, Beloved Fellows of the Royal Academy 

of Sciences could contribute much, if they could bring such a 

commission to the Crown prince. I fear that Count Tessin has an 

interest in Tidström, and Rålamb and Hauswolf in Hiortsberg. But 

notwithstanding, they shouldn't be compared with Bergman. If You, 

Sir, would accompany Bergman [on a visit] to my Brother-in-law, I 

am sure that he would take the matter more to his heart. Count 

Scheffer could also do much, and could be won, in that way. He 

counts for much with the Crown prince.118 

Rosén's brother-in-law (he had several) was most likely Matthias von 

Hermansson, a prominent hat politician.119 It is however, unknown if Bergman 

ever paid a visit to Hermansson and Scheffer in the company of Wargentin to 

assure himself of their support. To sum up, the Board of Mines, the Secretary of 

the Royal Academy of Sciences and at least one professor at Uppsala were 

vouching for Bergman's competence. Thus he had several prominent contacts, 

helpers and patrons but this was also true of Tidström.120  

                                                                                                                                               
oförtrutit. Jag vet at det hos min Herre gäller mer, än alla andra skäl.” Bergman to Wargentin 
17.02.1767, Bergianska Avskriftssamlingen 14, KVA.  

117 Kewenter's chances of receiving the chair were slim, see Tom Söderberg, “Kewenter, 
Matthias”, SBL 21, 74-76. 

118 “I dag har iag skrefwit till min swåger och låtit honom weta [...] Bergmans stora talents [---]. 
Drottningen, som har så mycken acktning för chymien, önskade iag kunde bringas till at 
interressera sig för honom. Älskade ledamöter af K. W. Akademien kunde dertill mycket 
bidraga, om de kunde få en sådan commission till Cronprinsen. Jag frucktar, at gref Tessin 
interesserar sig för Tidström, samt Rålamb och Hauswolf för Hiortsberg. De borde dock eij 
sättas i paralele med Bergman. Om min Herre skulle wela följa Bergman till min Swåger, är iag 
säker om at han toge sig saken mer om hiärtat. Gref Scheffer kunde ock mycket giöra och på det 
sättet winnas. Han giäller mycket hos Cronprinsen.” Nils Rosén von Rosenstein to P. W. 
Wargentin 29.04.1767. Quotation from Annerstedt, Upsala Universitets Historia Bihang 4, 221f. 

119 Sven Grauers, “von Hermansson, Matthias”, SBL 18, 697. 

120 Hjortsberg too, had some powerful patrons, but these will not be discussed here. 
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Anders Tidström had nine years of chemical experience and had been 

working in Wallerius’ laboratory as amanuensis and later as laboratory 

assistant for eight of those years. His candidacy was favoured by the retiring 

Wallerius, by Linnaeus and by none other than Carl Gustaf Tessin, Sweden's 

most prominent patron of the sciences during the Age of Liberty. Several years 

earlier Linnaeus had recommended Tidström to Tessin, sketching a very 

positive portrait of him:  

[Tidström] is sober, popular, prudent and has learnt to economize 

from his childhood [---] Clothes and body he has consecrated to 

You, Your Excellency, who have sustained our State, laid the 

ground for our Science, and taken its practitioners under Your 

protection. If he is given the grace to be known by Your 

Excellency, for what he is, a virtuous, clever and curious man, 

and if he may be flattered by Your Excellency's customary mildness 

towards such [as him], he would count himself as most happy [...] 

God take pity on Him, who aspires to the world but doesn't have a 

Maeceneas.121  

Tidström's relationship to Tessin was probably quite good, since he had lived at 

Tessin's estate Åkerö, employed to catalogue and organize his mineral 

collection. Tidström's chemical position was probably quite close to Wallerius' 

and if he belonged to any side in the conflict between the younger 

“mathematici” and the older professors at the university, he most likely sided 

with the latter. The support of Linnaeus was very valuable and Linnaeus tried 

to do the same favour for Tidström, as Rosén did for Bergman. Linnaeus wrote 

to the Count and Chamberlain Carl Johan Gyllenborg that Tidström “without 

fail” was the most suitable applicant and wanted Gyllenborg to recommended 

him to the Queen:  

If You, Sir Count, would consider taking up this matter with Her 

Royal Majesty with but a single word, then I can promise that Her 

                                                 
121 “[Tidström] är nykter, populaire, aktsam och [har] lärt att hushålla från barndomen, med ett 

ord en beskedlig vestgöte. [- - -] Kläder och kropp har han consecrerat E. Exc., som uppehållit 
vårt allmänna, lagt grunden till vår vetenskap och tagit dess idkare i sin egen protection. Får 
han den nåden att af E. Exc. blifva känd för det han är, en dygdig, qvick och curieux man och 
får smickra sig af E. Exc:s vanliga mildhet emot dylike, räknar han sig lyckligast [...] Gud nåde 
den, som aspirerar till verlden utan att hafva någon Maeceneas.” Carl von Linné to Carl Gustaf 
Tessin 12.10.1753 in, Carl von Linné, Carl von Linnés svenska arbeten, 25. Tidström is also 
mentioned in the previous letter of 02.10.1753, ibid., 24. Linneaus full support of him is also 
evident from the open letter of recommendation he was given prior to one of his journeys 
through Sweden, reprinted in ibid., 26f. 
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Majesty will ask of His Royal Majesty, that Tidström should be 

given this employment[.]122 

Carl Johan Gyllenborg was the son of Linnaeus' patron Carl Gyllenborg, the 

head of the hat party.123 Linnaeus asked that the son would continue to show an 

interest in the chair, since the father had done so. He affirmed his own 

competence by mentioning that he was the only remaining professor in 

Uppsala who really knew anything about chemistry and he offered Gyllenborg 

knowledge in the form of his competent judgment. Finally he presented his 

errand; that he wanted Gyllenborg to act on his own client Tidström's behalf, so 

that Tidström would receive the position.124 

It isn't impossible that Linnaeus thought that the affair already was settled 

in Tidström's favour. His letter to Gyllenborg was written late, May 6, 1767 and 

there was no hint in it that the affair was anything out of the ordinary. Linnaeus 

didn't consider any of the applicants as good a chemist as Wallerius, but he 

thought that Tidström was the only one who could administer Wallerius' 

heritage. Bergman was praised, but also dismissed as lacking sufficient 

experience in chemistry. He was “born to become an experimental physicist [...] 

but I have never heard, until the Chair of Chemistry was vacated, that he had 

ever given a thought to chemistry”.125 The letter indicates that Linnaeus had no 

knowledge of Bergman's contacts with the Board of Mines, or of the silent 

campaign that had been conducted in support of Bergman's candidacy.126 

At the vote in the Consistorium, Bergman was placed at the head of the list 

of nominees with ten out of 22 votes. Tidström and Hiortsberg each received six 

votes for the first position on the list, while Kewenter got none at all. But seven 

of the voting professors had placed Bergman as the third on their lists. This 

indicates that the opposition to his candidacy was strong in some quarters. 

                                                 
122 “Skulle Hr Grefwen täckas med ett enda ord föredraga detta för Hennes K. Maj:t, kan jag 

bedyra att Hennes Majestet så begär hos Hans K. Majestet, att Tidström får professionen[.]” Carl 
von Linné to Carl Johan Gyllenborg 06.05.1767. No. 1404 in, Carl von Linné Bref och skrifvelser af 
och till Carl von Linné, första afdelningen del VI (Stockholm, 1912). 

123 The father (Carl) was still alive, but apparently very ill. He died December 9, 1766. 

124 Ekblad and Fors, Tjänst och gentjänst. 

125 “född till experimental physiquer [...] men aldrig har jag hört, för än wid chemiska 
vacancen, att han någonsin tänkt på Chemien” Carl von Linné to Carl Johan Gyllenborg 
06.05.1767. Number 1404 in, Carl von Linné, Bref och skrifvelser af och till Carl von Linné, första 
afdelningen del VI (Stockholm, 1912). 

126 See also the following letter to Gyllenborg, where Linnaeus stated that it was the 
mathematicians [in Uppsala] that had decided that they would support Bergman. Carl von 
Linné to Carl Johan Gyllenborg 16.06.1767. Number 1405 in, Carl von Linné, Bref och skrifvelser af 
och till Carl von Linné, första afdelningen del VI (Stockholm, 1912). 
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Linnaeus' support for Tidström also complicated matters, as the business now 

moved to the University Chancellor's table.127  

How many people that had approached the Crown-Prince/Chancellor in 

the matter is of course impossible to find out, but Gustav was clearly in favour 

of Bergman. According to Bergman's autobiography the future King supported 

his candidacy after having taken the advice of Swab and Tilas, who both 

recommended him without knowing him personally.128 This statement 

indicates that Tilas and Swab had approached the Chancellor in some way. 

Gustav attached quite great importance to the affair. On a visit to Uppsala in 

June 1767 he listened to an account of Hiortsberg's and Kewenter's appeal 

against the decision of the Consistorium to recommend Bergman. Supposedly it 

was Gustav’s strong support for Bergman’s cause that made the unwilling 

Council of the Realm appoint Bergman.129  

There was nothing self-evident about Bergman's appointment. Linnaeus 

was well placed in the university, had a good knowledge of the mineralogical 

field and excellent political contacts. Despite all this, he knew nothing of 

Bergman's chemical qualifications. He wrote about the affair “it is a pity that 

this would happen in the reign of such an unparalleled King”.130 Others agreed 

with him. According to Matthias Kewenter, one of Bergman’s competitors for 

the chair, the appointment was a scandal. Kewenter, a former student of 

Wallerius turned innkeeper, was very upset and wrote an indignant petition for 

a reappraisal of the matter. He was of the opinion that even if his own 

qualifications were small, they were at least equal to Bergman's. He compared 

Bergman's qualifications as a chemist to the qualifications of an 80-year old 

military officer to become a parish vicar, or an equally aged assistant vicar's 

qualifications to become a colonel. The Consistorium dismissed Kewenter's 

charges as “inappropriate and moreover, improper”.131 July 7, 1767 the Council 

of the Realm appointed Bergman to the Chair of Chemistry and the matter was 

settled. Crown-Prince Gustav's interest in Bergman wasn't finished however. 

                                                 
127 Annerstedt, Upsala Universitets historia, 3:1, 414. 

128 Ibid. 

129 Rudenschöld to Bergman 21.04.1777 [G21:b] UUB. For a case with many parallels, see, 
Klinge, et. al., Helsingfors universitet, 137-144, esp. 143.  

130 “skada att det skulle ske under en så oförliknerlig Konungs tid“. Carl von Linné to Carl 
Johan Gyllenborg 24.07.1767. Number 1405 in, Carl von Linné Bref och skrifvelser af och till Carl 
von Linné, första afdelningen del VI (Stockholm, 1912).  

131 “olämpelige samt tillika oanständige”. “Konsistoriets protokoll vid Kronprinsens-Kanslerns 
besök, Upsala d. 3 juni 1767” in, Annerstedt, C., Upsala Universitets Historia Bihang 4: Handlingar 
1749-1776 (Uppsala, 1912). 
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His acting on Bergman's behalf had bound them together in a personal patron-

client relationship that would continue to influence Bergman's career.132  

Why didn’t Tessin's and Linnaeus' patronage of Tidström have a more 

significant influence on events? There are several possible explanations. Tessin 

and Linnaeus were to some degree representatives of an aging elite that was on 

the verge of losing its political influence. By this time Tessin had been banished 

from court and his health was failing. He was no longer as influential a patron 

as he had been. In 1765-66, the hat party, to which Tessin belonged, lost its 

dominating political position to the opposing cap party. At the university, a 

young generation of “mathematici” was challenging men like Linnaeus and 

Wallerius and their disciples, while simultaneously the political elite that had 

been their main support was losing its grip on the political sphere.133  

Although Bergman was a promising candidate and the most suitable one 

according to several of the influential actors, Tidström didn't lose because 

Bergman was a better chemist. He lost because he had put his faith in the wrong 

patrons. Bergman received the chair as a consequence of a shift of political 

power.134 He managed to engage patrons in the Board of Mines, whose 

influence was less dependent on the political situation. Through them he gained 

the patronage of the Crown-Prince/Chancellor whose political power was in 

the ascendant. Put differently, a group of university men and their elderly 

patrons tried to retain the academic character of the subject, given to it by 

Wallerius. They failed since the Board of Mines asserted its influence, acting in 

consort with Wargentin at the Royal Academy, acting as patron of a young 

Newtonian from the group of “mathematicians” centered around the 

Cosmographical Society. 

Despite Bergman’s successful takeover of the chair, his position as a chemist 

was weak. Not only had his credentials been questioned, he had made some 

powerful enemies and could not trust his laboratory assistant or amanuensis. 

He received no salary and his laboratory was a burnt-out shell. Thus the scene 

was set for the next major phase in the development of Swedish chemistry. 

                                                 
132 Olsson, Kemiens historia, 122f. Eva Nyström, Torbern Bergmans kallelse till Berlin, Master thesis 

at the dept. of History and Science of Ideas, Uppsala university, 1971, 59-62. 

133 On Tessin as a patron, see Ekblad, Amatörismens betydelse –Carl Gustaf Tessin som vetenskaplig 
mecenat Chapter for PhD thesis, dept. of History, Uppsala University, 2002. 

134 One could also argue that the central participants of the network no longer were active, and 
that the network (being an informal institution) thus began to disappear. 
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3. THE SCIENTIFIC SHIFT: 

FROM WALLERIUS TO BERGMAN 

 
When, in the development of a natural science, an individual or group first 
produces a synthesis able to attract most of the next generation's practitioners, the 
older schools gradually disappear. In part their disappearance is caused by the 
members' conversion to the new paradigm. But there are always some men who 
cling to one or another of the older views, and they are simply read out of the 

profession, which thereafter ignores their work.1 

 
    Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific  
    Revolutions. 

 
Furthermore the [...] Professors WALLERIUS and BERGMAN have made 
themselves known, both within the country and abroad, through their particular 
chemical works: And to the delight of the learned world, the later is still is in his 

prime.2 

 
     Jean Georg Lillienberg, President of   
    the Board of Mines to the Royal Swedish  
    Academy of Sciences, February 21, 1781. 
 
Has Old Wallerius gone mad in his old age? It angers me, that he, in his old age, 
can’t in all stillness leave his own good name, as well as others, be. It seems that he 

wants to imitate old Pott on the ugly side.3 
 
    Wallerius’ former student Sven Rinman  
    to Torbern Bergman, his successor.  

                                                 
1 Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (2nd ed. enlarged: Chicago, 1970), 18f. 

2 “Dessförutan hafva, genom deras särskilda chemiska arbeten, [...] Professorerne WALLERIUS 
och BERGMAN gjort sig kände, både in- och utrikes: Och den lärda verlden gläder sig, at den 
senare ännu är i sin bästa ålder.” Jean Georg Lillienberg, Tal Om Flera i senare tiden skedde 
Förbättringar Uti Bergs-Vetenskapen och Handteringen i Riket: Hållet för Kongl. Vetenskaps academien 
Vid Praesidii nedläggande, Den 21 Februarii 1781 (Stockholm, 1781), 8. 

3 “Får nu Gubben Wallerius kållern åter på gamla Dar? Det förtryter mig, at Han på 
ålderdomen intet skall i all stillhet kunna låta sit och andras goda namn wara i fred. Han will då 
likna gamla Potten på fula sidan.” Sven Rinman to Torbern Bergman, 22.03.1770 [G21] UUB. 
The German chemist J. H. Pott was well known for his “fondness for personal controversy”. 
Frank Greenaway, “Pott, Johann Heinrich”, DSB 11, 109. 
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An older world view cannot be properly described from what is derisively said 

of it by its latter-day opponents. In this chapter I argue that Torbern Bergman's 

position was articulated in contrast to the position of his older contemporary 

Johan Gottschalk Wallerius and the style of science that he represented. 

Bergman's chemical position can be seen as a forcefully argued rejection of what 

can be called an earlier chemical paradigm, expressed in the views of his 

predecessor Wallerius. However, this does not mean that I aim to make an 

exhaustive description of Wallerius and Bergman's scientific positions or the 

traditions that influenced them.4 My main argument in this chapter is that 

Bergman's rejection of Wallerius was a central influencing factor for the 

methodological innovations, for which he became well known. Furthermore, I 

argue that the acceptance of Bergman’s rendering of events by historians, have 

obscured the importance of Wallerius for the development of Swedish 

chemistry. 

 Marco Beretta has argued persuasively that Bergman was an average 

experimenter, whose “success at a European level was not determined by his 

experimental results, but rather by the general theoretical concepts within 

which they were expressed.” It was his attempts to reconstruct chemistry 

according to a new pattern, “to build a new image of chemistry”, that 

Bergman’s contemporaries found attractive. This important observation is a 

point of departure for this chapter. However, Beretta’s survey of Bergman’s 

theoretical development makes little of the local context in which it developed. 

Linnaeus is accorded influence on Bergman’s thought, but when it comes to the 

influence of the Swedish mineralogical tradition and of other Swedish chemists, 

it is the lack of a coherent, chemical system that is taken as the reason why 

Bergman started to make theoretical innovations.5 This, in my opinion, is no 

less than a wholesale adoption of Bergman’s own rhetoric about himself. There 

did exist coherent chemical systems in Sweden prior to Bergman’s: in particular 

that taught in Uppsala for many years by Wallerius.  

                                                 
4 It should be mentioned that neither Bergman’s theory of affinity, nor his crystal theory will be 

discussed here. For a discussion of theories of affinity in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, see Trevor H. Levere, Affinity and matter: elements of chemical philosophy 1800-1865 
(Oxford, 1971), 1-22. (18f., for Bergman’s contribution.) Lissa Roberts, “Setting the table” 115-
122. For Bergman’s crystal theory see, R. Hooykaas “Torbern Bergman’s crystal theory” Lychnos 
1952, 21-54.  

5 Marco Beretta, “T. O. Bergman and the definition of chemistry” Lychnos 1988, 37-40, 
(quotations on 37).  
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Beretta is not alone in going along with Bergman’s rendering of events. 

There has been a general tendency in Swedish history of science to play down 

the importance of Wallerius, for the emergence of chemistry as a discipline in 

Sweden. One explanation of the readiness of scholars to accept the descriptions 

of Wallerius as old fashioned is that he lived to a ripe old age and continued to 

go into dialogue with younger chemists until the time of his death. The 

traditional image of Wallerius is coloured by the views of his younger Swedish 

contemporaries of the second half of the eighteenth century.6 It must be noted, 

however, that Wallerius seems to have become more conservative in his old 

age. As chemistry changed, he reached back to older and older authorities to 

disprove his younger contemporaries. While the young Wallerius relied 

primarily on the previous generations of chemists, like Hermann Boerhaave (b. 

1668) and J. H. Pott (b. 1692), the older man reached back through the ages to 

discuss Hermes Trismegistus and the Bible.7 

Thus Tore Frängsmyr, while acknowledging Wallerius’ role in the history 

of chemistry, also argues that he was an alchemist. A distinction is made 

between Wallerius’ practical, utilistic chemistry and his theorizing, which is 

interpreted as alchemical mysticism. However, no indication is given as to how 

these two parts of the man fitted together.8 

The image of Wallerius as an alchemist seems to derive from Sten Lindroth. 

In his survey of Sweden's intellectual life in the eighteenth-century Lindroth 

singles out Wallerius as a “believing alchemist” and as an exception and 

atavism among otherwise rather rational Swedish eighteenth-century men of 

science.9  

                                                 
6 Support for this conclusion can be found in that historians of chemistry, both in Sweden and 

in other countries, who have studied Wallerius’ chemical work, have failed to see Wallerius’ 
dependence on older (i.e. “alchemical”) theories as something that singles him out among his 
contemporaries. See for example Olsson, Kemiens historia, 108-115, esp. 113f. Nils Zenzén, “Johan 
Gottschalk Wallerius 1709-1785 and Axel Fredrik Cronstedt 1722-1765” in, S. Lindroth, (ed.) 
Swedish men of science 1650-1950 (Stockholm, 1952), 92 -97, J. R. Partington, A history of chemistry 
3 (London, 1962), 169-172.  

7 In this as in much else, he was similar to Linnaeus, who also reached back to the hermetic 
tradition on his old age, especially in his medical writings. Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 485-487. 

8 Frängsmyr, Geologi och skapelsetro 228-291. Idem, Sökandet efter upplysningen: en essä om 1700-
talets svenska kulturdebatt (Uppsala, 1993), 103-105. For his present position see, Svensk idéhistoria: 
Bildning och vetenskap under tusen år, del 1, 1000-1809 (Stockholm, 2000), 271-274. 

9 Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 402-413. See however Lindroth’s view of Linnaeus as to one part 
someone familiar who can be understood, and to one part an inaccessible stranger. Lindroth, 
“Linne- legend och verklighet” Lychnos 1965-66, 108. 
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Johan Gottschalk Wallerius. Plaster medallion by J. T. Sergel. Photo: KVA. 

 

 

 

The quote that is used as a heading for Lindroth's chapter on Wallerius is 

especially misleading: “our good Hermes Trismegistus”. Lindroth uses this 

quote both to characterize Wallerius’ life’s work and to implicate that 

Wallerius’ contemporaries thought of him as old-fashioned. Lindroth neglects, 

however, to mention that the quote is taken from a private letter from Rinman 

to Cronstedt. Both were former students of Wallerius. And Rinman also wrote 

similar things about other older chemists.10 Lindroth's further assertions in this 

matter are in my opinion highly subjective: “Wallerius walked his path alone 

and sullen, unconcerned about the judgment of the world. Like his brother [...] 

                                                 
10 “vår goda Hermes Trismegistus”. Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 402-413, the source [Rinman to 

Cronstedt, undated, KVA] is however mentioned in Vetenskapsakademiens historia 1:1, 530. 
Rinman said similar things about other older chemists: “Our proud Oldster Brandt” (“wår stålta 
Gubbe Brandt”) Rinman to Bergman, 17.08.1769, and on Anton von Swab or possibly Brandt, 
“our deceased Hermes” (wår afledne Hermes”) Rinman to Bergman 10.01.1770, [G21] UUB. 
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Nils Wallerius, he was a dogmatist and a polemist, none of them was loved[.]”11 

Wallerius was, according to Lindroth, also to have had only occasional 

connections with the Board of Mines.  

However, as has been shown in the previous chapter Wallerius co-operated 

closely with individuals at the Board, in particular Daniel Tilas and was an 

influential and successful chemist, both on a national and international level. If 

he was such an atavism, it still remains to explain for example why several of 

his works were translated by the French radical Baron d’Holbach and why his 

mineralogy was used as a “the standard introduction to mineralogy in 

France.”12 There is furthermore little cause for the accusations of anti-social 

behaviour: Wallerius was for example the godfather of one of Linnaeus' sons 

and the brother-in-law of Sven Rinman.13 The traditional picture of Wallerius is, 

in my opinion, flawed and misleading. It obscures how influential Wallerius 

actually was in the scientific community of the first half of the eighteenth 

century. What follows is a symmetrical treatment of Wallerius’ and Bergman’s 

positions, that aims to explain the opinions of both chemists as positions in a 

scientific debate that Bergman won and Wallerius lost.14 

 

 

The beginning of the hostilities 

As has been indicated in the previous chapter, Wallerius wasn't very happy 

with the choice of his successor. He bided his time and started to make attempts 

to put Bergman's authority in question. In 1770 he used his influence with the 

publisher of a major newspaper “Learned News” Lärda tidningar, in an attempt 

to make Bergman appear a fool and a novice in chemistry. In number 18, 1770 

of the “Learned News” Wallerius published an anonymous, as it said 

                                                 
11 “Ensam och butter gick Wallerius sin väg fram, obekymrad om världens dom. Han var 

rättshaverist och polemiker, liksom brodern [...] Nils Wallerius, älskad blev ingen av dem”. 
Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 403. 

12 D’Holbach translated works by several German and Swedish chemists. Henry Guerlac 
“Some French antecedents of the chemical revolution” 100f., (quotation on 100, note 92). Aram 
Vartanian “Holbach, Paul Henri Thiry, Baron d’ “ DSB 6, 468. C. f. Lindroth, who, with a 
reference to Guerlac’s article (above), mentions d’Holbach’s translations of Georg Brandt, Anton 
von Swab and Axel Fredrik Cronstedt, but makes no mention of his translations of Wallerius, 
who Lindroth (further down on the same page) describes as being “self-taught” (“självlärd”) 
and occupying an “isolated position” (“isolerad ställning”). Lindroth, Vetenskapsakademiens 
historia 1:1, 526f., (quotations on 527). 

13 On the family connections, see Carl Forsstrand, “Uppsala på Linnés tid” Svenska 
Linnésällskapets Årsskrift (1924), 26.  

14 For this approach, see in particular Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the air-
pump. 
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“necessary but well-meaning reminder for young Chemists”. The reminder, a 

basic lecture in chemistry, was a response to a dissertation written by Bergman 

and delivered in a superior tone. It ended:  

I hold more reminders, for this time, [as] too tiresome to put 

forward, except [that as] a warning for beginners, I leave at the 

end an admonition, that before they dare enter the depths [of 

chemistry], they [should] first learn the Basics of Chemistry, and 

obtain sufficient insight, both into Theory and Praxis.15  

The attack was no small matter. It was aimed at the holder of Sweden's most 

prestigious position in chemistry. Furthermore, it was published in a 

newspaper whose audience was the general learned public. 

How do we interpret this attack? Two reasons for Wallerius anger at 

Bergman will be discussed. The fact that Bergman received the chair meant that 

Wallerius lost control of the resources that were connected to it. He had spent 

much of his energy on providing the chair of chemistry in Uppsala with 

financial backing, a stone building, laboratory staff and a steady flow of 

students. When he was unable to transfer this heritage, Wallerius lost much of 

his influence in a single instant. He had not connected the resources of the chair 

directly to his person and could not take them with him when he went into 

retirement. (Although he could withdraw to a well-sized farmstead.)  

In addition, the chair itself had a symbolic importance. The universities 

were still strongly connected to the religious sphere. (According to an anecdote, 

Linnaeus used to scream “Heretic! Heretic!” whenever he heard someone 

contradict his system.) An analogy can be made between the work of the 

university professor of chemistry and the work of the professor of theology. 

The authority to teach was vested in both. The difference was that the chemist 

explained truths that were written in the book of nature, while the theologian 

explained the scriptures. Bishops and vicars baptized children and were vested 

with the divine power to preach on the proper position of men and women in 

the hierarchies of society. The professor of chemistry was seen by some as 

having a right to baptize natural objects and to put them in order.16  

                                                 
15 “Flere påminnelser håller jag för denna gång för tröttsamt at anföra, utan til en warning för 

begynnare, innan de wåga sig på djupet, lemnas til slut den erindran: at de först lära sig 
Elementa Chemica och skaffa sig tilräckelig insigt, så i Theorien, som Praxi.”[Johan Gottschalk 
Wallerius] “wälmente påminnelser” Lärda tidningar 18:1770, 72.  

16 “Haereticus! Haereticus!” Johan Nordström “Några bortglömda brev och tidskriftsbidrag av 
Carl Wilhelm Scheele” Lychnos 1942, 181. See also, Scheele to Gahn 28.02.1774, Scheele, 
Efterlemnade bref.  
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This right to create order in nature was connected to the professor’s title 

and position at the university. Sven Rinman, who had an acute awareness of 

social positions and what they entailed, combined with a wry sense of humour, 

once made a joke about his relationship to Bergman:  

As a lazy and poor peasant vicar would not readily dare approach 

his Bishop without a handsome cask of butter, so have I not 

readily dared to come to You, My Dear Brother, without some new, 

small discovery, that could serve as small-wares for You.17 

By discrediting Bergman publicly, Wallerius treated him as a chemical heretic. 

Bergman was to be shamed before the public, because he had donned the 

mantle of authority without the blessings of the previous professor. But like so 

many of his plots, Wallerius' scheme backfired.18 Bergman held the chair and 

regardless of what Wallerius said, he couldn't be dislodged from it. Instead of 

giving him the support and admiration of others, Wallerius’ behaviour 

deepened the budding conflict between the two men and forced other chemists 

to take sides. Bergman asked his friend Bengt Bergius to find out for certain that 

the author really was Wallerius and wrote an answer in which he refuted 

Wallerius’ criticism point by point.19  

Rinman, who was Bergman’s friend, but who had been Wallerius’ student 

and also was his brother-in-law, assured Bergman that he supported him 

wholeheartedly. He found Wallerius' behaviour regrettable. In Rinman's 

opinion the old man should have realized his weakness and carried his old age 

with grace, that is, kept silent. He expressed his hopes that the old man would 

become more careful in the future. But he didn't distance himself completely 

from Wallerius. Instead he tried to explain away his behaviour as the weakness 

of old age, that is, he implied that Wallerius' mind was failing and that a 

                                                 
17 “Lika som en slö och fattig Bonde Capelan intet gierna wågar Sig til Biskopen utan en 

skickelig smörbytta, Så har jag ey eller gierna welat komma till min Bror utan någon liten ny 
decouvert som kunnat tiena uti min Kste Broders kram.” Rinman to Bergman 30.08.1776, [G21] 
UUB.  

18 See for example his controversy with Linnaeus, Annerstedt, Upsala Universitets historia, 3:1, 
111-115, Fors, “Vetenskap i alkemins gränsland”, 36f., 42-47. On Wallerius’ attempts to squirm 
out of two subsequent engagements to marry, see Carl Forsstrand, “Uppsala på Linnés tid” 
Svenska Linnésällskapets Årsskrift (1924), 25f. 

19 Bergman to B. Bergius, 09.03.1770, Bergianska avskriftssamlingen 14, KVA. [Torbern 
Bergman] “Svar på de så kallade nödige och välmente påminnelser, som finnas i N. 18 af Lärda 
Tidningarne, för innev. År.” published in four subsequent issues of Almänna Tidningar, 39, 
March 21, 40, March 24, 41, March 26 and 42, March 27, 1770. 
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combination of old age, anger and jealousy towards Bergman was behind the 

attack.20  

The debate continued. Wallerius wrote a reply to Bergman in “Learned 

News”.21 Bergman's disciple Johan Gottlieb Gahn was much less forgiving and 

commented:  

As I can see from the Learned News, Professor Wallerius hasn't 

managed to control himself, although he has found it proper not to 

say anything further about Aurum fulminans. I don't know how he 

can still write like that, after the information and directions to 

newer discoveries that he has received from You Herr Professor. In 

addition, his case is so malicious, that I don't believe that he 

deserves any further answer from You, Herr Professor[.]22 

With this the debate came to an end. Both Rinman and Gahn supported 

Bergman. But while Rinman apparently still held the earlier work of his old 

teacher in regard, Bergman would soon attempt to re-define Wallerius' work in 

the light of the conflict. In 1778 he wrote a letter to Wargentin, the Secretary of 

the Royal Academy of Sciences, where he was unusually explicit on his views 

about his predecessor. After a long description of how it came about that he fell 

out with Gustav von Engeström, the head of the Board of Mines laboratory in 

Stockholm (see below), Bergman went on about Wallerius:  

But because he [Engeström] behaves basely, I should and shall 

never do so. I am used to suchlike [behaviour]. Wallerius has 

hardened me. At the outset he thought that he could break me with 

his yelling, but providence has turned all his anger to my 

benefit. [...] He has done the greatest harm to himself and has in 

a way survived himself, since when he wanted to do wrong to 

others, he laid himself open, and it is increasingly clear, that 

the old man never has made a reliable experiment, [or] any real 

discovery. He twists and turns hypotheses in order to make them 

                                                 
20 Rinman to Bergman 27.04.1770, [G21] UUB. 

21 [Johan Gottschalk Wallerius], “Kårta Reflexioner om Alun-jordens beskaffenhet” Lärda 
Tidningar 50, June 28, 51, July 2, 52, July 5, 1770. 

22 “Professor Wallerius har ändå ej kunnat aldeles hålla sig, som jag ser af Lärda Tidningarne, 
fast Han funnit för godt att ej widare nämna om Aurum fulminans. Jag wet ej huru Han efter de 
uplysningar och anvisningar på nyare uptäkter som Han fått af Herr Professoren, kan ännu 
skrifva så. Hans sak är ock så elak, att jag ej tror den förtjänar något widare Swar af Herr 
Professoren[.] “ Gahn to Bergman 16.08.1770, Gahn, Brev 2, 18. 
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suitable to the experiments of others, and how far he has 

succeeded lies plain before the public.23 

According to Bergman, Wallerius’ work was devoid of value, since he relied 

primarily on the experiments of others and since he, in Bergman's opinion, 

never had conducted any reliable experiments on his own. Bergman had gone 

quite far indeed, in his reevaluation of the work of his predecessor. By 1778 the 

chasm opened up by Wallerius had been widened even more by Bergman. But 

before it is possible to go into the specific details of the debate, a short 

introduction to Wallerius and Bergman’s chemical positions must be made. 

Several profound differences in world view kept the two men separate. 

 

 

Wallerius’ chemistry 

Wallerius’ views were based on the chemical positions of the major chemical 

theorists of the first decades of the century. When compared to other chemical 

theories of the first half of the eighteenth century, Wallerius’ position was 

rather unremarkable.24  

One of major chemical theorists of the early eighteenth-century was Georg 

Ernst Stahl. In the chemical system of Stahl there were three elements from 

which all kinds of matter were created: earth, water and air. Of these the air 

never mixed with the other two. It never took part in chemical reaction. 

Therefore, all bodies in nature consisted of water and earth in different 

proportions. There were three kinds of earth: the mercurial or metallic earth, 

the vitrifiable and the inflammable, or phlogiston. It was a hierarchical ordering 

of matter that started out by postulating the nature of the least complex 

elements; the principles and then proceeding towards increasing complexity. 

Next in complexity came the secondary principles that were mixtures of pure 

                                                 
23 “Men för det han [von Engeström] bär sig gement åt, så bör och skall jag aldrig göra det. Jag 

är van vid dylikt. Wallerius har härdat mig. Han trodde med sitt skrik aldeles knäcka mig i 
början, men försynen har vändt all hans ilska till min förmån. [...] Han har gjordt sig största 
harmen sjelf och har på visst sätt öfverlefvat sig sjelf, ty då han velat förorätta andra har han 
blottat sig, och det visar sig mer och mer, at gubben aldrig gjordt något pålitligt försök, någon 
verklig decouvert. Han hvrider och vänder hypotheser för at lämpa dem efter andras försök, 
och huru det lyckats ligger för almänhetens ögon.” Bergman to Wargentin, November, 1778. In 
Bergianska avskriftssamlingen 18, KVA. 

24 See for example the accounts of early eighteenth-century chemical theories by Allen G. 
Debus, “Fire analysis and the elements in the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries” Annals of 
science 23 (1967), 127-147, esp. 144f. Robert Siegfried and Betty Jo Dobbs, “Composition: a 
neglected aspect of the chemical revolution” Annals of Science 24 (1968), 276-280. T. Porter, “The 
promotion of mining and the advancement of science”, 545f. 
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principles. After them the secondary mixts that were built up when secondary 

principles mixed with principles or with other secondary principles. The most 

complex level of the hierarchy was the level of the supercompounds, that were 

mixts of the secondary mixts. The simplest level that was within reach of 

chemical analysis was that of the secondary principles, while the principles 

themselves always remained obscure. In their pure form, they were not 

accessible to mankind.25 

Wallerius too, used this kind of ordering of matter: A limited number of 

principles combined to form principles and mixtures of increasing complexity. 

Water was the most important substance to Wallerius and the element from 

which every other material substance was built up. It was on the 

transformations, or rather transmutations of water, that all chemical change 

was patterned.26  

According to Wallerius there was a set of underlying principles from which 

all kinds of matter was built. These were qualitative, in the sense that they were 

directly perceptible through the human senses. Examples of substances of the 

mineral kingdom were earth, salt, sulfur and different metals, while plants were 

made from oil, salt, mucilage (slime) and earth. The principles and constituent 

parts of substances were described in a natural history fashion from their 

external characteristics, taking all the human senses into account. The major 

characteristic of sulfur was its strong smell, the characteristic of salt, its salty 

taste, while for example mucilage was easily recognizable from its slimy 

consistency. Wallerius recognized several levels of principles. Most were 

mixtures of the five underlying principia remota: water, earth, salt, sulfur and 

mercury. Of these, earth was coagulated water and salt a mixture of water and 

earth. There were only two real elements: water and light. All other substances 

were created from these two, primarily through different processes of 

coagulation.27 

How principles were identified can be exemplified by the “oily principle”. 

It was characterized by its stickiness and cohesion. In the mineral kingdom, it 

was prominent in for example rock oil (petroleum). In the plant kingdom it 

appeared in the ordinary vegetable oils. Another principle was the principle of 

fatness. In the mineral kingdom, it could be seen and felt as a fatty shine in the 

rock. In the plant and animal kingdoms there was vegetable and animal fat 

respectively. In the system of Wallerius, analysis had the purpose of separating 

                                                 
25 Melhado, Berzelius, 31-34. 

26 Fors, “Vetenskap i alkemins gränsland”, 51-56. 

27 Wallerius, An et quosque, 3-8. 
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and distinguishing the principles and determining qualitatively which 

principles were prominent in a body. The principles were also unstable and 

prone to change. This made analysis difficult and it was almost impossible to 

determine if a substance was naturally occurring in an examined body, or a 

product of the operations of the chemists. In a listing of the tools of the chemist, 

Wallerius reserved the first position for “eyes, taste and smell” followed by 

mechanical scraping, pressing and squeezing and then “several menstrua” that 

separated the parts of the bodies from each other. Then came “several 

praecipitantia” and “reagentia” that showed what was hidden in the bodies. 

Fire was listed as number seven on the list.28 Sight, taste and smell were 

deemed to be of equal importance. If a mineral had a fatty shine, it contained 

the fatty principle. If a body smelled of sulfur it contained the sulphuric 

principle. If it tasted of salt, it contained the salty principle. The essence, or 

principles of an object, could thus be deduced from its external characteristics. 

This was qualitative chemistry driven to the extreme; the emergence of a 

sensation in the body was the proper signifier that a successful analysis was in 

progress.29  

In Wallerius’ chemistry, it was necessary to examine substances, in order to 

achieve reproducible and controlled transmutations, as was done for example 

in the mine forge, where ore was transmuted into pure metal, leaving dross 

behind. Chemistry could not reproduce nature; it was an instrument for 

changing natural substances into useful artificial things. Chemistry served 

economic needs and the goal of the chemist was no different from that of any 

craftsman: The production of useful artificial objects from natural objects. 

Wallerius didn't discover new facts; he described old facts in less obscure 

language than his predecessors that also had known about them.30  

 The difference between the chemist and the craftsman, according to 

Wallerius, was that the chemist was guided by rational knowledge of the 

workings of nature and by the principles of chemistry. Because he knew more 

about the natural world than other men, he could create things unknown to 

nature and art. This was possible because he already had discovered the secrets 

of nature; it only remained to learn how to use them for the benefit of mankind. 

In Wallerius model, the difference between chemistry and craft was that the 

chemist had access to the true knowledge of chemical theory while the 

craftsman had to be content with unreflected experience. In its essence this was 

                                                 
28 Wallerius, Bref om Chemiens, 5f. 

29 Melhado, “Mineralogy and the autonomy of chemistry”, 233. 

30 Dobbs, “From the Secrecy of Alchemy to the Openness of Chemistry”, 88f. 
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an alchemical theory put to utilitarian purposes. The truthfulness of chemical 

theory was assumed a priori. The attitude can be compared to that of alchemists 

who assume that some initiates always had known the truth and that it was up 

to the individual alchemist to prove himself worthy of finding it. But in the case 

of Wallerius’ chemistry, the secret and mystical knowledge of the alchemist had 

been replaced by the kind of knowledge that reason granted to the educated 

man. In the words of B. J. T. Dobbs: “Chemistry of the most utilitarian sort was 

left in the place of the alchemical vision, but, once again, the historical transition 

was gradual and evolutionary rather than an abrupt rejection of alchemy.”31  

By the second half of the eighteenth century, the chemical principles 

gradually came to be replaced by “negative-empirical” elements. Put simply, 

these were temporary elements that were defined as elemental substances 

because they couldn't be further decomposed by chemical analysis. But this 

didn’t make them ontological elements, as nothing was known about the 

relationship of the substance to the ultimate constituent parts of matter.32 

Negative-empirically defined elements had some properties that the old 

principles could not have. They had weight, size and volume. They were 

physical, quantifiable objects and could be subjected to quantitative 

investigations.33 Bergman was a leading spokesman of quantitative methods in 

chemistry and a driving force behind this redefinition of what chemistry was all 

about.  

Wallerius believed firmly in the existence of the old chemical principles. 

According to him, the ultimate constituent part of matter was already known: 

All earthly matter was created from water. This was more than a mere 

postulate. It was an empirically proven truth that was supported by all the 

relevant authorities, back to Moses and Hermes Trismegistus: Wallerius’ entire 

chemical world view hinged on it. Through a series of coagulations, water 

changed into earths, mountains, plants and animals. This was an ongoing 

process and the “decrease of water” that could be observed by the Scandinavian 

shores was a crucial proof of the accuracy of the theory. The pillars of this 

theory were two: The authority of older trustworthy authors and the direct 

observation of nature. Sea-living creatures created shells from water and the 

shells formed sandbanks. Land-living plants created vegetable matter from 

                                                 
31 Ibid., 87. 

32 Melhado, Berzelius, 34. 

33 On the importance of quantification in eighteenth century chemistry, J. B. Gough, “Lavoisier 
and the fulfillment of the Stahlian revolution” in, A. Donovan (ed.) The chemical revolution: essays 
in reinterpretation (Osiris, 2nd ed. series, vol. 4, 1988), 16-21. Anders Lundgren, “The Changing 
Role of Numbers”. See also Melhado, Berzelius, 52f. 
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water and eventually turned into earth. Rocks and minerals were created from 

water through coagulation processes. There was no experimental evidence that 

proved the similarity of the different processes, that is, water could not be 

synthesized from other objects and substances in the world. However, the 

“truth” could be deduced by postulating a unifying principle behind the 

shifting veils of nature. All these phenomena were combined in a unified theory 

of transmutation, which gained strength through analogy, not through 

analysis.34  

 

 

Chemistry’s progress according to Bergman 

Bergman was of the firm belief that chemistry had made substantial progress in 

the last few decades and that, as a consequence, much was known in his own 

time, that previous generations of chemists had known nothing or very little 

about. A systematical survey of the recent advances proved this. In 1777, 

Bergman finished his term as president of the Royal Academy of Sciences. In 

Bergman’s “Oration on the most recent advances of chemistry” (Tal om 

Chemiens nyaste framsteg) that he read to the Academy, one such survey was 

made in the form of a celebration of the advances of the science.35 The oration 

gives an interesting and important testimony of Bergman's view of the 

advances of chemistry and also of the great changes that chemistry had 

undergone during the 1760s and 70s. The following account of its content is 

intended to give an introduction to how chemistry was conceived of by 

Bergman and several of his contemporaries towards the end of the 1770s.  

Bergman opened his Oration with a short summary of the history of 

chemistry and a definition of the purpose of chemical investigation. The proper 

study of chemistry was, according to Bergman, to search out the elements of 

bodies and to examine the behaviour, proportions and relations of these 

elements. All properties depended on the three factors and it followed that if 

one knew the composition of bodies, it would be easier to use them for different 

needs and purposes.36 

This statement was followed by a systematic survey of the recent advances 

of chemistry. Bergman proceeded from the cruder non-organic bodies; the 

                                                 
34 Fors, “Vetenskap i alkemins gränsland”, 51-54. Frängsmyr, Geologi och skapelsetro, 228-291. 

Laudan, From mineralogy to geology, 66ff. 

35 Bergman, Tal om chemiens nyaste framsteg, hållet, i Kongl. Maj:ts höga närvaro, för dess 
Vetenskaps-Academie, vid praesidii nedläggande, den 12 nov. 1777 (Stockholm, 1777). 

36 Bergman, Tal, 5-11. 
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earths and metals, to the finer; water, air, light and heat. For each body he made 

a small sketch of the latest advances, that is, of what had recently been 

discovered about the composition and constituent elements of the bodies. Then 

he moved on to describe the constituent parts of the organic bodies. Starting 

with the vegetable kingdom and then moving on to the animals. In this way the 

whole world was surveyed. In for example the mineral kingdom, there were six 

known primitive earths. They had different properties and it was neither 

possible to reduce them to something else, nor to transform them into each 

other. They were heavy earth, lime, magnesia, clay, silica (-earth) and noble 

earth.37 All species of stones and earths that had been tolerably examined 

consisted of these earths. Some had even been synthesized from the six earths 

through art, for example flour-spar, quartz and rock crystal.38  

 

 

 

                                                 
37 In the English translation of Bergman, Outlines of Mineralogy (Birmingham, 1783), five 

distinct earths are given: calcareous, magnesian, argillaceous, siliceous and barytic. See, 
Golinski, Science as Public Culture, 271.  

38 Bergman, Tal, 11f. 
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Of the fifteen known metals, four had been discovered in Sweden. It was 

known that metals consisted of phlogiston and a heavy earth that was specific 

for each metal. It was known of white arsenic that it was a specific acid that had 

coagulated through the addition of a certain amount of phlogiston. This 

important discovery gave reason to believe that the other metals too, were 

composed of an acid in combination with phlogiston only that the bond 

between the two components was stronger.39  

There were many specific [elementary] acids in nature. Besides the fifteen 

that probably were in the metals, the primitive earths in all likelihood consisted 

of specific acids that had coagulated, as was shown by the artificial 

manufacturing of quartz. Bergman didn’t close the door towards the possibility 

of metallic transmutation. If it were possible it would be achieved by changing 

the acid of a metal in some way and then adding phlogiston to restore the acid 

to its metallic state. If the acid had undergone change, then the metal would be 

a different one than the one the chemist had set out with.40  

Bergman was not so bold when addressing the subject of the subtler non-

organic substances: air and water. Nobody had yet been able to analyze the 

elements of water. But it was known that earth that had been obtained from 

water had come from an external source and was of a negligible amount.41 

Chemists had succeeded better in “anatomizing” the atmosphere; Bergman had 

read up well on the latest advances in pneumatic chemistry. Air consisted of a 

mixture of three different “fluida”. The larger part was such that both animals 

and fire would suffocate in it. But there was also up to one third of “good air” 

that supported and maintained life. The third kind of air was acid of air that 

constituted at most one-sixteenth part of the atmosphere. It was dangerous to 

breathe but had an exceptional capacity to heal. Chemists had also had some 

success in decomposing light and heat. Several experiments had shown that 

heat was composed of “good air” with some part of phlogiston. When the 

proportion of phlogiston was increased, the even subtler substance of light was 

created. Fire was a state in which flammable bodies were depleted of their 

phlogiston by the air and as a consequence were violently decomposed.42 

The organic bodies were much more complex than the non-organic and 

therefore more difficult to decompose into their constituent parts. But the 

problem of earlier chemists, that different plants when analyzed by fire almost 

                                                 
39 Ibid., 21. 

40 Ibid., 22. The term radical acid was coined by Bergman from the Latin radix, meaning root-
acids. 

41 “ty den jord, som ärhållits, har varit främmande och ingen väsentelig del”. Ibid., 25. 

42 Ibid., 25-30.  
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always yielded the same elements, had recently been solved by the creation of 

new methods to extract substances from plants. With the new methods the 

plant substances were in a similar condition after extraction as they had been in 

when still in the organic body. Many useful substances had been extracted from 

plants, as well as several specific acids and mineral substances. Many acids had 

also been found in the animal kingdom, for example formic acid, phosphorous 

acid and acid of sugar. Examinations had been made of milk, blood and bodily 

fluids, but in this area there was still much to be done. Further inquiries into 

these matters were, according to Bergman, of utmost importance to the whole 

of mankind.43 

Bergman didn't want to speculate on the ultimate nature of matter. He 

guessed cautiously and with much reserve that there were only two elements 

that made up all kinds of matter: One “earthy passive” and one “fiery active”. 

Concerning the earthy substance, it could not yet be proved that it was of a 

single nature: “We know nothing of the bodies a priori, everything must be 

found out through proper experiments.”44 The active substance on the other 

hand, was phlogiston, a substance so pure and subtle that it was impossible to 

study it in isolation. It had to be investigated through its movements from one 

body to another. 

 

 

Theoretical and conceptual differences 

There were chemists who didn't agree with Bergman that chemistry had made 

such remarkable steps forward during the last decades. Six years after 

Bergman's oration, Wallerius too finished his term as president of the Royal 

Academy of Sciences. The subject of his oration was The necessary comparison 

between chemical investigation and the operations of nature.45 In 1783 Wallerius was 

seventy-three years old. He had retired from his chair more than fifteen years 

earlier. Giving him the presidency of the Swedish Royal Academy of Sciences 

was a gesture of recognition towards an old man. Wallerius was the first to 

acknowledge this. He thanked the Academy for granting him such an honour, 

notwithstanding that he had been unable to uphold his office from the farm 

Hagelstena south of Uppsala, to which he had retired.46 In any case he took this 

                                                 
43 Ibid., 31-36. 

44 “Vi vete ingen ting a priori om kroppar, alt måste genom tjänliga försök utletas”. Ibid., 37. 

45 Johan Gottschalk Wallerius, Tal Om nödig jämförelse emellan de Chemiska Undersökningar, och 
Naturens verkningar (Stockholm, 1783).  

46 Wallerius, Tal, 3. 
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opportunity as well as every other to advocate his views on the superiority of 

the old-fashioned chemistry over the new. His speech was an assault on the 

changes chemistry had undergone since his youth.  

Wallerius was a staunch opponent of the view that analysis permitted 

chemists to make ontological claims about the nature of matter. The main object 

of his critique was that “large group of chemists that live their lives with the 

certain inner conviction that everything that can be obtained from a body, 

through more or less artful dissolutions, is an essential constituent part of the 

examined body”.47 Doubtlessly Wallerius considered Bergman to be one of 

them, though he didn’t mention him by name.  

According to Wallerius only earths and stones unchanged by art “such 

[bodies] that nature brings forth” were natural bodies.48 Those who for example 

believed that silica earth was primitive [i.e., elemental] had smelted the earth 

with fire, prior to the examination and had disregarded that no silica earth was 

to be found in natural earths or stones. Chemical operations always changed the 

examined bodies and it was likely that the products of an analysis were created 

in the operation. If that was the case, they were not the real elements of the 

analyzed body, but rather products of human art. Bodies recreated through 

synthesis failed the test of nature too, if they didn’t have exactly the same 

properties as the natural bodies that they were meant to copy.49 Every chemical 

substance and natural object was unique in Wallerius’ view and as a 

consequence they couldn't be reduced to something else. If one tried, the 

operation would make the object lose the properties that made it what it was.  

Furthermore, no machines or measuring apparatus were needed to conduct 

chemical investigations, according to Wallerius. As an example of an 

unnecessary machine, he chose the eudiometer, a type of apparatus that had 

been developed to perform tests on samples of air and that had been devised to 

replace the sense of smell.50 Wallerius was of the opinion, that when Joseph 

Priestley had made his investigations on aër fixus, acid of air, “he would not 

have needed an oxymeter, or eudiometer, to measure how much acid there was 

in the air”. He would only have needed to “listen to nature speak with dreadful 

voice, thunder and lightning and an unpleasant smell of sulphur”, or he could 

have gone into a room were a thunderbolt had entered and by use of his nose, 

                                                 
47 “[E]n stor del Chemici, som lefva i den säkra öfvertygelse innom sig sjelfva, at alt hvad af en 

kropp, genom mer eller mindre konstiga uplösningar kan frambringas, är en väsentelig 
bestånds del af den kropp som undersökes”. Ibid., 6. 

48 “sådan som naturen framgifver”. Ibid., 13. 

49 Ibid., 5-7. 

50 Golinski, Science as Public Culture, 117-128. 
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mouth and ears, he would have found out that there was no other acid in the 

air than a “subtle, volatile, elastic and active sulphuric spiritus.”51 It appears 

that Wallerius argued (he is not clear on this point) that since machines for 

measurement generally were useless, investigators who used such things could 

not be trusted. For example the so-called independent acid of air of Joseph 

Priestley could easily be dismissed as a non-entity in nature.52 Wallerius 

concluded his oration by making an appeal to nature. Nature, said Wallerius, 

transmuted one thing into another regardless of what chemists said: when all 

this was considered and when whole pieces of wood were known to have 

turned into agate and shells into flintstone, it would seem that nature didn’t 

speak the same language as the chemists who put their faith in analysis.53  

Wallerius’ choice of the controversial eudiometer as an example indicates 

that he still followed the international chemical debate. However, Wallerius 

was unable to take part in it. He was incapable of expressing himself clearly and 

could not couch his views in a type of rhetoric that was efficient and persuasive 

to active chemists of the early 1780s.54 Returning to Lissa Roberts’ definition, he 

did not use a polite, theoretically neutral discourse. He was also bad at 

choosing his enemies. As Jan Golinski have shown, Joseph Priestley was a 

prominent critic of the introduction of advanced measuring apparatus into 

chemistry that was marshaled by Antoine Laurent de Lavoisier. Although 

Priestley and Wallerius upheld very dissimilar positions in many chemical 

matters, Wallerius could probably have found support for his general critique 

of measuring apparatus in the works of Priestley.55 But it seems that it was too 

much for the aging Wallerius to discern that the group of chemists who put 

their faith in analysis could argue among themselves. 

                                                 
51 “Då PRIESTLEY [...] befann, at af Aër fixus, blandad med phlogistiskt ämne produceras en 

luft lik den allmänna i atmosphaeren, hade han ej behöft någon oxymeter eller eudiometer at 
mäta, huru mycken syra voro i luften, än mindre af hvad beskaffenhet, utan endast höra 
naturen tala med förskräckelig röst, blixt och dunder samt oangenäm svafvel-lukt, eller, om så 
tillfälle varit, ingå i de rum där Åskan föröfvat sin verkan. Han hade då nog kunnat finna, med 
näsa, mun och ögon [...] at i vår luft finnes ingen annan syra [...] än en ganska subtil, volatil, 
elastic och activ sulphurisk Spiritus”. Wallerius, Tal, 9f. Wallerius tried to make the same point, 
in his Tankar om verldenes, i synnerhet jordenes, danande och ändring (Stockholm, 1776). Frängsmyr 
identifies Bergman’s paper on Aër Fixus as the intended target of the attack. Frängsmyr, Geologi 
och skapelsetro, 256. 

52 Bergman too, had spoken of oxymeters when he mentioned that there were instruments that 
made it possible to measure the content of good air in the atmosphere. Bergman, Tal, 29. 

53 Wallerius, Tal, 14. 

54 On the eudiometry debate, see Simon Schaffer, “Measuring virtue: eudiometry, 
enlightenment and pneumatic medicine” in, A. Cunningham and R. French (eds.) The medical 
enlightenment of the eighteenth century (Cambridge,1990), 281-318. 

55 Golinski, Science as Public Culture, 137-144, 147f. See also Lissa Roberts, “A Word and the 
World: The significance of Naming the Calorimeter” Isis 312 (1991), 198-222. 
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Three major themes can be identified in Wallerius’ critique of the changes 

chemistry had undergone. First there was the critique of analysis as the main 

chemical method and the idea that elements could be obtained through 

analysis. Second, he also doubted the possibility of creating synthesized natural 

objects through art. Third, he was critical of the emergent use of measuring 

apparatus for quantitative measurements in chemistry. Point by point we see 

significant differences between Wallerius’ position and that of Bergman. 

Bergman considered analysis and the search for elements through analysis to be 

the object of chemistry and the foundation of the advances of the science. The 

possibility of synthesis of natural objects was for him a confirmed chemical fact 

that proved the accuracy of the analytic method. Bergman was also positive to 

the use of machines for measurement. It seems that there was an unbridgeable 

gap between the chemical views of the two renowned professors.  

Wallerius, however, wasn’t the only one who had opened up this gap. In 

fact, his oration can be read as a reply to an earlier text by Bergman, the preface 

to his Physical and chemical essays (1779), “Of the investigation of truth”. In this 

text, Bergman summed up his views on the aim of the natural philosopher by 

listing a number of principles, that the honest seeker of scientific truth should 

follow.56 Of course, this also meant that those who didn’t follow Bergman’s 

principles were less than honest. A central theme in the introduction is the 

dichotomy between correct and incorrect methods of philosophizing. Correct 

method, is to follow the path of Newton, who proceeded empirically, by 

collecting the facts, examining them thoroughly and comparing them to other 

facts “hence he deduces the laws of nature and, from effects well established, he 

infers their causes.” Incorrect method, on the other hand, was to follow 

Descartes, who, according to Bergman, “constructs the world [...] and, led away 

by a sublime imagination, connects and demonstrates mechanically, a priori, 

every phaenomenon and every operation.”57  

Bergman’s first rule of method, was that nature must not be examined 

through empirical description or extension of analogy, but through analysis:  

In investigating the principles of a body, we must not judge of 

them from a slight agreement with other known bodies, but they 

must be separated directly by analysis, and that analysis must be 

confirmed by synthesis. It is well known that bodies by 

                                                 
56 Bergman, Opuscula Physica et chemica (Stockholm, 1779). Here the English translation is used, 

Physical and Chemical Essays: translated from the original Latin of Sir Torbern Bergman [...] by 
Edmund Cullen vol. , (London, 1784).  

57 Bergman, Physical and chemical essays, xxi. 
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composition acquire new properties, which did not appear in any of 

the component parts separately; and on the contrary, some of the 

original properties decay, or even disappear; hence it appears how 

little analogy is to be trusted to.58 

The ways of thinking that Bergman criticized can be described as follows: First, 

the assumption of the existence of a priori facts about the world, from which the 

structure of phenomena could be deduced, second, the use of analogy for 

scientific reasoning. For Bergman this was an old-fashioned, in its essence 

Cartesian or even Aristotelian position that was in opposition to his own 

Newtonian world view. It wasn’t, however, Descartes or Aristotle that Bergman 

criticized. It was those who pretended to take the experimentalist ideal 

seriously, but who, “if not publicly, at least privately, incline to Cartesianism.” 

According to Bergman the necessity to do experiments in science had become 

so obvious that it was impossible to criticize it without exposing oneself to 

ridicule. Therefore, there were those who acknowledged the need for 

experiments with a tacit limitation:59  

A number of experiments, made during a succession of ages, are 

collected; and an accurate and attentive consideration of them is 

thought sufficient to unravel the chain of causes. Thus a 

philosopher at his table, surrounded with books, undertakes to 

penetrate the arcana of nature, and to deal out truths as if by 

inspiration; and [...] pronounces concerning substances, which, 

far from examining as he should, he has never so much as seen.60 

Furthermore, the reason why certain individuals refused to see the truth was 

“preconceived opinions concerning the genesis and metamorphosis of matter”. 

That is, the belief in transmutation. But that was not all. There was also another 

evil that derived from favourite hypotheses “namely experiments mutilated, 

and not to be relied on.”61 

That the unnamed opponent that Bergman argued against was Wallerius is 

made clear if we return to the letter from Bergman to Wargentin, about 

Wallerius, that was quoted above. Bergman commented about Wallerius “the 

old man never has made a reliable experiment, [or] any real discovery. He 

twists and turns hypotheses in order to make them suitable to the experiments 

                                                 
58 Ibid., xxv-xxvi. 

59 Ibid., xxii-xxiii. 

60 Ibid., xxiii. 

61 Ibid., xxiv. 
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of others[.]”62 The conclusion is further confirmed by the following passage 

from the introduction of the Physical and chemical essays: 

I am almost ashamed to relate, that I knew a chemist, who 

considered thermometers, and such instruments, as physical 

subtleties, superfluous and unnecessary in a laboratory.63 

Even though Bergman didn’t mention Wallerius’ name, it is clear that he 

argued against somebody in this text. I suggest that this somebody was 

Wallerius and that Bergman, to quite a large extent, defined his position in 

opposition to Wallerius’ older chemical system, that was pictured as 

unscientific.64 

Bergman’s critique of analogy can be seen as an attack on one of the pillars 

of the transmutationalist world view. By making his remarks Bergman rejected 

all kinds of analogical reasoning as unscientific. The glue that held the theory of 

transmutation together was removed. One of the central theories on which 

Wallerius’ life’s work had been built, had suddenly been defined as outside the 

realm of science. This didn’t mean that Bergman never made use of analogy. In 

his A physical description of the Earth he adopted the view that the mountains 

functioned as the skeleton of the earth. He also made use of a microcosm-

macrocosm analogy when discussing the movements of liquids on the earth.65  

Analogies between different spheres of nature were part of a kind of 

common-sense science. Everyone could make a judgment: if object a looked like 

object b, and if it seemed reasonable that this similarity between the objects 

made it likely that they were two of a kind, it was so. If consensus could be 

reached in one way or another, a fact had been established through the use of 

analogy. It was different with the kinds of facts Bergman tried to establish. 

Analysis reduced the diversity of nature to underlying elements that were 

ascribed distinctive properties. Synthesis rebuilt the natural objects and thus 

proved that the analytic method was correct. The elements themselves could be 

constructed as hard facts and used as the basis for further theorizing. The 

theoretical framework constructed in this way didn't depend on analogical 

reasoning. Instead it was dependent on the acceptance of the elements as 

                                                 
62 “gubben aldrig gjordt något pålitligt försök, någon verklig decouvert. Han hvrider och 

vänder hypotheser för at lämpa dem efter andras försök”. Bergman to Wargentin, November, 
1778. In Bergianska avskriftssamlingen 18, KVA. 

63 Bergman, Physical and chemical essays, xxx. 

64 
See also Hufbauer, Formation, 59.  

65 Frängsmyr, Geologi och skapelsetro, 337. 
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natural objects and not as objects that had been created by human ingenuity.66 It 

was exactly this that Wallerius didn’t accept, just as Bergman couldn’t accept 

analogy as a valid method of scientific inquiry. Bergman made a consistent use 

of his new methodology in his Outlines of mineralogy, where he built a 

mineralogical system that proceeded from the “species” of negative-empirically 

defined “elementary” and quantifiable substances.67 

The analytical ambitions of chemistry that became more and more 

prominent from the middle of the eighteenth century were in part a 

consequence of the interplay of chemistry with natural history. The substances 

of chemistry were to be named and ordered, a project in which Wallerius had 

been at the forefront with his Mineralogia. The discussion of whether the 

products of chemical synthesis could be considered faithful reproductions of 

natural substances, or whether they were “mere” products of art, appears in 

both Bergman’s and Wallerius’ orations. If synthesis, as in Wallerius’ model, 

was a rearrangement of unstable, unique mixts, then the substances produced 

through synthesis most likely differed from natural substances in some marked 

ways. This was because the conditions and processes of the laboratory were 

unable to exactly copy nature's workings. Thus natural history was left intact as 

a separate field of inquiry, with its own, mainly descriptive, method. This field 

was completely separate from chemical inquiry that wrought change on the 

natural objects and transformed them into artificial things. Bergman on the 

other hand, believed that if an artificially made object yielded the same 

substances as a natural object on analysis, then they probably consisted of the 

same things. Environments didn’t have to be identical. It would be enough that 

certain conditions were met, both in the laboratory and in nature and the object 

would appear. According to Bergman, natural objects could be created in the 

laboratory and natural history was reduced to a descriptive enterprise, 

something “less” than the proper sciences chemistry and experimental physics.  

Even though Bergman won the debate with Wallerius, there were 

mineralogist who rejected chemical mineralogy long after the death of 

Bergman. In mineralogical circles, elements of Wallerius’ approach survived 

well into the nineteenth century. According to Evan Melhado, the proponents 

of the Wernerian school of mineralogy “accorded the products of chemical 

analysis and synthesis no place in their work.” It must be noted that towards 

the end of the eighteenth century, the Wernerian system was dominant in most 

                                                 
66 It also depended on the belief that the analyzing chemist was trustworthy and knew what he 

was doing. 

67 Bergman, Outlines of mineralogy.  
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parts of Europe, while there was little support for chemical systems of 

classification like that proposed by Bergman. As late as 1811 Carl August 

Siegfried Hoffman excluded synthesized products from his mineralogy, even 

when they were “markedly similar to natural products.”68 

I have argued that Bergman, to quite a large extent, defined his position in 

opposition to Wallerius’ older chemical system and that the positions of the two 

men should be viewed as two positions in a scientific debate within the same 

discipline. Bergman’s strategy for winning this debate was successful, while 

Wallerius’ failed completely. When the debate started, Wallerius had already 

been separated from the Uppsala laboratory, the chair of chemistry and the 

material resources that were connected to it. Through Bergman’s continuing 

efforts, his reputation as a reliable chemist was lost. According to Bergman, he 

didn’t conduct reliable experiments because he was theoretically biased 

towards “favourite hypotheses” and he relied too heavily on old experiments, 

chosen to support his speculations. Finally, Wallerius’ theory was flawed and 

incorrect. In 1760, Wallerius had been Sweden’s most renowned and influential 

chemist. By 1783 he had become completely marginalized. He participated in 

no active network of chemists. He was not regarded as a reliable 

experimentalist and finally, he did not use a polite and theoretically neutral 

discourse. On the contrary, he violently defended an overall system that most 

other chemists regarded as outdated. Consequently, in 1783 Wallerius was no 

longer an accepted chemist in Sweden, according to the definition given in the 

opening chapter of this book. However, he was still a chemist, albeit an old and 

conservative one. Even Bergman never went so far as to call him an alchemist. 

The image of Wallerius as an alchemist was a product of Sten Lindroth in the 

twentieth century. 

This chapter started out with a quote from Kuhn. It might be argued that 

Bergman's new position was a paradigm shift, although this brief outline of the 

positions of two men vis-à-vis each other cannot provide enough of an 

empirical base for such bold statements. What can be said, however, is that the 

two sketched out positions were incommensurable in the Kuhnian sense. There 

is no indication that Wallerius understood Bergman’s position. Bergman on the 

other hand, seems to have grasped the assumptions behind Wallerius’ position. 

                                                 
68 The school was named after Abraham Gottlob Werner (1749-1817). Melhado, “Mineralogy 

and the autonomy of chemistry” 233-236, 245, 247f., 258 (note 28, 34), (quotations on 235). 
Melhado suggests that Werner might have formulated his position in opposition to the 
“growing influence of the chemical approach.” Ibid., 236. 
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But he could not understand why Wallerius refused to change his mind when 

confronted with what Bergman considered to be the truth.69  

This “paradigm shift” was furthermore not confined to theory and 

experimental practice. It was also mirrored in institutional transformations, 

pedagogic changes in the university curriculum (at Uppsala) and in a change of 

emphasis of what was important for someone who wished to be seen as an 

authority in chemical matters. In the setting of the Swedish universities, this can 

be seen as a movement away from the traditional role of the Swedish university 

professor as a lecturer on truth, towards the image of the professionalized 

chemical investigator, who also held a teaching position at a university. 

 

 

Bergman's changes in teaching and in the  

Uppsala laboratory  

The conflict between Wallerius and Bergman was also reflected in the physical 

layout of their chemical laboratories. When Wallerius received the chair in 1750, 

he received funds to build a new laboratory. The position and external 

appearance of the building was important. Wallerius first wanted to have some 

rooms in the University's astronomical observatory, located quite close to the 

Botanical Garden of Linnaeus, on the town's major trading street. Eventually he 

had to settle for a site on the Uppsala River at the southern outskirts of the 

town. The Laboratorium Chemicum of Uppsala University was erected as a 

single floor stone building. However, the new building was clearly visible to 

the ships that came up the river and also from the southern gate, although it 

was partly obscured by fenced orchards. Thus the laboratory was the first 

official building of the University that would be seen by travelers coming from 

the south. Wallerius wanted his building to be stately and easily identifiable as 

an official building and had originally intended it to have two floors.70 

                                                 
69 Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, esp. 148. 

70 Wallerius “Självbiografi”, 251. On chemical laboratories as embodiment of specific styles of 
science, Owen Hannaway “Laboratory design and the aim of science: Andreas Libavius versus 
Tycho Brahe” ISIS 77(1986), 585-610. See also Ernst Homburg, “The rise of analytical chemistry 
and its consequences for the development of the German chemical profession (1780-1860)” 
Ambix 46 (1999), 1-32. 
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Floor plan of Wallerius' Laboratorium Chemicum in Uppsala, drawn after the city fire of 1766. 

The large room marked “auditorium” (top right) was used for public lectures and chemical 

demonstrations, while the smaller adjacent room marked “laboratorium” (bottom right) was 

intended for private tuitions. Photo: UUB. 

 

 

Inside his building, Wallerius chose a layout that reflected his didactic 

purposes. On the left side were the dwellings of Wallerius and his family and 

on the right side two laboratories. When he described the laboratories in his 

autobiography, Wallerius made no mention of research. The larger laboratory 

was intended for public demonstrations and the smaller for private tuitions. If 

he conducted any experiments in the building, it was probably in the smaller 

laboratory.71  

When Bergman took over the chair in 1767, the laboratory had burned in a 

city fire the year before. The fire left only the shell of a building and a few 

fireproof laboratory utensils. As a result, Bergman could change the layout of 

the building, within its outer walls, to reflect his own interests. He was also 

permitted to add a second floor, something that Wallerius had wanted all 

along. Bergman chose to make his home on the second floor. The first floor 

contained a long gallery for the mineral collection, a small laboratory and a 

                                                 
71 On a visit to the estate Hagelstena, south of Uppsala, where Wallerius lived after his 

retirement, I was informed by the present owners that there had been an enormous fire-place, 
covering an entire wall of their present living-room, and that it had been demolished in the 
1950s. This indicates that Wallerius had equipped a chemical laboratory in his home.  
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kitchen. The major change, except for the adding of a second floor, was that 

there no longer was a lecture theatre where chemical demonstrations could be 

conducted. We can see in the floor plan, that public lecturing accompanied by 

chemical demonstration was de-emphasized. Bergman’s demonstrations were 

conducted in the laboratory, thus strengthening the links between the place 

were facts where produced and where they were taught. In Bergman’s words: 

The laboratory is also the auditorium, because all doctrines of 

this science should be confirmed with clear trials.72 

Unlike Wallerius, Bergman made clear that his chemical laboratory was a place 

were an industrious chemical investigator conducted his daily work. The 

laboratory was fully equipped with different furnaces, bellows and other 

equipment.  

The [size of the] room has not allowed for many furnaces, but 

there are nevertheless enough [of them] for all required needs. A 

hearth with a good double pair of bellows, reverberer- and glass-

furnace and to that an Athanor, with which digestions, open and 

closed boilings and distillations can be conducted. There is also 

a furnace for colouring and boilings with salt, into which a 

cauldron of copper is built [to serve] as a vat, and two cauldrons 

of cast iron[...]. In addition, there are several means here to 

hang distilling-vessels over open fire in small, loose furnaces, 

which I have found to be advantageous in many instances[.]73  

Teaching students to visually identify minerals was important. The largest 

room of the building was the gallery for the mineral collection. It was placed on 

the ground floor. Bergman aimed to prepare his students for chemical “field-

                                                 
72 “Laboratorium är tillika auditorium, ty alla lärosatser i denna vetenskap böra med tydeliga 

försök bestyrkas.” Bergman's autobiography, quotation from Annerstedt, Upsala Universitets 
historia, 3:2, 518.  

73 “Rummet har ej tillåtit många ugnar, men där äro likväl til alla nödiga behof. Äsja med god 
dubbel pust, reverberer- och glasugn samt en Athanor, medelst hvilken så digestioner, öpne och 
slutne kokningar som destillationer kunna anställas. Änteligen är ock en ugn för färgerier och 
saltkokningar, uti hvilken en kopparkittel är inmurad til kyp [stort kärl] och två gutna 
tackjärnsgrytor [...]. Dessutom äro här flere anstalter att uphänga destillationskärl öfver öpen 
eld i lösa små ugnar, hvilket jag funnit i många händelser förmånligt[.]” Bergman's 
autobiography, quotation from Annerstedt, Upsala Universitets historia, 3:2, 518.  
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work” as it were. In the building was a chamber for wooden scale models of 

important industrial installations where chemistry was done.74  

 

 

                                                 
74 Rinman, however, didn't think that it mattered if the collection was placed on the top or 

bottom floor. He was also asked by Bergman if he could help in the manufacture of scale models 
of furnaces. Rinman to Bergman 13.01.1768, 11.02.1768, [G21] UUB. 
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Floor plan of Bergman's laboratorium chemicum. Wallerius' smaller laboratory has been 

slightly enlarged and is marked as both “auditorium” and “laboratorium” (bottom image, 

bottom right). The most prominent room of the building is the gallery for the collection of 

minerals, flanked by a chamber for models of industrial installations on the right and a 

chamber for duplicates on the left (bottom image, top). Photo: UUB. 
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Bergman also kept a separate collection of Swedish minerals arranged 

geographically, in accordance to where the minerals had been found. This 

enabled the students to get an overview of the mineral wealth of Sweden, 

without having to leave the laboratory. The teaching aid must have been 

developed with future assayers and mining officials, in mind. 

Wallerius was very critical of the changes that his successor Bergman made 

to the Laboratorium Chemicum. Even in his autobiography, he couldn't hold 

back his derisive remarks. 

I didn't want anything to be missing in the Laboratories, but the 

dearth and discomfort for the Professor, became all the greater. 

Now it is the other way around.75 

This was unveiled criticism of Bergman, who had built a second floor, but used 

it as his private apartments. Wallerius explained that he had wanted to have a 

second floor built as a gallery for the mineral collection of the University. (The 

collection had been bought from the Mine Councilor Anton von Swab and had 

been stored away during Wallerius’ time.) According to Wallerius, it was 

absolutely necessary that the minerals weren't exhibited on the ground floor of 

the building, since the spring flood caused water to seep in all over the floor. 

The moisture caused many minerals to decompose and it also changed their 

appearance. This too, was critique of Bergman, who had turned almost half of 

the ground floor into a gallery for the mineral collection. Wallerius ended the 

description of his laboratory by becoming more explicit in his criticism of the 

changes Bergman had wrought on it. Now, he stated, the smaller room was the 

entire laboratory that there was left. Furthermore, no public demonstrations of 

chemical operations had been performed in the building since he had retired 

and no significant amount of medicines had been manufactured.76  

Bergman had also made changes in the chemical education in Uppsala, as 

the Board of Mines' officials probably had hoped. From Bergman's perspective, 

Wallerius’ course material was either useless or old-fashioned. He had to look 

other were for inspiration. He found it in the chemical course of Teophil 

Scheffer, the previous manager of the Chamber for Assaying at the Board. In 

1775 Bergman published a heavily annotated version of Scheffer's chemical 

                                                 
75 “Jag wille ingalunda at något i sielfwa Laboratorierne skulle saknas, men bristen och 

obeqwämligheten för Professorn, blefw så mycket större. Nu är twärtom.” Wallerius, 
“Självbiografi”, 251. 

76 Wallerius “Självbiografi”, 251f. On the laboratory as manufactory, Homburg, “The rise of 
analytical chemistry” 5f. 
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lectures, which he used as his own course book.77 To the extent that Bergman 

followed this book in his teaching, he built on Scheffer's, practical mineralogical 

and experimental approach and disregarded Wallerius’ systematic and 

theoretical approach. Scheffer's lectures were combined with demonstration of 

physical models of mining equipment and minerals. 

 

 

Marginalizing von Engeström 

In Wallerius’ time there had been a complementary distribution between the 

Uppsala and Stockholm laboratories (see chapter two). This balance was upset 

by Bergman's initiatives. With his reforms, Bergman moved into the social and 

economic space that was occupied by the Board of Mines’ laboratory in 

Stockholm. Bergman's reforms contributed, whether he realized it or not, to 

marginalize the Board of Mines as a teaching institution. In Wallerius’ time 

advanced experimental teaching of a small number of students had been the 

province of the Board of Mines' laboratory and chamber for assaying. Students 

had received the theory and the basics at Uppsala and were expected to get the 

analytic and experimental expertise at the Stockholm laboratory. Bergman tried 

to make it possible for his students to bypass the Stockholm laboratory and go 

straight from Uppsala into the Board of Mines organization.78 Given this, it is 

unsurprising that the other chemist of importance with whom Bergman 

quarreled, was Gustav von Engeström, the head of the Board's laboratory. 

Especially telling was that Engeström also based his course on Scheffer's 

lectures.79  

In a letter to Wargentin, Bergman made his views on his competitor 

perfectly clear. From a tentative beginning of uneasy friendship, according to 

Bergman due to Engeström's habit of criticizing and make ironic remarks about 

everybody, “from which I soon learned, that he fancied that he knew more, 

than everybody else” it soon came to a fallout over a mineral-exchange.80 

According to Bergman, Engeström had received minerals from Bergman's 

                                                 
77 Teophil Scheffer and Torbern Bergman, Scheffers chemiske föreläsnningar.  

78 The pilot case was Bergman's favourite Johan Gottlieb Gahn (see chapter five). Bergman's 
success is testified for by the fact that his disciple Peter Jakob Hjelm eventually would become 
Engeström's successor as Director of the Board's laboratory (in 1794).  

79 On Engeström's part of the quarrel, see Carlid and Nordström “Inledning”, lv, (note 2). 
Lindroth, Vetenskapsakademiens historia 1:1, 335. See also J. J. Ferber to Wargentin, 22.10.1778, 
Bergianska avskriftssamlingen 18, KVA. 

80 “hvaraf jag snart lärde, at han inbillade sig veta mer, än alla andra” Bergman to Wargentin, 
November, 1778. In Bergianska avskriftssamlingen 18, KVA. 
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collection. They had agreed that Bergman would be given either one foreign or 

two Swedish minerals for each foreign mineral that Engeström had received. 

However, when Engeström sent his minerals, Bergman only got a Swedish 

mineral for each foreign that he had given Engeström. “This made the first 

frost” as Bergman put it.81 From then on the relationship went rapidly 

downhill. Bergman's letter became a catalogue of evidence of Engeström's bad 

character. He was mean, since he charged his students too much for his 

teaching. For a course in chemistry one had to pay 3000 copperdalers, for a 

course in mineralogy 2000, and for a course in assaying 1000. Bergman on the 

other hand, claimed that he had decided to never reflect on how much payment 

he got for his courses, “since I saw that science would suffer from it.”82 

Consequently, Bergman’s selflessness (or so he said) increased Engeström's 

anger and resentment, especially after “some of his students, came to me after 

[they had been with] him and after comparing our methods, said that with him, 

they had learnt, as the cook-boy learns to cook, without learning any raison.”83 

What Bergman implied was that he was a better teacher, who integrated 

chemical theory with the teaching of the operations of the laboratory. However, 

Bergman also gave away that he had begun to undercut Engeström's courses 

and that by doing so, he had managed to take over some of his students.  

It didn't end there. Bergman informed Wargentin that Engeström, after he 

had received payment from the students, eventually allowed them to hand-

copy “Scheffer's lectures, that were regarded as a great secret.”84 Such 

secretiveness couldn't be allowed, since it was a text of general utility. Bergman 

continued:  

By chance, it happened that I saw Scheffer's lectures at Patr[ik] 

Alströmer's, and then he asked me to look through them, and to 

have them printed, if they were deserving [of it]. I needed a 

manual, [and ] therefore I used these [lectures] as materials, 

which, brought together and put in order were published with 

annotations. Now war was declared.85  

                                                 
81 “Detta gjorde första kölden”. Ibid. 

82 “ty jag såg at vetenskapen skulle lida dervid”. Ibid. 

83 “en del av hans Elever sedan kommo til mig och vid jemförandet af våra methoder, sade sig 
hos honom hafva lärt, som kockpoiken lär koka, utan at få veta någon raison”. Ibid. 

84 “afskrifva Scheffers collegier, hwilka höllos som en stor hemlighet”. Ibid. 

85 “Händelsevis kom jag hos Patr. Alströmer at se Scheffers collegier, han bad mig då se 
igenom dem, och om de förtjänte, låta dem tryckas. Jag behöfde en Handbok, nytjade derföre 
desse såsom materialier, hvilka hopdragne och bringade i ordning utgåfvos med anmärkningar. 
Nu blef krig förklarat.” Ibid. 
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No wonder that Engeström declared war. For the present day reader, it is 

difficult not to see self-serving rationalizations hiding behind this rhetoric about 

public utility and love of science. As has previously been mentioned, the salary 

that came with Bergman's position was given to Wallerius as a pension. Except 

for his laboratory budget, all of Bergman's income had to come from private 

and public teaching.86 By giving cheap courses, taking over Engeström's course 

material, improving on it and publishing it, he assured himself of more 

students. Simultaneously, he could argue that his behaviour was 

irreproachable, since he acted for the public good and published a useful text 

that hitherto had been kept secret.  

According to Bergman, Engeström not only spoke ill of him and his works, 

he also told Bergman's students, who came to the Board to become auscultators, 

that they ought to forget everything that they had learned from him. According 

to Bergman Engeström had few friends except for his relatives and Bergman 

was sorry that there were those at the Board who were devoted to him out of a 

misdirected “esprit de Corps”.87  

Bergman was wrong, however. Engeström wasn't as isolated as he thought. 

Wargentin tried to reconcile the two men and wrote to Rinman, asking him to 

intervene for this purpose. Rinman declined: “I love and esteem both much and 

believe that the dispute would be easy to resolve, if it had been only Chemical 

or Physical.”88 Rinman was probably wise to keep out of the conflict. Bergman, 

it seems, couldn't find anything good to say about his opponent. He admitted 

that Engeström knew how to conduct experiments, but on the other hand he 

had insufficient grounding in physics and knew nothing at all about higher 

chemistry, that is, theory, which he despised for lack of knowledge. Engeström 

wasn't a true man of science anyway, since he didn't love his science. Instead he 

was a craftsman, who saw primarily to his own gain:  

                                                 
86 Tidström also competed for students by continuing to teach on mineralogy at the university 

until his death in 1779. Annerstedt, Upsala Universitets historia, 3:1, 447. 

87 The individuals mentioned by Bergman were Samuel Sandels, Gustav Adolf Leijonmark and 
Johan Georg Lillienberg. Bergman to Wargentin, November, 1778. 

88 “Bägge älskar och estimerar jag mycket och tror väl at disputen lätt kunde förenas, om den 
endast wore Chemisk el. Physisk[.]” Rinman to Wargentin 04.12.1775. Bergianska 
avskriftssamlingen 18, KVA. 
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[N]ot all [people] love their science, some use him, as a trade, 

and these [people] must therefore also think like craftsmen, see 

to their own gain before all [else], be jealous &c.89 

Bergman concluded his views on Engeström by implying that he was a 

slanderer and an “evil person” and called upon the grace of God to avert his 

plots.90 Finally he outlined his own character, presumably as an example for 

Engeström to follow: 

I, for my little part, should be content, since the greatest 

masters abroad express in particular places in their printed 

works, so great praise of my insignificant works, that I feel 

ashamed to repeat it. I walk my path straightly, entrusting myself 

in the One, who governs All. I never attack anybody, but laud well 

what is good, wherever an opportunity arise. If I should be 

attacked, I shall answer it decently and [in such a manner] that 

it hardly won't show. I leave it after that, for a knowledgeable 

and impartial reader to judge. [---] When You, my Brother, have 

read through this, tear it apart at once.91  

What Bergman spelled out, were the rules of conduct that he wanted to adhere 

to in debates: modesty, a desire to praise that which was good, a non-

combative, polite attitude and finally a willingness to allow the public to form 

its own judgment on the matter discussed. Bergman's rules were rules of 

enlightened discourse that would enable positive and harmonius, non-combative 

exchange of viewpoints. Its opposite was the combative and quarrelsome 

attitude of the older generation of scholars.92 There was, however, another 

contrast in Bergman's letter. The bad character traits that Bergman ascribed to 

Engeström, were those of an unenlightened craftsman, who in all ways was in 

opposition to the enlightened values shared by Wargentin and Bergman.  

                                                 
89 “[E]j alla älska sin vetenskap, utan en del nytja honom, som hantverk, och desse måste 

således äfven tänka som hantverkare, fram för alt se på sin vinning, vara jaloux &c. “ Bergman 
to Wargentin, November, 1778. 

90 “onda människor”. Ibid. 

91 “Jag för min lilla del bör vara nögd, då störste mästare utomlands ytra i sina trykta arbeten 
på särskilta ställen så stora loford öfver mina ringa arbeten, at jag blyges vid at uprepa dem. Jag 
går i förtröstan på den, som styrer alt, min väg rätt fram. Jag angriper aldrig någon, men väl 
berömmer det goda, huarälst tilfälle gifves. Angripes jag skall derpå suaras anständigt och utan 
at det nästan skall synas. Jag lämnar sedan en kunnig och opartisk läsare at döma. [---] När Bror 
läst det igenom, så rif det straxt sönder.” Ibid. 

92 Goodman, Republic of letters, 111-135, 183-232.  
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An important shared assumption of the citizens of the Republic of Letters 

was that knowledge should be public and available, as opposed to secret and 

hidden. This attitude became more and more widespread during the eighteenth 

century and came to be one of the basic premises that guided “enlightened” 

reform. A central aspect of the ideal of the enlightenment was the ambition to 

shed light on previously obscure and hidden activities in crafts, religion and 

government. As Henry Guerlac have noted: “It was one of the express purposes 

of Diderot and his collaborators [in the Encyclopédie] to arouse interest in the 

facts of technology and to make more widely available the knowledge that had 

long been kept secret by the artisans themselves.”93 Rational judgments of 

whether a practice was sensible or not was to be made. Those practices that 

were rationally sound and beneficial were to be improved with scientific 

methods. Those that weren't were to be discontinued. 

From the perspective of chemistry, the knowledge that needed to be 

enlightened was in particular that employed in craft practices and (proto-) 

industrial processes judged to be of a chemical nature. These were, as a rule, 

managed by persons with low social status: craftsmen and unskilled labourers 

who lacked theoretical knowledge. This meant, according to the chemists, that 

these people had no real or proper understanding of what they did. What the 

craftsmen had was a tacit knowledge of how particular processes worked in 

practice. It was the task of the chemist to generalize the particular and to make 

tacit knowledge transparent and rationally understandable. Tacit craft 

knowledge was to be turned into science by translating it to chemical 

terminology and incorporating it into the body of science. This would make the 

knowledge rational and during the process of translation the chemist would, 

through his general knowledge of the workings of matter and his rational 

understanding, find new methods to improve existing crafts and industrial 

processes. For the chemists, it was a question of shining the light of reason into 

the dark minds of workers and craftsmen and to structure, improve and finally 

make public the knowledge that was hidden therein. 

Between those who adhered to the enlightened values and “the others” was 

a moral divide that signified a difference in attitudes to the correct handling of 

knowledge. On the one side, the side of enlightenment, was the chemists and 

science. The opposition were all secret-mongers, in particular the craftsmen 

with their secretive guild system. Torbern Bergman held up himself as a model 

in this matter on other occasions as well. The following story was related to his 

disciple Johan Gottlieb Gahn.  

                                                 
93 Henry Guerlac, “Some French antecedents of the chemical revolution”, 99. 
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At the beginning of the month of July a painter from Stockholm 

came to me and asked help of me, to prepare colours for Dessert-

painting. A Meurling at the Court had possessed this art but had 

been infinitely secretive about it, probably with the intention of 

teaching it to one of his children when they had managed to become 

competent enough for it, but death surprised him before his time, 

he received no more space, than what was needed to thoroughly 

destroy everything that could give enlightenment about his craft.94  

The painter who came to Bergman with this question had worked for years 

attempting to discover the method, but he had failed. Bergman first analyzed 

the problem: “the main thing in this art, is to have proper colours of all 

nuances”. Then he swiftly came up with the solution: “after a short time [the 

painter] went away from here, with the knowledge of how to prepare most 

necessary colours and given the means to find out the rest for himself.”95 Thus, 

Bergman solved the painter's problem and it should be noted that in the letter 

he made no mention of having charged the painter for his services. This 

anecdote has the characteristics of a moral story with edifying content. It has an 

antagonist in the miserly old painter who rather saw his art die out with him, 

than passing it on to anyone except his own children. There is a hero in 

Bergman, who without any thought of personal gain stepped in and 

rediscovered the knowledge that Meurling had taken to his grave. The story 

also has a worthy receiver of Bergman's help in the hard-working young 

painter from Stockholm who could return from his visit to Uppsala with much 

improved chances of receiving Meurling's well-paid position as court painter, 

that had been left vacant since his death. The story implies a distinct hierarchy 

of knowledge. The problem that the painter had struggled with “for years” 

Bergman managed to solve in “a short time”. Thus he demonstrated to Gahn, 

his reader, that chemical knowledge was indisputably superior to the 

knowledge of the guild of painters in the matter of blending colours. That the 

help-seeking painter subordinated himself to Bergman's expertise and accepted 

his superior knowledge is also an important part of the moral of the story.  

                                                 
94 “I början af Julii månad kom til mig en målare från Stockholm som begärte biträde at tilreda 

färgor för Dessert-målning. En Meurling vid håfvet hade possederat [ägt] konsten, men varit 
oändeligen förbehållen derom, förmodeligen i tanka at lära den åt någon av sina barn, då de 
hunno blifva skickelige dertil, men döden öfverraskade honom i förtid, han fick ej mera 
utrymme, än som behöfdes at väl förstöra alt huad som kunde gifva uplysning om hans konst.” 
Bergman to Gahn 03.08.1772, my emphasis. Gahn, Brev 2. 

95 “hufvudsaken vid denna konst är at äga tjänliga färgor af alla nuancer”, “efter en liten tid 
reste [målaren] härifrån med kunskap at tilreda de flesta nödiga färgor, och i ståndsatt, at 
upsöka de öfrige sjelf.” Bergman to Gahn 03.08.1772. Gahn, Brev 2. 
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The image of himself that Bergman tried to establish, was that of the friend 

of enlightenment, who, without thoughts of his own gains, wanted to see to it 

that important knowledge became public. An example of a counter-image, a 

deviant from the norm and, in a certain sense an enemy of enlightenment, was 

the greedy Engeström. He saw only to his own gains and therefore was no 

more than a simple craftsman, similar to the painter Meurling, who took his 

knowledge with him to the grave. However, Bergman asked his friend 

Wargentin to tear apart the letter where this self-image was laid out plainly. 

Possibly this indicates that Bergman had some awareness that he wasn't acting 

only for the benefit of the public, but also served his own interests. 

 

* 

 

While Bergman reaffirmed his ties to the Board of Mines on the level of 

teaching, it was by way of marginalizing von Engeström and his laboratory, 

and his own heritage from Wallerius. These two were the chemists with which 

he quarreled. Although Bergman interpreted Wallerius and Engeström's 

attitude towards him as proof of their jealousy and generally wicked 

dispositions, it seems that competition for positions and resources also lay 

behind these quarrels. The construction of Engeström as a simple craftsman was 

one of several arguments brought in to support Bergman's strategy. However, 

it was also part of an overarching ideology about the proper behaviour of a 

man of science as a champion of enlightenment values. 

Wallerius’ aim was to create an all-encompassing, systematic overview of 

the entire field of chemistry in all its aspects. The influence of Linnaeus was 

heavy on him in this respect. His ambition was synthetic, to do for chemistry 

what Linnaeus had done for botany. He aimed for nothing less than a complete 

description of the world in chemical terms. Mineralogy and metallurgy were 

important parts of this, but equally important was for example agricultural 

chemistry. The purpose of it all, was that chemistry should be put forward 

comprehensively in the teaching situation. 

Bergman had similar synthetic ambitions in his scientific theorizing, but no 

such grand ambitions when it came to teaching. Wallerius’ chemistry was a 

parallel to the systematic, qualitative science of Linnaeus. What Bergman did, 

was to change the meanings of chemistry that had been locally developed in 

Sweden by Wallerius, i.e. that chemistry was a systematic arrangement of facts 

that had been derived from laboratory experience accumulated over the ages. 

Bergman replaced this meaning by drawing on non-localized resources outside 

of Sweden: Newtonianism, the experimental programme, quantitative 
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measurements and other innovations from Britain and France. He wanted to 

create an analytic chemistry that had the purpose of analyzing elements that 

could be systematically arranged in relation to each other, rather than in 

relation to an artificial system.96  

The four keys to his success, were first, the methodology of experimental 

physics that he had learnt as a young “mathematicus” from the group around 

Samuel Klingenstierna and the other Newtonians in Uppsala. Second, the 

systematic approach of Linnaeus and others. Third, the experimental, “hands 

on” teaching from the Board of Mines laboratory, the taking of which also 

marginalized von Engeström. Fourth, the work and expertise of Carl Wilhelm 

Scheele and the chemists at the Board of Mines, who among other things 

produced new, previously unheard of substances, that could be named and 

ordered into systems (see below). Of course, Bergman was also an able 

experimentalist and theorist in his own right, with a remarkable capacity for 

work. This, however, is not sufficient explanation for his central position in 

eighteenth-century chemistry. As a chemical theorist, Bergman had good use of 

the position of authority that his chair provided him, the fees collected from the 

advanced students, that otherwise might have studied with Engeström and the 

communication of the innumerable facts that his many scientific contacts 

provided for him. These are points to keep in mind as we venture further into 

the social world of eighteenth century Swedish chemists.97  

                                                 
96 Melhado, “Mineralogy and the autonomy of chemistry”, 238-245. Siegfried and Dobbs, 

“Composition”, 292f. Gough, “Lavoisier and the fulfillment of the Stahlian revolution”, 15-21, 
31f. 

97 Beretta argues that “the physicalist conception of matter” drawn from (among others) 
Newton and “the direct influence of Linnaeus” were two of three factors that determined 
Bergman’s “success and originality[.]” As can be seen above, my argument is partly dependent 
on Beretta’s line of reasoning. The last, influencing factor, however, was according to Beretta, 
the “ ’degenerated’ development of mineralogy” up to Bergman’s time. Beretta “T. O. 
Bergman”, 39f. To this, I most definitely disagree. See also Laudan, From mineralogy to geology, 
23-25, concerning the continuity of mineralogical classification schemes throughout the 
eighteenth century.  
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4. FRIENDS AND NETWORKS 

That the manufacturing of alum was an essentially chemical process was taken 

for granted by the chemists of the eighteenth century and today it may seem as 

a trite observation.1 Alum was one of the few chemicals that were 

manufactured on a larger scale in the pre-industrial epoch. It was used 

primarily by dyers to fix colour onto cloth, but it was also used in tanning and 

in papermaking. It was a part of several medicines, especially styptic ones, due 

to its astringent properties.2 However, to non-chemists living in the eighteenth 

century the connection between chemistry and manufacturing industry was not 

as apparent. The men, women and children employed at alum works didn't go 

to work each morning thinking that they were going to do applied chemistry. 

They were paid to do heavy manual labour: to attend to smouldering heaps of 

black shale, to stir wooden reservoirs filled with corrosive lye, to supply large 

leaden alum pans with fuel and to smash greenish crystals into pieces small 

enough to be tightly packed into barrels.3 They would probably have 

recognized their work if they had read the description of alum manufacture 

given by Johan Ficherström in his unfinished economic encyclopedia from 1779:  

One burns the shale in great heaps with some firewood or twigs 

underneath, from which it fires up, and is left to go out by 

itself; [the product] is thrown into reservoirs of wood, filled 

with water, when the salt [the alum] has become drawn out by the 

water, the lye is drawn off into a well, from which it flows [...] 

down towards the boiling house, and stays there in another 

reservoir. From there it is let into a leaden pan [and is boiled] 

and when the lye has evaporated after about half a day and night 

[twelve hours] it is let into certain chambers made from planks, 

where it is crystallized on the sides. After 8 days of 

                                                 
1 For a Swedish version of this chapter, see, Hjalmar Fors ““Kunniga kemisters vänskap: 
Uppbyggnaden av alunverket i Garphyttan, 1766-1771” Polhem: Tidskrift för teknikhistoria (1999), 
16-34. 

2 P. Gunnar Andersson, Alun och ark, kalk och krut (Stockholm, 1974), 10. Johan Nihlén, 
Andrarums Alunbruk (Göteborg, 1956), 11. The chemistry of later times describe alum as mixed 
double salts of aluminium sulphate with potassium sodium or ammonium sulfate. 

3 A short descriptions of Andrarum alum works in, Anders Tidström, Anderst Tidströms resa i 
Halland, Skåne och Blekinge år 1756: Med rön och anmärkningar uti Oeconomien, Naturalier, 
Antiqviteter, Seder, Lefnads-sätt, Published by Martin Weibull (Köpenhamn, 1980), 70-72. 
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crystallization, the green magistral water is drawn off out of the 

plank chambers, and is mixed [with the lye] in the pans. These 

must always be made from Lead, since other metals are attacked by 

the alum acid.4  

Ficherström's account is as straightforward as a recipe. It can be contrasted to 

the one given in Torbern Bergman's 1767 dissertation, De confectione alumnis. 

Bergman claimed that he had visited several alum works in order to make his 

chemical observations. In Bergman’s account, the chemical aspects of the 

process were emphasized: The shale was crushed into tiny bits and heated until 

the water disappeared. The remaining material was boiled and cooled, which 

made it crystallize and then the crystals were washed. Parts that “by nature” 

had different properties had been brought together. These had to be extracted 

and combined and all redundant and heterogeneous parts had to be separated. 

To the basic chemical process could also be added heating, boiling, 

concentration, removing the earth by letting it sink down, crystallizing and 

cleansing in different ways.5  

What Bergman described was a number of chemical processes that followed 

on each other, processes that eventually yielded the end product of pure alum. 

This chapter is concerned with the question of how and why a chemical 

description of the alum process ended up in an academic dissertation by 

Bergman and how it happened that this dissertation was one of the 

qualifications that would land him with the chair of chemistry in Uppsala. It is 

not clear how Bergman first came up with the idea. Perhaps Sven Rinman had 

advised him to write on the subject. Bergman's friendship with Rinman was 

probably established during their common work on the mineral tourmaline in 

the years 1765-66. Rinman had worked on the mineral's chemical properties and 

                                                 
4 “Man bränner skiffern i stora högar med någon underlagd ved eller qwistar, hwaraf den 

tändes, och lämnas at af sig sjelf slockna; kastas sedan i trä-reservoirer, fylde med watten,. 
Sedan saltet [alunen] blifwit genom watnet utdragit, tappas luten i en brunn, hwarifrån den 
rinner [...] ned åt kokhuset, och stannar där i en annan reservoir. Därifrån släppes den in i bly-
pannan, och när luten wid pass halftannat dygn ewaporerat, släppes denna gröna moder-luten 
uti wissa brädes-kumrar, där den crystalliseras på sidorne. Efter 8 dagars crystallisering, 
aftappas moder-luten utur bräd-kumrarne, och brukas sedan til upspädning i pannorna. Dessa 
måste altid wara af Bly, ty andre metaller angripas af Alun-syran”. “Alun” in, Johan 
Fischerström, Nya Swenska Economiska Dictionnairen:: Eller Försök til et almänt och fullständigt 
Lexicon i Swenska hushållningen och naturläran 1 (Stockholm, 1779), 85. 

5 Bergman Disquisitio Chemica de confectione alumnis, dissertation defended by G. Svedelius 
(Uppsala, 1767), 4. The English translation “Of the preparation of alum” in, Bergman, Physical 
and chemical essays 1 (London, 1784), 336-394, is thoroughly revised and cannot be taken to be 
representative of Bergman’s chemical knowledge of 1767. In particular, a great number of 
experiments have been added. 
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Bergman on its electrical.6 Until 1766 they were both residents of Uppsala and 

could meet each other there: consequently there are no preserved letters 

between them prior to Rinman's move. But at that time Bergman's work was 

already underway.7  

Sven Rinman was in many a ways representative of the chemists who 

worked in and around the Swedish mining industry. He had received a 

scientific education at Uppsala, learning among other things chemistry from 

Wallerius. After completing his university education he spent a few months at 

the Board of Mines in Stockholm, to learn assaying and mineralogy from the 

assayer Jacob Fischer. He became an auscultator at the Board in 1740 and spent 

some years traveling through the Swedish mining districts as an aide to a 

“Bergsmästare”, the Head of a Mining District. In 1746 he received a grant from 

some ironmasters and made a short study tour to a number of continental sites 

of iron manufacture. Rinman had good contacts among the ironmasters. In 1760 

he left the Board of Mines, where he had held a new-founded position as 

superintendent of blast furnaces (övermasmästare) since 1751, to become an 

employee of the Ironmasters’ Association (Jernkontoret) the iron industry's 

newly founded trade association. He was to travel all over the country, inspect 

the iron works and suggest changes and improvements that could be made in 

the processes. His particular responsibilities were the inspection of the 

production of semi-manufactured goods like sheet iron and wire and the 

manufacturing of wrought iron goods like anchors, anvils, spades, axes and 

nails. He was also to build new improved installations at the iron works and to 

erect forges and iron mills and supervise their operation.8  

 Rinman didn't particularly like his work. Since the iron works that were his 

responsibility were dispersed all over Sweden, he spent much of his time 

traveling. Writing to his friends he often complained about how little time he 

had, how demanding the task of supervising lazy workers was and that he felt 

that he had little or no stimulating company.  

                                                 
6 Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 362f. The two men refer very positively to each other in their articles on 

the subject (that were published in the same issue of KVAH). Sven Rinman, “Mineralogiske rön 
om tourmalinen eller aske-blåsare stenen” KVAH (1766), 46. Torbern Bergman, “Afhandling om 
tourmalinens electriska egenskaper” KVAH (1766), 59. 

7 By the end of February 1766 they started to call each other “Brother” as an acknowledgement 
of their friendship.  

8 Marie Nisser, “Rinman, Sven”, SBL 30, 212-219, [Sven Rinman], “Herr Assesssoren och 
Riddaren Rinmans Lefverne och meriter.” [X241] UUB. For a description of Rinman's daily 
work, see, Sven Rinman, Sven Rinmans tjänsteberättelser rörande den grövre järnförädlingen 1761-70 
Published by Gösta Malmborg (Stockholm, 1934). 
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Sven Rinman. Engraving by J. Gillberg after plaster medallion by J. T. Sergel. Photo: KB. 

 

 

He also looked for other employment. When an office as Director of the Assay-

Office of the Board for Public Lands and Funds was vacated, he asked his 

relative, the Baron Samuel Gustaf Hermelin, who was well-connected in 

Stockholm society, to find out if it would be appropriate for him to apply for 

the job. But in the end he didn't dare to apply. He feared that Anton von Swab, 

an important official at the Board of Mines, supported another applicant and 

already had made the necessary arrangements to land him with the office. 

Rinman didn't want to be put as the second on the list and decided not to apply. 

Disappointed he wrote to Hermelin: “perhaps I'll do best in remaining a 

blacksmith as I am? to the day the iron master's association should fall”.9 The 

comment, although bitter, indicates something crucial about Rinman's social 

position and his interactions with more centrally placed chemists and officials.  

                                                 
9 “[M]ånne jag då inte giör bäst at blifwa Swart Smed som jag är? til des järn Contoiret också 

ramlar”. Rinman to Hermelin 04.02.1768, see also ibid., 18.02.1768, 18.03.1768 [E4227] RA. 
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Rinman was a typical representative of a new group of professionals that 

emerged during the eighteenth century: the consulting engineers. According to 

Svante Lindqvist “[t]he professional competence and importance of the 

millwrights were overshadowed by the emergence of professional consulting 

engineers at the beginning of the nineteenth century”. But, as Lindqvist shows, 

the process started long before that. The engineers had higher education and 

social position and sought to establish their professional identity by 

discrediting the knowledge of the millwrights. The latter learned their craft as 

apprentices and their knowledge was handed down through the generations. 

Would-be engineers on the other hand, began their studies with the physical 

sciences at the universities and only after that did they learn the practical side 

of their work. The higher social position of the engineers was reflected in their 

views on the relationship between theory and practice. Practice was 

subordinate to theory and the engineer the superior of the millwright. 

Knowledge of theory was what separated the simple workman from the 

engineer and gentleman, who could interact with government officials and the 

owners of industrial installations as an equal.10  

However, this elevated status was something that had to be constructed 

and maintained. Central was the idea that the knowledge of the engineers was 

scientific, or at the very least, had strong connections to science. Interest in 

science was, as yet, not linked to any specific professional group. It “cut across 

the divisions between specific professions, but was as yet on the whole confined 

to the upper strata of society”. Engineers oscillated between two different social 

positions. That of the relatively lowly professional artisans and craftsmen and 

that of socially elevated property holders like ironmasters. Science provided 

them with a means of retaining this position as in-betweens.11 

This tension is evident in Rinman's life and career. On the one hand he had 

a university education and knew the rules of conduct of the upper and 

middling classes. He was a person of quality or to use the eighteenth-century 

Swedish terminology “a commoner of good social standing” (ofrälse 

ståndsperson).12 His wife Catharina Elisabet Odelstierna was of noble birth 

while he was a commoner. Such marriages were still rare in eighteenth-century 

Sweden.13 Rinman's work was economically important for the mining industry, 

                                                 
10 Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 78-85, 144-46, 156f., (quotation on 84). Compare, however, 

Götlind, Vardagens teknik, 65f. 

11 Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 177f., (quotation on 177). 

12 For a definition, Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 75. 

13 “Tillstånd f. Cath. Elisabeth Odelstierna att trots adl. stånd inträda i äktenskap m 
övermasmästaren S. Rinman 16/10 -1758” Rinmanska Samlingen, [J. r. 7b: 1] KB . Their 
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he was a fellow of the Royal Academy of Sciences who corresponded regularly 

with key figures in the Board of Mines and at the University of Uppsala. As an 

engineer-designer-architect of technical installations and buildings he could 

exert some influence over the milieu of the iron works. The ironmasters had to 

trust his judgment and depend on him if they wanted him to make changes in 

their production processes.14 

On the other hand, Rinman's material assets were small. In the spring of 

1766 a fire destroyed his Uppsala house and property. From then on (to 1773, 

see below) he and his family borrowed or rented the farm Slagåla in the 

province of Östergötland. The fire had made him a tenant at the mercy of a 

landlord. Furthermore he was an employee of the Ironmasters’ association, who 

at each engineering assignment had to appease new proprietors and custom-

build the industrial installations that they ordered from him. Rinman's 

comparison of himself to a blacksmith was not procured out of thin air. The 

blacksmiths were highly skilled professionals and had the highest rank and 

status among the regular employees of the iron works. Rinman’s comparison 

highlighted the discrepancy between his position as a person of quality and his 

dependent position as a traveling engineer.  

Rinman’s knowledge was one of his most valuable assets and it was 

important to him that it was assigned a high value. He could use it to enhance 

his status in interactions with the ironmasters. Rinman’s scientific connections 

separated him from other employees and showed the ironmasters that he was a 

person of quality: one of them.15 Rinman corresponded with several 

ironmasters as well as with other engineers in and around the mining industry. 

He had official contacts with several of His Majesty's Ministries, (not only at the 

Board of Mines) in addition to the Ironmasters’ association. It was rather 

common that different persons wrote to him with questions concerning iron- 

and steel manufacture.16 It also happened that inventors contacted him, asking 

for letters of recommendation for themselves and their inventions.17  

                                                                                                                                               
wedding verse contain interesting allusions to Vulcan and Venus. See Agneta Helmius, På 
tröskeln till äktenskapet, Chapter for PhD thesis, dept. of History History of Science of Ideas, 
Uppsala University, autumn, 1997, 30.  

14 Marie Nisser, “Rinman, Sven”, SBL 30, 212-219. 

15 More obvious markers of status that separated the common folk from those of good standing 
were the ownership of a sufficiently fashionable wardrobe and (for men) a pocket-watch. 
Hasselberg, Den sociala ekonomin, 180-82. Lindqvist, Technology on Trial, 143f. 

16 For letters of these kinds, see Rinmansarkivet, [S-A], TMA. 

17 See for example Jonas Klåckman's application for a recommendation for his invention of a 
method to forge scythes with tilt hammer. Rinmansarkivet, [S-A 51] TMA. 
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When Rinman was interacting with chemists on the other hand, it was 

another competence that had to be demonstrated. Rinman wasn't in a 

particularly good position to conduct scientific investigations. It was primarily 

through his correspondence with academics and others with an interest in 

science that he maintained contacts with the educated society that he felt he 

belonged to, but had little opportunity to mix with. He had also been unlucky. 

His library and his collections of minerals and manuscripts had been destroyed 

in the Uppsala fire of 1766.18 Rinman wasn't very happy about his situation. He 

wrote to Bergman: 

Truly, my Dear Brother, you are good and excessively generous, who 

bothers to, in the last lovingly arrived letter communicate so 

many curious and important observations to me, who is a poor 

chemical bankruptcy player and sits here with 2 empty hands and 

with a daily failing memory. However, such news and tidings are 

for me the most pleasant, although I cannot manage to answer and 

pay back in similar measure.19 

There is no doubt that chemistry was the science that interested Rinman most, 

apart from mechanics. In 1773 when he finally could settle into a new home in 

Eskilstuna, one of the first things he did was to furnish a chamber for assaying. 

In the meantime Rinman had almost no time for chemical investigation and no 

laboratory to work in. He had little or no access to books, journals or 

international correspondents. But he did have a close knowledge of mines, mine 

shafts, furnaces and other installations of the iron works and how they 

operated. This kind of information he could convey and elaborate. Thus the 

image of himself that Rinman presented to his chemical friends was that of a 

man of practical knowledge. In his interaction with chemists he presented 

himself as a spokesman of the knowledge of blacksmiths and other workers.  

                                                 
18 The fire, at the end of April or beginning of May 1766 was also a disaster for others in the 

scientific community of Uppsala. Anders Åkerman's instrument workshop burned down, and 
he lost property, tools and instruments of 12000 silverdaler's worth. Widmalm, “Gravören och 
docenterna”, 89. As has already been mentioned, Wallerius' chemical laboratory burned too, 
together with almost all its instruments and equipment.  

19 “Wist at min K[äre]: Broder god och övermåttan genereus, som wålar sig at, uti senaste 
kärkomna communicera så många courieusa och inportanta observationer med mig, som är en 
stackars Chemisk bancrotspelare och sitter här med 2 toma händer och med et dage[ligen] 
aftagande minne. Emedlertid äro sådane nyheter och tidningar för mig det aldra nöijsammaste, 
fast jag eij förmår swara och betala med lika mått.” Rinman to Bergman 26.03.1769, [G21] UUB. 
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Carl August Ehrensvärd, portrait of the artist in a letter to J. T. Sergel. By drawing himself as an 

old peasant handing over a letter, Ehrensvärd ironically implied that since he lived in 

geographical isolation at his rural estate, he was the social inferior of his friend Sergel who 

resided in Stockholm. Sergel had the latest gossip and Ehrensvärd had to come beg for it, since 

he had none to offer in return. From  Ehrensvärd, C. A. Ehrensvärds brev (Stockholm, 1917) 193. 

Photo: UUB. 

 

 

It was in the interest of both Rinman and Bergman to define Rinman's 

engineering work as a kind of chemistry. By subordinating his activities and 

defining them a kind of “coarse” chemistry, Rinman could access Bergman's 

and academic chemistry's social capital, which was an asset to him in his 

interactions with industrialists. Bergman on the other hand gained access to 

Rinman's social capital. Rinman's activities were seen as highly economically 

beneficial for his employers. If they were a part of chemistry it followed that it 

was chemistry that was economically beneficial. It was a classical win-win 

situation. However, Rinman's regular work left little room for maneuvering or 

innovation. All that he and other engineers employed in the iron industry could 
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do, was to introduce incremental changes in the iron production. The quality of 

the iron was not to be compromised or risked. The major change during the 

period was that substantional savings were made in the amount of charcoal 

used.20 

If Rinman wanted to make greater use of his knowledge in more 

prestigious and high risk enterprises, he had to look elsewhere than to his 

everyday labour at the iron works. The new alum works of Garphyttan 

provided an opportunity for him to show his competence. What follows is an 

attempt to analyze Rinman's interactions with Bergman and through them the 

interactions of industrial engineering with chemistry, by looking at the co-

operation of the two men in the erection of an alum manufacturing works at 

Garphyttan. 

 

 

The Garphyttan alum works: a background 

The alum works of Garphyttan, some distance west of Örebro in central 

Sweden, were built on the site of the Garphyttan iron works. The initiator was 

Carl Ulrik Uggla, who had bought the estate in 1759.21 Uggla had many plans 

for his new property but not as much resources as he perhaps would have 

needed to bring his plans to completion. When Uggla bought the iron works, it 

produced mainly bar iron and hammered iron sheets with and without tin 

plating. But Uggla wanted to expand. In 1761 he received permission to build a 

forge for the manufacturing of nails and also new rolling- and slitting mills for 

the iron sheet manufacture. Attached to this privilege was the condition that 

one of the two forges for the manufacturing of bar iron would have to be 

closed. Since the forging at the iron works required more iron than could be 

processed at the remaining forge it was also decreed that the bar iron that was 

needed for the manufacturing of nails should be bought elsewhere. The 

responsibility for the reshaping of the iron works was given to Sven Rinman. In 

the years 1761-63 he spent much of his time at Garphyttan. In addition to 

erecting the new forge and the rolling- and slitting mills, he also directed the 

building of new coal saving furnaces in the sheet forge and a new tilt hammer.22  

                                                 
20 Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 42-44. Hildebrand, Swedish Iron, 48-54. 

21 There is not much written about Carl Ulrik Uggla. Members of his family owned other iron 
works and he seems to have been well connected in the upper classes of Värmland and 
Dalsland. August Nachmanson and David Hannerberg, Garphyttan: Ett gammalt bruks historia 
(Stockholm, 1945), 252ff. 

22 Ibid., 336-367. Rinman published accounts of his innovations in KVAH 1764 and 1772. 
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Despite Uggla's large investments the nail forge in Garphyttan wasn't long-

lived. When Rinman visited Garphyttan in 1765, nail forging was done at six 

hearths with five blacksmiths at each one. There were also six boys engaged to 

pump the bellows. The following year he observed that the forge had been 

closed and that the blacksmiths and the boys had moved away.23 

By the later part of the eighteenth century the massive expansion in the iron 

industry of the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries had all but stopped. 

The state was reluctant to issue privileges for new iron works and 

entrepreneuring individuals like Uggla had to be content with purchasing and 

making changes in already established works, or with establishing new 

manufactures with little or no relation to the iron industry.24 Uggla, as we shall 

see, attempted both. Despite his setback with the nail forge, he soon turned to 

other, greater plans: the alum works that would become his biggest 

manufacturing project.  

By the time of the founding of Garphyttan alum works, there were five 

other alum works in Sweden. Largest was Andrarum in Skåne, with 22 alum 

pans, the smaller works were in Småland (Lovers) and in Västergötland 

(Oltorp, Kavelås, Multorp). Torbern Bergman calculated the total Swedish 

output in 1767 to about 6000 barrels. In 1748 a law had been passed in the Diet, 

stating that no more works were to be established.25  

In a proposition to the Diet, February 14, 1765 Uggla claimed that the 

conditions for alum production in Garphyttan were excellent. There were large 

deposits of alum shale close by and a good supply of peat that could be used as 

fuel in the refining process. The Board of Mines and the Board of Commerce 

approved the proposal. According to their estimates the need of alum had 

increased since 1748 and it was unlikely that a restriction of the Swedish 

production would make any difference to sales. The old law was abolished and 

in November 1765 the Diet gave permission for the building of a new alum 

works at Garphyttan.26  

But it seems that Uggla had used what resources he had on the failed nail 

forge. He started to borrow money and also to sell shares in Garphyttan. 

Michael Grubb was to become the largest shareholder. Recently returned from 

                                                 
23 Nachmanson and Hannerberg doesn't mention why the nail forge was discontinued. 

Nachmanson and Hannerberg, 366f. It isn't known from where Uggla got the money for his 
construction work between the years 1761-1765, perhaps from his own funds. Ibid., 271. 

24 Hildebrand, Swedish Iron, 147f. 

25 Torbern Bergman, De confectione alumnis, 2f. Elof Stoltz, “De skandinaviska alunbruken” 
Daedalus: Tekniska museets årsbok (1934), 95-100. 

26 Nachmanson and Hannerberg, 378ff. 
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Asia Grubb had become the new Director of the Swedish East India Company.27 

He came into possession of his first share in September 1766, but soon started to 

buy out the other shareholders. In March 1768 Grubb owned eleven of a total 

sixteen parts of Garphyttan, while Uggla only owned four. Other shareholders 

in the period from 1765 to 1768 were the army lieutenant Carl Stålhammar, the 

cavalry captain Per Leijonmark and the military commissary Johan Korseman. 

That Uggla was the manager of the company was reaffirmed in a contract from 

March 1767 between the (remaining) shareholders Uggla, Grubb and 

Korseman. Uggla was charged with building the new installations at his own 

expense. There were to be eight double pans and production was to start by 

May 1768. Further enlargements were to be paid by the company. Uggla, who 

lived at Garphyttan was to be the leader of the company and was also to take 

responsibility for the accounts. For this he would receive remuneration. Before 

making major decisions he was charged to consult Korseman. Eventually, 

Korseman was bought out of Garphyttan while Leijonmark returned as a 

partner. By October 1769 Grubb owned 27, Uggla ten and Leijonmark three 

shares.28  

 

 

The building of the alum works 

The production at Garphyttan was set up following the overall scheme of alum 

manufacture that has been outlined at the beginning of this chapter. Alum shale 

was mined in an open quarry and transported to the works. There it was burnt 

and transferred to wooden reservoirs where the alum was leached from the 

burnt shale. The leaching took about four days and nights, after which the 

remaining shale was burnt once more. From the reservoirs the lye was drawn 

off to collecting wells and then on to vats in the boiling house, where the lye 

was boiled in leaden pans. From there the lye was transferred to cooling vats 

and then on to other buildings, where the alum was cleansed and crystallized 

on the bottom and sides of great vats. The remaining lye was led back to the 

boiling house and re-used in the pans. The crystallized alum was washed in 

separate washhouses, that also had pipes for the washing-water leading back to 

the central vats in the boiling house. Finally the almost finished product was 

boiled again in a special refining pan and led through pipes to a refining vat in 

                                                 
27 Grubb was raised to the nobility and took the name af Grubbens in 1768. For clarity I call him 

Michael Grubb throughout. 

28 Nachmanson and Hannerberg, 271-275, 281. 
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the pack houses where the alum-mass was crystallized again, crushed, 

weighted and packed in barrels. In the period between 1773 and 1777 

approximately 2700 barrels (of about 145 kg per barrel) of alum were 

manufactured every year at Garphyttan. There is no information on the period 

before that.29 

The major problem that had to be solved before production could start was 

the lack of fuel. The wood in the area could not be used, since the use of the 

forests were reserved for the iron works.30 In the charter for the alum works it 

had been specified that if wood was used as fuel in the process, the owners 

would be fined 1000 silverdalers, a significant amount of money. It was also 

specified that the works should be fueled with peat and that the inhabitants of 

the surrounding countryside shouldn't be bothered. That is, forced to build new 

roads or make other heavy day-work because of the new installation.31  

Both of these conditions could have been set with an eye to the 

development of the hitherto largest Swedish alum works, that of Andrarum in 

Skåne. From the 1750s onwards production at Andrarum had started to fall due 

to the over-exploitation of the surrounding woods. Alum manufacture was a 

very fuel-intensive process. P. Gunnar Andersson has made the estimate that 

the alum works at Andrarum used about 6,5 cubic meters of wood to produce a 

single barrel (c. 145 kg) of alum. The owners of Andrarum and the peasants in 

the surrounding area were involved in constant lawsuits against each other. 

The peasants were forced to cart wagonloads of wood to the works without any 

payment and they were prohibited to gather firewood or cut timber within a 

certain radius of the alum works.32  

The problem that Sven Rinman initially was called in to solve was how it 

would be possible to get a functioning production process going in Garphyttan 

despite the lack of fuel. Especially fuel-consuming was the boiling and 

concentrating of the lye. Uggla's intention was, as has been mentioned, to use 

peat as fuel. Since he was employed to improve iron manufacture, Rinman had 

no formal responsibility for Uggla's new project, but during his inspection trips 

he often visited Garphyttan. He had also been heavily involved in Uggla's first 

major attempt to change Garphyttan and the men seem to have known each 

other quite well. Rinman gave Uggla advice and was well informed about the 

progress of the alum works. It was this close knowledge of the new “chemical 

                                                 
29 Ibid., 386-391, 419. 

30 For a discussion of how fuel was used in the mining industry and the discussions about fuel 
in eighteenth century Sweden, see Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 34-61. 

31 Nachmanson and Hannerberg, 380. 

32 P. Gunnar Andersson, 44-50. 
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industry” that made Rinman valuable to the third major participant of this 

story: Torbern Bergman.  

Despite the fact that Rinman as yet wasn't officially involved in the erection 

of the alum works, he kept Bergman informed about its progress and also 

sought his opinion. He mentioned it in the earliest preserved letter from him to 

Bergman, saying that Bergman should visit it on the travels through Sweden 

that he planned to undertake in the summer of 1766.33 

Rinman valued the contact with Bergman highly. A recurrent theme in their 

correspondence was his complaint that he didn't have more interesting findings 

to communicate to his friend. At the same time he was aware of his own 

expertise in industrial processes. He was always careful to supply Bergman 

with information that he thought could interest him. In September 1766 Rinman 

asked if they could meet to discuss Garphyttan. The reason was that Uggla 

wanted to erect all the ten alum pans that were in his privilege immediately, 

while Rinman thought that he should start by building one or two as a test. 

There was plenty of shale, but little fuel and the works already gave alum for 

about six pans worth, but the cost was high. Rinman believed that it was 

possible that there was peat in deep-lying layers, but the people in the area 

knew nothing about how to dig for peat and “all that has been dug up so far 

under the name of peat consists only of moss and makes no more difference 

than one stick [of wood].”34 He was worried and suspected that Uggla once 

more had engaged on an unprofitable enterprise: “Consequently, there is a big 

difference between possible and profitable execution.”35  

Uggla found the solution to the problem, when he discovered that the alum 

shale itself burned quite well. He started to make experiments using it as fuel in 

the first step of the process. Rinman was skeptical and thought that it would be 

too laborious even if the shale that would be used as fuel also could be used for 

making alum.36 Uggla also looked for pit coal around Garphyttan. Mixed in the 

alum shale was strata of so called kolm and Rinman speculated on the 

possibility that it could be used to fuel the pans. It burned for a while like pit 

coal, but was inconvenient to use because it didn't decrease in volume during 

                                                 
33 Rinman to Bergman, 24 .07.1766, [G21] UUB. 

34 “alt hvad som hittils under namn af torf blifwit uptagit består af bara måssa och spelar intet 
mer än en pinne.” Rinman to Bergman, 15.09.1766. From a previous letter it is made clear that 
Rinman was thinking about this problem. Rinman to Bergman 08.09.1766 [G21] UUB. 

35 “Thet är således stor skillnad emellan mögelig och fördelaktig wärkställighet.” Rinman to 
Bergman 15.9.1766 [G21] UUB. 

36 Rinman to Bergman 24.02.1767 [G21] UUB. Compare the rendering of events in 1784, when 
Rinman was given the whole credit for the idea. Bergman, “Of the preparation of alum” in, 
Bergman Physical and chemical essays, 358.  
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combustion. Rinman made distillation experiments on it during 1767 and found 

that it consisted to twelve percent of a “fat fiery rock-oil” and burned intensely, 

though not as hotly as pit coal.37  

Uggla decided that the hearths of the pans should be rebuilt to 

accommodate for the new fuel. The assignment was given to a Dane by the 

name of De Brounk.38 According to Rinman De Brounk's constructions resulted 

in total disaster. “[W]hen I arrived [in May 1768] I found that no boiling could 

be achieved although heating continued for 8 whole days and although there 

was no more than one quarter's depth of water in the pan.”39 The draw in the 

furnaces was very strong because of the high smokestacks that would have 

been effective if the fuel had been wood. During these circumstances the only 

result was that the shale burnt with flame but without heat. The flames soon 

turned into smoke that was cooled down by the strong draught. Smoke had to 

be ventilated out every third hour. Rinman concluded that a factory for the 

production of lampblack had been built and that “it gave a gloomy prospect for 

the return of the [...] made expenses.”40  

Uggla was by now probably a very unhappy man. He requested with the 

Ironmasters’ Association, that Rinman should be permitted to rebuild the pans. 

The matter was arranged and Rinman built four experimental pans of different 

construction but all designed according to the same principles.41 Boiling was 

achieved with about equal success in all four and consequently Rinman made 

the choice to continue to work with the simplest construction of the four. It 

started to boil after only four hours of heating. Rinman erected 14 half-sized 

pans of that kind. Three months later seven of them were still in use. Satisfied 

with himself he wrote to Bergman: “This works that would soon have been on 

the way to abandonment, due to lack of fuel, seems in consequence [of 

Rinman's work] to promise good continuance.”42 In addition, the shale that was 

                                                 
37 [Rinman], “Herr Assessoren och Riddaren Rinmans Lefverne och meriter.”, 58. 

38 Rinman said of De Brounk that before he came to Garphyttan he supposedly had traveled 
around visiting the other alum works in the country and trying to persuade them into changing 
the process to utilize the shale as fuel. Rinman to Bergman, 13.02.1769 [G21] UUB. On the role of 
traveling “adventurers” for the introduction of new technology into Sweden, Lindqvist, 
Technology on trial, 135-157. 

39 “[W]id ankomsten [i maj 1768] fant jag at ingen kokning kunde åstadkommas ehuru 
eldningen continuerade hela 8 dagar och ehuru uti pannan intet war et quarter diupt watn.” 
Rinman to Bergman 26.01.1769 [G21] UUB. Quarter is an old Swedish measure of length, 
approximately 15 cm. 

40 “som gaf en trist prospect för avancen på [...] nedlagd kostnad”. Ibid. 

41 Ibid. 

42 “Detta wärket som i brist af bränsle snart warit på wägen at öfwergifwas, tyckes således nu 
lofwa godt bestånd”. Ibid. 
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used to fire up the pans could also be used in the lye vats and gave as strong lye 

as the lye produced from burning in the “light houses”. Rinman also made 

further improvements. Among other things he constructed the top of the hearth 

that the pan was placed on out of fireproof brick instead of expensive pig iron.43 

The commercial production of alum could start by the autumn of 1768.  

But still problems remained. Every half-pan needed seven cartloads of shale 

for fuel every day.44 Bergman later agreed that this was quite a big problem:  

It must be confessed, that the conveniences in this process are 

somewhat balanced by inconveniences; for so great a quantity of 

schift [shale] is requisite to sustain the flame, that it cannot 

all be elixated: hence, so long as this method is employed, we 

have an heap, which can never be used, perpetually accumulating.45 

Furthermore, the alum works hadn't been placed in the proximity of the shale 

quarry, but on the site of the iron works. This meant that transporting the shale 

from the quarry to the alum works was a significant expense. Thus Rinman 

believed that there was room for further improvements.  

 

 

Rinman and Bergman grab the initiative 

The firing of the pans with shale was a cumbersome business and Rinman still 

didn't think that the alum works' fuel problem had been satisfactorily solved. 

He got a new impulse from his relative Samuel Gustaf Hermelin. Perhaps they 

had even met in Garphyttan. Hermelin was an employee of the Board of Mines 

and a competent chemist. Rinman's new idea was that Uggla should try to 

build a kind of straining tower. It would be twenty ells high and the lye would 

be poured down from the top of the tower onto a wickerwork of twigs: “in the 

way that the Baron Hermelin has told me that they proceed with the boiling of 

salt in [N]orway”. Rinman estimated that the lye could be thickened from four 

                                                 
43 Nachmanson and Hannerberg, 381f, [Rinman], “Herr Assessoren och Riddaren Rinmans 

Lefverne och meriter.”, 60. 

44 Rinman to Bergman 26.01.1769 [G21] UUB. It is unclear which of the several older “lass” 
units that is intended. A “lass” of ore was usually the amount that a good horse could pull in a 
cart. Sam Owen Jansson, Måttordboken: Andra, reviderade och utökade upplagan Utarbetad av Dan 
Waldetoft (Stockholm, 1995), 155.  

45 Bergman, “Of the preparation of alum”, 359. 
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to 25 percent of alum in this way and that the amount of fuel that was used 

could be reduced to a seventh-part.46 

Bergman's answer to Rinman’s proposal is lost, but in his next letter 

Rinman thanked him for his “very thorough reflection” and offered new 

comments. Bergman had thought that it was likely that the alum would 

crystallize on the twigs, a possibility that Rinman too, had considered. 

However, Rinman suggested that it might be better to build the tower with 

inclined wooden panels, from which the alum could be scraped, but he had 

started to doubt his own idea and didn't know if it was possible to produce 

alum from the raw lye with no boiling. He hadn't succeeded, but on the other 

hand he hadn't had the time to conduct any proper trials. Rinman complained 

that there was a great number of useful experiments that should be conducted, 

but “he who comprehends this, has no time and he who has time, has no 

comprehension about the way to conduct the experiments with accuracy, 

attention and reflection”.47 Bergman answered Rinman’s letter and also his 

previous one. He had received a sample of alum and provided some further 

thoughts on Rinman's idea of a straining tower: 

The Alum looks good, but I haven't had time to assay it yet. 

Perhaps the alum-lye doesn't hold fatness? [...] Concerning [the 

fact] that the lye doesn't become stronger, although the fired 

shale often is thrown into the vats while still warm, so seems to 

me the reason be, that the lye gets cold again in a short time, 

and then, depending on how much, must let go of that which has 

been dissolved through the heat. If the heat can't be preserved 

nothing is achieved through this. Your thoughts, My Brother, about 

compact bottoms |in the straining -tower] deserves certainly to be 

tried out. To put straining-works between the chimneys will 

probably become too difficult and smallish.48 

                                                 
46 “[P]å det sättet som Baron Hermelin mig berättat, at man förfar med saltkokningen i norige”. 

Rinman to Bergman 26.01.1769 [G21] UUB. Hermelin published a paper on Norwegian salt-
manufacture later the same year, Samuel Gustav Hermelin “Anmärkningar vid salt-
tilverkningen vid Wallöe i Norrige” KVAH (1769), 60-67. 20 ells equals about 12 m. The old 
Swedish ell or “aln” was approximately 60 cm long. 

47 “den som har begrep derom, har ingen tid och den som har tid, har intet begrepp om sättet 
til försökens anställande med accuratesse upmärksamhet och reflexion.” Rinman to Bergman 
13.2.1769 [G21] UUB. 

48 “Alun ser bra ut, men den har jag ej heller ännu proberat. Monne icke alunluten holler fetma? 
[...] Hvad det angår, at ehuru fyrade skifern ofta helt varm kastas i karen, luten derigenom icke 
blifver starkare, så tyckes mig det komma deraf, at luten åter innan kort kallnar igän, och då i 
mån derefter måste släppa huad genom värman blifvit uplöst. Om intet värman bibeholles, så 
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kan detta ingen ting uträtta. Min Brors fundering med täta grader botnar förtjänar visserligen at 
försökas. At ställa graderverk millan rökgångarne lärer blifva för krångligt och smått.” Bergman 
to Rinman 06.03.1769, [S-A 51] TMA. 
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Letter from Bergman to Rinman of 06.03.1769, with a sketch showing a stack of twigs placed 

between two chimneys. Photo: TMA. 

 

 

Although most letters from Bergman to Rinman now are lost, it is clear from the 

quote above that Bergman contributed with his chemical expertise to Rinman's 

problem-solving. Not only did he promise to assay (analyze) a sample of alum, 

his comments on the properties of alum at different temperatures should be 

interpreted as communication of chemical knowledge. Even though it can't be 

surmised to what extent Bergman helped Rinman, this passage shows that 

chemical information flowed both ways in the correspondence.  

By March 1769 Rinman's work had attracted attention from the Board of 

Mines. A gold medal was struck in his honour by the Board to commemorate 
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his work with the pans at Garphyttan.49 His relative G. A. Leijonmark informed 

Rinman of this. He also apologized that the medal was “lean”. Leijonmark 

apparently had tried to convince the Board that it should have been made 

larger and thicker, but an unnamed person at the Board was said to have 

prevented this.50 The episode shows that Rinman’s innovations at Garphyttan 

not only were sanctioned by the Board, but also were seen as important, even 

extraordinary, compared to his regular duties for the Ironmasters association.  

Rinman’s idea of a straining tower seemed to work. Uggla had made trials 

and when the lye had been poured through the tower six times its 

concentration of alum had increased tenfold with no crystallization on the 

twigs. Uggla also had received a privilege to build 30 new pans.51 Of these, ten 

would be built at the present alum works and the remaining 20 would be part 

of a completely new installation at Latorp, next to the shale quarry. At the new 

site the heavy expense of transporting the shale from the quarry would be 

avoided.52  

As the alum works finally became economically sound Uggla and his circle 

started to act in order to limit the possibilities for future competitors. During 

the spring and summer of 1769 Carl Ulrik Uggla's brothers, Sven Fredrik and 

Leonard Magnus Uggla, handed in applications to build their own alum works. 

A few days later Per Leijonmark made another application and finally also the 

county governor (landshövding) Johan Abraham Hamilton. Soon Carl Ulric 

Uggla sent an entreaty to the Diet that no more alum works should be allowed 

in the local area (the county of Närke). He asserted that too many alum works 

would lead to increased competition for workers, a subsequent rise in salaries 

and also a slump in the price of alum. His request was granted and soon 

Hamilton, Leijonmark and Uggla's brothers withdrew their applications. 

Hamilton however, made the reservation that he would renew it if the situation 

were to change.53 It is rather obvious that this was a political conspiracy, 

                                                 
49 Rinman to Bergman 26.03.1769 [G21] UUB. The medal was to have had the inscription 

“Swensk Bergsmans Hedersmärke för Snille och Flit.” [Rinman], “Herr Assessoren och 
Riddaren Rinmans Lefverne och meriter.”, 61. 

50 The unnamed person was nicknamed “Conceptisten” (“the drafter”). G. A. Leijonmark to 
Rinman, [March 1769] S-A (unnumbered, undated, interfoliated between no. 60 and 61.) 
Rinmansarkivet, TMA.  

51 Rinman to Bergman 11.05.1769, [G21] UUB. The privilege was granted by the Board of 
Mines, February 27, 1769. Nachmanson and Hannerberg, 384. 

52 Ibid., 384. 

53 Ibid., 384f. On Uggla's brothers and their iron works, ibid., 253f Leijonmark seems to have 
been a shareholder at this time, and Sven Fredrik and Leonard Magnus Uggla acted as Uggla's 
commissionaries in Gothenburg in June 1769. Ibid., 277. For this reason it seems unlikely that 
Carl Ulric Uggla wasn't involved in their applications from May and June the same year.  
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probably organized by Carl Ulric Uggla, but it is not clear if it was directed 

against Hamilton or if Hamilton helped Uggla and his circle in this affair. 

Machinations within the system of privileges such as this one were not 

uncommon in early modern Swedish industry.54 

But again something unexpected happened. On August 17, Rinman wrote 

to Bergman, informing him that the new alum works at Latorp probably never 

would be built. The main investor in the enterprise, Michael Grubb, had gone 

bankrupt. However, the works were doing better and better. In September 15 

half-pans were operating. Each week four batches of alum-mass were refined 

and each produced 20 barrels of alum. With some luck the total output for the 

year would be 1500 barrels.55 

At about this time the value of Garphyttan was appraised as a part of 

Grubb's bankruptcy. The iron works was said to give an annual profit of 58,268 

Swedish copperdalers and the alum works were said to give 235,182 

copperdalers annually, a significantly larger amount. The total value of the 

property was appraised to 3,845,329 copperdalers. The official evaluators 

judged that of all Grubb's assets, Garphyttan had the greatest value.56 Rinman 

knew of the appraisal and told Bergman that it was believed that the 

production of alum could rise to as much as 5000 barrels annually. Grubb was 

at Garphyttan and had good hopes of fully satisfying his creditors.57  

Grubb's economic problems were solved as he received a big loan from 

Amsterdam with Garphyttan as his main security. The enlarging of the alum 

works could be continued. Rinman was appointed to lead the work of building 

the new pans both at Garphyttan and at the new works at the shale quarry. 

“Several experiments are required for this thing”, he wrote to Bergman. He 

wanted to arrange another meeting to discuss the new plans.58 Rinman spent 

most of the summer in Garphyttan and superintended the erection of the new 

building: “A work that troubles me enough, although it doesn't require any 

significant calculations.”59 When he wrote to Bergman the next time it was June 

                                                 
54 Bertil Boëthius and Åke Kromnow, Jernkontorets historia del 1: Grundläggningstiden 

(Stockholm, 1947), 7, 53-56. 

55 Rinman to Bergman, 17.09.1769, [G21] UUB. On Grubb's bankruptcy, Nachmanson and 
Hannerberg, 276-286. 

56 Uggla, quotation from Nachmanson and Hannerberg, 277. Figures from ibid., 279. 

57 Rinman to Bergman 07.09.1769, [G21] UUB. 

58 “Det fordras otaliga experimenter i den saken” Rinman to Bergman 10.01.1770, 10.05.1770, 
[G21] UUB. 

59 “Et arbete som bryr mig nog, fast det ej fordrar någon stor uträkning.” Rinman to Bergman 
18.10.1770, [G21] UUB. 
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1771 and he was superintending the building of the new alum works, directing 

the work of 200 men brought in from the province of Dalecarlia.  

The success now seemed to be complete, but Rinman's rendering of the 

events as such was also a part of his strategy to keep up communication with 

Bergman. He informed Bergman about events that showed that his work was 

economically valuable and by passing on this information he could uphold the 

ideal of reciprocity, which in turn enabled him to continue the correspondence 

with Bergman on an equal basis. Rinman said that his work had been central for 

the creation of an industrial installation of great value and with a large 

production, where only unused natural resources had been before. This had 

also been acknowledged symbolically by the Board of Mines through its medal 

and indirectly by the Amsterdam moneylenders, who allowed Garphyttan as a 

security for Grubb's loans. It now remains to discuss how Bergman and through 

him chemistry, could capitalize on the new works and on Rinman's 

involvement in it. Rinman's work and the knowledge he used to do it, had a 

value that could be counted in silver- and copperdalers. How could this value 

be exchanged for what Bergman had to offer? 

 

 

Bergman and the alum debate 

Bergman's treatise “Suggestion for the improvement of Alum-making” 

(“Förslag at förbättra Alun-luttringen”) was published in the Transactions of the 

Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences in 1767. In the treatise Bergman wanted to 

show through laboratory experiments that addition of alkali in the production 

process was unnecessary, perhaps even detrimental. He was of the opinion that 

it should be discontinued at the works where it was practiced. He also 

suggested changes in the process in order to decrease the amount of iron in the 

final product. The main issue in the little treatise was however a suggestion on 

how to cleanse the alum lye from “fatness”, ooze and other impurities by 

adding pure clay that would attract the impurities and sink to the bottom. This 

suggestion too, was based on laboratory experiments, but Bergman thought 

that the method would work on a larger scale. It was consistent with the 

chemical theory of the day, as chemistry had proven that alum consisted of 

pure vitriolic acid that had been dissolved in clay. Therefore part of the clay 

could be transformed into alum when exposed to the prolonged heat of the 

pans.60  

                                                 
60 Bergman, “Förslag at förbättra Alun-luttringen”, KVAH 1767, 73-80. 
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There was some information in Bergman's treatise that probably had come 

from Rinman. For example one passage where Bergman mentioned an iron-free 

alum that had been produced at Garphyttan. Rinman had made a simple 

analysis on a sample of Garphyttan-alum and had told Bergman that it didn't 

show any iron content when tested with gall apple.61 Interestingly enough, 

there is nothing in the sources that suggests that Bergman's method of cleaning 

the alum ever was put to the test at Garphyttan. But it wasn't necessary to test 

the new process. Speculations on the practical utility of laboratory experiments 

were part of a rhetoric aimed at possible patrons and employers, who only 

wanted to support chemists who saw it as their concern to improve the nation's 

industries. By underlining and suggesting the utility of his work, Bergman 

showed his political allegiance and also that he could become a good servant of 

the state who was committed to the ideology of the ruling elite. The 

experiments served this purpose even if they weren’t tried out on a larger scale. 

Bergman's treatise did not stand uncriticized. The critic, Jacob Faggot, (sic!) 

was a prominent Fellow of the Academy of Sciences and had spent some years 

in his youth as Inspector of the alum works of Lovers (sic!) in the south of 

Sweden. Faggot had already written on alum and was preoccupied with the 

preparation of a major investigation of the manufacturing process at the 

Swedish alum works. He had also shown his manuscript to the Royal Academy 

of Sciences.62 In a comment to Bergman's treatise (published in the same issue of 

KVAH) he agreed that it was unnecessary to add alkali in the process. But he 

disagreed with the main thesis that the alum lye could be cleansed from 

impurities by adding clay. He suggested that perhaps it was possible to purify 

the lye with high quality clay from Cologne, such as Bergman had used in his 

laboratory. But he didn't think that it would work with the native varieties of 

clay. The problems of the Swedish alum works were rather a consequence of 

the way the buildings were built, the way the shale was roasted, the way the lye 

was made and the way it was boiled. Faggot added “and so on”, indicating that 

his own manuscript would more or less revolutionize the making of alum in 

Sweden. If we analyze his arguments, Faggot tried to drive in a wedge between 

Bergman's laboratory experiments and the “real world” of industrial processes. 

He implied that Bergman's experiments were useless because the result couldn't 

be applied to economic benefit in a large scale process. The laboratory was 

discredited as a place were useful knowledge was produced. Instead, Faggot 

                                                 
61 Ibid., 77. Rinman to Bergman 15.09.1766, [G21] UUB. 

62 Bengt Hildebrand, “Jacob Faggot”, SBL 14, 768f. Lindroth, Vetenskapsakademiens historia 1:1, 
335.  
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argued, one should try to improve production by close study at the site of the 

alum works.63 Unsurprisingly, Faggot himself had this knowledge, from his 

years as an inspector of an alum works. 

Faggot's stern judgment of both Bergman's treatise and the Swedish alum 

works were immediately challenged in a long comment by the Mine Councilor 

(Bergsrådet) Anton von Swab, who, as mentioned in chapter two, soon was to 

become Bergman's patron at the Board. Swab praised Bergman's treatise, made 

an account of the composition of the Swedish alum and discussed in what ways 

it differed from the alum from Rome, which was considered to be the best. He 

said that he had analyzed the alum from Garphyttan and found that it was just 

as good as the alum from Rome. He had suggested to the owner of Garphyttan 

that he should prepare some of his alum according to special methods, in order 

to ensure its continued good quality. He also suggested that the price of the 

alum should vary according to its quality and that the best kinds of Swedish-

made alum should be sold at the same price as imported alum of the same 

quality. Finally he expressed a wish that Faggot's manuscript on the Swedish 

alum works should be printed.64 

Anton von Swab's comment had been written because Bergman had made a 

request to Pehr Wilhelm Wargentin, the secretary of the Royal Swedish 

Academy of Sciences. Wargentin turned to Swab and asked him to take the bite 

out of Faggot's comments.65 More interesting, however, is Swab's blatant 

advertising for the alum from Garphyttan. Not only did he state that he 

thought it was just as good as Roman alum, he also suggested that it should 

fetch a higher price than the alum from the other Swedish works.66  

Bergman too was asked to advertise the product of Garphyttan. Its alum 

was divided into three kinds: fine, middle grade and coarse. Rinman asked 

Bergman to analyze the three kinds of alum chemically, compare them to the 

products of other Swedish and foreign alum works and to send a memoir to the 

Academy with the results. Rinman didn’t doubt that the products of 

Garphyttan would turn out to be the best. He wrote that it was important that 

the public should get information about this superior type of alum. He also 

implied that it would be for the benefit of Garphyttan if Bergman did this: 

                                                 
63 Jacob Faggot, “Anmärkningar öfver detta Förslag” KVAH 1767 80-83. Mattias Legnér, 

“Geografin i fosterlandets tjänst: De ekonomiska ortsbeskrivningarna i Sverige cirka 1740-1790” 
Historiska och litteraturhistoriska studier 77, 50, 57.  

64 Anton von Swab, “Tilläggning uti föregående ämne” KVAH 1767, 83-87. 

65 Lindroth, Vetenskapsakademiens historia 1:1, 89.  

66 The directions that Swab had given to Uggla probably was a method that Swab had 
developed to remove vitriol from the alum, but it seems to have been too complicated to be 
practical on the large scale. Nachmanson and Hannnerberg, 392f.  
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“Surely it would be useful [i.e. good] both for Garphyttan's alum works and the 

public if you, my Brother found some time to examine their products.”67 

Bergman never wrote the memoir, but in a passage in the English edition of his 

collected works (1784) Bergman dutifully reported that:  

The greatest manufactory [of alum] was established at Garphyttan 

in Nericia, in the year 1766 [...] Here, while the matrix is 

burned, the boiling is performed by means of a peculiar 

construction of the furnaces; and whether we consider this 

manufactory with respect to the greatness of the works, the 

convenience of the apparatus, or the goodness of the alum (which 

even excels the Roman) we must acknowledge that it is beyond 

comparison superior to them all.68 

It isn't far-fetched to suspect that not only Wargentin, but also Uggla had an 

involvement in Swab's comment and in the proposal that was made to 

Bergman. Uggla had systematically collected favourable opinions on his “fine” 

grade alum from, among others Gustav von Engeström, the Director of the 

Board of Mines chemical laboratory and from dyers, pharmacists and state 

officials in Stockholm.69 Thus we have identified another important use that 

Uggla, as an industrialist, could make of chemists. He could try to persuade 

them to advertise for his product, by vouching for its quality with their 

expertise.  

The installation, with which the “fine” grade, so called “roman alum” 

would be refined to its high quality, was Rinman's already mentioned straining 

tower. For some unknown reason the method wasn't used in the ordinary alum 

process. But Uggla believed that it could be used to improve the quality of the 

alum. It was probably a straining tower that was the unspecified contrivance 

for the purification of raw lye that was described in the valuation protocol that 

was written at the time of Grubb's bankruptcy. The same year Uggla thought 

that the works could soon be converted so that half of the output would be 

“roman” alum of the highest quality. It is not known what came out of these 

plans.70 

Faggot's manuscript “about the Swedish alum-manufacture” is mentioned 

in the correspondence between Rinman and Bergman. By the end of February 

                                                 
67 “Wist wore det både Garphytte alun wärks och allmen nytta om min Bror finge stunder at 

examinera deras tillwärkningar.” Rinman to Bergman, 07.09.1769, 25.09.1769, [G21] UUB. 

68 Bergman, “Of the preparation of alum”, 342. 

69 Nachmanson and Hannerberg, 392. 

70 Ibid., 391-395. 
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1767, while Bergman still was working on his “Suggestion for the improvement 

of Alum-making”, Rinman mentioned to him that Faggot was working on a 

treatise on the manufacture of alum. Rinman thought that it would be directed 

entirely towards practical applications, that is, incremental changes in existing 

production processes. Eventually it turned out that Faggot had sold his work to 

one “Mister Grubb”. It is probable that this was Michael Grubb, the principal 

joint-owner of Garphyttan. Rinman and Bergman probably had mixed feelings 

on realizing that Faggot's manuscript would remain unpublished. Rinman 

thought that the text probably was interesting, but he didn't believe that it 

contained anything new, or any “conjuring tricks”. He didn't believe that 

Grubb had made a good affair in buying it. “Faggot, however, loses the honour 

that he could have received for it from the public.”71  

Bergman expanded his treatise on alum to a Latin thesis that he gave the 

name De confectione alumnis. It was with these two short texts that he made his 

chemical debut and the thesis was his only formal qualification when he 

applied for the chair of chemistry at Uppsala University after Wallerius. 

Bergman's thesis was a kind of monograph, a summary of the properties, uses 

and production methods of alum. It contains some analyses and experiments 

but the experiments are not especially prominent in the text and the accounts of 

them are rather short. 

Alum was characterized as middle salt that consisted of vitriolic acid, water 

and pure clay. The description is anchored in detailed footnotes with references 

to a great number of contemporary chemists, but there is no reference to 

experiments. For this reason it is rather unlikely that Bergman's assertions were 

based on his own analyses.72 His own experiments were almost entirely 

preoccupied with purifying the alum, a testimony to the economic character of 

the thesis. For this purpose he conducted experiments the wet way, mixing 

alum with different substances in solution and describing the results.73 

The account of practical alum manufacture, both within Sweden and 

abroad, was the central issue of the thesis. He recommended that further 

experiments should be conducted with the process itself. It was especially 

important to find out how much the shale should be burned, if indeed it should 

                                                 
71 Rinman to Bergman 24.02.1767, 02.04.1767, [G21] UUB. 

72 Bergman, De confectione alumnis, 4f. The chemists Bergman mentions are Wallerius, Neuman, 
Marggraf, Baron, Pott, Macquer, Brandt, Geoffroi and Hellot. In the English edition of 1784, the 
references to Wallerius, Neuman and Brandt had been excluded. Several analyses, conducted 
both the wet way and with blow-pipe, had been added. Bergman, “Of the preparation of alum”, 
343f., 351f. 

73 Bergman, De confectione alumnis, 7.  
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be burned at all. Such trials would demand several years, but would be of the 

highest value.74 

Bergman criticized the traditional methods that were used to determine the 

strength of the alum lye, by tasting it, or by throwing in a raw egg to see if it 

would float. The methods were in his opinion imprecise and as an alternative 

he recommended a method by which the specific weight of the lye could be 

quantitatively determined. Precise methods to determine the density of the lye 

were necessary because such knowledge could shorten the time the lye needed 

to crystallize. Bergman had found that if the lye had the right density it would 

only take twenty-four hours for it to precipitate almost all the alum that could 

be deposited without further evaporation. He also gave practical advice. For 

example he mentioned that it was important to know in advance how much 

wood would be used in the process and what to do if the lye wasn't dense 

enough after the first boiling.75  

The theory that alkali shouldn't be added to the alum lye that he had 

proposed in his shorter treatise was also elaborated. Bergman described his 

method to cleanse the lye with clay more thoroughly and proposed that it 

should be tried in the full-scale process.76  

The economic interests of Bergman are quite plain to the reader. He wanted 

to make existing processes better. When he conducted experiments the explicit 

goal was to find new ways of improving alum production. When it came to 

theoretical chemical knowledge about alum and its properties, he chose instead 

to rely on the findings of other chemists. The central difference between 

Bergman's approach and that of the engineers at the Board of Mines and also of 

Faggot, was that the place of knowledge production had changed. Bergman 

suggested that his results from the laboratory would be possible to implement 

at the alum works. The controversy with Faggot shows that this methodological 

innovation was not unchallenged. Faggot wanted to put the relationship 

between the laboratory experiment and the alum works to question by pointing 

out the differences between the “dirty” industrial reality and the “clean” 

laboratory conditions.77 

Bergman defended his thesis and after that he waited for the decision on 

who would receive the chair. Rinman wrote to him and congratulated him that 

                                                 
74 Ibid., 9f. 

75 Ibid., 10ff. 

76 Ibid., 15f. 

77 On Bergman’s views, on the importance of laboratories, see Lissa Roberts, “Filling the space 
of possibilities: Eighteenth-century chemistry’s transition from art to science” Science in context 6 
(1993), 526.  
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his “alum-boiling” now was over. He also received a copy of the thesis from 

Bergman. Rinman was full of praise. “The alum-process kept secret in bygone 

days, is here put out into a pleasant, pure and clear daylight that fruitlessly 

would be sought in 15 folios.” Rinman especially mentioned the method to 

purify alum with clay and longed to see what the results would be in the large 

process. Rinman was only critical of one thing. The opponent at the public 

defense C. P. Wibom, who was one of the disciples of the retiring professor 

Wallerius, had violently criticized a line in the first paragraph about the 

function of alum in the preparation of the colour “Prussian blue”. Rinman 

agreed with Wibom and would himself have made “dreadful objections”. But it 

was a small thing that was quite inconsequential to the major themes of the 

thesis.78  

I have already discussed Bergman's situation and academic credentials of 

1766 in chapter two. I made the argument that with his work on the 

manufacture of alum Bergman broadened his academic knowledge base in the 

direction of chemistry. Simultaneously he could remain true to his interest in 

practical issues that was highly appreciated by the ruling elite. Bergman's thesis 

served as a sign of his loyalty and as an indicator of what the Board of Mines 

could expect of him if he were to be given the chair. Bergman’s views on the 

importance of practical applications of chemical knowledge, on the necessity to 

improve on existing processes by use of scientific methods, his repudiation of 

traditional methods and advocating of quantitative methods and analytic 

precision, was appreciated by the Board of Mines and especially by those of its 

officials who regularly visited the meetings of the Royal Academy of Sciences. 

We have seen how Bergman used his contact with Rinman to gain 

information on the practice of alum manufacture and on the erection of the 

alum works at Garphyttan. But the contact wasn't particularly central to 

Bergman's career. Compare for example Bergman’s interactions with his 

patrons Anton von Swab, Daniel Tilas and Pehr Wilhelm Wargentin. These men 

had,more or less, a direct influence over Bergman’s future. Rinman was not 

Bergman's patron, but something different. First, he was a friend and scientific 

contact with whom Bergman could discuss his work. They also discussed other 

                                                 
78 “alun siudning”. Rinman to Bergman 02.04.1767, “Then fordom hemlig håldne alun 

processen är här stäld uti en behagelig, ren och klar dager, som fåfängt skulle sökas i 15 
Folianter.” Rinman to Bergman 16.04.1767. The discussion about Prussian blue continues in the 
next letter of 23.04.1767, [G21] UUB. Seven years later Gustaf von Engeström would try to refute 
one of the main theses, that made claims about the role of acid in the alum lye. This critique 
made Bergman take up the subject of alum again, but those discussions falls outside of the 
present analysis. See Lindroth, Vetenskapsakademiens historia 1:1, 335 and chapter two above. 
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issues related to mineralogy, physical geography and chemistry.79 Second, 

Rinman was an engineer whose activities were acknowledged to be 

economically beneficial. His knowledge had an economic value. It was this 

“value” that Bergman enlisted for chemistry. It was probably also important for 

Bergman's image as a civic-minded university scholar to have the kind of links 

to industry and manufacture that Rinman provided. But as has already been 

mentioned, little significant information for his two texts on alum was gathered 

from Rinman. On the other hand, it seems that Rinman actually had some 

benefit from his correspondence with Bergman in his construction work. Even if 

all that Bergman contributed were some thoughtful comments on the 

construction of a straining tower, it should be noted that academic chemistry, 

through Bergman, did have some, if minimal, bearing on the construction of 

Garphyttan alum works. 

 

 

Grubb grabs the power 

According to his own account, Uggla moved from Garphyttan in 1770. He had 

contracted an illness that made him so weak that he could no longer lead any 

outdoor work except for a few hours a day, when the weather was good. By the 

end of 1771 Michael Grubb bought Uggla's last shares in Garphyttan. Grubb 

moved to Garphyttan with the intention of making it his permanent home, but 

his financial difficulties were still unresolved. He owed Uggla money and in the 

summer of 1773 Uggla went to court with his claims. By the end of the year 

Grubb was again declared bankrupt. He hadn't paid the interest rates on his 

Dutch loans and all of Grubb's property was sequestered as a security measure. 

Soon the major creditor, Abraham Grill in Stockholm took over the running of 

Garphyttan through a representative. But Grubb and his family seem to have 

continued to live there until 1775.80  

When Bergman's student Peter Jacob Hjelm visited Garphyttan in the 

summer of 1772 he was not granted permission to study the changes that had 

been made to the alum works since Grubb's takeover. On the contrary he 

believed that he had been given misleading information and got the general 

impression that Grubb regarded him as a spy. He was told that Ottonius, the 

Inspector of the Latorp alum works by the shale quarry had improved on the 

                                                 
79 There are many parallels to Joseph Black’s relationship to Henry Home (Lord Kames) and 

James Watt, see Golinski, Science as Public Culture, 39f. 

80 Nachmanson and Hannerberg, 256f, 262-265, 295-315. 
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construction of the alum pans. This had made Rinman angry and Rinman now 

didn't want to have anything more to do with the alum works. Grubb said that 

he had changed all the pans and furnaces, moved the refinery house, erected 

new buildings and lye vats and demolished some vats and water reservoirs at 

Latorp.81 If Grubb was the buyer of Faggot's manuscript, it is likely that these 

changes were made in accordance with the radical changes that Faggot said 

were necessary for the Swedish alum works in his comment on Bergman's 

treatise.  

Grubb had a different attitude from Uggla in managing the alum works. He 

apparently saw the process of alum manufacture as a trade secret (that he 

probably had bought from Faggot). Uggla, on the other hand, wanted to spread 

as much information on the new and technically innovative alum works as 

possible. He must have known that other alum works soon would have taken 

up any really useful changes in the process, but seems to have regarded the 

advertising of his product as more important than the keeping of trade secrets. 

At least he acted according to that logic.82 

Michael Grubb's part in the story is not entirely clear. Was it his ambition to 

take over the alum works from the outset? There are several indications that 

this was the case. If he was the one who bought Faggot's manuscript his plans 

seems to go all the way back to 1767. We can add to this his systematic buying 

of shares in Garphyttan, that finally made him the only owner, his thorough 

alterations of the work as soon as he gained control of it and his hostile 

treatment of Hjelm. This circumstantial evidence indicates that Grubb nurtured 

his own plans for Garphyttan all along. Plans that he seems to have hidden 

quite successfully from Uggla, Rinman and Bergman while acting the part of a 

benevolent support and investor. Sadly, I haven't found material enough to 

paint a clearer picture of Grubb's activities or of his attempt to build up a base 

of knowledge about alum making that was independent of Uggla's expertise 

and his network of knowledgeable chemists.  

A general conclusion from this chapter is that part of the increased status of 

chemistry in the eighteenth century came about as a consequence of the fact 

that engineers like Rinman identified part of their activities as chemistry and 

also subordinated themselves to the truth-claims of academic chemists like 

Bergman. In exchange Rinman received gossip, potential support in his career, 

                                                 
81 Ibid., 408f. 

82 These events can also be interpreted in a network perspective. Rinman and Bergman were 
part of Uggla's network of contacts, that Grubb had left after the fall-out with Uggla because of 
his unpaid debts. Hjelm was a student of Bergman in Uppsala and perhaps that allegiance was 
part of the reason for Grubb's cold treatment of his visitor.  
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scientific credibility and increased status. The industrialist Uggla also had much 

to gain from his contact with Rinman and the academic chemists. They 

legitimized him and his alum works by advertising its products. The status of 

all three, the engineer, the academic chemist and the industrialist was increased 

by their contacts and co-operation.83  

The alum works itself seems to have been a success. Alum was produced at 

Garphyttan for about a hundred years, until the coming of synthetic 

alternatives. However, the first alum works that was erected by Uggla and 

Rinman stopped production in 1778. It was resumed in 1782 and the site was 

abandoned permanently in 1788. After that alum making was concentrated to 

the second site, that at Latorp close to the shale quarry. But when the process 

had been established and the rhetoric of the early days had faded problems 

started to become apparent. The surrounding countryside was sparsely 

populated and workers had to be found elsewhere and paid high salaries. Also, 

the use of shale as fuel meant that the pans had to be repaired more often than 

the pans of comparable installations that could make use of wood fuel.84 But it 

should not be forgotten that the mentioning of these problems were part of a 

new rhetoric. The owners wanted to have tax reductions or continuing 

exemption from taxation despite the fact that the works now was established 

and running smoothly.  

 

 

“Theory and Practice must at times bicker 

 and yet be the best of friends.” 

Rinman's engineering work was, as we have seen, of central importance for the 

alum works. But Rinman was also one of the country's most experienced 

designers of large furnaces. It is necessary to pose the question if his work really 

had anything to do with academic chemistry. Bergman acknowledged 

Rinman’s superiority in mechanical matters in the revised edition of “Of the 

                                                 
83 Anders Lundgren claims in an article that even as late as in the beginning of the twentieth 

century, academic chemistry was used primarily for advertising products and making analyses, 
but not much more than that, by the industrialists of the time. Lundgren, “The development of 
chemical industry in Sweden and the contribution of academic chemistry after 1900” in, A. S. 
Travis et al., Determinants in the Evolution of the European Chemical industry 1900-1939 (The 
Netherlands, 1998). 

84 Nachmanson and Hannerberg, 410-421. 
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preparation of alum” and praised Rinman’s inventions.85 But he also defined 

mechanics as a separate discipline that was not a part of chemistry: 

As to the forms of furnaces and other contrivances for more 

commodiously conducting the operations, I pass them over, as 

belonging rather to mechanics than chymistry, although these two 

frequently lend one another mutual assistance.86 

If the construction of the furnaces “and other contrivances” had no part of 

chemistry, what was then, the contribution of chemistry in this episode?  

There is little trace of any links between Bergman's theorizing and 

laboratory work and Rinman's construction work. It is true that both Bergman 

and Rinman made several chemical analyses, but these seem more or less to 

have confirmed things that were already known or presumed. Their analytical 

work was not particularly innovative and they did not provide Uggla with 

insights that could be used to change or improve the alum works. A possible 

exception is the analyses of Anton von Swab, but since Uggla kept them secret 

it is impossible to find out if or how they were employed at the alum works. 

Uggla's own discovery, that shale could be used as fuel, was important and 

Rinman's analysis of the shale confirmed it. The analysis ought to have been of 

interest to chemists, but had no consequences for Uggla who had started to 

make experiments with shale as fuel independent of Rinman's efforts. It was 

different in the case of the straining tower. But it can't be determined with 

certainty that the tower was ever used in regular production, or if it had any 

impact on the profitability of the works. However, Bergman’s and Swab’s 

advertising for the alum from Garphyttan probably had an impact on sales. 

Svante Lindqvist has made a distinction between three different kinds of 

relationship between science and technology. In the first instance, technology 

serves as “a source of examples for scientists and when the latter decided to 

study what technicians could already do, the result was often an increased 

understanding of nature[.]” In the second instance, from the middle of the 

eighteenth century and onwards, engineers began to use the methods of 

science, in particular its experimental methods. Third and last, during the 

nineteenth century “scientific discoveries began for the first time to result in 

new technology”. Lindqvist draws the conclusion from his research on thermal 

energy resources that there were no examples of the third kind of relationship 

                                                 
85 The quotation in the heading, “Theorien och Practiquen böra stundom gnabbas och ändå 

wara bästa wänner.” from Rinman to Bergman, 12.04.1770, [G21] UUB. Bergman, “Of the 
preparation of alum”, 358. 

86 Bergman, “Of the preparation of alum”, 394. 
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in eighteenth century Sweden, but that there were examples of the first and 

second type of relationship.87 This study confirms Lindqvist’s conclusion. 

Bergman could make use of Garphyttan as an example. Rinman on the other 

hand, was inspired by scientific methods in his work and could to some limited 

degree draw on Bergman's scientific expertise. But there is no evidence that 

Rinman had any substantial use of his contact with Bergman for his work. 

Bergman's involvement did not engender any new technologies. Explanations 

for Bergman’s and Rinman’s close contact and collaboration have to be sought 

elsewhere.  

Scientifically, Rinman and Bergman's relationship was based on the 

exchange of information. Bergman wasn't primarily interested in industrial sites 

as places of knowledge production. He wanted to produce facts in his 

laboratory and export these facts to industries. As we have seen, Bergman 

regarded mechanics as separate from the field of chemistry. It was not as a 

mechanic, but as a chemist that Rinman could contribute to Bergman’s science. 

Rinman had an immense knowledge of chemical mineralogy. He had also been 

one of Axel Fredrik Cronstedt’s best friends and was always eager to politely 

defend the positions of his dead friend.88 Given that Bergman had such a weak 

position when he started on his career in chemistry, Rinman’s knowledge was 

an important resource that he could draw on.  

Rinman, who was older and initially the more established of the two, 

gradually changed his position in relation to Bergman, who established himself 

as an expert on chemical theory. As their discussions on chemistry continued 

Rinman ceased to make theoretical claims. He told Bergman that he didn’t dare 

to make theoretical conclusions anymore, since he didn’t have “enough 

knowledge of the new discoveries, that probably will overthrow all of the old 

system.” Instead, Rinman based his argumentation on his greater experience 

and knowledge of practical processes. 89 

In return, Bergman included Rinman in his increasingly active network of 

chemists, although Rinman had little time to pursue chemistry actively. The 

consequences were two: First, it meant that Rinman to an increasing degree 

accepted Bergman’s theoretical pronouncements at face value. Second, 

                                                 
87 Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 58f. 

88 On their friendship, Götlind, Vardagens teknik, 74-76. 

89 Rinman to Bergman 26.11.1773, [G21] UUB. 
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Bergman won over the older Rinman to his own chemical position, something 

that also can be seen in the other discussions that the men engaged in.90  

Socially, the friendship with Bergman gave Rinman a link to Uppsala 

University and to some extent also to the Stockholm Academy of Sciences. 

Through Bergman he could access whole worlds of gossip and other 

information that he otherwise would have been excluded from because of his 

geographical isolation. Bergman had a cultural capital that Rinman could make 

use of. By associating himself with Bergman, the prestige that was connected to 

academic chemistry rubbed off on him. This served to enhance his social 

position and raised his status in the eyes of his employers.  

Bergman could also benefit socially from associating with Rinman. Rinman 

subordinated his chemical knowledge of assaying and chemical mineralogy to 

Bergman’s authority by defining it as practical chemistry. This increased the 

status of academic chemistry. Bergman could enlist Rinman, a prominent 

representative of the mining chemists, as an ally. Rinman endorsed Bergman’s 

specific brand of chemistry and vouched for its utility. Now it only remained to 

bring this new chemical knowledge to the mines and let the improvements 

begin. However, that academic chemists still had some problems with finding 

out exactly how their science should be put to use, will become evident from 

the following chapter.  

 

                                                 
90 See for example Frängsmyr's account of Bergman's and Rinman's discussions of the creation 

of the mountains in the Swedish province of Västergötland in the same correspondence. 
Frängsmyr, Geologi och Skapelsetro, 308. 
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5. EMPLOYING CHEMISTRY 

 

Johan Gottlieb Gahn's career  

How could a young person with a university education in chemistry go about 

to find an employment that permitted him to use his knowledge? Johan 

Gottlieb Gahn (b. 1745) was one of Torbern Bergman's first and most faithful 

disciples. He came from a well to-do family in the Swedish mining districts. His 

father, Hans Jacob Gahn, owned a house and a farm in Falun and held a 

number of high positions in the local community, both in local government and 

in private industry. Johan Gottlieb was the oldest of his surviving children. 

Gahn is to my knowledge one of the very earliest examples of a person who 

had no practical mining experience, but nevertheless made claims that he could 

make useful changes in industrial production, due to the theoretical knowledge 

of chemistry that he had gained through his university education. This makes 

his career an interesting case study that can yield much valuable information 

about the scope and limits of eighteenth-century university chemistry and how 

it related to the mining industry.1 

The relationship between Bergman and Gahn was both that of master and 

disciple and patron and client. This Gahn himself often emphasized: 

 If I had not had the fortune to happen to fall in Your good 

hands, Herr Professor, at my first engagement with the Chemical 

Sciences, my temperament would never have managed to continue with 

them, or make any serious business of them. But it is not only as 

my Teacher, that I have [reason] to revere You, Herr Professor.2 

Bergman didn't hesitate to mobilize his resources for the benefit of Gahn and 

his career and told him so: “Your genius, diligence and conduct [...] pledges me 

                                                 
1 Bengt Hildebrand, “Gahn, Johan Gottlieb” SBL 16, 730-732. Jan Trofast, Johan Gottlieb Gahn: 

En bortglömd storhet (Lund, 1996), 24f, 32f. Uno Boklund, “När Gahn upptäckte Scheele på Lokks 
apotek” Lychnos 1959, 217-222. On the Gahn family's strong position in the local community, 
Hasselberg, Den sociala ekonomin, 77. 

2 “[H]ade jag ej fått den lyckan att, wid mitt första engagerande med Chymiska 
Wettenskaperne, råka i Herr Professorens goda händer, aldrig hade mitt sinnelag stått ut med 
att länge continuera därmed, eller göra något alfware däraf. Men det är ej endast såsom min 
läromästare jag har att wörda Herr Professoren.” Gahn to Bergman 16.08.1770, Gahn, Brev 2.  
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to contribute to your promotion [...] with particular pleasure.” The explicit 

patron-client relationship made Bergman responsible for the career and future 

of the younger man. Bergman took his responsibility seriously and made 

several attempts to find suitable employment for Gahn that would allow him to 

use and advance his chemical knowledge.3  

With the aid of letters of recommendation from Bergman and Tilas, Gahn 

became auscultator at the Board of Mines in 1768, while still a student. He 

couldn’t be promoted since he lacked the necessary university exams, but the 

position made it possible for him to apply for and receive the Robhsamian 

Grant (Robhsamska stipendiet) of 1500 Swedish copperdalers annually.4 The 

position as auscultator was the lowest in the hierarchy of the Board of Mines. It 

came with no salary and was intended for young men who wanted to gain 

knowledge in the ways of the mining industry and its administration. The 

auscultators had the right to be present at the meetings of the Board of Mines 

and could work either in Stockholm or in the mining districts. During the first 

part of the eighteenth century, about half of the applicants were accepted. 

Various certificates and letters of introductions often accompanied the 

applications. From the 1750s there was a formal requirement of suitable 

university exams, but the Board could make exceptions for applicants with 

good recommendations. These would be accepted “cum conditione”, that is on 

the condition that they would take the proper exams in the future. As a rule, the 

applicants had to have a certain degree of competence in order to get the 

appointment.5  

In the summer of 1770 Gahn had just graduated from the university. His 

thesis was called “Observations and statutes on the promotion of good 

economizing in iron smelting-houses”.6  

                                                 
3 “Edert snille, flit och upförande [...] förbinda mig at med synnerlig fägnad [...] bidraga til eder 

befodran.” Bergman to Gahn 20.08.1770, Gahn, Brev 2. C. f. Golinski, who offers a parallel case 
in the relationship between William Cullen and Joseph Black, but does not analyze their 
friendship as a patron-client relationship. Golinski, Science as Public Culture, 38f. 

4 Gahn to Bergman 14.01.1768, Gahn, Brev 2. 

5 Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 100f., Almqvist, Bergskollegium och bergslagsstaterna, 46f. 

6 “Anmärkningar och författningar till befrämjande af god hushållning vid järnhyttor” Bengt 
Hildebrand, “Gahn, Johan Gottlieb”, SBL 16, 730-732. 
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Johan Gottlieb Gahn. Oil portrait by Lorenz Pasch the younger.  

Photo: Svenska porträttarkivet, Nationalmuseum. 

 

 

He was in a period of transition and had to make an active choice what to do 

with his life. One possibility was to become apprenticed to Sven Rinman, but 

more than that he wanted to spend some time in Stockholm. There was another 
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young man by the name of Schröder who, like Gahn, had finished his studies in 

Uppsala that spring.7 Schröder had planned to study chemistry and metallurgy 

in Gustaf von Engeström's laboratory in Stockholm. But the cost for studying 

with Engeström was quite high, and for that reason Gahn had suggested that he 

and Schröder could study together, if only Schröder would pay for Gahn's 

upkeep.8 Gahn probably thought that he could act as Schröder's tutor, a not 

uncommon arrangement. The plan depended on Schröder's uncle, who was a 

Mine Councilor at the Board of Mines.9 Bergman supported the plan, but didn't 

give much for Schröder's chances of persuading his uncle. Instead, he wrote to 

Gahn, he would ask his friend the astronomer Fredrik Mallet “who is very well-

known in that house and a very good friend of the Mine Councilor”, to try to 

persuade the elder Schröder. However, nothing seems to have come of the 

plan.10 

It is possible that Bergman got the idea to make Gahn superintendent of 

Garphyttan alum works as early as February 1770. At the time Rinman visited 

Bergman in Uppsala and they had plenty of opportunity to discuss the matter.11 

Carl Ulrik Uggla, the manager of the alum works, was indebted to Bergman 

and Rinman and to Rinman in particular. This could be a possible way for them 

to cash in on that debt. It was Rinman who wrote to Uggla with the 

suggestion.12 

Uggla mulled the idea over and agreed that it would be useful to have a 

chemist at the alum works, but he was of the opinion that all that really was 

needed at the present was an inspector and a bookkeeper. He had already 

spoken with the Mayor of Falun who had promised to find him two suitable 

men who already were on their way to Garphyttan. Uggla wouldn't say if he 

could find a decent position for Gahn, but promised to express himself more 

clearly on the matter in a few days. Rinman wasn't enthusiastic about the idea 

either. It would mean that Gahn would have to take care of the economic 

                                                 
7 Most likely Fredrik Wilhelm Schröder (1750-1822). See Almqvist, Bergskollegium och 

bergslagsstaterna, 272. 

8 The high fees might be due to Engeström's serious economic difficulties in the 1770s. 
Nyström, Torbern Bergmans kallelse till Berlin, 74-77.  

9 Gahn to Bergman 06.08.1770, 16.08.1770, Gahn, Brev 2. Most likely the Mine Councilor Carl 
Henrik Schröder. For some reason Gahn's father couldn't or wouldn't pay for his son's board 
and lodging in Stockholm, see, Gahn to Bergman 16.08.1770, Gahn, Brev 2. 

10 “som är mycket bekant i huset och mycket vän med Bergsrådet”. Bergman to Gahn 
20.08.1770. This plan is also mentioned in Bergman to Gahn 27.08.1770, Gahn, Brev 2. 

11 Rinman mentioned that he intended to visit Bergman after February 19, at the earliest, 
Rinman to Bergman 01.02.1770, In Rinman to Bergman 16.03.1770 Rinman thanked for the 
hospitality. [G21] UUB. 

12 Rinman to Bergman 22.03.1770, [G21] UUB.  
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administration of the alum works as well. He thought that it would be better for 

Gahn if he were to begin to work as an auscultator. After a while they could try 

to arrange some kind of payment for him that would allow him to spend a few 

years at the alum works and conduct trials.13 Rinman thought about the 

possibilities for Gahn to defend a thesis on Garphyttan in Uppsala, under the 

presidency of Bergman and that it would be a good idea if he and Gahn could 

visit the alum works together.14 But when Rinman finally met Gahn it was in 

Avesta. Rinman had been called there in order to erect a rolling mill. He told 

Gahn that if everything worked out according to plans, he would get one year's 

employment with free board and a cash salary of 1200 copperdalers.15  

Although they didn’t know each other, Rinman’s readiness to help Gahn 

was not altruism. It was a favour to Bergman. The roughly equal relationship 

that had been established between Rinman and Bergman and that had been 

negotiated within the rules of the republic of letters, allowed for exchange of 

favours. One such favour was Rinman’s offer to support Bergman’s client 

Gahn. Rinman made this explicit when he commented that: “I remember, My 

Brother, your Favourite Herr Gahn, whom I too would wish to serve.”16 This 

illustrates two things. First, that favours collected in scientific exchange in the 

republic of letters, could be cashed in as help with one’s career. Second, that 

favours owed to a patron could be transferred by him to his clients through the 

institution of patronage. It is as an example of the latter that Rinman’s support 

of Gahn should be interpreted.  

In the summer of 1770, Rinman spent several weeks at Garphyttan and 

superintended the erection of some new buildings. He had new plans for Gahn. 

It had turned out that the owners of Garphyttan wanted some young men of 

their family to learn chemistry. They didn't want to send the youths to Uppsala, 

since they were worried that Bergman already had too much to do. Rinman had 

suggested that Gahn could be employed to teach them at Garphyttan. This was 

first accepted and they had started to collect the building materials for a 

chamber for assaying when someone objected that the boys would get a more 

thorough education with von Engeström in Stockholm. Rinman thought that 

the owners nevertheless were interested in employing Gahn at the alum works. 

Gahn had told Rinman about his plan to become Schröder's tutor in Stockholm. 

                                                 
13 Rinman to Bergman, 12.04.1770, [G21] UUB. 

14 Rinman to Bergman, 10.05.1770, [G21] UUB. 

15 Gahn to Bergman, 06.08.1770, Gahn, Brev 2.  

16 ”Jag kommer ihog min Brors Favorit Herr Gahn som jag ock skulle önska kunna tiena.” 
Rinman to Bergman 10.05.1770. [G21] UUB. 
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Rinman thought that this was a better idea and advised Gahn to accept the 

position if he could get it. He had formed a clear opinion of Gahn's qualities.  

[H]e is an excellent genius [...] but perhaps he would be more 

suitable as an academic and I suspect that he already despises the 

application of Theory to our coarse Mining-crafts? He seems 

spiritual enough to me already and I want him to be more 

material.17 

At about the same time Samuel Gustaf Hermelin had started to take an interest 

in Gahn. Hermelin was born in 1744 in Stockholm and had made a quick career 

at the Board of Mines. That he was a wealthy Baron with good contacts in the 

upper echelons of society was of course of great help to him in the matter. In 

1764 he received a grant from the Board and spent some time on trials with the 

smelting process at the Åtvidaberg copper works. After four years he went to 

Norway to study Norwegian mines and copper smelting. In 1770 he was only 

25 and had already reached the position of Assessor at the Board.18  

Both Hermelin and Gahn had spent the summer in Falun. Gahn had 

recently finished his exams and was there to visit his parents, while Hermelin 

had been engaged by the Board of Mines to research the Falun copper smelting 

processes. He wanted to employ Gahn as his assistant and envisaged him as his 

successor for the job. Hermelin stubbornly tried to press Gahn into accepting 

this offer and suggested that he should attempt to get a grant from the Board of 

Mines. He was also of the opinion that the mine should provide Gahn with 

some kind of payment.19 Gahn was to start with the supervision by the end of 

the summer and with smelting trials after Christmas. From Hermelin's 

perspective Gahn was available for employment, Gahn however, was 

uninterested in Hermelin's offers.20 

                                                 
17 “[D]et är et ypperligit genie [...] men månne han intet blifwer tienligast til academicus och 

månne han intet redan föraktar Theoriens aplication til wåra grofwa Bergwärks rörelser? Han 
faller mig redan nog spirituel och jag will hafwa honom mera materiel.” Rinman to Bergman, 
18.10.1770, [G21] UUB. 

18 Olle Franzén, “Hermelin, Samuel Gustaf”, SBL 18, 706-710. Sven Widmalm, Mellan kartan och 
verkligheten, 90-94.  

19 Gahn to Bergman 06.08.1770, Gahn, Brev 2. 

20 Gahn to Bergman, 06.08.1770, Gahn, Brev 2. 
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Samuel Gustav Hermelin. Photo: UUB. 

 

 

Gahn didn't feel that he knew enough and wanted to continue his studies. If he 

accepted Hermelin's offers, he would have to start working immediately in a 

quite limited field and would be deprived of the possibilities that a broader 

education could offer. He told Bergman that he knew too little about the 

smelting process, the proper temperatures “and so on” and that he would have 

to ask Hermelin about almost everything. Hermelin persisted despite Gahn's 

evasive attitude and Gahn didn't dare to refuse him outright: “He is tiresome 
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and obstinate and I really wouldn't like to make him angry, or make him think 

bad things.”21  

Although Hermelin and Gahn were about the same age and privileged 

individuals in Swedish eighteenth-century society, there was still a considerable 

social distance between them.22 This is illustrated by an episode that occurred 

some years before, in the summer of 1765. That summer, Johan Gottlieb, his 

brothers Henric and Hans Jacob and their friend Johan Isak Adelswärd, were 

making a study tour through their home province of Dalecarlia. They were to 

learn about rural dialects and customs and were also to make observations on 

geological features, natural history and economy. A supervisor, Fredrik Gahn, 

accompanied the young men. He had, through a contract with the Gahn-

brother's father, received the right to punish the young students physically if 

they were to misbehave. This was not to be done in front of the peasants, 

however, but only in the mountains where there were no witnesses.23 

August 13, 1765, just a week before Johan Gottlieb's twentieth birthday, the 

party encountered the local mining court (bergstingsrätten) and a number of 

ironmasters at the inn of Lerdal. They stayed at the inn for a while, listening to 

the legal proceedings, that were “conducted by the law clerk Hermelin”.24 This 

was probably the first time that the two young men encountered each other. 

Samuel Gustaf Hermelin, a year older than Johan Gottlieb, had already risen to 

the position of law clerk (although non-permanent) at the Board of Mines and 

was in charge of local court proceedings. Gahn was still seen as a minor, 

incapable of traveling the local countryside without a supervisor, who also had 

permission from his father to beat him. Hermelin's swift career should be 

compared to the trouble other young men had to go through to become mere 

auscultators at the Board.  

In 1770, almost exactly five years later, Gahn was still socially inferior to 

Hermelin and to that can be added that Hermelin also was his superior in the 

Board of Mines' hierarchy. It was difficult, if not impossible for Gahn to refuse 

Hermelin's offers of patronage. Especially after Hermelin had made him an 

                                                 
21 “Han är ledsam och enwis, och jag will ej gärna förtreta Honom, eller att Han skulle tänka 

något ondt.” Gahn to Bergman, 23.08.1770, Gahn, Brev 2. 
22 By 1782, however, they had started to call each other “Brother” Hermelin to Gahn, 16.05.1782, 
[J. G. Gahn Brev 1.] NMA. 

23 S. J. Kardell, “Introduction” in,, Johan Gottlieb Gahn, Henrik Gahn, Hans Jacob Gahn and 
Johan Isak Adelsvärd, Anteckningar från en resa i Dalarne sommaren 1765 utgifven af Falu-kurierns 
redaktion efter det i Jämtlands bibliotek förvarade manuskriptet (Falun, 1909), 3. 

24 “[L]eddes af notarien Hermelin”. Johan Gottlieb Gahn, Henrik Gahn, Hans Jacob Gahn and 
Johan Isak Adelsvärd, Anteckningar från en resa i Dalarne sommaren 1765 utgifven af Falu-kurierns 
redaktion efter det i Jämtlands bibliotek förvarade manuskriptet (Falun, 1909), 11f. 
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outright offer to become his assistant. Although Gahn already had the 

patronage of Bergman and through him Rinman, who most likely would have 

found employment for him, he had to accept.  

Bergman agreed that Hermelin's offer was unsuitable, but thought that it 

would be difficult for Gahn to refuse: “I know him” he said. By the end of 

August 1770, neither the Garphyttan nor the Stockholm plan was wholly lost 

and Bergman suggested to Gahn that he should try to keep all doors open. He 

also suggested that Gahn should start thinking about making a study tour 

abroad.25 Gahn was hesitant and still thought that it was possible for him to 

become employed at Garphyttan. He would have liked to have gone on a 

journey, but the grant that he had from the Board of Mines was too small and 

besides, his brother Henric had just started out on a foreign journey with 

insufficient funding.26 

The issue was soon settled. In September Hermelin asked Gahn to 

accompany him to Avesta to help him with some trials. Gahn didn't dare to 

refuse. In November they went to Stockholm. Hermelin's report about possible 

improvements in the copper-process was well received by the Board of Mines. 

The Board also accepted his suggestion for the employment of Gahn to do the 

rest of the trials. Gahn tried to look at the situation from the bright side, but felt 

a general disappointment towards the Board: “in these days, when I have been 

around here, auscultating, I haven't managed to defend myself against many 

heretic and criminal thoughts”.27 It is possible that Gahn’s “criminal thoughts” 

concerned the savage atmosphere that had been whipped up against the people 

of his hometown after Hermelin's submission of his report. (I will return to this 

below.) Gahn was born and raised in Falun and probably indignant on behalf of 

friends and relatives. Gahn didn't receive a permanent position, which 

Hermelin apparently had suggested. This suited him well. “[A]nyway, it is for 

certain that I am not particularly happy about this work and I hardly want to 

see it as anything more than an emergency employment”.28  

However, Gahn was to spend the rest of his working life in Falun, initially 

as Hermelin’s assistant, but soon taking on more independent roles. It was time 

for him to prove his knowledge and to show his many patrons that he could 

make use of the chemistry that he had learned.  

                                                 
25 Bergman to Gahn 27.08.1770, [G21] UUB. 

26 Gahn to Bergman 30.08.1770, Gahn, Brev 2. 

27 “under det jag dessa dagar har gått här och auskulterat, har jag ej kunnat defendera mig för 
många kätterska och criminella tankar”. Gahn to Bergman 29.11.1770, Gahn, Brev 2. 

28 “[J]ag är wist ändå ej mycket glad öfver detta beställ och will ej gärna ta det annorlunda än 
som en nödfalls syssla”. Gahn to Bergman 06.12.1770, Gahn, Brev 2. 
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The Falun copper industry in the 1760s and -70s 

During the seventeenth century copper from the mine of Falun had been an 

important and steady source of income for the Swedish state. In the eighteenth 

century, the importance of the mine diminished. This was due to a decrease in 

production, but it was also a consequence of the increased productivity of the 

Swedish iron industry.29 However, the production of copper at Falun was still 

seen as important and was under the supervision of the state through the Board 

of Mines.  

The copper-process didn't change much throughout the eighteenth century. 

In the first step, the pit roasting, the ore was crushed into pieces and roasted for 

two to seven weeks. The roasted pieces were then smelted in a furnace. After 

the first smelting (sulubruket) the product that came out of it, “skärsten”, had to 

be crushed and pit roasted again in several steps by a professional roaster. The 

roaster decided how many weeks the roasting was to take and how strong the 

heat should be. This process often took from five to six weeks, but sometimes 

longer. If the ore from the mine was very rich in copper either the first smelting 

or the first roasting or both, could be omitted. Finally the ore was smelted again 

in the same furnace that was used in the first smelting, only that the chamber 

was modified and reduced in size. The salable product, called “coarse copper” 

(råkoppar) was drawn off from the furnace, cleansed from dirt and transported 

for sale at the great copper-scales in Falun. Usually a pig of coarse copper held 

about 90% copper content. The pigs were square, thick plates, approximately 90 

cm long and with a weight of from 750 to 1350 kg. The entire process took two 

to three months, but sometimes more time was needed. After the weighing at 

the copper scales, the pigs were taken to the final step, the refinement process. 

It was done at Avesta kronobruk, the Crown's copper works in Avesta, where 

the pigs were smelted down again and refined to about 97-99% copper content. 

The remaining percentage, 1-3%, of non-copper in the final product was usually 

gold or silver.30 

The complicated production process was matched by an equally 

complicated ownership structure and administrative apparatus. The Board of 

Mines, the Head of the Mining District and an administrative body, the mine-

                                                 
29 Sten Lindroth, Gruvbrytning och kopparhantering vid Stora Kopparberget intill 1800-talets början 

1, (Uppsala, 1955), 17. 

30 Sten Lindroth, Gruvbrytning och kopparhantering vid Stora Kopparberget intill 1800-talets början 
2, (Uppsala, 1955), 40-50, Trofast, Johan Gottlieb Gahn, 49-51. 
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court (gruvrätten) shared the administrative responsibility for the mine. The 

contacts between the mine and the Board in Stockholm were less frequent in the 

eighteenth century than they had been in the seventeenth. During the second 

half of the eighteenth century the Board lost much of its interest in controlling 

the continuous workings of the mine. It sent written commands to the Head of 

the Mining District and delegations or larger commissions to the mine with a 

few years’ intervals.31 The reduced interest of the Board was most likely a direct 

consequence of the mine's diminishing importance to the Swedish economy. 

During the 1760s, the mine went through a period of serious economic 

difficulty. The content of copper in the ore had decreased continuously since 

the mine's heyday. Furthermore, from 1763 to 1768, the price of coarse copper 

fell by 60%. In 1768, a part of the mine caught fire and in spite of great efforts, 

the fire couldn't be put out. It continued to smoulder for several years and in 

1770 the affected part of the mine was walled up. These difficult circumstances 

led to an overall decrease of mining activity. In the beginning of the 1770s there 

was a reduction in taxation but there was no significant growth of production 

until the second half of the decade.32 

The ownership of the mine was decentralized. It was run and managed by a 

collective of bergsmän. The mine was divided into 1200 shares from which it was 

calculated how much ore individual bergsmän were entitled to. The mine was 

controlled and managed by the state and a council of elders, but as soon as the 

ore had been extracted it was divided among a large number of independently 

run smelting houses. In 1750 there were 74 smelting houses; by 1800, there were 

57. 

Many smelting houses were shared by several shareholders who used them 

during different periods of the year. The marked difference in the organization 

of the mine and the smelting was a consequence of the different uses and needs 

for water power in the production process. Large-scale conduits and dams were 

needed to transport water to power the pumps that removed water from the 

mine shafts. This required a strong, centralized organization. But water was 

also needed in the smelting houses to power the bellows that heated the 

furnaces. As a consequence the smelting houses were spread out along streams 

and rivers in a large area surrounding the mine. Every smelting house had to be 

a complete little industrial installation with surrounding buildings: living 

                                                 
31 Lindroth, Gruvbrytning och kopparhantering 1, 350-353. 

32 Ibid., 442-447, Birgitta Ericsson, Bergsstaden Falun: 1720-1769, (Uppsala, 1970), 239. 
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quarters for smelters and roasters, roasting house, coal shed and pit roast 

walls.33  

While the mine was easy to control by the state, the smelting houses were 

next to impossible to control by anyone other than their owners. However, their 

independence was embedded in state control. Not only of the mine, but also of 

the Crown's copper works in Avesta, the only buyer of the coarse copper. In 

addition, the state could exert influence by means of specialized legislation. A 

further limitation of the state’s influence was the limited autonomy that the 

area enjoyed. From 1769 local authority that hitherto had been divided on 

several bodies, was re-organized into a single mine court that held jurisdiction 

over local matters of a general nature. The members were mostly clerks and 

administrators. The prestige of the mine court grew over the century, making it 

easier for it to have its own way in negotiations with the state.34 Thus there 

were opportunities for the bergsmän of the copper district to deal collectively 

with the demands of the state through their common institutions, or in private, 

by simply disregarding laws and regulations. The officials of the Board of 

Mines wanted the mine to have a high rate of production, to be cost effective 

and to yield copper of high quality. Through different means they tried to make 

changes to the production processes of the mine and also to prevent others 

from making changes that they held to be undesirable.  

It was this complex system that had developed over hundreds of years that 

reformers like Hermelin and Gahn had to negotiate within. The Board had 

decided that there was a problem with the mining business that needed fixing, 

but it was an open question exactly what it was that should be done. In the 

dispute, all the actors had a stake in the mine, from the officials of the Board, 

through the owners of the mine, to the workers. All these groups could also 

exert influence on events. Bergman and Gahn entered into this system fully 

knowing that it would be difficult to carve out a niche for academic chemistry 

in Falun. 

 

                                                 
33 Lindroth, Gruvbrytning och kopparhantering 2, 9, 139-144, Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 65-80. 

34 Before 1769 the area had limited autonomy too, but it was organized differently. Lindroth, 
Gruvbrytning och kopparhantering 1, 354f.  
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View of the great copper mine and town of Falun from the second half of the eighteenth 

century, by J. Kjälström. Photo: KB. 
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Hermelin's efforts at reform 

The initiative to the investigations headed by Hermelin had come from the 

owners of the mine. For some time they had been discussing why the coarse 

copper that the Crown's copper works in Avesta bought from the bergsmän lost 

so much in weight and volume when it was purified into sterling copper. Two 

possible explanations were put forward. Either that the coarse copper was 

impure and more mixed up with other substances than it should be, or that an 

undue amount of copper was lost in the refinement process, the final stage of 

purification. The owners of the mine suggested that the problem lay with the 

Crown's copper works and could be solved by improving the refinement 

process. They turned to the Board of Mines in order to get an experienced 

expert in smelting processes who could conduct the necessary trials. It was this 

position that was given to Hermelin. However, the Board didn't accept the 

explanation offered by the locals. Its officials thought that it was the previous 

step of refinement, the copper-process, that was imperfect and that the problem 

lay with the Bergsmän. It ordered Hermelin to try to improve the copper-

process instead.  

Hermelin had made a thorough examination of the copper-process. 

According to Hermelin, the problem derived from the fact that the ore from the 

mine had deteriorated in quality. The copper content of the ore had been much 

higher in the old days. However, the bergsmän still treated the ore as if it had as 

high a copper content as it used to. This was the main reason why the coarse 

copper that they produced was of low quality. Hermelin suggested several 

measures to solve the problem. First, that the Board of Mines should forbid the 

use of the new small-sized pit roasts that some of the bergsmän had started to 

use. It was necessary that all the different kinds of ore were well roasted. Since 

many kinds of ore weren't roasted long enough, impurities were left in the 

product when they should have been driven out.35 

 Second, Hermelin wanted to ban certain smelting practices and set up a 

system of informants, to make sure that the new rules were followed. The main 

reason for the bad quality of the coarse copper, according to Hermelin, was the 

practice of mixing untreated ore straight from the mine into the product of the 

first smelting. In the old times, there had been a good quantity of high quality 

                                                 
35 Samuel Gustav Hermelin, “Memorial till Bergskollegium dat. 15.11.1770. inkom 22.11.1770”, 

Bergskollegium, huvudarkivet, [E2C: 20, 1-11] RA. 
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ore that could be used in this fashion, but nowadays there was almost no ore of 

that quality left. Instead of giving up this practice, the bergsmän had started to 

treat the lower qualities of ore as if they were rich in copper.36 Impurities that 

should have been driven out in the copper-process were left for the refinement, 

but such a strong heat for such a long time was needed to calcinate the iron, 

lead and zinc in the refinery, that the copper was bereft of “so much phlogiston, 

that it couldn't be sufficiently replaced in the smith's furnace, [thus] it becomes 

unsuitable for forging.”37  

Thus the problem according to Hermelin, was that pit roasting and the first 

smelting were neglected for a large portion of the ore. Hermelin suggested that 

all of the crude ore should be mildly pit roasted at the sides of the walls of the 

pit roasts or that a part of the unroasted ore should be heated at the first 

smelting. If this advice was followed the copper content would increase in the 

ore and the product of the first smelting would be improved. This was also 

common practice at other copper works. Hermelin was of the opinion that it 

was possible to mix some amount of high quality untreated ore directly with 

the product of the first smelting, but unfortunately, there was no way to control 

that ore of low quality wasn't used as well. It was already forbidden to mix in 

“bad” untreated ore after the first smelting, but Hermelin had noticed that it 

nevertheless was done in many smelting houses.38 Hermelin suggested that all 

use of untreated ore in the second roasting were to be banned. In order to make 

sure that the regulations were observed he wanted to make it worthwhile for 

the bergsmän to inform on each other. Anyone who informed on another owner 

of a smelting house would receive a “lispund” (7.5 kg) of coarse copper that 

would be taken from the reported miscreant at the next weighing in at the 

copper scales.39 Furthermore, the mining court would decide on a suitable 

compensation to the Crown's copper works in Avesta.40 

At the root of the problems, was the fixed price on coarse copper. The 

bergsmän received the same payment for their copper, whether or not it was of 

good or bad quality. This led to a situation where dishonest bergsmän got the 

advantage over honest ones. But Hermelin wasn't entirely critical. At the 

copper works in Röraas in Norway the ore held almost twice as much copper as 

in Falun, but despite this, about the same amount of charcoal was used in the 

                                                 
36 Ibid., 15. 

37 “så mycket phlogiston, at det ej tillfyllest uti smedjehärden kan ersättas, utan blir otjenlig till 
smidning”. Ibid., 18. 

38 Ibid., 22. 

39 Weight is here given in lispund bergsvikt. 

40 Hermelin, “Memorial”, 27f.  
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copper-processes in Falun, as was used at its Norwegian counterpart. Hermelin 

put this down to the long time the Falun bergsmän spent in the first smelting.41  

The Board of Mines reacted strongly to Hermelin's report. It was deemed 

that the bergsmän in Falun ran their smelting houses “willfully, carelessly and 

indecently” and that they shouldn't be allowed to run their businesses as they 

pleased. The Board saw it as its duty to put an end to their undisciplined 

malpractices, with the introduction of new punishments. The small-sized pit 

roasts were outlawed and disobedience was to be punished with the loss of the 

ore. The bergsmän were forbidden to finish their pit roasting too early. 

Violations would be punished with a fine. However, the Board had few means 

of controlling what took place in the privately owned smelting houses in Falun 

and the new regulations had little effect. The ban on small pit roasts was 

already abolished the following year.42 Hermelin's more innovative means of 

controlling and punishing the bergsmän were not implemented. But at least he 

could stay in Stockholm and leave his Falun-assignment to Gahn, who probably 

was significantly shaken by this collective outburst of the Board of Mines 

against the population of his hometown.43  

A study of Hermelin’s and Gahn's attempts to reform the copper-process 

has to take into account which of these groups they represented and how they 

interacted with the other groups. Hermelin represented the state and its 

authority through its organization the Board of Mines. In his attempts to 

improve on the quality of the copper from Falun, he focused on the copper-

process, the part of the production process that was least controlled by the state. 

There he also found the problem. The judgments of the quality of the ore that 

the workers and owners of smelting houses made couldn't be trusted. Either 

their assessments were flawed, or they were crooked. His solution was that the 

owners of the smelting houses were to be controlled with punitive legislation 

upheld by a system of informants. Hermelin was a knowledgeable smelting 

expert, but he was also a representative of the state authorities against the 

bergsmän and the local elite.44 However, the apparatus for control and 

punishment that Hermelin wanted couldn't be introduced. There was no way of 

supervising the smeltings to ensure that they really were conducted in 

                                                 
41 Ibid., 35-37, 46f. 

42 “egensinnigt, vårdslöst och oanständigt”. Lindroth, Gruvbrytning och kopparhantering 2, 199f. 

43 See also Gahn to Bergman 29.11.1770, Gahn, Brev 2. On the social composition of the town of 
Falun in the Age of Liberty, Ericsson, Bergsstaden Falun, 185-9. 

44 Hermelin's lack of trust in those who were beneath his own standing and his reluctance to 
see them take independent action is also evident in his later attempts to improve the economy of 
northern Sweden. Sverker Sörlin, Framtidslandet: Debatten om Norrland och naturresurserna under 
det industriella genombrottet (Umeå, 1988), 39-41. 
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accordance with the regulations. Furthermore, as Gahn would indicate, perhaps 

the owners of the smelting houses had less control of the production processes 

than both they and Hermelin believed. Nevertheless, Hermelin had to depend 

on the goodwill of the bergsmän. They chose to ignore the Baron from 

Stockholm.  

Hermelin had written a memo for Gahn, in which he outlined the more 

important tasks that were set before him. He began by noting that the basis of 

mining was knowledge of chemistry and physics and experience with large 

smelting processes. These spheres of knowledge had to be united, especially if a 

smelting process was to be set up or improved. By the use of chemistry and 

physics the metal content of the ores was to be estimated in the right 

proportions and through the knowledge of smelting it was made clear how and 

in which ways the ores were useful. Thus smelters and workers couldn’t 

understand a smelting process, since they only had some practical knowledge, 

but no understanding of the chemical composition and metal content of the 

ores. The bergsmän didn't have the knowledge that was needed to improve the 

mining process. According to Hermelin, Gahn had the necessary chemical 

knowledge but still needed to learn more about smelting practice. He was 

requested to visit the copper works of Åtvidaberg and to study the process 

there and to compare it to the Falun process. There were two reasons for this. 

The first was that the ore from Åtvidaberg shared many similarities with the 

ore from Falun. Secondly, Gahn should study the improvements in the 

Åtvidaberg copper-process that Herman Odelberg, another of the Board of 

Mines’ experts, had made. At his return to Falun, Gahn would conduct trials 

with the new process. Hermelin also wanted Gahn to observe and consider the 

proportions of the furnaces he saw, since they often differed in design between 

smelting houses. He thought that changes in the design of furnaces could lead 

to considerable improvements in the smelting and also in savings of charcoal. 

Furthermore, Gahn was requested to conduct chemical investigations on the 

content of copper in different ores, in skärsten and on different samples of coarse 

copper. He was to conduct full-scale smelting trials in an appropriate smelting 

house. These were to be conducted both with the methods that were commonly 

used in Falun and with suitable alterations. When Gahn had finished, he should 

make his results public for the benefit of the bergsmän, so that they could benefit 

from them. Hermelin restated his argument, that the deterioration of the copper 

was a consequence of the addition of untreated ore in the later stages of the 

copper-process. He assumed that the bergsmän tried to make high quality 

copper. “If the case was different” he wrote, it would be necessary to adopt 

further measures in order to prevent bad practices. Or at least to see to it that 
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the Mining district would reimburse the Crown for the losses incurred from 

selling merchandise of a lower quality abroad.45 

 

 

Gahn's efforts at reform 

Gahn immediately started to learn about the smelting of copper. He went to 

Åtvidaberg and to the gold works of Ädelfors and the copper works in the 

province of Småland; Eksjö Hovgård, Solsta, Mörtefors, Hedvigsfors and 

Tunaberg. He believed that his trip gave him a reasonable grip on how large 

scale copper smelting was conducted. In June 1771 he told Bergman of his 

progress. The most difficult part to understand was the handling of furnaces 

and fire, both of which affected the copper-process to a much greater degree 

than he had assumed. He noted that “the Masters”, (Herrarna), didn't know 

much about these things. “They have neither enough of Practice or Theory, but 

[in spite of this] they want to argue and Theorize incessantly.” The best 

knowledge was that possessed by the smelters “of which one knows more than 

the other while the other [knows] something different”. He had also noted that 

the masters of the works had difficulties in finding out what really happened in 

the smelting houses, since the workers always said to their superiors that they 

did one thing, but did something else in reality.46 

Although the workers were much praised by Gahn for their knowledge, 

work in the smelting houses had low status. It was heavy manual labour. The 

work in rotating shifts and the constant vigil by the furnaces was especially 

tiring. The workers were also required to stay on the premises of the smelting 

house both day and night throughout the smelting season. In the mining areas, 

it was seen as more laborious to work with smelting than to work in the mine. 

There are several documents still extant, in which elderly smelters applied for 

jobs in the mine. Towards the middle of the eighteenth century there was a 

shortage of smelters and by 1759 it was noted that the employment was 

generally disdained. Attempts to raise the status of the work were made. Those 

who agreed to become new recruits were given a lump sum of money and 

regulations were passed that decreed that everybody should consider smelters 

the superiors of mineworkers. In 1763 it was decided that retired smelters 

                                                 
45 “I annan händelse”. Hermelin, “Promemoria, angående Kopparsmeltningen vid Stora 

Kopparberget till Herr Jean Gottlieb Gahn” Dated 25.01.1771, [Gahn, J. G., Brev III], NMA, 1-13. 

46 “De hafwa hvarken nog pratique eller Théorie, och willa ändå idelig raisonnera och 
Théoretisera.”, “af hvilka den ena wet det mer än den andra, och den andra något annat”. Gahn 
to Bergman 12.06.1771, Gahn, Brev 2. 
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would be provided for in their old age. Eventually the shortage was overcome. 

The pit roasting was difficult work, done by specialists, but to some extent it 

could also be made by smelters or by the bergsmän themselves.47  

Gahn's chemical investigations gave him great difficulty. He complained: 

“It is like an ocean to find out everything that is relevant to these things.” He 

wanted to explain why the ore underwent changes in the different processes, 

but his experiments didn't yield any results. He had conducted analyses but 

didn't think that he could trust them. He also didn't understand why the copper 

seemed to disappear in some steps of the process. Nevertheless Gahn had good 

hopes that he might be able to make practical changes in the smelting process. 

He promised Bergman that he would try to collect the products of the different 

steps of the process in the works that he visited and also to make plans and take 

down measurements of the furnaces he saw.48 

In November 1771 Gahn had started to make himself comfortable in Falun. 

He had found some chambers to live in and had started to equip an old smithy 

as a chamber for assaying. A bergsman had given him permission to make some 

trials on the effect of the addition of lime in the smelting. So far only one trial 

had been conducted, but the results were promising. Gahn was of the opinion 

that both chemical and mechanical improvements were needed. There wasn't 

much time to examine the products of the different stages of the process, since 

he had spent most of his time in the smelting houses. He had little time to 

spend in the assaying chamber and wasn't particularly happy: “[I suppose that] 

I'm expecting some information there, but it is a rather tiresome subject, where 

one sees such an abundance [of information] and mess before oneself, that one 

stops, completely perplexed.” He also promised Bergman to send him the 

journal of his trials, but he cautioned him that it was rather inexact.49  

Hermelin had been in Falun and had delayed Gahn's trials with an attempt 

to isolate gold from the product of the first smelting. Gahn was disdainful and 

called it “an attempt at gold making”. When Hermelin's trials failed, Gahn and 

his smelters seem to have been gleeful. Gahn's relationship to the smelters who 

helped him seems to have been very good. In a letter he commented on an 

experiment that Bergman had made to brew small beer from syrup. Gahn had 

mentioned this to his smelter. “An enterprising man” who immediately 

                                                 
47 Lindroth, Gruvbrytning och kopparhantering 2, 237, 241f. 

48 “Det är just et haf at få reda på alt hvad som hör till dessa saker[.]” Gahn to Bergman 
12.06.1771, Gahn, Brev 2.  

49 “Jag wäntar mig wäl där några uplysningar, men det är ett ganska ledsamt ämne, där man 
ser en sådan myckenhet och röra för sig, at man stannar helt rådlös.” Gahn to Bergman 
28.11.1771. See also Gahn to Bergman 19.12.1771, Gahn, Brev 2. 
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conducted an experiment of his own. Using the proportions of one kanna of 

syrup to 32 kannor of water he managed to make tasty and quite strong small 

beer.50 

It is clear from Gahn's letters that he sided with the smelters against “the 

Masters” and also against Hermelin. He spoke well about the smelter's 

knowledge, mixed with them and made conversation with them on subjects 

that weren't directly related to the smelting of ore. Furthermore, he made ironic 

remarks about “the Masters” and Hermelin in his letters to Bergman. Gahn's 

apparent disregard for the social distance that separated him from the smelters 

is attractive to modern readers, who might be tempted to think of Gahn as a 

really nice person and leave it at that. In my opinion this may have been true, 

but he also had other good reasons to side with the smelters. 

When Gahn identified with the smelters, in his correspondence with 

Bergman, he identified with the group that had the most extensive knowledge 

of the different smelting processes. (Hermelin also acknowledged the 

knowledge of the smelters, although he didn't attach any significance to it.) 

Gahn's rendering of the differences in knowledge between the smelters and 

their employers can be seen as a way to marginalize the “Masters”. Chemists 

knew theory, while the smelters knew the ways of the smelting house. This left 

the owners of the smelting houses and copper works with no knowledge at all. 

They were completely excluded from the hierarchy of production and 

utilization of useful knowledge.51 

                                                 
50 “ett guld makarieförsök”. “en tilltagsen karl”. Gahn to Bergman 28.11.1771, Gahn, Brev 2. 

One kanna was approximately 2,6 liters. 

51 A later example of an ironmaster's view of the theoretical knowledge of chemists can be 
found in a letter from D. Heijkenskiöld to I. G. Clason 11.12.1823; “I am now in correspondence 
with Sefström, and answers his remarks on my iron arts, but the devil quotes mathematics 
against me”. (“Jag är nu i correspondence med Sefström, och besvarar hans anmärkningar emot 
min jernkonst, men den satan, citerar matematiquen emot mig”.) Qutation from Hasselberg, 
Den sociala ekonomin, 266. For a discussion of the status of the knowledge of ironmasters at the 
time, see ibid., 266f. 
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In his letters, Gahn was positioning himself and his expertise in the power 

structures that surrounded him. He placed himself directly above the smelters 

in a hierarchy of knowledge, separate from the economic and social hierarchy 

of the surrounding society. Gahn passed on the knowledge of the smelters to 

those who were above him in the hierarchy of knowledge. These were none 

other than the experts in the field of chemistry: His patron, Bergman and other 

individuals that had a deeper knowledge of theoretical chemistry than Gahn, 

whether they lived in Sweden, Germany, France or England. Owners of 

smelting houses and copper works as well as the officials of the Board of Mines 

were excluded, unless of course they had some individual merit as chemists 

and contacts within the national and international network of chemical 

communication. 

In this new hierarchy the technical-metallurgical-chemical field of 

knowledge, both in its theoretical and practical aspects, was separated from the 

ordinary economic and social hierarchies. But this new hierarchy did not 

elevate the position of the smelters. They were at the bottom of both 

hierarchies. Rather, they were enlisted by others who made themselves into the 

spokesmen of their knowledge.52 A new separate hierarchy was set up, but it 

mirrored the older one.  

Hermelin on the other hand placed his knowledge mainly within the 

hierarchies of the surrounding society. In it the smelters were to obey their 

employers, who in turn were to obey him, as the representative of the Board of 

Mines. Hermelin obeyed the Board and the Board obeyed the King, or rather, 

during the Age of Liberty, the Diet.53 Hence Bergman's and Gahn's attitude 

wasn't more “worker friendly” than that of Hermelin. It should also be noted 

that Hermelin wanted the fines of the bergsmän to be placed in a fund for the 

benefit of elderly workers at the Crown's copper works in Avesta.54 

                                                 
52 For a definition of spokesman, see Latour, Science in action, 70-74. 

53 Representatives of the State had higher social status than owners of iron works. Lindqvist, 
Technology on trial, 217. 

54 Hermelin, Memorial till Bergskollegium dat. 15.11.1770. inkom 22.11.1770” Bergskollegium, 
huvudarkivet, [E2C: 20], RA, 31-34. 
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The Latin/Swedish text “Minuunt haec Festa laborem / Blott min öfverhet är nöjd wågar iag 

mitt lif med fröjd.” translates “These parties decrease the work / If only my superiors are 

content, I will wager  my life happily.” The text refers to the wedding of Gustav III and is 

probably an ironic statement on the views of mine workers current at the Board of Mines. In 

Daniel Tilas’ collections in KB, (Svecia Iconographica vol. 2, 536). Photo: KB. 
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What I have proposed is a model in which Bergman's and Gahn's attitudes 

to the workers, masters and administrators of the mining industry can be seen 

as a part of their effort to build a separate social sphere for science, that was 

independent from the legal, economic and social hierarchies of eighteenth-

century Sweden. How this hierarchy related to other social hierarchies in 

Swedish society is illustrated by a somewhat strange episode from the 

correspondence between Gahn and Bergman. It began in May 1772, when Gahn 

told Bergman a story about some peasants who had managed to produce vodka 

from human feces:  

Some peasants in the nearby Tuna parish, are supposed to, with the 

present lack of grain, [...] have fallen upon the least expected 

subject, to make vodka from human feces. [...] These peasants have 

therefore for half a barrel of grain (I don't remember for certain 

if it was just half a bucket) collected a good deal of materials 

beneath privies, allowed to ferment, burned and gotten 14 kannor 

[36,4 l] of vodka. Now the peasants are supposed to be sued to the 

local court, for deceitfulness in trade. If this is true, they 

should rather have an award, that has been doubled several times 

over, because first, vodka ought to be vodka in most things, 

regardless of what the materials for it have been and furthermore, 

I can see that a large number [of people] would lay off that 

product [...] when one cannot know for certain how it has been 

made.55 

The tone of the letter indicates that Gahn could have made a joke when he told 

Bergman about this remarkable discovery, but Bergman's answer was no joke. 

He was of the opinion that the idea of making vodka from feces was in 

agreement with chemical experience. He would investigate the matter 

immediately: “The matter deserves all attention, and I shall promptly 

commence with trials. A chemist cannot be hampered by such prejudices as 

others [have].” Vegetables were difficult to digest and were seldom completely 

                                                 
55 “Någre bönder i Tuna Sock[e]n härbredwid, skola i närwarande sädesbrist, [...] fallit på det 

minst wäntade ämnet att göra bränvin af: Mänskoträck, [...] Desse bönder hafva därföre till en 
halftunna säd (jag mins dock ej wist om det endast war en half Spann) hämtat en god del 
materialier under afträden, låtit gäsa, betändt, och fått 14 kannor brännewin. Nu skola 
bönderna wara stämda til tinget, såsom för flärd i handel. Är alt detta sant, borde de snarare 
hafva mångdubbelt premium, ty först lär wäl bränwin wara bränwin, i det mästa, ehvad 
materialierne warit, och sedan kan jag se att en swår mängd [...] skola lägga af denna waran 
sedan man ej kan wara säker huru den är tillwärkad.” Gahn to Bergman, 07.05.1772, Gahn, Brev 
2.  
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decomposed as they passed through animal bodies. Some parts of the vegetable 

matter remained unchanged. The heat that was developed in dung heaps could 

be explained chemically; dung heaps underwent the first degrees of 

fermentation. The passage of food through the body had aspects of a 

fermentation process, which was shown by the old knack of brewers “to ... in 

the vat, when it [the beer] refuses to ferment, with which brewery-workers are 

supposed to have been found out several times.”56 Bergman soon conducted the 

trials. In a letter Carl Wilhelm Scheele told Gahn that he had purified some soda 

for Bergman and thought that it would be used for these experiments.57 

Bergman kept up a continuing interest. Later in the year, he asked Gahn in 

passing: “What happened to the peasants, who distilled the new vodka?”58 

Bergman’s efforts probably failed and he never published any reports about the 

trials.  

This exchange of information was conducted within the hierarchy of 

knowledge that I have sketched out above. The flow of information was from 

“some peasants” to Gahn and on to Bergman who placed the information 

within the framework of a chemical theory and conducted laboratory 

experiments on the matter. However, if we assume that Bergman would have 

succeeded in distilling alcohol from feces, who would have been the intended 

purchasers of this new product? Probably not Bergman and Gahn, but rather 

poor alcoholics among farm hands, mineworkers and the like.59 From an 

economic perspective it was an excellent idea, since the new product would free 

grain, that was used in vodka production to be used as food for the populace, 

which, as a consequence, could increase. The adoption of the peasants’ idea was 

within the bounds of mercantilist economic doctrine.  

Interestingly, Gahn never managed to develop a theory with which to 

explain the metallurgy of the copper-processes. While he successfully managed 

to learn much of the knowledge of the smelters, it seems to have remained 

separate from the knowledge of chemical theory that he wanted to embed it in. 

The two different sets of knowledge that he mastered were not united. His 

                                                 
56 “Saken förtjänar all upmärksamhet, och skall jag härmed anställa försök. En chemist kan ej 

hindras af dylike fördomar som andre”. “at ... i karet, när det ej vil gäsa, huarmed bryggare-
drängar flere gånger skola blifvit beträdde”. Bergman to Gahn 12.06.1772, Gahn, Brev 2. The 
word in the quotation that is left out is probably pissa “to take a piss”.  

57 (“Ein starker Appetit wird von diesem Spiritus keinen Abscheu haben!”) Scheele to Gahn 
May, 1772, Scheele, Efterlemnade bref. 

58 “Hur gick det med bönderne, som destillerade det nya bränvinet?” Bergman to Gahn, 
03.08.1772, Gahn, Brev 2. 

59 A parallel can be found in Johan Carl Wilcke's apparatus for steam-boiling bones and other 
organic matter that otherwise would have been unfit for consumption. Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 
116. 
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acquired practical knowledge did not give him the means of expressing what he 

knew theoretically, just as his theoretical knowledge didn't lead to practical 

inventions.60 In spite of this Gahn regarded his activities as a part of chemistry, 

only that it was a work too great for a single individual to accomplish. He asked 

Bergman if he could send a student “who also would like to try out this coarser 

Chemistry” alternatively if the Board of Mines could send him some young 

auscultators who could help him. According to Gahn, the work was certainly 

big enough to employ twenty men. Not only did it include the whole of the 

copper-process, but also gold making, the manufacturing of vitriol and sulphur 

and so on.61  

Eventually Gahn and Bergman ceased to discuss the copper-process. 

Already in 1772 their correspondence shifted from Gahn's immediate work 

towards gossip and the exchange of chemical knowledge of a more general 

nature. The correspondence also tells the story of how Gahn built up his 

chamber for assaying. He built bellows for blow-pipe analysis and made 

experiments on the composition of new mixtures of clay for crucibles.62 He also 

established a correspondence with Rinman. They exchanged thoughts and tips 

on how to make crucibles, furnaces and other apparatus.63 Gahn established 

himself in Falun, invested in the mine, bought a part in a smelting house and 

married. As time passed he and his family would become one of the centres of 

Falun society, well known for their great hospitality.64 

Gahn never wrote a final account of his trials with the copper-process, 

except for a temporary report that he sent to the mining court (Gruvrätten) in 

1775.65 He was notoriously unwilling to publish his findings, but had 

nevertheless managed to make the bergsmän accept some significant changes in 

the smelting process. Most important was the new high furnace (högugn) that 

he came to advocate and which was gradually to replace the traditional furnace 

of the Falun mining community. The traditional Falun furnace had been 

developed in the Middle Ages. It was low, reaching the height of no more than 

                                                 
60 For further examples, see Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 71-73, 166. 

61 “som äfven litet wille försöka på denna gröfre Chymien”. Gahn to Bergman 07.05.1772, 
Gahn, Brev 2. 

62 Gahn to Bergman 07.05.1772, 28.05.1772, 12.06.1772, Gahn, Brev 2. 

63 Rinman to Gahn 11.11.1772, 03.12.1772, Gahn, Brev, 2. 

64 Hasselberg, Den sociala ekonomin, 95-97, 184. The families of the local elite, of which the 
Gahn's were one, still exerted considerable influence over the company Stora Kopparbergs 
Bergslag in the 1880s, but were to lose their influence quite rapidly in the following decades. 
Idem, A family of owners?: Ownership networks in Stora Kopparberg, 1875-1917, unpublished 
manuscript, autumn, 2002. 

65 Gahn “Ödmjukt memorial” February 4 , 1775. Bergskollegii arkiv, huvudarkivet, bref och 
suppliker, 1775:II, [E IV:300, letter 143] RA. 
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two ells (120 cm). The model that Gahn advocated had higher walls, which in 

his opinion resulted in a greater heat that made it easier to melt the material, 

which saved charcoal. Gahn also persuaded the bergsmän to start adding lime to 

the dross, a method that apparently was in common use by the end of 1774. In 

addition, Gahn tried to change the forges in order to improve the quality of 

copper. But towards the end of 1774 he more or less finished his experiments 

with the copper-process. Instead he concentrated his efforts on the 

improvement of the chemical-industrial enterprises that made use of the by-

products of the mine.66  

 

* 

 

Social standing had a strong effect on problem-solving and what kind of 

solutions a chemist endorsed. This was tied to the interests of the group that 

each chemist represented or thought of himself as representing. Hermelin as a 

noble official of the Board, represented the traditional elite, while Bergman and 

Gahn sought to build a new professional identity as chemists. As Svante 

Lindqvist has noted concerning the interests of the Fellows of the Academy of 

Sciences in wood-saving devices: “In their choice of problems to consider, 

technological development was circumscribed by social factors.”67 The social 

positions of the actors reflected back onto their scientific positions and their 

research interests. 

Gahn started out as Hermelin's and the Board's local representative in 

Falun, but from the beginning, he was well integrated in the Falun elite. It is not 

unlikely that this was a major reason for the acceptance of his suggestions for 

reform. The bergsmän wanted to keep control of the smelting process. These 

attitudes Gahn had to overcome by approaching the bergsmän on their own 

terms and by becoming one of them.  

By approaching the workers he became familiar with the knowledge they 

possessed and gained knowledge that was highly useful for him in his attempts 

to reform the copper industry. What he couldn't do was to take this knowledge 

one step further and to incorporate it as a part of chemical knowledge. His 

innovations were based on tacit and mechanical knowledge. They weren't 

possible to translate into scientific text and Gahn could only motivate them by 

referring to his practical knowledge.  

                                                 
66 Lindroth, Gruvbrytning och kopparhantering 2, 66, 200-211. 

67 Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 56. 
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That the copper-processes in Falun were part of chemistry was something 

that was assumed. The knowledge of the copper-process was defined as 

chemical, although it had little connection to the chemical theories of academics 

and theorists outside of universities. Here we see a similar process of 

redefinition, as in the case of the Garphyttan alum works. Knowledge was 

taken from craftsmen like smelters and roasters and reinterpreted as chemical 

knowledge. Since craft knowledge was economically beneficial, “useful”, this 

was all that was needed to motivate the usefulness of chemistry. But chemical 

theory was still disconnected from mining practice and chemistry still wasn't 

technically useful for industrial applications. Chemists could only function in 

the mining industry insofar as they learnt craft knowledge in addition to their 

chemical knowledge.  

Gahn belonged to the network of Torbern Bergman. It was from that source 

he received his outlook. It was in the context of his relationship with Bergman 

that he sketched his relationship to the smelters and belittled the knowledge of 

the “Masters”.68 This was most likely a strategy to remain in correspondence 

with Bergman, comparable to the strategies used by Rinman. Both referred to a 

common set of values that they shared with Bergman, concerning the autonomy 

of the knowledge of chemists and communicated information to him that 

derived from their daily work.  

When doing so they created and reinforced a hierarchy of production and 

utilization of useful knowledge. It can also be called a hierarchy of science 

users. Its main feature was that it was separate from the authoritarian 

hierarchies of the surrounding society. At the bottom of this new hierarchy 

were the workers and craftsmen, then came the practical men of science, or 

engineers. At the top of the hierarchy were the theorists, who interpreted the 

findings of others and placed them within a theoretical framework. Gahn acted 

as middle-man in an exchange of “intellectual goods between polite and 

plebeian groups.”69  

As has been shown in the previous chapter, industrial processes were 

defined as “coarse chemistry” and were to be improved by the “coarse 

                                                 
68 In this way he could marginalize the knowledge of the masters by emphasizing the 

importance of formal chemical education for the ability to theorize, and by emphasizing the 
importance of practical knowledge of the processes for the ability to understand them. A similar 
rhetoric was used by Hermelin in his memo to Gahn. Hermelin said that the knowledge of the 
workers was incomplete and that only chemically educated persons with practical experience 
had enough overview to be able to change the processes to the better. Hermelin was such a 
person, and he wanted Gahn to become one. 

69 Anne Secord, “Corresponding interest: artisans and gentlemen in nineteenth-century natural 
history” British Journal for the history of Science 27 (1994), 387. Secord studies a different kind of 
scientific exchange with many parallels, see ibid., 383-385.  
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chemists”, engineers such as Rinman, who described himself as so coarse that 

he was almost a blacksmith. Laboratory work and theorizing was seen as finer, 

almost spiritual work, as is evident from Rinman's comments about Gahn when 

he first met him. The religious metaphor is no coincidence. There was an 

interplay between the different levels, similar to that of the education of the 

county vicars. Promising young men were sent to Uppsala, educated in the 

Lutheran faith and sent out to maintain the peasant population's belief in the 

word of God and submissiveness towards the authorities of Heaven and Earth. 

However, the province of the chemistry professor was not the word of God but 

the world of nature. If the chemist was acknowledged as the ultimate authority 

on matters chemical, it followed that truths about nature, scientific truths, were 

not to be decreed by religious or political authorities. This last point connects 

the building of the new hierarchy of science with the philosophical 

enlightenment. If it was to become generally believed in, the men at the top of 

the scientific ladder would be granted the right and privilege to speculate freely 

on the composition and constituent parts of the universe.  
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6. THE OUTSIDER: C. W. SCHEELE 

Scheele in the Swedish community of chemists 

Carl Wilhelm Scheele has been and still is the object of much admiration. In 

biographical texts he often comes out as the perfect scientific hero: humble 

beginnings, miraculous discovery, world-wide fame and an early death caused 

by long hours spent working over poisonous substances in a drafty chemical 

laboratory. Needless to say, this story has to be treated with considerable 

caution. In the following re-examination of Scheele's life, I trace the origin of the 

myths about Scheele back to the social circumstances surrounding his 

acceptance into the group of chemists around Bergman that has been examined 

in the previous chapters. That is, I analyze eighteenth-century accounts and 

stories as mythological reinterpretations of Scheele's life. I argue that 

mythologization was a device used by his associates to obscure that Scheele's 

chemical knowledge and ability challenged the construction of chemistry as a 

useful university-based science, i.e. the process that has been described in the 

previous chapters of this book. The overall purpose of the chapter is to situate 

Scheele in his eighteenth-century Swedish scientific milieu and describe how he 

gained his position and reputation. 

Scheele was born the seventh child of an ethnic German merchant in 

Stralsund, a town in present day Germany, which at the time of Scheele's birth 

(1742) was a Swedish province. He was sent as an apprentice to the pharmacist 

Martin Andreas Bauch in Gothenburg, when one of his elder brothers, who was 

apprenticed there, died of typhus at the age of twenty. Scheele spent an 

apprenticeship of eight years in Gothenburg. On obtaining his journeyman’s 

certificate in 1765, he moved to the pharmacy the Spread Eagle (Fläkta Örn) in 

Malmö, a town in southern Sweden. He stayed there for three years. The 

pharmacy shop in Gothenburg seems to have been a primarily German-

speaking environment. For the whole of his life Scheele preferred to speak and 

write in German, although he was only fourteen when he first came to 

Gothenburg.1 The larger towns of Sweden up until the nineteenth century often 

                                                 
1 There are several shorter biographies of Scheele. Lindroth, Gustavianska tiden, 83-97. A. E. 

Nordenskjöld, “Lefnadsteckning” in, Carl Wilhelm Scheele, Carl Wilhelm Scheele: Efterlemnade 
bref och anteckningar Edited by A. E. Nordenskiöld (Stockholm, 1892). Uno Boklund, “Scheele, 
Carl Wilhelm” DSB 12, 143-150. Tore Frängsmyr, “Carl Wilhelm Scheele (1742-1786)” Chemia 
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held large German populations and in the trade of pharmacy German ethnicity 

was common. Bauch himself was born in Mecklenburg.2  

In both Gothenburg and Malmö Scheele was far removed from the 

mineralogical-chemical tradition that flourished further north and had its major 

nodes at Uppsala University and at the Board of Mines headquarter’s in 

Stockholm. From the perspective of the mainstream in Swedish chemistry, Carl 

Wilhelm Scheele was an outsider. He did not have access to patrons at the 

Board of Mines or in politics. He did not have ties to the mining industry and 

he did not participate in an established network of chemists. 

Scheele came from a pharmaceutical chemical tradition that had its place in 

a broader German cultural context. In the German states, physicians and 

pharmacists were the major proponents of chemistry and were central to the 

spread, from the 1720s onward, of the view of chemistry as a rational and 

useful enterprise.3 Scheele's master, Bauch, enjoyed a good reputation and 

seems to have been quite up to date on the latest developments in his trade. He 

encouraged Scheele to make experiments and gave him free access to his own 

chemical books. Scheele's employer in Malmö, Peter Magnus Kjellström, also 

seems to have given him a free lease to conduct experiments in his pharmacy.4  

Scheele's interest in chemical analysis must have developed early and by 

the time he moved to Malmö he seems to have been an able analyst, who read 

all the chemical books that he could find and who used his spare money to buy 

chemical literature from Copenhagen.5  

Although Scheele mainly came to cooperate with academic chemists and 

mineralogists, he had some contact with other pharmacists with an interest in 

chemistry. In a letter to Johan Gottlieb Gahn, he mentioned one Rothborg, a 

Swede who lived in Germany and according to Scheele one of the few 

                                                                                                                                               
Scripta 26 (1986). Anders Lundgren, “Scheele, Carl Wilhelm” SBL 31. Otto Zekert's so called 
biography of Scheele, Carl Wilhelm Scheele: Sein Leben und sein Werke 1-6 (Mittenwald, Bayern, 
1931-34) is more or less a compilation of excerpts, and despite being in eight parts, it is rather 
short. Extensive fragments of Boklund's manuscripts for his edition of Scheele's correspondence 
are kept in the archives of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences (MS Boklund, KVA). These 
have also been used. 

2 Nordenskjöld, “Lefnadsteckning”, ix. 

3 Hufbauer, Formation, 20-29, 34-36. 53-61. 

4 Boklund, “Scheele, Carl Wilhelm”, 143. Lundgren “Scheele, Carl Wilhelm”, 485. Anders 
Tidström visited Kjällström's pharmacy in 1756 and made the note that: “The Pharmacist 
Kjällström had, in addition to his beautiful and well-stocked pharmacy, a most fair-sized supply 
of medical plants, [he is in this regard] comparable to almost none in the Realm”(“Herr 
apothekaren Kjällström hade förutan sitt vackra och goda apothek det ansenligaste förråd av 
medicinalväxter. som knappt någon i riket.”) Tidström, Anders Tidströms resa i Halland, Skåne och 
Blekinge, 43.  

5 Anders Jahan Retzius, “Avskrift av A. J. Retzius brev till J. C. Wilcke ’Bidrag til Scheeles 
lefnadsteckning’ 1787” in MS Scheele [E2:1] KVA, 1.  
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pharmacists he had met, who comprehended something of chemistry. Gahn 

must have requested more information, because in the next letter, Scheele 

praised the man's deep insight in the field. Apparently Rothborg had written a 

preface to something and had promised to show this to Scheele.6 Nevertheless, 

although Scheele learnt chemistry in a pharmaceutical tradition, his major 

works were produced only after he had obtained a place in the chemical 

network in which Torbern Bergman was the key participant.  

Scheele had a genuine and strong interest in chemistry. The immense 

number of experiments recorded in his correspondence, journals and 

manuscripts testify to this.7 However, I will try to avoid treating the acquisition 

of chemical knowledge as the ultimate goal of Scheele's existence. Rather, I 

analyze how he used his chemical knowledge to further his position socially 

and economically. This approach is influenced by Jan Golinski’s studies of 

“[Joseph] Priestley’s work in relation to the communities in which he practiced 

and the audiences to which he addressed his writings.” I will point out that 

Scheele's interest in chemistry wasn't confined to doing experimental work. It 

also expressed itself in a desire on his part to gain the recognition, trust and 

friendship of other chemists, that enabled him to collaborate with them and to 

communicate and discuss his own and other's chemical findings.8  

Scheele's first contact with academic chemistry was through his friendship 

with Anders Jahan Retzius (b. 1742). When Anders Jahan was fifteen his father, 

a provincial medical doctor, died and the young Retzius had to take an 

apprenticeship at the pharmacy in Lund. The manager, David Fredrik Kehler, 

was a relative of Retzius. Despite his relative poverty, the young Retzius was 

rather well embedded in the social life of the southern Swedish university 

town. In his youth, Johan Gottschalk Wallerius had held the position of 

assistant teacher of medicine at Lund's university. Anders Jahan's father Nils 

had been his successor. Furthermore, Nils Retzius' uncle and foster father had 

been the bishop of Lund. Thus the Retzius family was well connected in Lund, 

both in the university and in the town citizenry. 

                                                 
6 Scheele to Gahn 28.02.1774, 28.03.1774, Scheele, Efterlemnade bref.  

7 Some of his laboratory notes have been published in, Boklund, Carl Wilhelm Scheele: His work 
and life I/II The Brown Book (Stockholm, 1968).  

8 Golinski, Science as Public Culture, 65-72, (quotation on 65). 
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Anders Jahan Retzius. Photo: UUB. 

 

 

 Anders Jahan attempted several careers, all of them related to chemistry in 

some way or another. He clearly used his knowledge of chemistry as a means to 

better his financial and social status. He spent a short time preparing medicines 

in the pharmacy of Karlshamn, a small town in southern Sweden, but soon 

moved on to Stockholm, where he took his formal pharmacy examination. In 

the early 1760s he returned to Lund to pursue an academic career and became 

the amanuensis of Christian Wollin. Wollin had recently received the newly 

founded chair of chemistry. He was a disciple of Wallerius who at this time still 

held the chair in Uppsala. (See chapter two, above.) After his graduation in 1764 

Anders Jahan became a reader (docent) in chemistry and natural history. The 
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appointment was unpaid, but enabled him to hold lectures and gather tuition 

fees. Since his position gave him no secure income he left Lund again in 1768 

for a four-year sojourn in Stockholm.9  

Eight letters from Scheele to Retzius dating from the years 1767-1768 have 

been preserved.10 The origin of the friendship is obscure but there can be no 

doubt that Scheele had much to gain from cultivating the contact with Retzius. 

Retzius shared Scheele's background in pharmacy, but he also had a good 

knowledge of theoretical chemistry of the kind taught at the universities. It is 

possible that Scheele realized that Retzius could give him access to a broader 

network of chemists, but it is more likely that Scheele just wanted somebody to 

talk to about chemistry. According to Retzius, he and Scheele never had time to 

eat dinner when they met, since Scheele wanted to spend all their time together 

discussing chemical experiments.11 His eagerness to correspond with Retzius is 

apparent from his letters. In 1767 the two seem already to have had a rewarding 

chemical discussion going. Scheele sent samples of chemical substances, 

answered Retzius' questions thoroughly and asked others of his own. Their 

discussions ranged rather freely, albeit with an emphasis on pharmaceutical 

chemistry.12 Scheele's letters contain a wealth of chemical findings, but very 

little personal information. It was only when Retzius discontinued their 

correspondence for one and a half month, that Scheele betrayed some personal 

emotion that wasn't directly related to chemical experimenting: he worried that 

his previous letter hadn’t reached Retzius.13  

In 1768 both Scheele and Retzius moved to Stockholm: Scheele in order to 

take up employment at the pharmacy the Gilded Raven (Förgyllda Korpen) and 

Retzius to try his luck with the Board of Mines. Scheele continued to send 

substances from his laboratory work to Retzius and complained outright at the 

other man's unwillingness to write back to him:  

What is the reason why you, Sir, so rarely honour me with a letter 

from you; two of my last letters should reasonably call for an 

                                                 
9 Gunnar Eriksson, “Retzius, Anders Jahan” SBL 30, 1-6. Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 21, and 

Gustavianska tiden, 58-60. The name of the Bishop was Anders Rydelius. See, Biographiskt Lexicon 
öfver namnkunnige svenska män vol. 12 (Uppsala, 1843), 58. 

10 For the Retzius correspondence I use the fragmentary manuscript to Boklund's edition of 
Scheele's letters in MS Boklund, KVA, in which Retzius' letters are neatly printed out and 
translated to English. They are also reproduced in, Scheele, Efterlemnade bref.  

11 Retzius, “Bidrag til Scheeles lefnadsteckning”, 2. 

12 Scheele to Retzius 01.12.1767, 11.12.1767, [MS Boklund] KVA. 

13 Scheele to Retzius, 05.02.1768, [MS Boklund] KVA. 
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answer. I know that your duties are a great hindrance to you in 

this respect, but leave off the German quill and use the Swedish.14  

The complaint, or perhaps the offer to Retzius that he could write his letters in 

Swedish apparently worked. His last fortnight in Malmö, Scheele sent three 

letters to Retzius, who also seems to have answered him. Scheele also expressed 

an interest in gossip about Wallerius, wondering when he was to finish the 

third part of his great textbook Chemia Physica. When Retzius offered to trade a 

dissertation that had been defended by C. P. Wibom under the presidency of 

Wallerius, De salium origine, for another text, Scheele was eager to do so.15 He 

read it through quickly when he got it. One of Wallerius/Wibom's theories was 

that the principle of salt was composed of water and pure phlogiston. Scheele 

clearly expressed a different view; “although I by no means despise neither of 

these men [...] (this would be preposterous coming from an apothecary's 

apprentice, who learns almost daily from their works). One will never be able 

to prove the constituents of principium salinum, since it is not a compound but 

a single principle.”16 It seems that Scheele felt a need to appear not to challenge 

the university-based authorities, while simultaneously wanting to show that he 

had clearly formed opinions on matters of chemical theory.17 By lowering his 

own status and presenting himself as an ignorant apprentice, when he in fact 

was a journeyman, he reduced the offence that Retzius might have felt was 

done to his colleagues and invited Retzius to “teach” him his own view. Scheele 

used the rhetorical device of lowering his status in order to facilitate 

communication with university-chemists in other correspondences as well. It 

can almost be said to have been institutionalized in his early relationship to 

Torbern Bergman.  

In Stockholm, Scheele was set to work on handling prescriptions and had 

no access to the pharmacy's laboratory. Nevertheless he managed to conduct 

some experiments together with Retzius, who joined him in Stockholm a few 

months later. Retzius published their work on cream of tartar in the Transactions 

of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences in 1770. According to Retzius they 

had done the work together and Scheele was also mentioned in the text.18 It is 

                                                 
14 Scheele to Retzius, 15.04.1768. Translation from German by Uno Boklund [MS Boklund] 

KVA. 

15 Wallerius was praeses at the public defense of the dissertation, C. P. Wibom was respondens. 
Either of the two could have been the author. See Fors, Att undervisa i Nytta, 33. 

16 Scheele to Retzius 26.04.1768. Translation from German by Boklund in, [MS Boklund] KVA. 

17 It is of interest that Scheele here for the first time (to my knowledge) challenged the chemical 
view of Wallerius that all substances ultimately could be reduced to water and light.  

18 Retzius, “Bidrag til Scheeles lefnadsteckning”, 5. Nordenskjöld, “Lefnadsteckning”, xv. 
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rather likely that both men realized that a pharmacy journeyman would have 

problems publishing his chemical investigations. Scheele had submitted two 

papers to the Transactions in 1768. The first one was, according to Retzius 

account, given to Torbern Bergman who misplaced it, the second was read at a 

meeting at the Academy, but was turned down after some remarks by 

Bergman. The meetings at the Academy often had the character of a kind of 

editorial meetings where submitted manuscripts were read out, discussed and 

remitted to experts for consideration. Bergman's treatment of Scheele's work 

should be seen as a part of this routine.19  

The arrangement with the article on cream of tartar allowed for Retzius to 

take credit for the work he and Scheele had done jointly, while he 

simultaneously could vouch for Scheele's scientific credibility. Retzius', as a 

Lund academic with teaching experience of chemistry and a passed pharmacist 

exam behind him, had far better standing in the scientific circles of Stockholm 

than Scheele, who was, more or less, a nobody. Retzius quickly became 

“ämnessven”, a kind of apprentice at the Royal Academy of Sciences and 

auscultator at the Board of Mines.20 Although these were lowly and unpaid 

positions, the fact that he received them indicates that he moved in the right 

circles.21 However, just as in Lund, there were no salaries involved. Retzius had 

to teach privately, write textbooks and translate scientific texts in order to earn 

his living.22 He had joined the group of well-educated young men who 

swarmed over Stockholm wooing for the sparse number of salaried positions in 

the state administration.  

Financially, Scheele was in a more secure position. But he only spent two 

years in Stockholm. In 1770 he took up an appointment as laboratory assistant 

(laborant) at the Upland's Arms (Uplands Wapen) pharmacy in Uppsala. The 

precise reasons for his move from Stockholm are not known. His lack of access 

to the Raven's laboratory probably was important, but he had also encountered 

other difficulties. He hadn't been able to publish under his own name and he 

didn't make any further chemical contacts apart from Retzius. If he had 

entertained hopes of meeting other chemists, the moderately big city probably 

afforded little possibility.  

There were two main venues for advanced chemistry in Stockholm: The 

Royal Academy of Sciences and the Board of Mines with its laboratory. Both 

                                                 
19 Retzius, “Bidrag til Scheeles lefnadsteckning”, 4, Nordenskjöld “Lefnadsteckning”, xvi, 

Lindroth, Vetenskapsakademiens historia 1:1, 116f. 

20 On “ämnessvenner” Lindroth, Vetenskapsakademiens historia 1:1, 24-27. 

21 Lindqvist, Technology on trial, 330 note 27. 

22 Eriksson, “Retzius, Anders Jahan” SBL 30, 2. 
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had the character of rather closed institutions. The Academy was theoretically 

open to all professions and classes, but was in fact primarily an institution for 

already established men of science and their clients and for the very rich. The 

Board of Mines laboratory specialized in mineralogy and chemical issues 

relating to the mining industry. It had few students, who all had a connection to 

the Board of Mines. During Scheele's tenure in Stockholm it was headed by 

Gustav von Engeström. He charged steeply for his tuition and seems to have 

had little interest in chemistry outside of his own mineralogical field. In any 

case, there are no traces of any contact between Scheele and the chemists of the 

Board of Mines during these years. 

The precise time of Scheele's move to Uppsala is difficult to establish, but it 

probably was some time during the spring of 1770.23 His first encounter with 

the Uppsala chemists was a meeting with Johan Gottlieb Gahn. It is recorded as 

an anecdote, apparently told by Gahn himself:  

Gahn told of how he discovered Scheele in Lokk's pharmacy, when he 

asked why it smelled of Aqua Fortis when Antimonium diaphoreticum 

and Sal Acetosellae were mixed together, one of the apprentices of 

the pharmacy then said: don't you Gentlemen see that, well, it 

goes together like this &c. And this pharmacy-apprentice was 

Scheele. Gahn had difficulties in getting him to Bergman, since 

Scheele already had submitted something to the Academy of Sciences 

in Stockholm, that Bergman, because he had not read it properly to 

the end, had given an unfavourable testimonial.24  

This anecdote is interesting for several reasons and I will analyze it from two 

perspectives, first discussing it from the point of view of what it says about 

Scheele and the contacts between the university and the pharmacy in Uppsala. 

Secondly, I will discuss the anecdote as a part of the Scheele-myth and how his 

associates contributed to it.  

                                                 
23 For a discussion of the problem of dating important events in Scheele's life , see Uno 

Boklund, “När Gahn upptäckte Scheele på Lokks apotek” Lychnos 1959. 

24 “Gahn omtalte huru han upptäckte Scheele på Lockens Aphotek, då han undrade hvarföre 
det lucktade skedvattn då Antimonium diaphoreticum och Sal Acetosellae blandades 
tillsammans, då sade en af Aphotekare-Lärlingarna: Begriper inte Herrarne det, jo det hänger så 
ihop &c. Och denne Aphotekare-Lärling var Scheele. Gahn hade svårt att få honom till 
Bergman, ty Scheele hade då redan inlemnat något till Wetenskaps Akademien i Stockholm hvilket 
Bergman genom det att han ej läsit det rätt till slut, gifvit ett ofördelagtigt wittsord.” The story 
was written down in 1794 in the diary of a Carl Zetterström, who had heard it from Gahn at a 
dinner. The anecdote circulated in several versions, but this is the only known one that has been 
recorded as told by one of the parties present in the pharmacy. Boklund, “När Gahn upptäckte 
Scheele”, 221. (Quotation from Boklund, my translation.) 
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Scheele didn't innocently come to Uppsala to be passively discovered, 

indeed, the anecdote itself gives Scheele quite an active role in his own 

“discovery”. There are good reasons to believe that Scheele knew that a 

position at the Upland's Arms pharmacy would give him opportunities to make 

contact with chemistry students. Retzius had received his education in both the 

pharmacy and at the university of Lund. Thus Scheele knew that the mixing of 

the two spheres of knowledge was possible. The chemists of Uppsala were 

more prominent than those of Lund, but the social structure of the two small 

university-towns was not so different.  

That the Upland's Arms was a place where chemical discussions could take 

place, is an implicit prerequisite for the anecdote of Scheele's discovery. If we 

take the basics of the anecdote at face value, that is, that Gahn and Scheele first 

met in the pharmacy Upland's Arms, through a discussion of chemistry, it 

seems that Scheele had finally found a place were social codes permitted him to 

discuss chemistry and to show his knowledge. Since the pharmacy, in addition 

to being a public place, was also a place where professional pharmaceutical 

knowledge was produced, it made Scheele's display of chemical knowledge 

unthreatening to the university chemist. (Compare, for example, if Scheele had 

approached Gahn in a tavern in order to display superior knowledge in Gahn's 

own field.)25 

                                                 
25 There are interesting similarities to Linnaeus’ autobiographical stories about himself, as 

retold by Lindroth. For example Linnaeus’ story of how he came to be discovered in Uppsala by 
the amateur botanist Olof Celsius while conducting botany in the university's run-down garden. 
The older man engaged him in conversation, and was immediately impressed by the deep 
knowledge of the young Linnaeus, and consequently took him in to live in his house and gave 
him free access to all his books. Lindroth's comment on the episode is characteristically ironical: 
“before greying potentates, he appeared in all his splendour as a prince in disguise .” (“lik en 
förklädd prins uppenbarade Linné sin härlighet för grånade potentater.”) Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 
154.  
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The eastern side of the New Square (Nya Torget) in Uppsala, showing the city hall (left) and the 

Upland's Arms pharmacy (far right). Engraving by Fredric Acrel. The pharmacy was 

demolished in the 1960s to give room to the concrete department store that now disfigures the 

site. Photo: UUB. 

 

 

Some time in the spring of 1770 Scheele read a memo with his chemical findings 

to Gahn. It consisted of very brief accounts of more than forty experiments that 

he had conducted and probably gave Gahn all the evidence he would ever need 

for Scheele's competence as an experimenter.26 They also got to know each 

other sufficiently well to start a correspondence when Gahn left Uppsala for 

Falun that summer. Gahn probably introduced Scheele to Bergman before he 

left, since there is no evidence that he acted as an in-between for them during 

the following year.27  

Although Scheele soon would gain recognition as an able chemist, his 

remarkable competence was still an anomaly that had to be explained. He had 

                                                 
26 [C. W. Scheele/J. G. Gahn] “P. M. hördt af herr Scheele År 1770 om våren”, in, Scheele, 

Efterlemnade bref, 38-49.  

27 There is no mention of Scheele in the extant correspondence between Gahn and Bergman 
until late November 1771, Gahn to Bergman 28.11.1771, Gahn, Brev 2. 
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not been educated at Uppsala University or at the Board of Mines. For this 

reason his competence was a challenge to claims that formal education, that is, 

an exam in chemistry at either of the two institutions, was a necessary 

prerequisite to chemical knowledge. Scheele unwittingly came into conflict with 

the attempts of Wallerius and Bergman to establish chemistry as a useful 

enlightenment science, a tool that in the hands of the political elite could bring 

clarity, order and control into disorderly traditional craft practices. If 

knowledge of analytical chemistry could be perfected in a craft environment, 

what use was there of university-educated chemists like Gahn? 

As many historians have noted, chemistry in the eighteenth century was 

subject to a rapid rise in status. A key explanation was its practitioners’ ability 

to present chemistry as a useful science. Swedish chemists were to quite a large 

extent a driving force behind this development.28 It has been shown that, in 

Sweden, this process was dependent on structures of patronage that linked 

politicians to practitioners of science at, in particular the universities and the 

Board of Mines.29 The chemists discussed so far were the socially inferior clients 

of the politicians, but the pharmacists, as simple craftsmen and shopkeepers, 

stood one rung further down on the social ladder.30 In Germany, integration of 

pharmacy and chemistry into the medical curriculum could for example be 

motivated by a need for control of the pharmacies by medical doctors, as a 

means of promoting public health. Physicians were elite-oriented, had 

university educations and did not work with their hands. In Britain, 

pharmacists who made inroads into medicine were seen as “elevating hand 

over head” and disrupting “the boundaries between trade and profession, 

master and servant, gentleman and laborer.”31 

Pharmacies were not really the places where sound scientific knowledge 

should be produced and pharmacists were not the people who should produce 

it. At least not in Sweden, where there also was a proud mineralogical tradition 

that had to be defended. The casting of Scheele in the role of a prodigy 

obscured the origins of his knowledge. Gahn's anecdote, although told several 

years after Scheele's death, provides an essential clue. Gahn was presented as 

“the discoverer” and his superiority was underlined by incorrectly presenting 

                                                 
28 For a general discussion of this trend, see Hufbauer, Formation, chapter 2. 

29 The situation in Sweden can be compared to the British example. Golinski, “Utility and 
Audience in Eighteenth-Century Chemistry” 2-9. 

30 Lindroth, Frihetstiden, 491. 

31 Hufbauer, Formation, 36. Golinski, “Utility and Audience”, 13. Quotation from Christopher 
Lawrence “Medical minds, surgical bodies: Corporeality and the doctors” in, C. Lawrece and S, 
Shapin (eds.) Science incarnate: Historical embodiments of natural knowledge (Chicago, 1998), 167. 
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Scheele as an apprentice. One also gets the impression from the anecdote that 

Scheele was the younger of the two. Scheele was actually 27 at the time and by 

three years Gahn's senior. He was also a pharmacy journeyman and a skilled 

professional with experience from three pharmacies in different towns. Gahn 

on the other hand was a student with an uncertain future. Gahn's background 

and education marked him off as superior to Scheele socially, but on a personal 

level, they were more or less equals. Both came from upward-moving 

bourgeois families, although Gahn's family was more well to do and better 

connected than Scheele's.32  

The tradition to mythologize Scheele's life started just after his death.33 The 

standard narrative of Scheele's life closely follows the mythological complex 

surrounding the “life of the artist” that, through the renaissance, can be traced 

back to antiquity.34 A recurrent theme in “the life of the artist” is the report that 

the artist had no teacher but was taught, or taught himself from nature. 

According to Kris and Kurz, “these reports of autodidacticism are linked with 

others relating to an abrupt rise in the artist's social standing.”35 I argue that the 

isolation of Scheele from his pharmaceutical heritage was done in order to 

preserve the integrity of the Swedish chemical and mineralogical tradition and 

to protect it from allegations (or the mere thought) that superior analytic 

techniques could be learnt in pharmacies. This should be understood in context 

of the previous work of Swedish chemists to construct chemistry as a useful 

science that was conveyed through education of the elite at the universities and 

which was essentially different from craft knowledge.36 

The assertion that Scheele was self-taught returns in other forms. In Retzius' 

biographical account, it is said of Scheele's and Bergman's relationship that “I 

have difficulties to say of him [Scheele] and Bergman, who was teacher and 

who student, because undeniably Bergman had most of his practical knowledge 

                                                 
32 On Gahn see, Bengt Hildebrand, “Gahn, Johan Gottlieb” SBL vol. 16, 730-732. Trofast, Johan 

Gottlieb Gahn. 

33 By mythological account, I here mean the tendency to present a life as a sequence of events, 
that is structured around a number of fixed biographical themes that often are used in 
conjunction. In this I follow Ernst Kris and Otto Kurz Legend, Myth and Magic in the Image of the 
Artist: A Historical Experiment (New Haven and London, 1979). Scheele's early death may have 
been a major reason for the recasting of his life into legend. “In this formula, the special position 
of the artist is made particularly clear in that it ascribes the heroic posture of self-destruction to 
him.” Ibid., 131. 

34 Ibid., 11f. It must be noted that I extend Kris and Kurz’ analysis, that deals exclusively with 
painters, sculptors and architects, to the image of the scientist. 

35 Ibid., 17. 

36 A similar process was underway in France, see Jonathan Simon, “The chemical revolution 
and pharmacy: a disciplinary perspective” Ambix 45 (1998), 1, 4, 8-12. 
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from Scheele, while Scheele, again, had Bergman to thank for his chemical 

knowledge being more sound in later years, than it previously was.”37 In this 

passage Retzius reinforced the proper social order by making claims about a 

relationship between chemists. Scheele provided empirical, practical 

knowledge, Bergman theoretical knowledge and order. When writing down his 

remembrances on Scheele, Retzius also described the proper relationship 

between the craft of pharmacy and university chemistry. These kinds of 

assertions also contributed to obscure the craft roots of Scheele's analytical 

competence and the thorough reading of theoretical chemical literature that he 

had been encouraged to do by his masters, both as an apprentice and as a 

journeyman. There is a tension between autodidactism and tradition that is 

apparent in “the life of Scheele.” On the one hand, his autodidactism singles 

him out as a cultural hero. On the other hand, he must be anchored in tradition 

and his ability must be provided with a genealogy.38 The chemical education 

that he couldn't have received from pharmacists in Gothenburg and Malmö 

was said to have been obtained from Bergman. The Swedish university 

tradition of chemistry had to be grafted onto Scheele's life-story, in order to 

make his adoption into that tradition and its scientific network, complete. 

 

 

The Magnesia Nigra experiments 

In order to communicate with academic chemists, Scheele himself upheld a 

clear status divide. In Gahn's case it was small, but in most of Scheele's 

subsequent contacts with other chemists, it was not. Scheele's lower social 

status can be used to explain why he almost exclusively stuck to the subject of 

chemistry in his correspondence and communicated few personal details. His 

inferior position to his correspondents didn't allow him to speak about himself 

and his emotions as for example Bergman could do. On the other hand, the 

same social mechanism allowed Scheele to fill his letters with chemical 

communications that both displayed his ability and placed the receiving 

correspondent in a position of scientific debt.39  

                                                 
37 “Jag har svårt vid at säga om honom [Scheele] och Bergman hvilken som var Docens eller 

Diciens, ty onekeligen hade Bergman sin mästa practiska kunskap af Scheele, men Scheele hade 
åter at tacka Bergman före at Scheeles kunskap de senare åren var mer redlig än före.” Retzius, 
“Bidrag til Scheeles lefnadsteckning”, 2. 

38 Kris and Kurz, Legend, Myth and Magic, 20. 

39 On social rules that govern exchange between artisans and gentlemen, Anne Secord, 
“Corresponding interest: artisans and gentlemen in nineteenth-century natural history” British 
Journal for the history of Science 27 (1994), 393-406. On the use of scientific information as 
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As mentioned earlier, Gahn probably introduced Scheele to Bergman 

sometime before the summer of 1770. Scheele probably knew, as indicated by 

the anecdote of his “discovery”, that it was due to Bergman's judgment that the 

second paper he had submitted to the Transactions had been refused. Perhaps he 

also knew that the first paper he submitted to the Academy had disappeared in 

Bergman's hands.  

However, more than by personal issues they were separated by a social 

distance. The university professor and the pharmacy journeyman could not co-

operate on an equal basis. They had to establish a relationship in which 

Bergman's superiority would be undisputable. Initially they seem to have met 

at irregular intervals. Gahn was their common denominator; as Bergman's 

favourite student and as Scheele's equal, he could correspond with both. 

Although Gahn was in Falun and there was only a five-minute walk between 

the pharmacy at the main square of Uppsala and the Laboratorium Chemicum 

across the river, Gahn probably knew more about Bergman's activities than 

Scheele and more about Scheele's activities than Bergman. As Scheele began to 

publish in the Transactions of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, Bergman 

translated his papers into Swedish and “corrected” them. The interaction 

between the two men became more regular. There are many indications that 

they settled into a relationship in which Bergman took the role of patron and 

teacher, while Scheele had to admit Bergman's superiority in the chemical as 

well as in the social sphere. Scheele made complaints that Bergman was bad at 

keeping promises and doing things on time. Scheele was on occasion used as a 

supplier, synthesizing chemicals for Bergman. At least on one occasion he 

assisted Bergman in his laboratory, when two German princes came to visit.  

In this section, I will take a closer look at the correspondence that ensued 

around Scheele's experiments on the black mineral magnesia nigra, or 

braunstein (in Swedish, “brunsten”) a black mineral that is now called 

pyrolusite.40 The investigations were a major subject of discussion in the 

                                                                                                                                               
repayment for support, Golinski, Science as Public Culture, 67f. On gifts, debts and obligations in 
early modern scientific culture, Goldgar, Impolite learning, 12-53. 

40 In the present text, I use no specific name for the metal that was isolated from magnesia 
nigra. This metal is today known as manganese. There were three minerals designated by the 
word magnesia in the eighteenth century: magnesia alba, magnesia, and magnesia nigra. 
Magnesia alba is today designated magnesium carbonate, magnesia, magnesium oxide, and 
magnesia nigra, manganese dioxide. The elementary substance magnesia was isolated in 1808 
by Humphry Davy. The identification of the major constituent earth of magnesia nigra 
(braunstein) as “an earth of its own” was first published in Scheele's article on magnesia nigra of 
1774. Gahn has by latter-day chemists and historians anachronistically been honoured with the 
title discoverer of manganese, since he was asked by Scheele to saturate the new elementary 
earth with phlogiston to obtain it in its metallic state, to which Gahn agreed. Bergman called 
magnesia alba for magnesia, and Scheele’s new metal in magnesia nigra for magnesium. To 
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correspondence between Scheele, Gahn, Bergman and other Swedish chemists. 

It was Scheele's first major investigation of a mineral and it was his competence 

in the analysis of magnesia nigra that established his reputation. As will be 

seen, Scheele's constant sharing of scientific information made his work a 

wonderful subject of scientific letter writing. His investigations became a 

common topic of correspondences and the information was in an in-between 

state between gossip and communication of new facts. The communicator could 

expect similar gossip-facts in return and both sides would keep ahead of the 

published literature of the chemical field. However, the big winner was Scheele, 

who gained a steadily growing reputation. 

It was probably Bergman who first set Scheele to work on magnesia nigra. 

They probably met, if at irregular intervals, during the autumn of 1771.41 

Bergman could possibly have given Scheele samples of the mineral, or lent him 

the dissertation by C. F. G. H. Westfeld that Scheele used as a point of 

departure for his investigation in the final article.42 Westfeld had claimed, 

following Pott, that magnesia nigra consisted mainly of alum, something that 

Scheele refuted. Bergman, who had previously worked on alum, probably had 

knowledge of Westfeld's dissertation from that work.43 

In a letter to Gahn of December 2, 1771, Scheele mentioned that he had 

conducted a run of experiments on the mineral, but wasn't quite satisfied yet. 

The next winter, Scheele was still working on the topic and had produced a 

manuscript, that he hoped Gahn could translate so that it could be published in 

the Transactions. He had many questions for Gahn about magnesia nigra and 

asked him if he could do some blowpipe investigations for him, since he 

                                                                                                                                               
avoid confusion of the substances, the word manganesium was proposed by one of Torbern 
Bergman's translators, William Withering, in his 1783 English translation of Bergman's Outlines 
of mineralogy. References for this footnote: “magnesium” in, Encyclopedia Britannica, Micropaedia, 
VI, 487, “manganese” in, ibid., 563. Carl Wilhelm Scheele, “Om Brun-sten eller Magnesia, och 
dess egenskaper” KVAH 1774, esp., 103, Partington, 3, 299f. Weeks and Leicester Discovery of the 
elements, 163-168. Robert P. Multhauf, “A history of magnesia alba”, Annals of Science, 33 (1976), 
199f. 

41 There is no mention of Scheele in Gahn's letters to Bergman until the 28th of November 1771, 
when he wrote to him and said that Scheele had already begun his experiments on magnesia 
nigra. Gahn to Bergman 28.11.1771. Gahn, Brev 2. There is no indication that Gahn was in 
Uppsala the period from August 6, 1770 to June 12, 1771. After that he visited sometime before 
November 28, 1771. Prior to that, Gahn was in Falun in August 1769, and probably in Uppsala 
the following year, until the summer of 1770 when he wrote to Bergman from Falun again 
August 6, 1770. See also Weeks and Leicester, Discovery of the elements, 164-166. 

42 Scheele, “Om Brun-sten eller Magnesia, och dess egenskaper” KVAH 1774, 90. Christian 
Friedrich Gotthard Henning Westfeld, Mineralogische Abhandlungen, Erstes Stûck (Göttingen and 
Gotha, 1767). The reference to the full title from Partington, 3, 570. 

43 “Consequently it can with [good] reason be inferred that there is little to learn from the 
treatise of Herr WESTFELD.” Scheele “Om Brun-sten”, 90f., 103. 
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himself wasn't as able with the blowpipe as Gahn. Scheele’s feelings towards 

Bergman were mixed. He had noted, he said, that one had to make a lot of fuss 

if one wanted Bergman to do what he promised. On the other hand, Bergman's 

interest in Scheele was on the increase. He too sent samples of Scheele's work to 

Gahn. Strangely enough, Scheele's manuscript on globulii martiales was still in 

his possession. Along with some other experiments, a fragment of it was passed 

on to Gahn, with the comment that it was neither interesting nor short. 

Apparently Bergman hadn't changed his mind regarding the manuscript.44 By 

the beginning of March, Bergman told Gahn that Scheele still wasn't finished, 

but when he was, Bergman would send the manuscript to be published in the 

Transactions of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences.45  

Due to the harsh winter of 1771/72, (the temperature dropped 30 below 

freezing on the new Celsius thermometer) Scheele was kept busy in the 

pharmacy. In May he said that there were so many sick people in Uppsala that 

“I can not follow my natural inclination to experiment the slightest.”  

He also had had no time to visit Bergman since Christmas. Like many 

others in Uppsala, Bergman was also ill and as he dryly observed, the only 

thing the doctors could do for him was to prescribe summer.46  

The work dragged on. In June Bergman sent Gahn some manuscripts, 

including one by Scheele. He also told him that Scheele was convinced that 

magnesia nigra contained an earth of its own, that is, a previously unknown 

substance.47 In January 1773 Scheele still wasn't finished.48 By the winter of 

1772/73 Scheele and Bergman seem to have been co-operating regularly. In the 

middle of November 1772 Scheele wrote to Gahn, telling him that both he and 

Bergman had tested Baumé's recently published claim that terra silicae was 

soluble in sulphuric acid and found it to be false.  

                                                 
44 Scheele to Gahn, 02.12.1771, 23.12.1771, Scheele, Efterlemnade bref. Bergman to Gahn 

09.12.1771, Gahn, Brev 2. 

45 Gahn to Bergman 28.11.1771. Bergman to Gahn 02.03.1772, Gahn, Brev 2. 

46 “Ich kann meinem natürlichen Trieb zum Experimentieren nicht in geringsten folgen.” 
Scheele to Gahn, 24.04.1772, May [after the 7th] 1772, Scheele, Efterlemnade bref. Bergman to 
Gahn 09.12.1771, 02.03.1772, Gahn, Brev 2. 

47 Bergman to Gahn 12.06.1772, Gahn, Brev 2.  

48 Bergman to Gahn 12.01.1773, Gahn, Brev 2. 
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Jonas Brolin's map of the town of Uppsala from 1770. The Laboratorium Chemicum was, as an 

official building of the universtity, marked with a capital S (opposite the castle, M). The 

Upland's Arms pharmacy recieved no such distinction, it was located in the southeast corner of 

the New Square (Nya Torget), marked with a capital E. Photo: UUB. 

 

 

He presented a thorough critique of Baumé. The men also discussed each 

other's theories. Scheele had proposed theories that Bergman criticized and 

Scheele was able to inform Gahn on how to saturate water with acid of air, 

which was one of Bergman's pet projects.49 

Interest in Scheele had now begun to spread. Sven Rinman had been made 

aware of the co-operation between Bergman and Scheele and wrote lamenting 

about the fire that had consumed his house in Uppsala in 1766 and had 

                                                 
49 That is, in modern terminology, to make soda water. Scheele to Gahn 16.11.1772, 25.01.1773, 

01.03.1773, Scheele, Efterlemnade bref. 
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separated him from Bergman and the company of the learned. He also asked if 

Scheele could be persuaded to take up the chemical examination of iron.50 

By the end of 1773 Bergman finally received Scheele's manuscript. He told 

Gahn that it was a “little book” that contained several interesting things, but 

that the publishing would take some time since it was rather extensive. 

Nevertheless Bergman was quite fast in translating it and by the end of January 

1774 he sent it to the Transactions expecting it to be published in the next issue.51 

The discussion on magnesia nigra continued. It is interesting to note that 

the publication of Scheele's paper hardly made a mark in the correspondence. 

The issues that were dealt with in the published paper were already almost 

closed. Due to its length it was published in two parts. It was followed by three 

addendums, by Bergman, Gustav von Engeström and Sven Rinman. The paper, 

“On Brown-stone or Magnesia nigra and its properties” (“Om Brun-sten eller 

Magnesia, och dess Egenskaper”) contained as detailed an investigation of the 

mineral as one would expect. It described the reactions of magnesia nigra with 

all the major acids: vegetable, animal and mineral and with phlogiston and all 

manner of other substances that were known to eighteenth-century chemists. It 

contained three discoveries that even today are considered major. Those of the 

substances that later would be christened chlorine, manganese and barium.52 

The publication of the paper had important social consequences for Scheele. 

The paper made it public that he was an excellent experimentalist, who 

presented his claims in a clear and polite manner. That he could publish his 

work in the Transactions and the very positive addendums by Bergman and 

Rinman, implicated that he had situated himself in an active network of 

chemists. Scheele had established that he was accepted by the other Swedish 

chemists and shown that he was worthy of admiration. Rinman, for example, 

was enthusiastic: “I could do nothing but admire his infinite diligence and 

subtle penetration [...] That man is a razor in Chemistry”.53  

Scheele sent Gahn a piece of the ore with some of the new earth on it and 

also described in which other places the new earth could be found and how it 

could be extracted. Gahn continued the experiments and found some new 

properties of Scheele's earth and managed to obtain it in its metallic state. He 

also found out that the mineral heavy spar was the same as the new earth, only 

                                                 
50 Bergman must have written to Rinman about Scheele, since he thanked Bergman for the 

reference to Scheele's work. Rinman to Bergman 22.10.1773, [G21] UUB. 

51 Bergman to Gahn, 07.11.1773, 30.01.1774, Gahn, Brev 2. 

52 Weeks and Leicester, Discovery of the elements, 164f. 

53 “Jag kunde eij annat än admirera hans oendeliga arbetsamhet och spitsfundiga penetration. 
[...] Den Mannen är en Rakeknif i Chemien[.]” Rinman to Gahn 04.03.1774, Gahn, Brev 2. 
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that it was mixed with a vitriolic acid.54 Gahn thus confirmed Bergman's 

suspicion that there ought to be a rock that consisted of the new earth. 

Bergman was still unconvinced that magnesia nigra contained an 

elementary earth. In his opinion it contained a metal of some sort, perhaps 

platinum. He took Gahn's experiments as an indication that his assumption was 

correct. Bergman had also found a previous text on magnesia nigra that they 

had failed to consider. Balthazar-Georges Sage had claimed that magnesia nigra 

consisted of zinc, cobalt and lime united with acid of salt [hydrochloric acid] 

but Bergman hadn't had the time to read Sage before Scheele's text had been 

copied out and sent to the Royal Academy. For this reason he hadn't had the 

time to notify Scheele of Sage's opinion. When Scheele heard of it, he 

immediately conducted new experiments, but was unable to find any of the 

elements that Sage had claimed to find. Bergman related Sage's experiments to 

Gahn and said that he thought that the results were insecure. He had also found 

evidence before this, that Sage tended to make mistakes, but he was the only 

one who had written on the subject recently.55  

Scheele continued to encourage Gahn by sending him purified magnesia 

nigra. He received some of the metal that had been obtained by Gahn and 

found out that it consisted of the new magnesia nigra-earth, phlogiston and a 

small amount of some unknown earth. The status of Scheele’s new earth as as 

an elemental earth and new metal was thus confirmed both through analysis 

and synthesis. Scheele wanted Gahn to apply the “hell-fire” of his metallurgical 

furnaces to the purified samples and asked Gahn to send him more samples 

back as soon as possible. Scheele was also happy for Gahn's discovery of their 

new earth in heavy spar. After he had examined the small sample he had 

received from Gahn, he wrote, he immediately ran off to Bergman, who gave 

him a larger piece of the mineral to experiment on. He asked Gahn if he could 

attach an account of his findings as a comment to his own article in the 

Transactions. Scheele also criticized Sage. Bergman had asked him to conduct 

three experiments on magnesia nigra, to see if he could reproduce Sage’s 

results. He couldn't and Bergman too was unable to reproduce the phenomena 

that Sage described. Scheele said to Gahn that according to Bergman, Sage had 

also made other faulty remarks.56 Gahn's comment to Bergman was that 

                                                 
54 Scheele to Gahn 28.03.1774, Scheele, Efterlemnade bref. Gahn to Bergman, 05.05.1774, Gahn, 

Brev 2. 

55 Bergman to Gahn 08.05.1774, Gahn, Brev 2.  

56 Scheele to Gahn 16.05.1774, Scheele, Efterlemnade bref. 
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“Mister Sage must be a strange man. How can it otherwise be that he in almost 

all places, is wrong [?]”57  

About a year later, Bergman wrote to Pierre Joseph Macquer, professor at 

the Jardin du Roi in Paris, with a question about Sage's reputation. Macquer 

wrote back that Sage “totally lacks a gift for chemistry and does not understand 

that science at all. [...] In the end, he will seriously damage himself with the real 

chemists.” According to Macquer, Sage had gained his position through his 

influence with “highly-placed persons”.58 Given the harsh judgment from 

France, there was no reason whatsoever for the group of Swedish chemists to 

give further consideration to Sage's opinions. 

Rinman too, joined in. In a letter to Gahn, he said that he hoped that an 

eighth metal had been found. Rinman's hope was that Scheele's magnesia 

would be added to Scheffer's cobalt and Cronstedt's nickel as another new 

metal found by a Swedish chemist. However, the status of the new substance 

was still an open matter. Was it the same substance as that which was in white 

magnesia? Was it an earth or a metal? Perhaps it was just “masked iron”? 

Rinman feared the latter. He told Gahn of an investigation he had made 18 

years earlier on magnesia from Skiedberg. He had received a piece of pig-iron 

from Dingelwik iron works together with its ore from the Klapperud mines and 

with the ore was some of the strange variety of magnesia, that he had described 

in his addendum to Scheele's article in KVAH. He asked Gahn not to let go of 

his study of the substance.59 

By the end of June, Scheele had received some ore from the Klapperud mine 

and described its strange behaviour. He only saw two possibilities, either that 

the magnesia nigra in the ore hid the iron so well that it couldn't be discovered 

the wet way, that is through decomposition with fluid reagents, or that there 

was no iron in the ore, in which case it transmuted into iron when it was placed 

in the fire and thus subjected to large amounts of phlogiston. He thought that 

the metal of magnesia nigra was a semimetal, distinct from other semimetals 

and complained that he had to be in the pharmacy all the days of the week bar 

one, when he conducted experiments.60  

                                                 
57 “Herr Sage måste wara en underlig man. Det kan ju ej annars wara, än att Han på de aldra 

fläste ställen säger galit.” Gahn to Bergman 19.05.1774, Gahn, Brev 2. 

58 Bergman, Torbern Bergman’s foreign correspondence, 246. Translated by Henry Guerlac in his 
entry “Sage, Balthazar-Georges” DSB 12, 63-69, (quotation on 64). Guerlac's verdict of Sage is by 
the way almost harsher than that of Sage's contemporaries. 

59 Rinman to Gahn 04.06.1774, Gahn, Brev 2. 

60 Scheele to Gahn 27.06.1774, Scheele, Efterlemnade bref. 
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Rinman was short of time too. He wrote to Gahn, complaining that he 

would have wanted to send some comments to him, but that he hadn’t had the 

time to do so. Gahn had wanted Rinman to tell him how the metal could be 

produced in larger quantities and what theoretical considerations one had to be 

aware of to do so. Rinman declined. He didn't know enough as it was and 

didn't have the time to read up on the subject. Nevertheless he gave some 

advice from memory.61 The frantic activity continued. Magnesia nigra was 

examined in every way, mixed, boiled, burnt and ground together with other 

substances and efforts were made to find out methods to produce its new metal 

in larger quantities. In three undated letters from the summer of 1774 Scheele 

also presented extensive analyses of heavy spar earth.62  

With that, the discussion on magnesia nigra and heavy spar earth started to 

fade from the correspondences of these men. Scheele set to work on other 

projects, sharing his thoughts on them freely with his correspondents. He 

produced a string of papers for the Transactions in the following years. His 

papers made their mark in his correspondence. Specific points and experiments 

were discussed prior to publication and usually either Bergman or Gahn 

translated his German manuscripts into Swedish.63 But no single subject would 

stir up such agitation as Scheele's work on magnesia nigra had done. In July 

1774 he was proposed by P. J. Bergius to become a fellow of the Royal Academy 

of Sciences. He was elected the following year.64 Ironically, Anders Jahan 

Retzius was only to be elected in 1782, seven years later.  

 

* 

 

I have shown how Scheele managed to negotiate his way into the inner circle of 

Swedish chemistry and I have also analyzed his mode of discourse in order to 

show how it enabled him to display his ability. In my opinion, the key element 

to his success was the way in which he generously shared his one important 

resource; the masses of innovative chemical experiments that he conducted 

throughout his life. It is now time to return again to Lissa Roberts’ definition of 

what constituted an accepted chemist and her argument that acceptance into 

                                                 
61 Rinman to Gahn 08.07.1774 . Rinman made some further remarks to Gahn 29.07.1774, he still 

hadn't had time to do any experiments, but nevertheless made several new comments. Gahn, 
Brev 2. 

62 Scheele, Efterlemnade bref, n. 139. 

63 See for example Scheele to Gahn, 21.11.1774, Scheele, Efterlemnade bref. 

64 P. J. Bergius to the Academy of Sciences, 07.07.1774 [Sekr. Arkiv k. 23:1] KVA. Scheele, who 
called Bergius one of his foremost benefactors, thanked him in a letter from 06.12.1774, Scheele, 
Efterlemnade bref. 
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the society of eighteenth-century chemists depended on the interplay of three 

factors; “perceived manipulative abilities and technical acumen in laboratory 

settings; acceptance and use of polite, theoretically neutral discourse (that is, in 

the sense of not asserting an overall system) for communication in general and 

experimental reporting in particular and success in situating oneself in a 

recognized network of active participants.” When Scheele moved to Uppsala, 

he fulfilled only one of these criteria, that is, he used a polite and theoretically 

neutral language. By the end of the magnesia nigra episode, he fulfilled all of 

the criteria quoted above.  

Scheele had managed to establish a good reputation as a chemist. In the 

close-knit world of Swedish chemistry, he had become one of the pivotal 

figures. I have argued that a key explanation of his success was his unceasing 

willingness to share his chemical findings and experiments with others. Scheele 

had none of the material resources that were required to establish oneself as a 

major player in the field (i.e. time, a well-equipped laboratory, money, access to 

the latest books and articles). Neither had he the social capital that influential 

relatives, formal education and patrons in high places could provide. Nothing 

in the sources even suggests that he had personal charm. The only thing he had 

was information on a large number of innovative experiments. This information 

he willingly shared or traded with others, who when they started to assign a 

high value to his findings also assigned a high value to being in regular contact 

with him. They became eager to participate in his chemical endeavours, 

encouraged him to publish, translated his works and helped him in his personal 

life.65 

The next major change in Scheele's life was to be his move to Köping. There 

was severe competition and intrigue going on for the post of pharmacist in the 

little town. But Scheele, with the support of his influential friends, managed to 

secure the position. He was overjoyed and wrote in a letter to Gahn: 

Oh, how happy I am! [With] [n]o anxiety about food and drink, no 

anxiety about where to live, no anxiety about my pharmaceutical 

laborations [...] -for this is only a game to me. But explaining 

new phenomena, this constitutes my anxiety and how happy is the 

                                                 
65 Compare the obligation of nineteenth-century Gentlemen naturalist, to outdo their artisan 

correspondents in gift-giving. Secord, “Corresponding interests”, 404-406. However, there are 
also indications that Gahn and Bergman published Scheele’s discoveries as their own. Johan 
Nordström, “Några bortglömda brev och tidskriftsbidrag av Carl Wilhelm Scheele” Lychnos 
1942, 194-197.  
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man of science, when he finds that which is so diligently sought, 

[he feels] a joy by which the heart laughs.66 

However, since chemistry never was far from Scheele's mind, he was soon 

engaged in an explanation on how to make formic acid from ants. The ants he 

caught by putting a large glass of water in an anthill that he just had stirred up 

with a stick. This made the ants angry, whereupon they swarmed up around 

the glass and drowned in the water.67  

It was only after his move to Köping that Scheele managed to free himself 

from his immediate social and scientific dependency on Bergman. Scheele’s rise 

in social status when he acquired the Köping pharmacy wasn't negligible. On 

acquiring his own household and becoming his own master Scheele no longer 

had to fulfill any obligations of a servant. Simultaneously he could uphold his 

scientific contacts (and position) through correspondence. Chemistry in general 

was also becoming more and more esteemed and popular. In 1780, attesting to 

its rise in status, another small-town apothecary and chemist, J. G. Wiegleb, was 

chosen to grace the frontispiece of Germany's premier reviewing journal.68 The 

physical distance and communication through letter-writing instead of mouth 

to mouth probably also mediated the social distance between Scheele and 

Bergman. The publishing of Scheele's first and only book, Chemiche Abhandlung 

von der Luft und der Feuer (Uppsala and Leipzig, 1777) can be taken as an 

indication of their new and more equal relationship. Bergman wrote the 

foreword, vouching with his name and title for the book's credibility to a larger 

audience. But the main text was neither translated nor corrected by him, since it 

was in Scheele's own language, German.  

 

 

 

                                                 
66 “O wie glücklich bin ich! Keine Sorge für Essen und Trinken, keine Sorge für Wohnung, 

keine Sorge für meine pharmaceutischen Laborationen [...] -denn dies ist nur ein Spiel für mich. 
Aber neue Phaenomena zu erklären, dieses macht meinen Sorgen aus, und wie froh ist der 
Forscher, wenn er das so fleissig Gesuchte findet, eine Ergötzung wobei das Herz lacht.” 
Scheele to Gahn 26.12.1774, Scheele, Efterlemnade bref. 

67 Scheele to Gahn 26.12.1774, Scheele, Efterlemnade bref. 

68 Hufbauer, Formation, 26. Simultaneously, a parallel process of disassociating chemistry from 
pharmacy was underway. Simon, “The chemical revolution and pharmacy”, 1-13. 
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Two images of Scheele as an angel, drawn after his death. In the uppermost image Scheele holds 

a string of bottles with chemicals, in the lower he straddles the pharmacy in Köping while 

pouring something from a bottle into a bowl. From  a petition (in the form of a comic strip) by 

Carl August Ehrenswärd. From Ehrensvärd, C. A. Ehrensvärds brev (Stockholm, 1917) 6, 8. Photo: 

UUB. 
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The Berlin affair 

Scheele's high standing was still limited to a small circle of able chemists. His 

findings had no clear economic utility. His publications so far were limited 

almost exclusively to the Transactions of the Royal Swedish Academy of 

Sciences and were by no means easy to penetrate for people who lacked 

chemical education and knowledge of the latest developments in the field. 

Scheele was known to be a brilliant chemist by the experts, but to non-chemists 

who had heard of him, he probably was no more than a manager of a small-

town pharmacy shop, who had published some articles on chemistry and had 

some patrons in the Academy of Sciences. 

This discrepancy between Scheele's position as a celebrated chemist on the 

one hand and his position as a manager of a small-town pharmacy shop on the 

other, is illustrated by the strange story of what happened when The Royal 

Academy in Berlin went out in search of a Swedish chemist as successor to A. S. 

Marggraf as Director of the Academy's class of physics. We leave the local 

Swedish arena and its networks of chemical experts in order to make a short 

investigation of how Scheele’s position was interpreted by non-chemists.  

The Berlin Academy was one of the most prestigious scientific institutions 

in Europe. Frederick I had founded it in the beginning of the eighteenth 

century. His grandson Frederick II had tightened the royal grip on the 

Academy. Jean Le Rond d'Alembert, who had been offered the position as 

president of the Academy by Frederick, also exerted a strong influence over the 

affairs of the Academy. When d'Alembert declined, Frederick decided to gather 

all the power of the Presidency into his own hands. From 1764 he alone decided 

who was to be elected to the Academy, but more often than not, he relied on the 

advice of d'Alembert, with whom he kept up a regular correspondence. The 

Directors of the Academy had to be circumspect in their dealings with matters 

of new appointments and were very subservient towards the King on whose 

grace their livelihood depended. They seldom dared to make proposals directly 

to the King and instead chose to communicate with him through d'Alembert, 

who presented their views to the King as his own. The search for a successor for 

Marggraf seems to have been one of a number of similar affairs secretly 

conducted behind the scenes at the Berlin Academy.69 
                                                 

69 On d'Alembert close relationship to Frederick II, Ronald Grimsley, Jean d'Alembert (1717-83) 
(Oxford, 1963), 157-172. On disagreement between d’Alembert and Fellows of the Berlin 
Academy because of his influence, Thomas L. Hankins, Jean d’Alembert: Science and the 
enlightenment (Oxford, 1970), 57-59. A more critical view of Frederick's direct control of the 
Berlin Academy is offered by James E. McClellan, Science Reorganized: Scientific societies in the 
eighteenth century (New York, 1985), 172f., 176-178. 
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A. S. Marggraf had been Director of the class of physics since 1760. By the 

end of 1774 his health was ravaged by a series of strokes that made him partly 

paralyzed. To Joseph-Louis de Lagrange, the Director of the class of 

mathematics, it was obvious that Marggraf soon would leave them. Since there 

was no suitable replacement in the Academy, he decided to look for a 

replacement for Marggraf outside of it. It was necessary to handle the matter 

secretly. Marggraf could not be told, since it probably would upset him to know 

that the other Directors thought that he was finished. Furthermore, his was 

possibly the most prestigeous position in chemistry that was to be had in all 

German-speaking states. As soon as the search would become public, the 

Academy would be bogged down with applicants. There was also the risk that 

people outside of the Academy would start scheming in order to get hold of the 

position for themselves or for their clients. The search would have to be 

conducted in as circumspect a manner as possible and the true reason for all 

inquiries would have to be kept secret. A further consideration was that 

Frederick preferred to have non-German fellows in the Academy. Proposals of 

French or other foreign candidates were therefore more likely to be accepted by 

the Monarch. 70  

Lagrange corresponded from the 1750s with d'Alembert and turned to him 

for advice. From his position in Paris, d'Alembert had a good general view of 

the scientific world. D'Alembert wrote back and told Lagrange that he had 

made some inquiries. He had found a person, who was young, learned and 

willing to work. This person may or may not have been Scheele. D'Alembert 

soon wrote to Frederick. He informed the monarch of Marggraf’s bad health 

and said that a successor for him would have to be considered. He said that 

there was a very able chemist by the name of Scheele in Stockholm, who was 

the member of the scientific academy of that town. D'Alembert didn't know of 

him personally, but knew that Scheele was much appreciated by the best 

chemists in France. He gave Frederick the advice that the Academy should 

attempt to make this man come to Berlin.71  

There were several venues that could have made Scheele known in Paris. 

Swedish science was well known in Paris at this time. There was a regular 

exchange of information between the French Academy of Sciences and its 

Swedish counterpart. A key figure was the Reverend F. C. de Baër from the 

Swedish legacy in Paris, who was a member of both academies. He read his 

                                                 
70 Nyström Torbern Bergmans kallelse till Berlin, 7-9. Hufbauer, Formation, 46-49. 

71 Nyström, Torbern Bergmans kallelse till Berlin, 9-12. 
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own translations of the Transactions aloud at the meetings of the Academie des 

Sciences, assisted exchanges and was a source of news.72  

Scheele had by this time published several papers in the Transactions and 

Bergman had mentioned Scheele to his French correspondent Pierre Joseph 

Macquer as early as in June 1768. Bergman encouraged Macquer to inform the 

Academie des Sciences of Scheele's discoveries.73 Lavoisier too knew of 

Scheele's work and held him in high regard. In April 1774 he had sent two 

copies of his Opuscules physiques et chymiques to Wargentin, the secretary of the 

Swedish Academy of Sciences. One was intended for the Academy and the 

other for Scheele. In late September Scheele wrote back to thank him, but the 

letter was never answered.74  

D'Alembert received an ironical rebuffal from Frederick. The monarch saw 

no need to look for a successor for Marggraf. With this the matter rested for a 

while. There was some truth in Frederick's statement. Marggraf was still trying 

to cope with his work and continued to show up at the meetings of the 

Academy. He had also made an application to the King, asking to have an 

assistant in his laboratory. Since autumn 1775, a young man had worked in his 

laboratory and Marggraf wanted to have this man appointed. Francois Charles 

Achard, then in his early twenties, received official sanction as Marggraf's 

collaborator and in June 1776, he took a seat in the Berlin Academy. Who 

Marggraf had chosen as his preferred successor was clear for all to see. 

Frederick however, now saw it fit to take action. In January 1776, he addressed 

the Academy in a letter, telling them that there was a knowledgeable chemist in 

Sweden who was well known there. The fellows were instructed to persuade 

him to come to Berlin. But Frederick neglected to mention the name of the 

chemist. Lagrange wrote to d'Alembert and explained what had happened and 

that the Directors of the Academy had no idea who the Swedish chemist could 

be.75  

                                                 
72 McClellan, 178, Lindroth, Vetenskapsakademiens historia 1:1, 187-89. 

73 Carlid and Nordström “Introduction” in, Bergman, Foreign correspondence, xxxiv-xxxvi. (On 
interest of Bergman’s and Scheele’s work in England, ibid, xlii.) Nyström, Torbern Bergmans 
kallelse till Berlin, 12-17. 

74 Jean-Pierre Poirier, Lavoisier: Chemist, Biologist, Economist (Philadelphia, 1996), 77. Scheele's 
letter is a crucial one, since in it, he makes a suggestion of how it would be possible to produce 
large quantities of “fire-air”, i.e., he demonstrated his discovery of the gas later christened 
“oxygen” to Lavoisier himself. Interestingly enough, Priestley seem to have made a similar 
disclosure of his discovery to Lavoisier the same month (October 1774) that Lavoisier received 
Scheele's letter. See Poirier, 72-83 for an account of “The oxygen dispute”. C. f. Thomas Kuhn, 
“The historical structure of scientific discovery” in, T. Kuhn, The essential tension: Selected studies 
in scientific tradition and change (Chicago and London, 1977), 167-171. 

75 Nyström, Torbern Bergmans kallelse till Berlin, 18-23. 
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The Directors of the Academy turned to the Prussian legacy in Stockholm. 

They asked the secretary of the Prussian embassy, one Jouffroy, to quietly look 

into the matter and find out who the best and most well known chemists in 

Sweden were. The most important Swedish chemists, according to Jouffroy, 

were Torbern Bergman and Gustav von Engeström. Of these two Bergman was 

the greatest. Von Engeström was very competent in mineralogy and 

metallurgy. He also held a high position at the Board of Mines. There was a 

third chemist as well, one Scheele, but he probably wasn't as well known as the 

other two. Jouffroy had asked several people who hadn't known anything 

about him.76 

Jouffroy didn't mention whom he'd spoken to, to get this information, but 

given the delicacy of the matter it is unlikely that he went to somebody at the 

Academy of Sciences and simply asked. Such behaviour would probably have 

brought attention to the matter and it is also fairly likely that Fellows of the 

Academy would have had better information on Scheele, than what Jouffroy 

received. Probably Jouffroy asked around among state officials, diplomats and 

the higher echelons of Stockholm society. Bergman would have been known in 

these circles. As an Uppsala professor he was something of a public figure. Von 

Engeström too, would have been well known in Stockholm. First, he was a 

resident of the capital. Second, he was the Director of the Laboratorium 

Chemicum of the Board of Mines in Stockholm. Third, he came from an 

influential family and had close relatives in high positions. From the 

perspective of a Prussian diplomat in Stockholm, the report that Jouffroy gave 

was entirely correct. In this way, the attention of the Berlin Academy was 

directed towards Bergman and von Engeström and away from Scheele.77 

Bergman was soon contacted and given the offer to come to Berlin, but 

pleading fragile health, he politely declined. Attention was therefore turned to 

von Engeström and Scheele. At this point d'Alembert realized that Lagrange 

had misunderstood him and told him that it was he who had recommended a 

Swedish chemist to Frederick and that the name of the chemist was Scheele. On 

receiving this information Lagrange acted quickly. He wrote to the Fellow who 

handled the correspondence with Jouffroy, that Scheele, not von Engeström, 

should be given the offer. In spite of this, the offer was not passed on to Scheele. 

Instead, the offer to Bergman was renewed sometime before February 1777. 

                                                 
76 Jouffroy may have worked for the Royal Academy in Berlin, receiving his position in 

Stockholm on the credentials from his previous employment. This would explain why he was 
given this commission. Ibid., 24. C. f., Nils Zenzén, “Engeström, Gustav von” SBL 13, 626-630. 

77 Nyström, Torbern Bergmans kallelse till Berlin, 27.  
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Bergman now changed his mind and thought that perhaps he had declined the 

first offer too hastily.78  

He asked for the advice of Pehr Wilhelm Wargentin, the secretary of the 

Swedish Academy of Sciences. Wargentin advised him to stay and promptly 

informed one of the advisors of King Gustav III. The advisor told the King, 

who, through the Chancellor of Uppsala university, informed Bergman that he 

would not accept Bergman leaving the country, and that he intended to 

improve Bergman's circumstances and give his wife a state pension if Bergman 

should leave her a widow. For Bergman, this offer ended all considerations of 

leaving Sweden.79 Since Bergman had received his chair through a personal 

intervention from Gustav (see chapter two) they had a personal relationship as 

client and patron. To this was added the insinuation that it would be 

unpatriotic of such an illustrious man to leave the country. Bergman couldn't 

accept the offer without compromising his honour.  

The matter was still not settled, however. In the beginning of April or end 

of March 1777, just before Gustav III made Bergman's final decision for him, 

Bergman had written a letter to count Nostiz, the new Prussian ambassador, 

asking about the details of the offer. Nostiz wrote to the Berlin Academy with 

Bergman's questions. The letter led the Directors to believe that Bergman still 

was inclined to take up the offer. This apparent change of mind was now seen 

as a hindrance to negotiations with Scheele. A letter was sent to Nostiz with 

pointedly unencouraging answers to Bergman's questions. Nostiz was also 

asked to search for information about Scheele and to find out on what terms it 

would be possible to persuade him to come to Berlin. The information Nostiz 

gathered would then be presented to Frederick. Nostiz wrote back to Bergman, 

offering him to negotiate directly with the Directors of the Berlin Academy. 

Bergman, whose mind had been made up for him by the King, said no.80  

Nostiz however, didn't contact Scheele, but directed his efforts towards von 

Engeström. The reason for this, according to Nyström, was that he had enlisted 

the help of Peter Jonas Bergius. Bergius was quite close to Scheele; it was he 

who had submitted the suggestion to make Scheele a Fellow of the Swedish 

Academy of Sciences. He knew that it was unlikely that Scheele would leave his 

pharmacy in Köping and truthfully told Nostiz that Scheele already had 

declined several good offers for other appointments.81 

                                                 
78 Ibid., 29f, 33. 

79 Ibid., 51-59. 

80 Ibid., 63-72.  

81 On these offers, Bergius to Scheele 09.10.1775, 17.04.1776, [E 2:1] KVA.  
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Von Engeström on the other hand, had serious economic difficulties in the 

mid 1770s and could probably be persuaded. Engeström was given the offer 

and accepted it by the end of August 1777. He didn't come cheaply since he 

needed money to pay his debts and to travel to Berlin. Nostiz remarked that he 

made an unattractive impression and spoke lousy French, but that a learned 

man shouldn't be judged by such things. The matter was finally put plainly 

before King Frederick. The three chemists were all said to be famous. Bergman 

had already declined, but could perhaps be persuaded to come anyway. Von 

Engeström eagerly wanted to come to Berlin and was said to be skilled in 

chemistry, but not as proficient in the other sciences. His demands were also 

very high, due to his economic difficulties. Scheele was a pharmacist in a 

provincial town with a great knowledge in chemistry. He had already declined 

several good offers in Sweden, so it was unlikely that he would want to leave 

the country. Frederick replied rapidly. Since all the three chemists seemed to be 

difficult to deal with, he ordered the Academy to look elsewhere. But before 

abandoning Sweden, the Directors made one last effort. They recalled that 

nobody had as yet been in contact with Scheele. In October 1777, Bergius wrote 

to Scheele on the request of Nostiz. He wanted to know if Scheele would accept 

the offer to come to Berlin that previously had been given to Bergman. It was a 

good position. Bergman had been offered 1000 ducats annually and if Scheele 

was interested, he would have to answer with the next postal service or quickly 

present himself in person to Nostiz, who soon was to leave for Berlin. Scheele 

didn't need time to think. A few days later he wrote back that chemistry was a 

broad science and he only had knowledge of a small portion of it. He didn't 

regard himself as suited for such a position and had to decline the offer.82  

Although Scheele had broken through social barriers and shown great 

resourcefulness in his quest for people to communicate with, he wasn't 

interested in climbing socially beyond the point he had now reached. It seems 

that he already had what he wanted: a quiet place of his own where he could do 

his chemical experiments, write articles and correspond with other chemists on 

a roughly equal footing.83 He had a good reputation in a close circle of able 

chemists. This was a very different thing from national or international fame. 

                                                 
82 On the economic circumstances of the chemists at the Berlin Academy, Hufbauer, Formation, 

47. Plenty of other complications occurred before the position as Director of the class of Physics 
finally was given to Achard, Marggraf's appointed crown-prince, but that's not a part of this 
story. Nyström, Torbern Bergmans kallelse till Berlin, 76-91. Bergius to Scheele 06.10.1777, [E 2:1] 
KVA. 

83 Hedvig af Petersens, “Om Torbern Bergmans och C. W. Scheeles franska förbindelser” 199. 
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Scheele ultimately declined to step out of the obscurity of the network and onto 

the lighted stage where the truly public men of science pursued their craft.  
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7. CREATING CHEMISTRY IN  

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY SWEDEN 

The main arguments presented in this book can be described as follows: The 

strong position of chemistry in eighteenth-century Sweden was a consequence 

of the activity of a number of chemists who through different means, managed 

to convince the political and economic elite that they were worthy of support 

and patronage.  

Chemistry's great advantage, compared to other sciences, was the craft 

roots of chemical practice. Chemists were of the opinion that the daily pursuits 

of pharmacists, miners, dyers and other craftsmen were chemical in nature. By 

transforming and re-defining knowledge found in crafts such as these into 

chemical knowledge, chemists could gain the reputation of being good citizens 

and supporters of enlightenment values. From this follows that the construction 

of chemical science was an enlightenment enterprise. To do chemistry was to 

transform hidden, obscure and secret knowledge into rational, transparent and 

intellectual knowledge that contributed to the public good and could be 

pursued by members of society's elite. It was also to engage in a set of social 

practices that embodied many of the ideals of the enlightenment. According to 

Johan Gottschalk Wallerius, Christian Wollin and Pehr Adrian Gadd, the arts 

and crafts were a part of chemistry and should be investigated, improved and 

made public. To quote Jan Golinski, these chemists took part in “the 

Enlightenment dream of unceasing and limitless diffusion of knowledge.”1 

Some chemists, like Sven Rinman, Torbern Bergman and Johan Gottlieb 

Gahn, also wanted to create a space for chemistry that was separate and distinct 

from the social hierarchies of their surrounding society. This space was on the 

one hand an embodiment of the enlightened, egalitarian values of the republic 

of letter, in which chemists took part. On the other hand, it also contained a 

hierarchy of chemical “science users”, spanning from simple workmen to 

university professors.  

In this hierarchy, status was construed differently than in the surrounding 

society. It was a hierarchy where social standing and authority in wordly and 

religious matters was secondary and where the position of an individual was 

primarily decided by the extent and type of his chemical knowledge. In order to 

                                                 

1 Golinski, Science as Public Culture, 6f., 14, 242, (quotation on 242). 
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achieve the outlined goals the chemists didn't challenge social hierarchies but 

worked from within to raise their own and chemistry's status, while 

simultaneously presenting an image of chemistry as an enterprise that had 

economically beneficial applications.  

 

 

Patronage and reciprocity: the rules of 

socialization 

An important conclusion from this study is that enlightenment science, to a 

large extent, was a social activity. Success in science was to some extent derived 

from successful socializing. Scientific activity and its results were tightly 

interconnected with certain sets of social behaviours, that were an integrated 

part of the general culture of the time: Enlightenment science cannot be 

separated from its social context. 

In particular two sets of norms have been examined here. One is the 

egalitarian ideal of equality in relationships that was upheld in the republic of 

letters, the other is the institution of patron-client relationships that was 

generally accepted in the eighteenth century. Egalitarian relationships had to be 

upheld through gift exchange. This is evident from Rinman’s constant concern 

to have something to offer his friend Bergman. If someone broke the rule of 

reciprocity and received without giving back, this alone was reason enough to 

terminate contact and initiate hostilities. When Bergman pointed out that 

Gustav von Engeström had refused to send him the minerals he had promised, 

he tried to discredit Engeström as someone who couldn’t be trusted in an 

exchange. The ideals of the republic and of enlightenment were defined and 

defended and were also used to discredit an opponent and competitor. 

The ideal of reciprocity is also central for the understanding of Rinman’s 

patronage of Gahn. It was done as a favour to Bergman, Gahn’s patron. The 

roughly equal relationship that had been established between Rinman and 

Bergman had been negotiated within the rules of the republic of letters and 

allowed for exchange of favours. One such favour was Rinman’s offer to 

support Bergman’s client Gahn. This illustrates two things. First, that favours 

collected in scientific exchange could be cashed in for help with one’s career. 

Second, that favours owed to a patron could be transferred by him to his clients, 

through the institution of patronage. That the ideal of reciprocity was binding is 

also shown by the example of Gahn’s relationship to Samuel Gustav Hermelin. 

Despite Rinman’s and Bergman’s patronage, Gahn was overwhelmed by 

Hermelin’s gift giving and had to accept becoming his assistant. If Gahn had 
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acted differently, he probably would have made an enemy out of Hermelin, 

something that he couldn’t afford because of Hermelin’s superior social 

position.  

Carl Wilhelm Scheele too, could benefit from the ideal of reciprocity. By 

constantly sharing his experiments with others he could turn them into an 

important resource. The social mechanisms surrounding gift giving made his 

correspondents obliged to return his generosity by communicating experiments 

of their own, or by doing him other favours. Since few could match Scheele as 

an experimentalist, he was propelled upwards in his career, once he had 

managed to establish himself as a participant of an active network of chemists 

in which gifts could be exchanged. His social mobility upwards only stopped 

because he himself decided that he had gone as far as he wanted.  

 

 

Creating academic chemistry 

I have argued that another important aspect of the social and scientific practice 

of chemistry was the construction and definition of a chemical discipline. At the 

Board of Mines, assaying and mineralogy (or chemical mineralogy) were 

recognized as belonging to the sphere of chemistry. But they were only a part of 

a broad range of skills that were studied by future mining officials. The 

auscultators, apprentices at the Board, were also expected to spend time in the 

mining districts and to study law, mechanics and several other things. 

At the beginning of the eighteenth century, chemistry was taught at 

universities as an adjunct to medicine. At some universities it was taught by 

independent readers, at some by local pharmacists and at some by professors 

with an interest in alchemy. Its status wasn’t particularly high, the borders 

between chemistry and other fields of knowledge were vague and it was 

unclear who chemistry’s representatives were. When Wallerius received a chair 

of chemistry, this situation changed. Chemistry became an independent 

academic discipline, a heading, under which other subjects, skills and fields of 

knowledge could be subsumed.  

The tendency of the previous research to present Wallerius as an isolated 

alchemist have obscured that Wallerius was the founder of a school of 

university chemistry that had several other adherents: Christian Wollin and 

Anders Tidström, along with others, among them probably also Pehr Adrian 

Gadd. The strong political support for the chemical tradition represented by 

these men, led to patronage, economic support and the institutionalization of 

chemistry at Swedish universities.  
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This process should, however, be seen as part of a broader trend. In the 

German states, the number of salaried university chairs that included 

responsibility for chemistry went from six to thirty-six from 1720 to 1780. 

During the same period, the number of functioning chemical laboratories at 

German universities increased from one to eleven.2  

Institutional changes at Swedish universities and the utilist ideology have a 

place in a wider German cultural context. If we are to understand the Swedish 

influence on the Parisian milieu that engendered the “high” enlightenment, it 

should probably be seen as an ideologically and scientifically influential branch 

of the German “Aufklärung”. This movement sought to make society better 

through educational reforms, economic growth and intellectual progress. It was 

not as radical as its French counterpart. Instead it sought to work change from 

within the existing structures of state and church.3 

Due to Wallerius’ efforts, chemistry, as a utilistic enlightenment science, 

was established and institutionalized in Sweden sixteen years before Torbern 

Bergman took it up. Bergman’s success as a chemical theorist and as an 

ideologist of the new currents in chemistry should be analyzed with this 

background in mind. Wallerius’ criticism forced Bergman to define and clarify 

his position and also to analyze precisely in what ways his chemistry was 

different from that of his predecessor. 

It must also be kept in mind that when Bergman took over the chair of 

chemistry in Uppsala, his position was weak. The university’s laboratory was a 

burnt out shell and the laboratory assistants were Wallerius’ disciples. Wollin, 

the professor of chemistry in Lund, was also a disciple of Wallerius while Gadd 

in Åbo was theoretically dependent on him. When Wallerius caused Bergman’s 

chemical competence to come into question, all possibilities to build peacefully 

on the foundation laid down by the older chemist disappeared. Instead 

Bergman set out to build a new foundation for chemistry, while simultaneously 

articulating his position in contrast to that of Wallerius. 

Bergman and the chemists in his circle redefined academic chemistry as 

something different and superior to the knowledge of several different groups 

with an interest in chemistry. In this study I have analyzed how Bergman’s 

network reinterpreted the knowledge of older chemists, chemists employed in 

the mining industry, owners of mining installations, skilled workers and 

                                                 

2 Hufbauer, Formation, 30. 
3 Ibid., 18-20. Joachim Whaley, “The Protestant Enlightenment in Germany” in, R. Porter and M. 
Teich, The enlightenment in national context (Cambridge, 1981), 108-114, 117. C. f., Frängsmyr, 
“The Enlightenment in Sweden” in, ibid., 164-175. Idem, Sökandet efter upplysningen. 
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craftsmen and how the knowledge possessed by these groups was related to 

this new image of chemistry. 

Older chemists. Wallerius’ chemistry was a summarizing and synthesizing 

science that had many similarities to the botany and zoology of the 

contemporary Linnaeus. Bergman distanced himself from these associations. 

Instead he drew on resources from outside of Sweden: Newtonianism, the 

experimental programme, pneumatic chemistry and other innovations from 

Britain and France. He wanted to create an analytic chemistry that had the 

purpose of analyzing elements that could be systematically arranged in relation 

to each other, rather than in relation to an artificial system. While doing this 

Bergman also redefined the role and importance of Wallerius’ chemistry. 

Wallerius became someone who had summarized the findings of others and 

who had never made a reliable experiment of his own. However unjust 

Bergman’s accusation, experimental prowess was of far more importance for a 

chemist of Bergman’s type than for Wallerius who, as a systematician who 

sought to create comprehensive overviews of chemistry, relied on the 

trustworthiness of other’s experiments to a far greater degree.  

Chemists employed in the mining industry. Bergman sought to establish 

academic chemistry’s hierarchical superiority over the chemistry pursued in the 

mining industry. However, Bergman’s contacts with the Board of Mines and 

with Rinman should be interpreted as an attempt to seek legitimacy for his 

knowledge. By seeking the endorsement of the relevant “useful” groups in 

society, Bergman gained access to the social capital of these groups. Rinman's 

engineering work was seen as highly economically beneficial for his employers. 

Few could gainsay him when he endorsed academic chemistry’s claims to 

utility. By subordinating his knowledge and defining himself as a kind of 

“coarse” chemist, Rinman could access Bergman's and academic chemistry's 

social capital, a great asset to him in his interactions with industrialists. Gahn 

on the other hand, belonged to the network of Torbern Bergman from the 

outset. It was from that source he received his outlook and the motivation for 

his activities. It was in the context of his relationship to Bergman that Gahn 

sketched his relationship to the smelters and belittled the knowledge of the 

owners of the mine and smelting houses. This was most likely a strategy to 

remain in the Bergman network, comparable to the strategies used by Rinman. 

Both referred to a common set of values that they shared with Bergman and 

communicated information to him that derived from their daily work. 

Owners of mining installations and skilled workers. When Gahn identified with 

the smelters in his correspondence with Bergman, he also identified with the 

group that had the most extensive knowledge of the different smelting 
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processes. Gahn's rendering of the differences in knowledge between the 

smelters and their employers can be seen as a way to marginalize the 

“Masters”. Theory was known only by the chemists, while the ways of the 

smelting house were known only to the smelters. This left the owners of the 

mining installations with no knowledge at all. They were completely excluded 

from the hierarchy of production and utilization of useful knowledge. In his 

letters, Gahn was positioning himself and his knowledge in the power 

structures that surrounded him. He placed himself directly above the smelters 

in a hierarchy of knowledge that was separate from the economic and social 

hierarchy of the surrounding society. Gahn passed on the knowledge of the 

smelters to those who were above him in the hierarchy of knowledge, such as 

Bergman and other individuals who had a deeper knowledge of theoretical 

chemistry than Gahn. In this new hierarchy the technical-metallurgical-

chemical field of knowledge, both in its theoretical and practical aspects, was 

broken from the ordinary economic and social hierarchies. At the bottom of this 

new hierarchy were the workers, then came the practical men of science. At the 

top of the hierarchy were the theorists. Industrial processes were defined as 

“coarse chemistry” and were to be improved by “coarse chemists” such as 

Rinman and later on, Gahn.  

Craftsmen. The identification of the craftsman as an enemy of enlightenment 

that was a commonplace in enlightenment rhetoric, became problematic when 

Scheele turned up. Scheele hadn't taken part in any education at Uppsala 

university or at the Board of Mines. To facilitate his adoption into Bergman’s 

circle and eventually the republic of letters, Scheele’s competence and 

knowledge was separated from his pharmaceutical background. I have argued 

that the images of Scheele embody the proper relationship between the craft of 

pharmacy and university chemistry, as conceived in the eighteenth century. 

They reinforce a social order by making claims about relationships between 

individuals. Pharmacies provided empirical, practical knowledge, while 

universities provided theoretical knowledge and order. The assigning of social 

status to specific types of knowledge mirrors the social positioning expressed in 

the correspondences of Rinman and Bergman and Bergman and Gahn. The 

result of these redefinitions was that academic chemistry, as pursued by 

Bergman, was construed as the highest form of chemical knowledge.  
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Appendix:  

Translations of units, titles, mining terms and 

societies 

 

SWEDISH TO ENGLISH 

 

Aln, Swedish ell, measure of length, approximately 60 cm  

Auskultant auscultator (at the Board of Mines) 

Avesta kronobruk, the Crown's copper works in Avesta  

Bergsexamen, Mining examination 

Bergskollegium, Board of Mines 

Bergsman, not translated, see Introduction, some notes on translations / technicalities. 

Bergmästare, Head of Mining District 

Bergmästaredöme, Mining District 

Bergsordningar, Mining statutes 

Bergsråd, Mine Councilor (at the Board of Mines) 

Bergstingsrätt, Court of Mines 

Bokwettsgillet, Society of Science, Uppsala 

Brukspatron, see [Järn-] brukspatron 

Civilexamina, civil exams 

Cosmographiska sällskapet, Cosmographical Society, Uppsala. 

Daler kopparmynt, Swedish Copperdalers 

Daler silvermynt, Swedish Silverdalers 

Direktör över kammarkollegiets kontrollverk, Director of the Assay-Office of the Board for 
Public Lands and Funds 

Garning, refinement 

Garningsprocess, refinement process 

Hytta, smelting house, foundry 

Hyttarbetare, smelter 

Hytthammare, tilt hammer or helve hammer. 

Härd, hearth 

Jernkontoret, Swedish Ironmasters’ Association 

[järn-] brukspatron, ironmaster 

Järnvalsverk, rolling mill 

Kallrost, pit roast 

Kallrostning, pit roasting 

Kammarkollegiet, The Board for Public Lands and Funds 

Kanna, measure of volume, approx. 2,6 l. 

Kolbod, coal shed 

Kommerskollegiet, Board of Trade 

Kontrollverk, Assay-Office 

Kopparhytta, see hytta 
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Krigskollegiet, Board of War 

Krigskommisarie, (military) commissary 

Kungliga Svenska Vetenskapsakademien, Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences. 

Kungliga Svenska Vetenskapsakademiens Handlingar, The Transactions of the Royal 
Swedish Academy of Sciences  

Lispund, measure of weight, different lispund weights were used depending on what was 
being weighted. When weighing metals in the mining districts the lispund bergsvikt of 7,5 kg was 
used.  

Masugn, blast furnace 

Myntvärdie, (before 1725; Riksvärdie) Guardian of the Mint. 

Ofrälse ståndsperson, “a commoner of good social standing” alternatively “a person of 
quality”. 

President, President (at the Board of Mines) 

Proberkammare, chamber for assaying 

Quarter, also kvarter, measure of lenght, approx. 15 cm  

Raffinerhärd, fining hearth 

Raffinerpanna, refining pan 

Riksrådet, Council of the Realm 

Rostgrop, roasting pit 

Rostugn, roasting furnace 

Rostvändare, (occupation) roaster 

Råkoppar, coarse copper 

Skeppund, measure of weight, different “skeppund” weights were used depending on what 
was being weighted. In the mining districts when weighing metals the “skeppund bergsvikt” of 
149,6 kg was used.  

Skärsten, not translated. The product of the first of the two smeltings that the ore underwent 
in the copper-process of the great copper mine in Falun.  

Smedjehärd, hearth 

Smältare, smelter 

Smälthytta, smelting house 

Smältugn, smelting furnace 

Stångjärnssmedja, forge 

Stångjärnsverk, iron works 

Sulubruk, not translated. Part of the copper-process at the great copper mine in Falun.  

Uppfostringskommissionen, the Commission for Education 

Utilism, not translated, see Introduction, some notes on translations / technicalities. 

Ämnessven, journeyman  

Övermasmästare, superintendent of blast furnaces 
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